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IN 
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A
 

abutment protection structure de protection a cule 

ammeter ampirematre 

arc-welding soudage A l'arc 

alternate sources of energy sources d'6nergie de substitution 

B 

bed(canal,etc.) lit(canal,etc.) 

basin bassin 

balance 
water -- bilan hydrologique 
energy -- bilan inerg~tique 

ball bearings roulements a billes 

belt courroie 

biota biota;faune et flore 

blade aube,palette 

bottom-dwelling organisms organismes benthiques 

breast wheel roue de cetg, de poitrine 

breaker disjoncteur 

bus bar barre omnibus,ligne barre 

N
 



C
 

capacity 
(tfirbine) 

puissance,capaciti 
rendement(turbine) 

capital intensive A fort coefficient de capitaux 

catchment area bassin versant 

cavitation cavitation 

centerline (nozzle) axe(de tuy~re) 

checklist liste de vgrification,contr~le 

cost effective rentable 

cost sharing 
- basis (on a) 

participation aux frais a 
-frais partag~s, 1 parit6 de frais 

capital costs frais d'investissement 

operating costs frais d'exploitation 

crest (for a weir) crite (d~versoir),seuil,sommet 

cross section section transversale 

curvature courbure 

custom-made fait,fabriquf sur commande,demande 

D 

dam 
arch -
buttress 
diversion -

earth -
gravity 
rockfill 
timber crib -

barrage 
barrage-voOte 
barrage a contreforts 
barrage de d~rivation 
barrage en terre 
barrage-poids 
barrage en enrochement(s) 
barrage a caisson 

dam up (to) contenir, endiguer un cours d'eau ou 

lac, construire un barrage en aval d'une 

vail6e 



D (suite) 

design 
- flood 

- recurrence 

crue nominale,crue utilisie pour un 
calcul 
rfcurrence de calcul 

dielectric.. diilectrique 

discharge (rate) dibit (valeur) 

dissolved oxygen oxygane dissous 

downsteam (flow) (icoulement) d'aval 

drainage 
- area bassin hydrographique,surface de captation 

des eaux, bassin d'alimentation 

- basin bassin hydrographique, aire d'alimentation, 
aire de drainage 

E 

efficiency (turbine) 

effective 

rendement (turbine) 

efficace, utile, effectif, riel 

energy balance bilan 6nerg~tique 

environmental environnemental(e) 

evaporation ivaporation 

evaporation pan bac 6vaporatoire 

F 

flood 
- discharge 

crue, inondation 
dfbit de crue 

flow 
return 
subsurface -
- duration 
- duration curve 

icoulement, debit 
icoulement restitug 
6coulement souterrain, hypodermique 
durge des d~bits 
courbe de durge des debits 

,/\ 



F (suite)
 

forebay chambre(bassin) de mise en charge 

frequency meter friquencem~tre 

fuse wire conducteur fusible 

G 

gage, gauge 

generator 
induction 

governor 

gradually varied flow 

jauge 

gin~rateur, g~niratrice 
gin~ratrice asynchrone 

r~gulateur 

6coulement graduellement vari6 

grid 

ground cover 

r~seau Slectrique national 

couverture v~g~tale 

H 

head 
net -
gross 

headgate 

headrace 

hauteur de chute 
"" nette 
to brute 

vanne motrice ( ou de tdte), porte 
d'amont 

canal d'amen~e 

hydrograph 

hydrosulphide 

hydrogramme 

hydrosulfate 
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impounding endiguement, captage des eaux 

impoundment eaux capties(par un endiguement) 

inflow venue (d'eau) 

inlet entree, arriv~e, orifice d'admission, 
d'entrie, d'introduction 

intake prise d'eau; admission 

- area aire d'alimentation 
- screen cr~pine, grille d'entrge 

installed capacity puissance installge 

insulator isolateur 

pin-type - " tige 

L 

load charge 

- curve courbe,diagramme de charge 

lignt point point d'6clairage 

lightning 
- protection protection contre la foudre 
- protector parafoudre 

M 

mini-hydro plant mini-centrale hydraulique 

micro-hydro plant micro-centrale hydraulique 

moisture humiditg 
soil - humidit6 du sol 

money 
price, cost of - le loyer de l'argent 

- rate taux de l'argent 

motive power force motrice 

(surface) milch couverture d'humus ..i I' 



N
 

nullah 

nozzle 
- centerline 

cours d'eau, lit de rivi~re, de torrent 

tuyare, jet, ajutage 
axe de tuyare 

0 

open circuit 

overcurrent 
- protection device 

overfrequency 
- protection 

overvoltage 
- protection 

circuit ouvert 

surintensiti 
dispositif de protection A maximum de courant 

dispositif de protection A maximum de fr~quence 

surtension 
dispositif de protection A maximum de tension 

P 

panel board 

.pad 

tableau, panneau de commande,contrdle 

rembourrage , rembourrement 

penstocle 

phase 
single -

three -

pipe 

plate 

pondage 

ponding 

conduite forcie 

phase 
monophas6, uniphasi 
triphasE 

tuyau, conduite, canalisation 

plaque 

retenue, endiguement, captage d'eau, accumula
tion, emmagasinement 

retenue, stockage d'eau (par itang artificiel) 



P (suite)
 

power 
- canal 
- house ) 
- station ) 
- plant ) 
- unit 

precipitation 


put up (to) 


rain gauge 


record 


recording rain gauge 


recording river stage 


regulation 


release 


return period 


rotor (turbine) 


route 


r.p.m. 


rules of thumb 


runner (turbine) 


run-off 

surface 

run-of-the-river 

puissance, 6nergie, capaciti
 
canal usinier
 

centrale klectrique
 

uniti, bloc, module d'alimentation
 

pr4cipitation
 

construire, bdtir, 6riger, installer, monter
 

pluviomitre
 

relevg
 

pluviographe
 

iquipement de limnigraphie des fleuves
 

r~gularisation
 

d~charge, liberation, d~livrance, relAchemeni
 

p~riode de retour
 

rotor (de turbine)
 

itin~raire, trajet
 

tours/minute
 

m~thodes, proc~d~s empiriques
 

roue mobile (de turbine)
 

6coulement
 
icculement de surface
 

au fil de l'eau
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S
 

section section 
cross  section transversale 

sediment load charge s~dimentaire 

seepage infiltration,suintement 

setting (turbine) emplacement (de turbine) 

settling basin bassin de dfcantation 

shaft arbre 

silt vase 

siltation envasement 

site site 

sluice gate vanne 
- - valve vanne de vidange 

sEill dfversement 
- surge chamber rfservoir compensateur a diversoir 
- - tank chambre d'6quilibre avec dfversoir 

spillway passe-dfversoir, d~versoir. 6vacuateur 
- dam barrage a dfversoir 
- design flood crue nominale du dfversoir 

stage (stream, river) hauteur d'eau, hauteur limnimftrique (d'un 
cours d'eau,etc.) 

flood - - du niveau de crue 

staff gauge ichelle limnimgtrique 

steel acier 
mild - - doux 

stop log batardeau 

survey levi de terrain 

SWG (Standard Wire Gauge) calibre de fil standard 

switch interrupteur, commutateur 
switch-fuse commutateur-fusible 

spawning frai 

streamflow 6coulement (d'un cours d'eau) 



T
 

tailgate vanne de garde aval 

tailrace canal de fuite 

tailwater eau d'aval 
- elevation ilivation de l'eau d'aval, niveau d'aval 

through shaft arbre traversant 

time-consuming process processus de longue haleine 

tipping-bucket A benne basculante 

trade-off concession,compromis,ichange 

trapping capture, prise 
- efficiency capaciti de prise de sidiments 

trash rack grille grossiare, grille de protection 

tributary tributaire, affluent 

turbine turbine 
reaction - - A reaction 
impulse - - A impulsion (ou A choc) 

V 

valve vanne, soupape 
inlet - vanne de prise d'eau 
vacuum-breaker - soupape casse-vide 

vp.ne palette, aube 

velocity vitesse 
- head charge de la vitesse 
discharge velocity head charge cinftique du d6bit 

volatility volatilitg 



w 

waste 
- heat 
solid -
processing -

chaleur perdue 
dichets solides 
d~chets industriels 

water 
- balance 
- year 
- quality 

eau 
bilan hydrologique 
annie hydrologique 
qualitg de l'eau 

- level 
- -
- -
- -

gauge 
-

graph 
staff 

recorder 
limnimitre 
limnigraphe 
limnigramme 
&chelle limnimftrique 

watershed bassin hydrographique, aire d'alimentation 

weight-driven a poids 

weir barrage, d~versoir 

wetlands maricages 

wheel 
impulse -

roue 
- a impulsion 
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Abstract
 

Small-scale hydropower has been used around the world for thousands of years.
 

Water wheels provided mechanical power for grinding grain and raising water to
 

higher elevation for water supply and irrigation primarily in Egypt, the Middle
 

East, India, and China. In 1802 the first turbine was invented, and with the
 

linkage of the turbine to the generator, electricity was produced from water
 

power in 1882. The development of alternating current by George Westinghouse
 

in 1902 was 
the final step in setting the stage for modern hydropower development.
 

A common hydropower installation involves a generator driven by a turbine. The
 

water is fed to the turbine through a penstock from a dam which holds back the
 

water both to control it and to store it for future use. However, the simplest
 

hydropower arrangement is the run-of-river which has iostorage dam. Hydrologic
 

analysis along with topological data is necessary to determine ifwater supply is
 

adequate for hydropower, and to determine the appropriate size of the turbine and
 

generator.
 

Economic analysis to determine the benefit/cost ratio should precede the
 

decision to build a hycroelectric power plant. Analysis should include other fac

tors as 
competing water uses, and the social, cultural, political and institutional
 

environments.
 

Small-scale hydro 
may have fewer negative impacts than projects involving large
 

dams and resevoirs. Nonetheless, it is critical to anticipate and evaluate these
 

impacts in advance.
 

Small plants can be built through local initiative which can promote self reli

ance and self sufficiency. When the project is financed locally, and the equipment
 

is fabricated locally, costs can be reduced.
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Small-scale hydropower has been in use in the world for thousands
 

of years. Jn fact, it was in use many centuries B.C. with water wheels
 

for grinding grain and for raising water to a higher elevation for
 

irrigation or water supply. These very earlb developments took place
 

primarily in Egypt, the Middle East, India, and China. About 200 A.D.,
 

the Romans built a complex of 16 flour mills with vertical overshot
 

waterwheels and gears which permitted a variation of speeds. This
 

provided 28 tons of flour per day. With various types of improvements
 

over the centuries these water wheels, some having a vertical shaft
 

and others having a horizontal shaft, provided power to grind and mill
 

various grains, to saw lumber, to operate spinning wheels and looms
 

in the textile industry, to cut stone, to drive trip hammers, to make
 

wine, and to raise water, see Fig. 1. By the fourteenth century, there
 

were tens of thousands of water wheels which were providing mechanical
 

power in Europe.
 

Itwas during the ninteenth century, however, that hydropower
 

became not only a source of mechanical power, but also a source of
 

electric power. With the invention of the turbine, by the French
 

engineer Benoit Fourneyron, in 1820, the development of the reaction
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turbine by Francis in Lowell, Massachussetts, in 1847, the development
 

of the Pelton Wheel in California, in 1880, see Fig. 7, combined with
 

the linkage of turbines with generators to produce electricity in
 

Wisconsin, in 1882, that water power was finally used to produce
 

electricity. The final major step was the development of alternating
 

current by George Westinghouse at Niagara Falls in 1901. Itwas these
 

developments through the first nineteen centuries that set the stage
 

for the more recent developments inhydropower.
 

The hydropower potential of the world is enormous, being more
 

than 2.2 million MW, but only 13.6% of this has been developed, see
 

Table 1 from Goodman et al 1981. Of this total capacity, Africa has
 

a potential of 0.437 million MW (nearly 20% of the world capacity)
 

of which less than 2% has been developed. Half of that which has been
 

developed is at Aswan on the Nile, Kariba in East Africa, and Akosombo
 

in Ghana, see Deudney 1981. Inother words, the hydropower potential
 

of Africa has hardly been tapped at all. By proper planning from now
 

on, it is likely that hydropower can provide most of Africa's power
 

requirement, as it develops aid moves into the 21st century.
 

Hydropower has been variously termed as large-scale, small-scale,
 

mini-scale, and micro-scale hydropower. The definition of these terms,
 

however, is far from a settled matter. Nevertheless, a survey of the
 

literature shows that the range of definitions is as follows:
 

Micro-scale: Less than 100 KW, head,3m
 

Mini-scale: 100 to 500 KW
 

Small-scale: 500 KW to 50 MW
 

Low-head: < 20m
 

Large-scale: Greater than 50 MW
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It is usually neither desirablenor economical to have water
 

resource development for hydropower alone. Inother words, it is
 

usually most desirable to have a multi-purpose development including
 

several of the following purposes: 

1. Hydropower 6. Sediment control 
2. Irrigation 7. Recreation 
3. Flood control 8. Fisheries 
4. Municipal & industrial supply 
5. Navigation
 

How much emphasis to place on each of these purposes in the planning
 

and design of a single project can be determined most easily and
 

successfully by a process of water resource systems engineering, see
 

Hall and Dracup 1970. With the advent of the electronic digital
 

computer, this process of simulation, optimization, and maximization
 

has become an indespensible tool.
 

(
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Technology of Hydropower
 

A common arrangement for a hydropower station is illustrated by
 

Fig. 2 from Goodman et al 1981. The electricity is created by the
 

generator which is driven by a turbine. Water is fed to the turbine
 

by a penstock through the dam which holds back the water both to
 

control it and to store it for future use. 
 The head on the turbine
 

is the difference in elevation between the surfaces of the headwater
 

and the tailwater.
 

The simplest arrangement of a hydropower station is the run

of -river plant which has no storage dam. The water isdiverted out
 

of the river into an open channel or a pipe to be carried for 
some
 

distance at a flatter slope than the river slope in order to gain
 

elevation before the water is then dropped down through a penstock
 

into the turbine at river level downstream, see Fig. 3 from NRECA
 

1980. With this arrangement, there is no need for an expensive
 

diversion dam. At the upstream intake there is need only for a
 

diversion dam that will stabilize and control the water entering the
 

intake. When the river flow is large, the intake must be protected
 

against being washed away, and during very low flows most of the
 

water i.av need to be diverted to the intake to obtain the discharge
 

needed for power generation.
 

Generally speaking a hydropower plant is arranged as illustrated
 

in Fig. 3. Here the plant has a forebay, a draft tube, a turbine
 

and generator unit, and an afterbay. Each of these serves an important
 

function which increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the entire
 

power plant operation. The forebay allows for minor fluctuations in
 

water entering the forebay and short term fluctuations in the flow of
 

/
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water through the turbine. Likewise, the afterbay provides for
 

temporary storage which is needed because of the fluctuations of
 

demand through the turbine. The draft tube helps to convert the
 

kinetic eneryy remaining in the water after it leaves the turbine
 

into potential energy which reduces the pressure on the downstream
 

side of the turbine runner. Although the forebay, the afterbay, and
 

the draft tube are desirable and increase the efficiency, they also
 

increase the cost and are not absolutely essential to power plant
 

operation. Likewise, the penstock is not always essential-- depending
 

largely upon the quantity of water and the head involved. For truly
 

low-head, low-discharge plants, the arrangements shown in Fig. 4 can
 

be used. Here the forebay and penstock are combined and the water
 

goes directly into the turbine from a chamber. Likewise, there is
 

no draft tube and the water discharges into a pool which serves as
 

an afterbay but does not perform all of the temporary storage functions.
 

The arrangement illustrated in Fig. 3 will usually result in an
 

efficiency of 60% to 70%which, at first, might seem highly undesirable
 

However, if there is an adequate supply of water and a satisfactory
 

head can be developed, then a 50% efficiency simply means that twice
 

as much water is used as that for nearly 100% efficiency. Communities
 

in Pakistan and China, for example, have recently built thousands of
 

these types of units which have low efficiency but do provide
 

electricity that otherwise would not be available.
 

Inorder to determine whether the water supply is adequate for
 

hydropower, and to determine the desirable size of generating units,
 

it is necessary to make a hydrologic analysis. Fig.5 shows the
 

hydrologic cycle where the water comes from precipitation such as
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rainfall or snow and then runs in streams to the ocean. Large
 

quantities of water, however, are likely to seep into the soil
 

where it is stored either for later use or to seep out at a later
 

time into a surface water stream. This water can be stored and
 

diverted for irrigation, hydropower, navigation, flood control,
 

domestic and industrial uses, and for recreation.
 

The hydrologic analysis consists of analyzing streamflow and
 

groundwater together with precipitation records. The data produced
 

from these analyses are the data that are necessay, together with
 

topographic information, for determining the maximum size of turbine
 

and generator that can be used. The demands of the community, however,
 

may not require that the maximum size be utilized. Therefore, it is
 

necessary to take into consideration the potential load or demand for
 

hydropower.
 

There are various types of generators and electrical equipment
 

which can be used for small-scale hydropower. Since these are standard
 

for a given area for steam or petroleum engines and generators already
 

in use, there is no need to discuss it further in this paper. Suffice
 

it to say, that it may or may not be possible or desirable to connect
 

a given small-scale plant into a regional or national electrical grid.
 

Governors are commonly used in hydropower plants to control the
 

frequency of the electricity produced. For micro-scale units, however,
 

this expense may not be necessary. A load control system can be used.
 

Most of the more developed countries of the world have been
 

obsessed with obtaining the highest possible efficiency in the turbine
 

and other equipment.
 

This matter of efficiency, however, has far less importance for
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small-scale hydropower where there is usually an excess of flow or
 

a limitation on cost of the plant. Usually, low efficiency can be
 

easily overcome by simply increasing the quantity of discharge passing
 

through the turbine.
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Water Wheels and Turbines
 

The various types of water wheels and turbines are illustrated in
 

Figs.6 and 7. The vertical water wheel, see Fig. 6, with a horizontal
 

shaft is slow moving and best adapted to: grinding and milling processes;
 

operating tools such as a drill press, a lathe, or a saw; and operating
 

pumps and electrical generators with a gearing mechanism tj increase
 

the shaft speed. Although its efficiency is much less than the turbine,
 

it is simpler and less expensive. Furthermore, it can be built,
 

serviced, and maintained with local non-technical personnel. For the
 

Undershot Wheel and the Poncelet Wheel the water is introduced at the
 

bottom of the wheel and for the Breast Wheel ait the Overshot Wheel
 

the water is introduced at the top of the wheel.
 

The Undershot Wheel is the most elementary wheel. Its action is
 

much like the side wheels on the early steam ships. It can operate
 

with as little as 30 cm of head, but the optimum head is 2 to 5 
m
 

A common diameter of the wheel is 5m. It has a very low efficiency.
 

The Poncelet Wheel is a modification of the undershot wheel. The
 

blades, however, are curved and the water enters through a two-dimensional
 

nozzle operating under a head of 3 m or less. The diameter of the
 

wheel is usually about 5 m and has a greater efficiency than the
 

Undershot Wheel. Much closer tolerances are required; therefore, the
 

floor and walls around the Poncelet Wheel are made of wood, masonry,
 

or concrete.
 

For the Breast Wheel the water enters the wheel near the top and
 

is held in the buckets all the way to the bottom. They usually operate
 

at heads less than 3 m and their diameter is usually two to three
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times the head. The maximum efficiency is usually about 65%.
 

In the Overshot Wheel the water is fed to the wheel through a
 

flume. A sluice gate controls the discharge of the water. The head
 

is the same as the wheel diameter and is usually a maximum uf about
 

10 m. The efficiency is high.
 

A turbine is a machine which uses the kinetic an,,/or potential
 

energy in water to force the machine to rotate and create mechanical
 

energy. It can be connected directly to mechanical equipment such as
 

lathes, grinders, or mills, or to a generator to produce either a.c.
 

or d.c. electricity.
 

The amount of power produced by a turbine is directly proportional
 

to the product of the head and the discharge-- that is, P ~ HQ. This
 

means that a high head and low discharge can produce the same power
 

as a low head and high discharge.
 

Turbines are generally divided into two types: Impulse turbines
 

and reaction turbines. Impulse turbines use the velocity of the water
 

to drive the turbine runner, and it is open to the atmospheric pressure.
 

A good example of an impulse turbine is the Pelton Wheel, which is a
 

more confined and refined extension of the Poncelet Wheel.
 

Another example of an impulse turbine is the Crossflow Turbine
 

which has curved blades and is shaped.much like a squirrel-cage air
 

blower (which acts as an air pump). The water enters the Crossflow
 

Turbine much like it does in the Breast Wheel but the blades are
 

shaped so that as the water enters the turbine on one side it gives
 

them a downward thrust and then the water is directed across the inside
 

of the turbine to strike the blades on the other side to give them an
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upward thrust before it drops into the pool below. It can operate under
 

heads as low as 1 m and its efficiency is usually about 60 to 70% with
 

a maximum of 80%.
 

The Pelton Wheel is a disc wheel with ball -shaped bucket blades
 

around the outside edge of the disc. A high velocity jet of water
 

strikes the buckets which deflect the water into a reverse direction and
 

the change inmomentum flux causes a force against the bucket which drives
 

the wheel. The Pelton is for high heads and can have an efficiency
 

as high as 90%.
 

The Francis Turbine is a reaction turbine where:n the flow is
 

completely confined inside the turbine. The water flows against and
 

along the blades and the force caused by a combination of the ambient
 

pressure and the change in momentum flux drives the blades to rotate
 

the runner. The flow into the runner is from either an open chamber
 

or a scroll case which may first flow through wicket gates that are
 

operated by a governor to control the amount of water flowing into
 

:he turbine.
 

The blades of a Propeller Turbine are similar to those of a
 

propeller which drives a boat, except that the propeller and blades
 

are confined --whereas with a boat the propeller is not confined and
 

is open to the ambient pressure. The Kaplan Turbine is a special
 

type of propeller turbine with adjustable blades which makes it
 

efficient over a wider range of heads and discharges.
 



The Bulb Turbine is a recent development wherein the generator and
 

turbine are encased within the flow and the water flows around the unit
 

and through the propeller blades to generate the electricity. The
 

Tubular Turbine and the Straflo Turbine have similar characteristics.
 

A general summary of efficiency ranges is given ir the following
 

table:
 

Typical Efficiency Ranges for Small Water Wheelsand Turbines
 

(From Alward et al 1979)
 

Water Wheels Turbines
 

Undershot 25-45% Reaction 80%
 
Breast 35-65% Impulse 80-85%
 
Poncelet 40-60% Crossflow 60-80%
 
Overshot _60-75%
 

In recent years, several turbine manufacturers have been
 

standardizing their various sizes of turbines so that some of the
 

advantages of assembly line and mass production can be taken to reduce
 

the cost of turbines. This has already been the case for pumps for many
 

years.
 

The possibility of using pumps as turbines by reversing the flow
 

is another possibility which is gaining momentum. Such a unit has
 

reduced efficiency but this disadvantage can sometimes be overcome by
 

the advantages of simplicity, ease of servicing, lower initial cost,
 

and pumped storage for peaking power.
 

Basically the Pelton Wheel is for relatively high heads and low

discharge installations and the Kaplan Propeller Turbine is for low head
 

and high discharge, see Fig. 7. The Francis Turbine is an intermediate
 

turbine that is most efficient inoperating between the extremely high
 

head and extremely low head, see Fig. 9.
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Economics
 

Whether or not to build a hydroelectric power plant is a decision
 

That should be preceded by an economic analysis so that the benefit/cost
 

(B/C) ratio can be determined and there will be no (or fewer) surprises
 

ahead as the project is designed, built,operated, and maintained. The
 

items to be included as benefits and costs will depend upon the kind of
 

analysis being made and the nature and wishes of the sponsoring organization,
 

see Tudor 1980.
 

The benefits from a hydropower project are composed of the present
 

value of future benefits resulting from the project and may include one
 

or a combination of the following:
 

1. The presence of firm capacity and energy which allows other
 

power projects to be deferred.
 

2. 	The saving of fuel costs in exsisting thermal generating
 

plants, if available.
 

3. The saving of costs of power the owner may now be purchasing
 

from other sources.
 

4. The saving in cost of construction, operation, and maintenance
 

of the most economical alternative source of power if none is
 

now available.
 

5. 	The social benefits.
 

The cost portion of the analysis is composed of the present value
 

of the initial cost plus the future costs as follows:
 

1. 	Initial costs of planning, design, and construction.
 

2. 	Future repairs or replacement costs.
 

3. 	Operation costs.
 

4. 	Maintenance costs
 

5. 	Inflation costs.
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Various reference materials are available to obtain the details
 

of these benefit/cost items and calculations. For example see: Tudor
 

1980, Corps of Engineers 1979, and Tudor 1981. Examples of information
 

available are Table 2 giving Principal Technical and Economic Factors
 

for Feasibility Studies and Fig. 10 which gives a rough "reconnaissance"
 

idea of costs for a hydro plant.
 

Inaddition to these economic considerations, it isnecessary to
 

consider such factors as competing uses of water, social and cultural
 

considerations, political considerations, and institutional considerations
 

before making a decision to proceed with a hydropower project.
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Constraints, Problems, and Motivations
 

When considering a hydropower project, engineers and planners
 

frequently give little or no attention to the socio-cultural impact the
 

project will have on the local community and the region. If the project
 

involves a large dam and resevoir, or if irrigation, flood control, or
 

navigation are involved, there are both favorable and unfavorable impacts
 

that can result, see Deudney 1981. Small-scale hydro may have fewer
 

negative results, but it is very important to anticipate and evaluate
 

these results inadvance instead of having them come as surprises after
 

it is built and in operation. Some of the factors needing prior study
 

include effects on:
 

1. Agriculture 7. Income distribution
 
2. Fisheries 8. Political factors
 
3. Forestry 9. Standard of living

4. Mining 10. Ecology and Environment
 
5. Health 11. Self reliance of local people
 
6. Employment 12. Erosion and sedimentation
 

Once electricity is available, it can greatly reduce the drudgery
 

of an enormous amount of hand labor. Inthis way people are freed from
 

ti.) time consuming hand labor and are made available to carry out other
 

tasks to help improve conditions in the community.
 

In order for a community to have an interest in progressing to
 

hydropower and electricity there must be an interest culturally and
 

politically in having this advancment take place which will permit the
 

use of mechanised equipmenit as well as having electric lights to increase
 

the hours that work -an be done and to improve lighting conditions for
 

recreational and other activities.
 

Although there is always the temptation for agovernment to borrow
 

money (from the World Bank for example) in order to provide funds for
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small-scale hydropower in rural areas, this is not always in the best
 

interests of the people themselves. China demonstrated very clearly
 

that tens of thousands of small -scale hydropower plants could be built
 

by local initiative alone with no funding being provided by the central
 

government. This is a case of the people being stimulated by leadership
 

to be self-reliant and thereby self-sufficient. The various types of
 

turbines and generating equipment were developed by local initiative
 

throughout China.
 

Recent developments in Pakistan have also illustrated rather
 

clearly that local initiative can fabricate the necessary equipment
 

together with the facilities and funding required for hydroelectric
 

power. There are several advantages to this type of approach as
 

follows:
 

1.If a project is financed entirely by local funds itwill not
 

be so costly that future financial commitments will work
 

a hardship on the community.
 

2.Having fabricated and built all of the equipment and facilities
 

required by local people, these same people then have the
 

capability for servicing and maintaining the equipment to
 

keep it in working order.
 

3.There is an enormous satisfaction that comes from solving one's
 

own problems with local resources and a great deal of pride
 

results from having accomplished this.
 

4.Such an accomplishment then leads to the conviction on the part
 

of the local people that they have the capability of solving
 

other problems as well through local initiative and local
 

financing.
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Although there may be other competing uses for the water that is
 

used to generate hydropower, if the plant is "run-of-river" then the
 

water stream is diverted for only a relatively short distance and it is
 

never held for any period of time to prevent use downstream. Consequently,
 

there are very few situations where a "run-of-river" plant would conflict
 

with the environment or uses of the water supply. )
 

In case there is storage of water in order to provide peaking
 

capability or to provide carry over water in order to generate electricity
 

during dry periods, then there is greater likelihood that the
 

hydropower requirements will compete with other uses such as irrigation
 

and flood control.
 

\:
 
\K 
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Table 1. World Hydroelectric Power Capacity and Production Capability, 1974 

Continent 
or 
area 

Total 
capacity 

(MW) 

Percent of 
total world 

capacity 

Developed 
capacity 

(MW) 

Percent 
capacity 

developed 

Average 
annual pro-

duction 
capability 

(GWh) 

Africa 437,104 19.3 8,154 1.9 2,019,934 

Asia (less 
USSR) 684,337 30.3 47,118 6.9 2,638,169 

Europe (less 
USSR) 215,407 9.5 103,998 48.3 722,368 

USSR 269,000 11.9 31,500 11.7 1,095,000 

North America 330,455 14.7 90,210 27.3 1,487,847 

South America 288,289 12.7 18,773 6.5 1,637,031 

Oceania 36,515 1.6 7,609 20.8 202,071 

Total 2,261,107 100.0 307,362 13.6 9,802,420 

Sources: World Energy Conference, Survey of EnergD Resources, New York, 
U.S. Department of the Interior,June 1976. 
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Percent of 
total world 
production 

Developed 
average 

annual pro-

Percent 
production 
capsbility 

capability duction developed 
capability 

(GWh) 

20.6 30,168 1.5 

26.9 198,433 7.5 

7.4 382,317 52.9 

11.2 123,000 11.2 

15.2 453,334 30.5 

16.7 91,415 5.6 

2.0 28,897 14.3 

100.0 1,307,564 13.3 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Tube, 
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1980) 
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I. Estimated costs are based upon a typical or standardized turbine
 
coupled to a generator either directly or through a speed increaser,
 
depending on the type turbine used.
 

2. 	Costs include turbine/generator and appurtenant equipment, station
 

electric equipment, miscellaneous powerplant equipment, powerhous;,
 

powerhouse excavation, switchyard civil works, an upstream slide
 

gate, and construction and installation.
 

3. 	Costs not included are transmission line, penstock, tailrace con

struction and switchyard equipment.
 

'4. Cost base July 1978.
 

5. 	The transition zone occurs as unit types change due to increased head.
 

6. 	For a Multiple Unit powerhouse, additional station equipment costs 

are $20,000 + $58.000x(n-I) where n is the total number of units. 

7. 	Data for this figure was obtained from figures and table3 in 
Yolumes V and Vl. RVD 5/80 

z'ic-oew0 r 'ea t -ae s ,;o s 

(from Corps of Engirocro, 1979).
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THE FUTURE OF SMALL HYDROPOWER IN IVORY COAST
 

SYNOPSIS
 

Small capacity hydropower plants are a new energy source among
 

others. Instead of competing with other new energy sources,
 

their contribution rather completes the role of these sources.
 

With a potential exceeding 1.000 GWh, the small hydroplants 

delay the exhaustion of hydropower in the Ivory Coast, thus al

lowing the optimum use of waterways. 

-'
 



I. IDENTITY
 

Name --Surname ................ 
KROKO Diby Marcel 

Married, father of 8 
 children. 

2. ACADEMIC REFERENCES 

a) Secondary school 
1957 : BEPC (Secondary School First Level Degree) Lycde classique of Abidjan-

Graded head of the list in the Ivory Coast.
 
1957 : Graded head of the list 
 in the ilory Coast dnd 3rd in the formerFrench Western Africa at the entrance test to the Lycde Murice Dela

fosse of Dakar. 
1961 , Baccalaureat (Secondary School Final Degree) in Mathematics and

Technics at the Lyc~e Technique of Abidjan - (fairly good). 

b) University level 
1964 
 BSEE (Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineerng) University of Il

linois (USA) with an ASPAU program scholarship (African Scholarship

Program for American Universities).
 

1969 M1SEE (Master of Science 
in Electrical Engineering) Rensselaer Polytech
nic Institute (USA) with an AFGRAD program scholarship (African Gra
duates Program).
 

3. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
 

February 1st, 
1965 : Hired by E.E.C.I. 
June 1965-- September 1965 : Operation of diesel power stations as Head of the 

Gagnoa Cpnter. 
September 1965 -
February 1968 : Operation of Hydroelectric power stations as
 

Head of Operation Department of the Ayam6 group of power stations.September 1971 - May 1974 : Operation of !,'droelectricpower stations as Chief 
Orerator at Kojsou. 

June 1969 - September 1971 : Equipment of diesel power stations as Head of
local diesel power stations Department - Technical Division. 

the 

May 1974 - June 1975 : Contributed to the study of the Electromecnunical L'...,h
of the Taabo H'droelectricscheme as studies Engineer.
 

Since 1976 : Appointed Director of Studies and 
Technological Researt-h. 
: In charge of Energy issues. in this respect acted as the represen
tative of Mr. Lambert KONAN at various internationalmeetinais onEnergy e.g. those held by the International Executive Council 'andthe General Assembly of the World Energy Conference, and also those
held Lg the Committee of the International Chamber of Commerce. 
Member of the Orientation Committee of the CRES (A West African Regio
nal Center on Solar Energy to be built in Bamako, Mali).
Secretary of the Ivorian National Committee of the international Com
mission On Large Dams. 

4. SPECIAL DECORATION : Chevalier of the Ivorian -Orderof Merit. 



THE FUTURE OF SMALL HYDROPOWER IN
 

IVORY COAST
 

Despite the fact that hydropower techniques were mas

tered long time ago, small hydropower appears nowadays as a
 

"new" source of energy, together with solar energy yet known and
 

vvensometimes cleverly exploited since the ancient times. This
 

is due to the fact that in the field of hydropower, in the deve

loped as well as developing countries, the huge power ressources 

required for the industrial progress of the modern world have 

for a long time, focussed the attention of the competent autho

rities, public powers and specialists, on the exclusive equip

ment of the sites with great energy potential. As a result of
 

this trend, the small structures built in Europe and elsewhere
 

have been relegated to the background, and sometimes just simply
 

discarded as the extension of high and medium voltage is imple

mented.
 

The Ivory Coast which, in spite or because of its young
 

age is experiencing some rapid economic growth since its 
inde

pendance, did not escape the rule. Therefore, the Ivory Coast
 

stated the installation of its hydroelectric equipment by deve

loping the sites which, even though small scale, cannot be termed
 

small hydropower plants. Thus AYAME-I and AYAME-II with
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respectively 20 and 30 MW were operated in 1957, then in 1965,
 

followed in 1972 by KOSSOU, 175 MW, 
in 1976 by TAABO 210 MW,
 

and in 1980 by BUYO 165 M. The SOUBRE project for which the
 

bids are now being launched shall enter into operation in 1985,
 

with an installed capacity of 328 NW.
 

Yet, as early as 1975, upon the recommandations of
 

E.E.C.I. and considering the world energy crisis resulting from
 

the first oil shock in 1973, the public authorities took the
 

decision to carry out what is now unanimously termed the hydro
 

turning point of the 
Ivory Coast thus stating the political will
 

of the Ivory Coast to tap its hydro potential in priority for
 

the supply of electrical pow.r. The E.EC.I. then decided to
 

make an inventory of the hydroelectrik available on the national
 

territory, and to denote a special interest to the small hydro

power sites as a normal procedure, but also to the purely agri

cultural sites, because of the possible consequences of uncon

trolled equipment of such sites on downstream hydroelectric
 

schemes. The inventory revealed an important hydro power potential
 

and it increased the early interest shown for this power range
 

and at the same time it initiated the E.E.C.I.'s "small hydro

power plants" program designed to develop gradually all the
 

small hydropower sites which had been identified by the inventory.
 

As the exploitation of such energy sources is generally
 

related to the development of isolated rural areas, it is not
 

surprising that this seminar was designed to be 
an appropriate
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forum for the exchange of information, experience and views
 

on issues and subjects related to the development of small
 

hydropower plants in the isolated rural areas of Africa.
 

So, with your permission, we shall first of all examine
 

together, the situation of small hydropower among the other non
 

conventional energy sources available in the Ivory Coast. Then,
 

I shall descrihe some of the most interesting sites and state
 

the future role of such small hydropower in the country.
 

With your permission, I would like to speak first of
 

all on the rural energy context of the Ivory Coast and to remind
 

you briefly of the rural electrification methods practiced by
 

the E.E.C.I. so far in order to be better adapted to this context.
 

The Ivory Coast is in many ways crossed in the middle
 

by a V line, which, in the hydropower context, runs along the
 

Bafing in the South, cuts through the Marahou6 at its immediate
 

junction with the B6r6 North of Zuenoula and goes slightly
 

down to the South of the Dimbokro region before going up to
 

the Ghana border at the East and after crossing the Coino6. We
 

shall see shortly that the quasi-totality of the small and large
 

hydropower sites are located South of the V line, whereas the
 

Northen area is almost except for a few sites. Therefore
 

it is quite normal that for each of these two large zones, the
 

choice of the E.E.C.I. production means derives from this natural
 

../.. 
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distribution or rather from this localization of the national
 

hydropower ressources. Thus the South is being equiped gradual

ly with hydroelectric schemes whereas the North is dotted with
 

isolated diesel plants as you can see on the slide which is being
 

shown now.
 

In terms of electrical power, the ivorian rural areas
 

are characterized by a considerable dispersion of demand in
 

general and by the low level of such demand for each consumption
 

point considered.
 

The low level of economic development in some areas
 

is certainly an explanation to this situation and so is the tra

ditional inclination for agriculture of the populations concerned.
 

In this context, what are the special arrangements
 

made by the E.E.C.I. for rural electrification ? A quick examina

tion of zhe past shows that this company, taking into account
 

the geographic, economic and social criteria mentionned above,
 

has always endeavoured to adapt to this context in the most
 

appropriate way, through its rural electrification methods in
 

general, its production means and its distribution techniques
 

in particular. Thus it adopted various techniques in turn and
 

is still experimenting other techniques which shall demonstrate
 

shortly.
 

Rural electrification in the Ivory Coast is primarily
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based on isolated diesel plants, installed in each consumption
 

center scheduled in the program of a specific year. These ins

tallations were termed local centers because they served only
 

the district where they are installed, they have been increasing
 

very rapidly between the years 1960 and , thus adding to
 

the number of electrified cities and villages during the same
 

period. Yet as the fuel used in these pover stations is the
 

DDO (') , the proliferation of such units because economically
 

unattractive after the 1973 oil crisis.
 

Henceforth, the local networks, experimented since
 

the end the 60's rapidly drew more interest from the planning
 

managers of the company. Thus, they were established throughout
 

the country side to serve not only new districts but also elec

trified villages, thus making it possible to discard existing
 

sets and to reduce the equipment budget in this field, because
 

the procurement of new diesel units has been considerably reduced.
 

The 33 KV network increased from km in 1960 to km by
 

the end of september 1981.
 

In addition to the discarding of some plants and the
 

elimination of the need to build other plants, this approach
 

has another advantage which contributed to its spreading. As a
 

matter of fact, it guarantees a better continuity of service by
 

making it possible the supply of one single center by several
 

(1) DDO : Distilate Diesel Oil
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power stations, as is the case 
for the 33 KV Daloa - Gagnoa -


Divo line, which was supplied by both Daloa and Gagnoa stations,
 

when first operated. As goes the-saying the more you get, the
 

more you want. The experiment with local networks was so 
success

ful that their number increased and covered more geographical
 

areas. 
Since then the idea of "spider web centers" germinated in
 

the minds.
 

Such centers, termed "spider web" because of their
 

space configuration evolve from the extrapolation of the local
 

networks idea. These centers are 
the most recent stage of progress
 

of the rural electrification methods practised by the E.E.C.I.
 

As these centers are designed to serve the remote geographical
 

areas, they rely mainly on either 
an important diesel generating
 

station of a few megawatts or an HV/MV station of appropriate
 

capacity. The number of power stations discarded through this
 

approach is more important than that of local networks. Unfor

tunately, the development level of the areas served, the scat

tering out of consumption centers and the low level of demand
 

at each of these points contribute to the reduced load of the MV
 

network of the "spider web" program. Quite often, the load capa

city per kilometer per line is about 1 kVA. For 
that reason,
 

experiments with new techniques is scheduled in 
thus program. It
 

is aimed at reducing the investment costs by adopting simple but
 

confirmed techniques anywhere where the conventional threephase
 

networks appear to be more sophisticated, at least during
 

.1/..
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the first stage. One of the most attractive simple techniques
 

seems 
to be the Single Wire Earth Return (SWER) system, the
 

experiment of which is scheduled in the rural electrification
 

program of the relacated villages in the KOSSOU lake area. At
 

this stage, I must point out that simple techniques does not
 

imply a reduction in the reliability of the structures, the
as 


good quality of service must be maintained and the safety of
 

people guaranteed. In the case of the SWER, a special attention
 

is given to the quality of earthing.
 

For the same reason, the E.E.C.I. is carrying out
 

some experiments in the field of new energy sources. In this
 

respect the Solar Experimental Rural Electrification program
 

ERES should make it possible, by 1986, to determine to what ex

tent solar energy, and particularly in the photovoltaic line,
 

is likely to provide an appropriate solution to the low consump

tion rural areas.
 

This short review of the rural electrification methods
 

practised so far or considered by the E.E.C.I. demonstrates that
 

there is no miracle solution. On the opposite, the ideal solution
 

should not only adapt to the rural context envisaged, but enable
 

the electricity company of the country to reach a certain auto

nomy in the field of energy considering the constant increase
 

of oil fuel prices.
 

I" 
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Therefore, the issue is co know whether the small
 

hydropower are likely to meet this requirement. The answer to
 

the question, will mainly depend on the attractiveness of these
 

small hydropower plants as compared to other energy sources
 

likely to meet the needs considered. I am refering especially
 

to agricultural and forest wastes, solar energy and biomass.
 

The Ivory Coast has a large potential of agricultural
 

and forest waste which could supply a large quantity of elec

trical power, if processed adequately. Coffee wastes, molasses,
 

sawdust or hevea trees, too old to be productive, constitute
 

hundreds of tons of energy wastes which, so far, have been simply
 

discarded every year by the rice husking plants, sugar mills
 

and plantatations. The experience of other countries and the
 

successful tests carried out in the Ivory Coast by the local
 

research institutes make it possible henceforth to assess the
 

energy value and attractiveness of such wastes.
 

The flattering centers provide a large quantity of
 

raw material necessary to generate electricity from methanol
 

produced by appropriate digesters.
 

Refering to the tests carried out elsewhere, it can
 

be stated that the valorization of vegetal and animal wastes
 

appears as a safe means to produce electricity in the rural en

vironment. Yet it is important to note that these wastes 
are
 

"'/ /'" 
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profitable only when use locally, as the transportation cost
 

will increase the real cost of one kilowatthour produced.
 

Solar radiation appears as the universal energy source
 

because it is available everywhere, free of charge. Such a large
 

scope makes it more appropriate than all other conventional or
 

new energy sources, to be adapted to the scattering of demand
 

in rural area. Besides, the capacities likely to be developed
 

under the current technological conditions are in the range of
 

the rural consumers requirements.
 

What is the situation of the hydropower plants among
 

these various energy sources. This question raises three other
 

issues relating first to the availability of such small hydro

power, secondly to their cost and thirdly to the technical con

ditions of their operation.
 

Regarding the availability, we have mentioned earlier,
 

that, except for a few areas, the hydropower development sites
 

are all located South of the V line defined above. In fact as
 

compared to the V line there is no hydropower site as such in
 

the North, except for the Missouli site on the Marahou6 river.
 

The production ratio is I over 123 for the South as the real
 

values are respectively 100 and 12.305 GWh. As for small hydro

power, there is a slight advantage of the North compared to the
 

South, because the North has 28 sites providing a total of
 

706 GWh against 22 sites representing 449 GWh for the South.
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The production capacity ratio equals 1.65 per 
I for the South.
 

The slides which are 
to be shown now describe the distribution
 

on the map of the various sites over the national territory.
 

It evolves from this situation that, in opposition
 

to the large sites of hydropower development, the S0 small
 

hydropower sites identified are fairly equally distributed all
 

over the country.
 

Apart from the considerations on the availability,
 

the small hydropower plants are also characterized by a higher
 

investment cost, in general, as the cost for the various sites
 

identified in the inventory ranges from about I million to 2.750
 

millions F.CFA per kilowatt installed. For the same sites, the
 

price of the kWh ranges from 100 to 550 F.CFA. The following
 

table which is being shown describes the total range of such
 

prices.
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TABLE N' 1 : Cost of Energy produced by the main small hydro

power sites
 

NAMS TEF.O CFA/ KW__ F
NAME OF SITE C(x000) F.CFA/kWh-YEAR 

1 San P6dro 350 87.6.
 

2 Aboisso 360x 78X
 

3 Koundisso 
 1 264 215
 
4 Sambadougou 
 2 500 549
 
5 Missouli 940 
 235
 
6 Ile-aux-Palmiers 2 750 314
 
7 Tahibli 
 590 113
 
8 Ghadio 
 2 000 467
 

AVERAGE R 1.674 
 315.50
 

To be checked xm Outside Aboisso and San Pedro
 

By comparison, I suggest that you examine now a simi
lar table on the larger hydro power basins in the Ivory Coast.
 

TABLE N' 2 : Cost of installed KW and price of kWh-year of the
 

large hydropower basin in Ivory Coast.
 

NAME OF BASIN F.CFA/KW F.CFA/kw-YEAR

(x 1000)
 

BAFING 619.2 
 94.5
 

SASSANDRA 287.0 
 59.5
 
BANDAMA 
 277.0 72.2
 
COMOE 330.3 
 51.7
 

AVERAGE 378.4 
 69.5
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A comparison of the two tables demonstrates that
 

the development of small capacity sites is 
four times more
 

expensive than that of larger sites, this ratio applies 
to
 

both the price of a kWh-year and the price of the kWh installed.
 

A comparison of costs between the small capacity hydro

power and other new sources of energy can only be based on the
 

quality factor, as the costs calculation is, in most cases, vi

tiated by an excess of publicity biases is favour of these new
 

energy sources. So, I shall only point out 
that the costs men

tioned on table I above can be compared to those of photovoltaic
 

solar energy only as most of the other costs 
are estimated to
 

be lower than the figures on table 1.
 

Now we come to the operational problems of small
 

hydroppwer plants. You are certainly aware 
of the fact that
 

the problems result mainly from the necessity to connect the
 

hydro plants to the MV network, because tneir production capacity
 

is mostly higher than the local requirements. This is particu

larly true in the case 
of the Ivory Coast. But such problems
 

are not unsolvable. However it is important that they should
 

be pointed out for a more accurate comparison. The special mea

sures 
to be taken in order to solve these problems shall be pres

cribed by some guiding principles based on the necessity to
 

maintain the quality of service, to limit the constraints and to
 

guarantee the safety of people.
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Indeed, it would be inadmissible to let the quality
 

of service deteriorate due to the connection of small hydro

power plant at any point of the system. Instead, it is important
 

that the quality of service should be equivalent to that of the
 

network suscribers in the absence of this plant. Special pro

visions must be made to this end. The maintainability of the
 

quality of service requires therefore the protection of the MV
 

network against any fault likely to affect the small hydropower
 

plants connected to the system, thus it is necessary to isolate
 

systematically these plants. It is also necessary that some steps
 

be taken to maintain voltage and frequency within a reasonable
 

range, in the case a small hydropower plant is isolated over
 

a certain portion of the MV network. Besides undue tripping and
 

false coupling are constraints which are likely to affect the
 

efficiency of a normal operation. The necessity to guarantee the
 

safety of people is obvious. It is particularly required in the
 

case of energizing operations or when a fault occurs while the
 

small hydropower plant is isolated over a portion of the system.
 

Most of these problems can be avoided with solar gene

rators or generating sets fed by animal or vegetal gaz, because
 

these installations can be sized according to the local require

ments, and therefore, do not need to be connected to the system.
 

To conclude the comparison on these new energy sources,
 

I will point out that the Ivory Coast potential for small hydro

power plants is relatively high as it is amounts to 1000 GWh a
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year. Moreover the 50 sites identified which make up this po

tential are fairly well distributed over the country, in so far
 

the Northern region apparently desolate owns 60 % of such poten

tial. Therefore, despite the high amount of investment required a
 

and the operational problems the small hydropower plants, rank
 

fairly high among the new energy sources available in the Ivory
 

Coast. Yet the varinus new sources of energy mentioned here should
 

not be considered necessarily as competing entities. Each one
 

of them can be adapted to a specific context, according to its
 

nature, availability and the technical conditions of its use.
 

Henceforth, the effective role to be given eventually to 
the
 

small hydroplants is not so much related to 
the availability
 

of other power sources in the Ivory Coast, but rather depends
 

on the new power ressources distribution policy to be eventually
 

adopted by the E.E.C.I. and the public authorities of this coun

try.
 

But before outlining this policy on which the future
 

of small hydropower will lie, we shall see how the sites of the
 

small capacity hydropower plants are laid out.
 

The general inventory of tne hydroelectric ressources
 

of the Ivory Coast, carried out between october 1976 and july
 

1979 revealed the existence of some fifty small capacity sites
 

distributed throughout the 
country. It must stared immediately
 

that this type of sites are those whose annual production is
 

below or equal to 100 GWh. This, of course, is an arbitrary
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criterium. But it allow the grouping of all sites whose esti

mated capacities are far below those of the larger hydropower
 

structures of the E.E.C.I. Thus except for some six sites whose
 

capacities exceed 10 MW, all the other sites have a capacity
 

ranging from 1.5 to 5 MW. The lowest capacity is at about 500 KW.
 

A few of them deserve some special attention.
 

First, the Grah Rapids site, because of the advanced
 

stage of its construction. In fact the dam and the units have
 

been completed and the erection of the electromechanical equip

ment shall be completed by the end of march 1983, in one year
 

time. The installed capacity is 5 MW supplied by 2
 

with a unit capacity of 2,5 MW, under a fall ranging from 8,9 m
 

to 11 m. The flow is 60 m3/s. Apart from electricity gene

ration which is to !;upply ann:ally some 20 Gigawatthours on the
 

33 KV system, the dam provides a catchment basin which will
 

need-of the city of San Pedro and of various industrial and
 

agricultural customers close to the city. More specifically,
 

the catchment will have to supply water to the paper plant to
 

be built in the immediate vicinity of the dam, about 2.7 m3/s
 

to start, then 4.5 mo/s during full operation. The water needs
 

of the city and other customers amount to a total of 2 m3Is.
 

The Aboisso site lies in the heart of the city and
 

is characterized by a natural level variation of 4.5 m which
 

will be raised to 5 m by a concrete sill. The flow of
 

125 in'/s will make it possible to install a total capacity of 5 MW. 

.1.,a
. 
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The main characteristics of other sites 
are as follows
 

TABLE No 3 : Main characteristics of some 
small hydropower sites
 

NAME OF SITE HEIGHT 
(m)
OF FALL RATED INSTALLED CA-FLOW PACITY (MW)
 

FERKE 
 11 100 8
 

AGBOVILLE 
 4 16 0.5
 

DALOA 
 4 25 0.8
 

LA PALEE  16 2.5
 

ZEGBERI 
 24 30 11
 

The capacities of most small hydropower sites identi

fied exceed considerably strict local neels. 
Therefore, their
 

connection to the MV distribution network is preliminary condi

tion for their development. In this respect it is worth noting
 

that many of these sites are located at less than 15 km from
 

the existing network as shown on Table 4 below.
 

*./1..
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TABLE N' 4 : 	Distance between small hydropower sites and exis

ting MV network
 

NAME OF SITE DISTANCE FROM SITE TO MV NETWORK
 
(km)
 

PALEE 
 15
 

DROU 
 3
 

ABOISSO 
 2
 

DALOA 
 1
 

AGBOVILLE 
 2
 

FERKE 
 16
 

ZEGBERI 
 45
 

The future of small hydropower plants depends not
 

only on the attitude of the authorities and experts towards micro

power, as stated earlier, but also on the performance of such
 

plants and primarily on the quantity of energy that they can
 

supply to the system.
 

The process of pondering over the future of small
 

capacity hydropower plants, leads to some issues relating on
 

the 
one hand to the general attitude of the ivorian authorities
 

in the context of the world energy crisis and to 
the real magni

tude of the small hydropower plants potential on the other hand
 

and eventually to the behaviour of such plants in the system.
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Regarding the first issue, it is well-know that since
 

1975 and upon the recommendations of the E.E.C.I., the Government
 

decided to exploit exclusively its hydroelectric sites and by
 

the same taken to delay the installation of thermal plants. Since
 

then, "the hydro turn" made possible by this decision has enabled
 

the country to save 
a large amount of foreign currencies by
 

producing hydroelectrical power in priority. The contribution
 

of hydro to the production of electricity amounted to 76 % in
 

1979-1980, then 92 % in 1980-1981. This contribution is expected
 

to rise to 90 % by 1988-1989 at least, if the hydro option decided
 

in 1975 is maintained. The exploitation of small capacity hydro

pwer sites 
is part of this policy to save foreign currencies and
 

achieve some autonomy in the field of energy, so, 
it is obvious
 

that the political opinion is in favour of the development of
 

the sites.
 

As regards the behaviour of small hydropower plants
 

in the system it has been stated that the difficulties pertaining
 

to their operation can be solved.
 

Therefore, there is no 
obstacle to small hydropwer
 

sites exploitatica which is not only perfectly in line with the
 

energy option adopted foe'some years 
now by the public authorities,
 

but which would render numerous and various services ranging
 

from electrical power production to the regulation of streams
 

with a view to developing some 
valleys which would be otherwise
 

improfitable, the supply of water to 
some cities and the protection
 

.1/.. 
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of some lowlands against the permanent risks of flooding, in
 

Man and Aboisso for instance.
 

The multiple functions expected from small hydro

power plants is a good enough reason to believe that the autho

rities of this country will become fully aware of the value of
 

such schemes, lest they be condemned by future generations who
 

will hardly admit that the previous generation may have neglected
 

an important national energy source, at 
a time when the world
 

energy crisis was rampant.
 

As a conclusion to this paper, I wish to express my
 

own 
firm belief. I have always believed that this possible con

demnation from the generations to come will really bp -smissed
 

only in so far as today's authorities will be able to master all
 

the factors involved in the processing of the national energy
 

ressources in general, and water ressources in particular. I
 

think first and foremost about the human factor. Plainly speaking,
 

it is important not only to exploit the hydropower ressources,
 

but to me, it appears as a national duty to do so with national
 

technical skills as well. In view of their relatively simple
 

operation and the short period require6 
for their implementation
 

small hydropower plants, provide a special opportunity to build
 

up such skills. In addition to the kilowatthours to be generated
 

and beyond thousands of hectares made productive through the
 

regulation of streams this contribution would be the most worthy
 

arid most significant of any program designed for the exploitation
 

./.. 0 
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of these sites. In the absence of such factor it would be deluding
 

to expect any autonomy in the field of energy some day.
 

I thank you for your patient attention.
 



THE MICRO-HYDROELECTRIC GENERATION PROGRAM OF ECUADOR 

by 
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ABSTRACT
 

Although Ecuador has abundant hydropower potential, barely 1.5% of that
 
potential has been developed. Hdyroelectricity was the first source of energy
 
for many cities and towns since the beginning of the century. When the National
 
Electrification Authority (INECEL), created in the late sixties, realized its
 
National Interconnected System (NIS) in 1979, a considerable number of micro
hydroplants serving small towns located in the range of NIS were disconnected
 
or abandoned. When analyzing its National Electrification Master Plan which
 
included the objective of rural electrification by 1984, INECEL discovered that
 
40% of the national population, due to geographical dispersement, could not be
 
integrated into NIS. In search for a better approach to energy development,
 
the National Energy Iastitute (NEI) was established as the entity responsible
 
for overall national energy planning. NEI has developed a national program of
 
micro-hydro generation and a whole systems approach to energy planning, in
 
general. Specialized technical groups were created to work specifically to
 
develop alternative sources of energy for rural areas for which micro-hydro
 
is a priority. NEI assembles and discusses plans with INECEL and other prospec
tive executors, thereby making possible the identification of objectives be
tween planners and executors of energy policies. To develop a national tech
nological capacity, NEI works jointly with specialized institutions by allo

cating funds, specialized personnel and by defining objectives of each joint
 
program. NEI is establishing a center for technological development which
 
will serve to develop local expertise and institutions for continued research,
 

deRelopment and training in hydropower technology.
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The Micro-Hydroelectric Generation Program of Ecuador 

Similar to all the mountainous countries situated in tropical areas, Ecuador is a 

gifted country in hydraulic resources. H ydroelectricity was the first source of energy for 

many cities and towns since the beginning of the century. Small (up to 5,000 kW) and 

micro-hydroelectricity (up to 500 kW) plants were spread around the country, creating in 

this form a decentralized system still partially in operation. The national hydropower 

potential is estimated at 22,000 MW; we are not even using 1.5% of this potential. In 

fact, 76% of the energy presently produced is by thermoelectric equipment. 

The development of thermoelectricity, due to the accelerated economic growth 

and the availability of cheap oil during the last ten years, was also a consequence of the 

lack of rational energy planning and the need to satisfy the needs of energy supply as 

they appeared, especially in the urban areas. 

A National Electrification Authority (INECEL) was created in the late sixties, 

starting also the era of grand hydroschemes, big thermoelectric plants, and the National 

Interconnected System (NIS). By law only INECEL or any of their regional enterprises 

were able to produce, distribute, and sell electricity. The interconnected system became 

a reality in 1979. The National Electrification Master Plan prepared by INECEL 

indicates that one of its objectives is, by 1984, to provide electricity to 700,000 

inhabitants of the rural areas, through a rural electrification program consisting 

especially of installations of small powerplants, substations, transmission and distribution 

lines, most of them branching out of the NIS. When analyzing this plan, where for the 

first time, rural electrification had an important role, a striking reality appears - that is 

that 40% of the national population, the majority of which lives in rural communities 

geographically spread in such a way as to prevent their integration into the NIS, will 

suffer the lack of electricity - a fact that accentuates their marginality even more. 

Therefore, it was evident that, within the framework for harmonious development of 
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these areas, a different and more suitable solution than traditional electrification had to 

be found. 

The Role of the National Energy Institute (NEI) 

In 1979 the National Energy Institute (NEI) was created as the entity responsible 

for the overall national energy planning. 

For the first time, energy was treated in a whole systems approach, treating it as 

a factor of social and economic development, intimately related to other factors as 

technology, social organization, etc. The realization by NEI of the problems imposed on 

the supply of electricity to the rural areas by the socio-economic characteristics of the 

small population and their dispersed nature became a preoccupation of the Institute 

which was expressed by the creation of specialized technical groups whose work was 

centered in the study and development of alternative sources of energy for the rural 

areas, and where micro-hydroelectricity generation was a priority. The NEI, as the 

natioral coordinating entity for energy planning, has access to all the organizations of 

the country. Therefore, when designing the alternative energy p!anning system, all the 

institutions that were going to be involved in one way or other in the different phases of 

the plan were called to work with the NEI group. 

The creation in NEI of the micro-hydro Group was followed immediately by a 

similar action in the rural electrification and planning divisions of INECEL. Their similar 

objectives started the spread of the national program of micro-hydro generation. 

All that was mentioned above is important to note in order to point out the 

relevance of the intervention of NEI that mace possible, for example, the creation of 

planning systems where most of the important extra-energy factors were considered and 

the assembling and discussion of the plans with INECEL and other prospective executors 

- actions which made possible the identification of objectives between the planners and 

executors of the energy policies. Also the planning system was adopted by the same 
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regional electric enterprises. A synthetic diagram of the principal points of the system 

are shown in graphic I. 

What is relevant in the planning system is that, in each one of th, se phases, more 

than one institution plays an important role, creating in this form an organizational 

interdependence that makes possible the disappearance of a program due to violent 

institutional changes or even partial financial problems. 

National Micro-H ydroelectricity (MH E) 

The study of the electric sector showed that one of the consequences of the start 

up of the functioning of the NIS was the disconnection and, in certain cases, the 

abandoning of a considerable number of micro-hydroplants that were serving small towns 

presently located in the range of the NIS. 

A preliminary inventory showed 68 plants in this situation. Therefore, the 

principal task of the INECEL micro--hydro group was the in-depth study and inventory of 

this equipment. 

This particular situation gave the country a great opportunity to start up a micro

hydroelectricity program through the study and evaluation of all the characteristics of 

the not-in-service equipment and installations. Also the reallocation of this equipment 

requires a considerable amount of work that at this moment is seriously performed by 

INECEL. This group is also working in the identification of all the population centdrs 

which will not be tied to the NIS and identifying those best fit to receive the existing 

plants. 

Meanwhile NEI started to think and work in the standardization of study and 

evaluation procedure-s for site selection, equipment selection etc. and also in the 

possibilities of manufacturing equipment locally. The NEI program of MHE was gradually 

reinforced in the areas of study of local manufacturing possibilities and standardization 

of resource assessment and civil works. 
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The state of the art in different developed and developing countries was studied 

and, at the same time, contacts were made with persons and institutions capable of 

carrying out successfully the idea and plans of national production of partial, or even 

complete, micro-plants. The coincidence of the realization of a workshop-seminar 

similar to the present one during the first stages of the program in August, 1980, 

permitted NEI to invite to the event all the persons and entities that will in one way or 

other play the roles of executors, users, researchers, constructors, etc. and, at the same 

time, weigh the real possibilities of our plans. The contact with the foreign researchers, 

field workers, company representatives, etc. was an enriching and valuable experience 

that also gave the NEI the opportunity to meet the technicians and consultants who were 

later hired by the U.N. for helping the institution in the accomplishment of the proposed 

technological plans. 

Development of a National Technological Capacity 

Instead of increasing the technical bureaucracy in order to develop its energy 

programs, the NEI has chosen to work jointly with the specialized institutions by 

allocating funds, specialized personnel, and clearly defining the objective of each joint 

program. 

With the National Polytechnic School (NPS), the agreement contemplates the 

construction of micro-turbines of the Banki and Pelton types and all the technical work 

for the transformation of pumps into turbines; with the Electrical Engineering 

Department and a local manufacturer of electronic panels, the development and 

construction of electronic load controllers and the adaptation of the generators to the 

turbines. A contract with the U.N. has permitted us to bring in .1 recognized and very 

experienced consultant in micro-hydro equipment construction, operation and installation 

who worked together with the NEI and the N PS in the turbine ccnstruction and also in all 

the other aspects of programs. The importance of the international expertise should be 
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noted. We consider that, for some time to come, only by working with and learning from 

those who have gained a firm knowledge, whether in the field or in the workshop, can a 

group of inexperienced but capable national technicians effectively acouire this 

expertise. What has been the cost of the NEI-NPS program for the development of the 

three turbines, the tran.'ormation of pumps into turbines, and the construction of 

electronic-load controllers? Disregarding the technical manpower that in one way or 

another has to be assigned a cost, the disbursement has been close to US $15,000. At this 

point, it is necessary to consider the time and effort given by the research team of the 

Polytechnic School to the project. Had the project, in which all the materials, parts, and 

foreign expertise were given by NEI, not existed, the micro-hydro team or a similar one 

would have been employed in projects or thesis work generally not useful and apart from 

the national reality. 

In the case of the electronic-load controllers, a cost was assigned to manpower by 

the company working together with the NPS in the development of the designs and 

equipment. The total cost of a typical control for a 50 kW turbine was close to 

US $2,000. Concerning the civil works, different alternatives are being considered for 

the construction of the different elements of an installation and special attention is able 

being given to the possibility of using local labor and materials. What appears to be able 

to reduce the costs substantially is the use of plastic pipe for the penstock; a suitable 

manufacturer of this type has been found. 

Project of the Center for Research, Development and Training in Micro-H ydro 

Technologies 

When studying the development of micro-hydro in Ecuador, immediately a 

question arises. Why, in a country where there have been installed more than 100 

operating micro-plants and where even the construction of simple equipment has been 

done, is there a lack of expertise in this field? 
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The answers to this question could be synthetized in the following statements: 

o 	 there has been a dispersion of the projects in time and space that didn't 

allow any national counterpart to acquire experience in this field; 

o 	 there has been a total dependence on foreign companies and expertise for 

the calculations, designs, installation, etc. of the plants. 

o 	 there has been an absence of a group or groups of national engineers or 

companies working in the field in a continuous form; and 

o 	 there has been a lack of institutions where the experience could be kept and 

the technological development pursued. 

The NEI thinks that the implementation of a center for technological development, 

where the applied research will be complemented by practical training, will help avoid 

repeating negative experiences as the ones enumerated above. 

The NEI has envisaged the functioning of the Center in the following manner: a 

group of engineers (mechanical, civil, and hydraulic) belonging to NEI will constitute the 

permanent personnel of the Center. The local electric company (QUITO) will provide the 

place, services, and water for the Center having at the same time an engineer in the 

work group. The other institutions of research and universities could assign personnel to 

work in the Center, permanently or by project. The electrification companies, in the 

same manner as the universities, will have the choice to assign personnel to the Center. 

The material, personnel, and economic support for the operation will be borne almost 

completely by NEI, which will also direct, operate, and maintain the Center. 

The projected physical installations will permit the testing of equipment up to 200 

kW, having al! the facilities to test different types of turbines, controllers, and electrical 

systems. A mechanical shop with basic tools will permit the assembling, disassembling, 

repair, transformation, and reproduction of certain pieces or parts of equipment. A 
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small administrative building with offices and a classroom for seminars, meetings, and 

training stages will also be built. 

The projected Center will have the principal types of equipment foe MHG sold on 

the international market: the locally-manufactured equipment and the occasional 

equipment for repair. When talking about equipment, what is comprised is turbines, 

controls, generators, and the electric panels. 

Three main types of activities are envisaged for the Center: 

1) applied research in operation of the systems, the testing and 7eproducticn of 

parts and pieces, and testing of equipment produced locally; 

2) 	 training in installation and operation of MHG equipment to groups of 

engineers belonging to public or private entities that will be in charge of 

design, construction, and/or operation of this type of equipment; 

3) 	 training in operation and control of equipment to personnel engaged in these 

tasks (this could belong to the electric companies, communes, and/or private 

entities) and training in repair and installation oi equipment of the personnel 

of the electric companies. 

In the prefeasibility study of the Center, an approximate cost of US $560,000 was 

calculated. At the present, the definite studies are still in process. 

A contract was signed in December, 1981 with the Electric Enterprise Quito for 

the construction of the Center; but what is also important to mention, is that, at this 

moment a provisional facility has been finished adjacent to the future facilities. This 

permits the NEI-NPS group to test turbines of a capacity up to 70 kW, which is especially 

useful for testing the transformed pump and the Mitchell-Banki units already finished. 

The cost of this provisional facility, where the majority of mechanical works were done 

by the Municipal Water Company, is about US $15,000. At this point, it is important to 

comment on the work of the Municipal Water Company where we found a lot of piping, 

valves, and the capacity and experience for the mechanical works similar to the one 
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needed for our provisional installation. 

SUMMARY 

As a brief summary, it can be said that after the realization by the Ecuadorian 

Government of the importance that micro-hydro generation could have for the 

development and upgrading of the standard of living of the rural areas, the program 

started by NEI and INECEL has been given the necessary support. A more rational and 

appropriate planning system is in operation at the highest levels of energy planning. The 

assignation of specific personnel to %irk in the programs of NEI, INECEL, NPS, and at 

this moment, two regional enterprises, shows increasing and sustained interest. There 

are 12 full-time engineers of the different institutions working in this field. The 

programs are well financed and the resources for the development of the different 

programs are already allocated. 

International interest has been demonstrated in the Ecuadorian MHG program, 

especially for the installation of piloi facilities. In this sense, AID will work with INE -

INECEL in a small program for the provision of electricity to two rural villages. In these 

projects, all the methodologies for planning, execution, and operation will be applied. 

Governments and international entities have also shown interest in financing programs 

for MHG, but our experience shows that, if a country does not prepare suitable 

counte'rparts and does not create permanent groups, there is no possibility for technical 

and technological advancement. 

Our program, that started two and a half years ago, has reached the present status 

due to all the favorable circumstances that exist in the country. We still h,.e a long 

road to cover, but we have realized our possibilities and we hope we will be able to make 

this source of energy one of the elements that will permit better economic and social 

development of a vast sector of the Ecuadorian rural population. 

Only through the acquisition of consciousness of the importance of this alternative 
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source of energy by the highest authorities can a national plan be successful, especially if 

the direction of this is given to motivated and capable personnel supplied with the 

financial and material elements to assure full success. 
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Micro-Hydroelectric Schemes in Pakistan
 

Abstract
 

For the rural areas of Pakistan, there is a pressing need for
 

accelerating the pace of electrification utilizing appropriate sources
 

of energy. The paper describes the salient features of the schemes of
 

the Appropriate Technology Development Organization. The presentation
 

includes the need of developing a non-conventional approach to schemes
 

of rural electrification. The paper describes the technology, fabri

cation, financing, management and end-uses of the schemes. By proper
 

use of local resources, schemes have been completed at a cost of US
 

$250-400 per kW.
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Introduction
 

Pakistan is primarily a rural country; two thirds of the total
 

population live in villages. Like most of the developing countries
 

in that region, most of the energy needs of people in rural areas are
 

met from the non-commercial sources available locally. Only 10,000
 

out of a total of 43,000 villages have so far been electrified.
 

Within the electrified villages, the consumer saturation is nearly
 

14% which compares well with figures quoted by international agencies
 

for developing countries.
 

Most of the people in rural areas use wood, forest and crop
 

residues and dung as a heat source for cooking and space heating.
 

Forest wood and kerosene oil are used as a source of light. The cost
 

of kerosene oil in the mountainous areas is higher than that in towns.
 

Typically a 4-gallon can of kerosene in a hilly area will cost about
 

Rs 40/= * (nearly $4.00). A household generally uses Rs 20= worth of
 

kerosene per month for lighting purposes. In areas close to forest,
 

a rural family uses forest wood worth Rs 10,000/= annually to meet
 

its heating and cooking energy needs.
 

Options of Rural Electrification
 

Electricity supply in Pakistan is the responsibility of the federal
 

government. The generation system is a thermal-hydro mix; the installed
 

capacity is 3350 MW (1980 figure). Rural areas are electrified by ex

tending the national grid. Preference is given to those areas which are
 

close to an existing transmission line. Due to limited resources, 1,000
 

villages per year have been electrified in the recent past. Typically
 

a village electrification costs Rs 500,000/= (=$50,000).
 

(US$1.00 = Rupees 10)
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In some of the areas, diesel generating plants have been installed.
 

These plants are a drain on the national economy as Pakistan imports
 

nearly 90% of its oil requirement. Secondly these plants need care and
 

maintenance.
 

In order to meet the local electricity needs, the Government initiated
 

a scheme of mini-hydroelectric plants. The turbo-generator plants
 

(50/100kW)were manufactured in Pakistan in collaboration with foreign
 

manufacturers. The project was planned and implemented along conventional
 

lines, which resulted in a cost of about Rs 50,000-60,000 per kI. In view
 

of this high cost, the schemes could not be implemented on a large scale.
 

The existing systems of rural electrification are not suited as they
 

are capital intensive and have high operational costs. Financial returns
 

are low and nearly 95% of electricity is used for domestic purposes.
 

Consumer saturation is low which further adds to social inequity.
 

Micro-Hydropower Plants of the ATDO
 

Hydroelectric plants, irrespective of their capacities, have
 

several features in common. Each plant has a water storage/diversion
 

system, a turbine-generator plant and a transmission system. However,
 

when mini- and micro-hydroelectric plants are designed, installed, op

erated and managed on the same system as large hydro plants, costs are
 

too high. Experience in Pakistan and information from other countries
 

indicate a wide range of cost values, mostly in the range of $800 to
 

5000 per kW. A detailed analysis may indicate the breakdown of the
 

cost for various components, material, technology, fabrication, labour,
 

energy, etc. Only such a detailed analysis can explain a wide range
 

of Lhe cost of such schemes.
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It is for the people and the government of a country to decide
 

the price at which they would like to have electricity. Where re

sources are unlimited and there are no constra.nts, cost does not
 

matter and electricity could be generated by harnessing potential
 

in the conventional manner.
 

However for Pakistan, and to several developing countries, con

straints of resources--financial and technical know-how--control the
 

programs of harnessing hydropower projects. If mini- and micro

hydroelectric prcrects are to be established viably, it is necessary
 

to look for a different approach to the whole issue. Electricity in
 

rural areas is mainly used for domestic purposes. For this end-use,
 

is it worth supplying electricity at a cost of say $2000 per kW?
 

In the approach adopted by the Appropriate Technology Development
 

Organization (ATDO) of the Government of Pakistan, reliance is placed
 

on the local resources -- men, material, finance and technology. In
 

addition to meeting the desired objective at a reduced cost, this ap

proach leads to the overall development of the community. Local people
 

participate in all phases of the scheme. So far 25 plants of capacities
 

in the range of 5 kW to 15 kW have been installed at a cost in the range
 

of US $250-$400 per kW.
 

Objective
 

Development of a suitable technology and system -- simple aud
 

inexpensive -- for meeting the electricity needs of the rural people is
 

the main objective of the ATDO schemes. To meet this objective, suitable
 

technologies have been developed and appropriate implementation and
 

management procedures have been adopted. The salient features of the
 

schemes are described in the following paragraphs.
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Approach
 

In the mid-1970's, we recognized the possibilities of running
 

electric generators on the sites where local people were running
 

On visits to
grinding mills by diverting a small quanity of water. 


several existing grinding mills, it was estimated that the mills were
 

operating on a water flow of a couple of cusecs and a head of 5-10 feet. An
 

open wooden channel was used to drop the water head and wooden wheels
 

having radial blades were driven by the water jet. On the vertical
 

shafts of the wheel, grinders were placed. Some of these sites were in
 

operation for 20-25 years without any major failures. The only
 

replacement needed was the blades of the wheel. The waterways, wheel
 

and grinders are all built by the local people without any assistance
 

from outside.
 

The first pilot plant was put up in a village near Peshawar. The
 

village had electricity from the grid, but the houses near the water mill
 

were not electrified. The owner of the mill allowad us to put up the
 

experimental plant at his site; in return for the local labour, they
 

received electricity. Encouraged by promising results, we took the
 

technology to an area which was a remote village and did not have elec

tricity at all. Six kilowatts of power was generated and about 60 houses were
 

electrified. The successful implementation of the first scheme attracted
 

several villages around that area. People used to visit the plant and
 

they showed interest and enthusiasm in having a plant in their village.
 

The approach proved contagious and we started receiving applications
 

from a number of villages. In most cases, a group of persons from a
 

village, 100-200 miles away, came to us with a request for putting up
 

a power plant.
 

On the receipt of a request, our technical staff visits the village.
 

A fairly large number of people -- (20-30) -- meet with our staff, who explain V / 

to them the technical, financial and managerial aspects of the scheme. 
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They are informed how various aspects of the scheme are implemented and
 

how the expenses of the scheme are shared between the Government and
 

the local community. Our staff stays in the village for a day or two
 

and matters are discussed mutually. The power potential is assessed
 

and the people are told of the extent to which the power can be bene

ficial to them. They are also told of the likely expenditures on the
 

operation and maintenance of the plant. This information helps them
 

in deciding on a tariff.
 

Technology
 

The power output is estimated by measuring the discharge and the
 

head available at the site. The location of the powerhouse is deter

mined by taking into account the head which can be created for a given
 

length of the power channel and the lengths of distribution lines needed
 

to supply electricity to the remote portions of the village. Frequently
 

the decision is dictated by such considerations as the route of the
 

power channel, ownership of the land on which the channel will pass, and
 

the ownership of the land where the powerhuse is to be constructed. All
 

these issues are kept in mind while making a decision about the location
 

of the civil works and hydraulic structures. The flow is estimated by
 

using a "float" which has been found as the only appropriate method and
 

it gives fairly good results. The fall is determined by measuring the
 

difference of elevation between the penstock entrance and the turbine
 

inlet. Reference tables have been prepared giving the power available
 

for different combinations of flow and head. These tables can be used
 

by the rural people for making an estimate of the available potential.
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The waterway system is similar to the one which has been used by
 

the village people for irrigation purposes. They are familiar with this
 

technology which has been used for aIges. The intake is a low stone weir
 

which raises the water level and diverts the flow into an unlined power
 

channel. The power channel terminates into a forebay structure which is
 

built of dry rubble masonry lined with concrete. The forebay has
 

necessary openings for inlet and outlet and overflow wooden 2ates are
 

provided at the inlet and outlet openings.
 

For heads up to 20 feet, non-conventional but readily available
 

materials such as wood and oil drums are used. For higher heads,
 

30-100 feet, steel pipes are used and a valve is included just before
 

the nozzle. Such pipes and accessories have to be purchased from a city
 

which may be nearly 400-500 miles away from the project site. Trans

portation of material is difficult and expensive.
 

The size of the powerhouse is selected to accommodate the turbo

generator unit and other machinery. Generally a room 10' x 12' is
 

sufficient for a 10 kW plant. At those places, where motive power is
 

used to drive processing units, the size of the room may be 15' x 40'.
 

It is constructed of rubble masonary with timber roofing.
 

No critical dimensions or designs are followed in the waterways
 

and the civil works. The villagers are encouraged to use their skills
 

and the materials available to them locally. The ATDO staff visit the
 

work occasionally and give the instructions wherever required.
 

The selection of the prime mover is dictated by the site condition,
 

s±mplicity of operation and fabrication, and cost. The cross-flow "Banki"
 

turbine has been found to be a suitable prime mover for these schemes.
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A simple process has been adopted for the fabrication of the turbine
 

rotor. End plates of specified diameter are cut from a 1/4" thick
 

mild steel plate. Rotor vanes are either cut from a suitably-sized
 

pipe or shaped to proper curvature by hammering mild steel plates
 

1/8" thick. Rotor blades are then welded electrically to the end

plates. For each installation, a turbine rotor of designed dimensions
 

is fabricated. The rotor has a through shaft. The nozzle made from
 

sheet steel is fixed at the lower end of the penstock and is independent
 

of the turbine. The rotor is supported by three ball-bearings which
 

are secured on concrete pads. No automatic governor is included in
 

the design. Instead the power input is controlled with a gate or
 

valve. The rotor shaft supports a V-type pulley which couples the
 

turbine to the generator.
 

Single- and three-ohase 50 Hz, 1500 rpnm, 220/380 volt electric
 

generators made in Peoples Republic of China are purchased from the
 

market. Since the generators are expensive in relation to the cost
 

of other iterms of the scheme, a program of local design and fabrication
 

has been initiated by the ATDO. A panel board containing voltmeters,
 

ammeters, switch-fuse units, and over-current protective devices, is
 

provided with each generator unit. An overvoltage relay is also fitted
 

to avoid overvoltages in case of an accidental open circuit of the
 

generator load or on very low loads.
 

The powerhouse is located close to the village; the distribution
 

is therefore at the generation voltage. Usually 8 and 10 SWG bare
 

copper conductors, supported by pin--type insulators, are laid on
 

wooden poles.
 

(
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Cost
 

The breakdown of costs for a 10 kW micro-hydro scheme is given below
 

1. Civil works 	 U.S. $ 800.00
 

2. Turbine 	 200.00
 

3. Generator 	 1500.00
 

4. 	Technical services 400.00
 

Total $2,900/=
 

The cost of the distribution system depends upon the extent of the
 

area served. Typically a cost of about $800 - 1000 may be taken for a
 

10 kW plant. For heads in the range of 40-100 feet, the cost of long
 

lengths of iron pipe penstock may increase the cost of civil work to
 

about $1500.00. The unusually low cost of $250-400 per installed kW results
 

from such factors, as:
 

a. low administrative cost
 

b. labour contributed by villagers
 

c. use of local materials
 

d. local fabrication wherever possible
 

e. appropriate system design.
 

The cost/kWh generated is about 25 mills. (1 mill = US$.001).
 

Financing
 

An the initial stages, the ATDO financed all the machinery and
 

components needed for the plants. This was necessary to establish and
 

demonstrate the viability of the schemes, particularly the new approaches
 

in the design, fabrication, installation, operation and management of
 

the plants. Presently, the schemes are implemented on cost-sharing
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basis. ATDO and local governments share the cost of turbine and generator.
 

The cost of civil work including penstock and distribution system is
 

shared by the community or local enterpreneurs. Technical services are
 

provided by the ATDO. The investment made by an enterpreneur is recovered
 

by running cottage-level industrial units e.g. band saw, flour mill, rice
 

huller, cotton gin,etc. A number cf banks have introduced schemes of
 

loans to farmers for agro-based industries. It is expected that loans
 

could be arranged for multi-purpose micro-hydroelectric plants.
 

Management and Operation
 

The success of the micro-hydro schemes in Pakistan is a result of
 

the Involvement and participation of the local people. Decentralized
 

energy schemes intended for isolated communities must have the interest
 

and participation of the people for whom the scheme is designed. In the
 

ATDO projects, local people are associated from the identification of
 

the site to the installation of the plant. During the course of the
 

construction of the waterway and powernouse, technical staff of the
 

ATDO makes only occasional visits, just to ensure that the work is
 

progressing well and the quality of the work is good. The installation
 

of the machinery is carried out jointly by the ATDO staff and local
 

technicians. The plant is run by the ATDO staff for a few days during
 

which period a local technician learns the various aspects of the
 

operation of the plant. Thereafter the plant is handed over to the
 

local community who operate, maintain, and manage the plant.
 

Usually one or two persons are selected by the community from
 

among themselves who are assigned the duties of operation and main

ternance of the plant. Decisions are made by the community regarding
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giving electricity to the residents. First preference is given to those
 

people who had made any contribution to the project. Then people living
 

close to an existing distribution line are given connection. Public
 

places e.g. religious places, schools, dispensaries, street lighting and
 

shops are also connected to the line.
 

In order to meet the running expenses, the community decides on
 

the charges to be collected from the consumers. Usually a fixed rate
 

of $0.30-0.40 per light point is charged per month. No taxes are collected
 

by the Government; their contribution is an aid to the people.
 

The local people are managing the system well. Necessary spare
 

parts e.g. belt, bearings and fuse wires are kept in stock so that they
 

need not have to come to the town for purchasing these items when re

placements are needed. They also attend to the social problems resulting
 

from the supply of electricity. Only in case of major problems do they
 

approach the ATDO. There is a close link between the local coMMnunity
 

and the ATDO staff who also monitor the projects frequently.
 

End Uses
 

The micro-hydroelectric power programs are primarily planned and
 

implemented for meeting the basic needs of electricity for domestic
 

purposes. However, people are advised and encouraged to use the power
 

for cottage industries. Most of the electrical load is lighting, with
 

three or four incandescent bulbs of 40-60 watts in most homes. Those
 

who can afford to use fluorescent tubes. The maximum power available
 

is shared by the community in such a way that all are benefitted fairly
 

equally. The level of consumer saturation in the villages electrified
 

by the schemes is about 80-q0%. Some well-to-do villagers have also
 

http:0.30-0.40
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installed television receivers at their homes.
 

The industrial application of the power so produced depends upon
 

the agricultural products of the locality and the existing methods of
 

processing. Usually, the agricultural products are processed at the
 

traditional grinding mill or taken to a town. Both these systems are
 

inconvenient and time consuming and also expensive if products are taken
 

to the town. The micro-hydropower plants at a number of places are
 

supplying pover to cottage industries and agricultural processing units.
 

In most cases, the motive power of the turbine, through a suitable
 

pulley-belt system, drives a variety of devices. These include band
 

saws, flour mills, rice hullers, cotton gins, corn shellers, wooden
 

lathes, and grinders.
 

At one installation, an electrically-driven wheat thresher/corn
 

sheller is operated in the field. It is moved to convenient locations
 

around the field and electricity is tapped from a nearby distribution
 

line. At another site an arc-welding unit is used. At one place it is
 

proposed to lift water at an elevation of 60 feet.
 

These industrial activities are a great help to the local people.
 

They provide an easy and convenient place for people from the nearby
 

villages to get their agricultural products processed. To the owners
 

of the plants, it is a source of income. It also provides employment
 

to a few people.
 

Conclusion
 

Conventional method of rural electrification is too expensive
 

particularly when electricity is used only for social benefits and for
 

running village-level cottage industries. Decentralized micro
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hydropower offers a viable option for electrifying isolated rural
 

communities. By utilizing the local resources, these power schemes
 

can be implemented at a low cost. 
 The ATDO schemes in Pakistan have
 

brought socio-cultural reformation. 
Some aspects of this reformation
 

are summarized below:
 

(a) Sense of participation in development schemes
 

(b) Sense of pride
 

(c) Increased awareness of need for development
 

(d) Increased hours of study and work
 

(e) Smokeless lighting, leading to healthy environment
 

(f) Reduction in tree cutting
 

(g) Introduction of small-scale industrial activity
 

(h) Employment generation and increased income.
 



Data on Selected Micro-Hydroelectric
 

Power Plants 

Site Location Discharge 

Cusec 
Head 

ft. 
Installed 

Capacity, kW 
Houses 

Electrified 
Street 

Lights 
Industrial 

Activity 

I. Lilloni 10 18 12 60 7 flour mill, rice huller, 

oil expeller, cotton gin, 

band saw, wooden lathe, 
tool grinder 

2. Alpuri 15 20 12 190 31 

3. Shang 6 40 10 44 15 flour mill, band saw, 

cotton gin 

4. Melvegai 3 80 10 43 20 flour mill, rice huller, 

cotton gin, wooden lathe, 
tool grinder 

5. Barkalay 3 30 5 35 8 

6. Barkana 10 20 10 40 8 cotton gin, wheat thresher, 

7. Paras 8 105 20 under construction 
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SMALL HYDROELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENT IN ZAIRE
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Electrical energy is at the heart :"f 
 world economic
 

development. 
The sources of electrical energy are numerous
 

including coal, oil, natural gas, water, wind, wood, steam and
 

solid waste. These energy sources are drawn upon to power
 

various types of motors that transform input energy into
 
mechanical energy. 
 Fed into ,enerators, this energy is 
trans

formed into electrical energy. 
 Each process utilized in pro

ducing such energy has advantages and disadvantages. The
 

appropriate process must be selected to generate the desired
 

electric power.
 

Hydroelectric power potential depend. on 
the quantity of
 
water provided and its head. Power-plants utilized in generat

ing hydroelectric power fall into two general groups (ref.l)1:
 

large-scale and small-scale. A large-scale hydro-plant
 

generally is considered to have a minimum capacity of 3000 
to
 

5000 KWn; 
 it is usually constructed to 
serve the electrical needs
 
of large urban areas. Small-scale hydro-plants, on the other
 

hand, usually are built 
for the needs of rural areas and farms.
 

They have a capacity ranring from 0-3000 
or 50C0 KW. This paper
 

addresses small-scale hydropower development in the rural
 

electrification program of the Reputlic of Zair:.
 

1 References are listed at 
the end of the text.
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1. 	HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
 

The Republic of Zaire is a largely landlocked country
 

centrally located in equatorial Africa. With an area of
 

2,344,885 sq.KKm. (905,365 sa.M), it is 
the third largest
 

country in Africa and is roughly equal in size to the United
 

States east of the Mississippi.
 

Its 1979 population (Ref.2) has been estimated at
 

27,048,000. The population growth rate has increased From an
 

average annual rate of 2.0Z between 195C and 1955 to about
 

2.9% today.
 

1.1) Large-scale Hydro Power-.plant Development
 

The production of enermy by large-scale hydro

electric facilities is one of the main productive uses of
 

water in Zaire. Zaire's hydroelectric power potential (Ref.2
 

p. 	20) is estimated at over one million megawatts (IW). 
 The
 

largest existing site is on 
the lower part of the Zaire River
 

where its course takes it past the Inra plateau about 40 km
 

upstream from the port of Matadi in E3s-Zaire region. The
 

first phase of the Inga hydroelectric develonment (Inga I)
 

began in 1968 and w.ent into operation in 1972. The In;a I plant
 

has a reliable Penerating capacity cf 300 MW. 
 Work is underway 

on Inga II, which will furnish 1,272 7'- an 1300 Km, high

voltage, direct-current transmissior line links the plant to 

Shaba region to provide the ener-y necessary for expansion of 

copper mining. There are three other hydroe--c~ric nerating 

stations in Bas-Zaire region two on th;e nkisi Piver south

\K
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west of Kinshasa, with combined capacity of 87 MW, 
and a small
 

2 MW plant near Matadi. Presently Bandundu and 
Equateur regions
 
do not have any significant hydroelectric installations due to
 

their generally flat terrain, although a facility is under
 

construction on the Bangui River in northern Equateur. 
 In Haut-


Zaire, Kisangani is supplied by 
a 12.3 MW plant on the Tshopo
 

River, and in Kivu a 12.6 MW station on the 
 uzizi River supplies
 

power to Bukavu.
 

Shaba Region still has the largest hydroelectric
 
power generation capacity with some 
530 MW installed. Four
 

major installations servinr 
the minin7 and industrial complex
 

of GECAMINES have 
a combined installed capacity of 467 !17.
 
Two of these plants are on the 
Lualata river north of Kolwezi,
 

and the other two 
are on the Lufira River nort-'east of Likasi.
 

Other Shaba stations are comparatively small, includin7 a 17.5
 
IW station that furnishes power to the urban center of Kalemi
 

on Lake Tanganika.
 

Shaba consumes almost three-quarters of Zaire's
 
total hydroelectric production, the western part of the country,
 

including Kinshasa, Bas-Zn're, and parts cf Bandundu, consume
 

about 23%. the remainder is accounted for by the rest of Zaire.
 

The mining and metallurgical industrics use about 68% of the 

total output, and other industrial sectors some l . Uome 

consumption, together with street n.nd othr public lighting,
 

account for about 115 of the tota. ou....,,
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1.2) Diesel Power-.Plants
 

Some cities, missionary stations, and private
 

establishments 
are using diesel power-plants. Most of these
 

are 
operated only several hours a day because of the unrealibility
 

of the expensive diesel oil supplies. Others 
are not running at
 

all due to a complete lazk of fuel.
 

1.3) Small-scale Hydro-power-plant development
 

There has been only one small hydropower plant
 

installed by the Government 
 This is the 2 !HWplant near
 

Matadi. Until recently the GCZ 
has not been Very concerned with
 
small-scale hydropower installations. Mowever as the costs of
 

petroleum funds have continued to 
rise, increasing the totals
 

of import bills even as 
export earnings have faltered, the GOZ
 

has revised its national energy policy to give priority to the
 

exploitation of Zaire's potential for small hydropower develop

ment.
 

2. 	EXISTING SMALL HYDROPOWER PLANTS
 

2.1) Small Hydro Power Potential
 

The potential for hydropower development in Zaire
 

has been estimated at about 13% 
of the total world hydroelectri

cal potential (Ref. 3). 
 The number of feasible sites for small
 

hydropower development probably exceedz 
one thousand.
 

2.2) Assessment of the Fxistin 
Plants
 

A number of private fir-s and religious groups
 

have installed small hydropower plan-s around the country. These
 

plants are enumerated below.
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2.2.1) KATALE, northern Kivu.
 

Apparent power: 50 KVA
 

2.2.2) RUANGURA, Rutshuru, Kivu.
 

Apparent power: 200 KVA
 

2.2.3) BIBANGA, Katandn 
zone, Kasai Oriental
 

Apparent power" 14 0VA
 

2.2.4) IDZiN M Idiofa, Banchndu
 

Power, 10.9 KW- Hcad: 28.55- Flow
 

Flow' 470 1/sec
 

2.2.5) OSSO, Bas-7aire.
 

Power- 190 1TP (141.7 KW),
 

Head- 8.6 m. Flow, 2000 1/sec
 

2.2.6) 	 NIOKA, Bunia, Haut, Zaire,
 

Power: 26.6 ITP (19.8 KW)
 

Head: 9 m, Flow 500 1/sec
 

2.2.7) 	 PERES TRAPISTES, Kikwit, Dandundu
 

Power, 76 HP (56 7 KW)
 

Head: 15.8 m. 71ow: 450 1/sec
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2.2.8) 	 RAEDECK, Bukavu, Kivu Region 

Power: 23.9 HP (17.8 KW) 

Head: 64 m; Flow: 35 1/sec 

2.2.9) 	 FRANZ, Bukavu-Kivu.
 

Power- 64 HP (P7.7 KW) 

Head: 10 m; 7low: 600 1/sec
 

2.2.10) ROBERT, 5ukavu. Power: 
19,7 HP (14.7 KW)
 

Head; 10.2 mi Flow, 130 1/sec
 

2.3. Construction Materials and Equipment
 

Structures involved in small hydrepcwer facilities
 

include dams, powerhouses, canals and penstock supports. 
 Rein

forced concrete, rock masonry and reinfurcing bars are required. 

to undertake this construction. These materials are available
 

locally in Zaire and can be purchased with local currency. 
 Their
 

average cost is estimated at 
about one-half the equipment cost
 

(see Appendix A).
 

Equipment to be considered in a small hydro plant
 

includes penstock with accessories, turbines and 7enerators with
 

accessories, high tension electric towers
 , conductors with in

sulators, transformers and meters. 
For Zaire and probably for
 

most countries in Africq, this equipment must be imported since
 

no local manufacturers exist, 
 The cost of these items 7enerally
 

must be borne in fcreign exchange (dollars).
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2.4) End Uses 
of Power Generated
 

Power generated by missionary hydro-power
 

facilities in Zaire has been used mainly for hospitals and
 
maternities, dispensaries, machine shops, schools, and home
 
appliances and lighting purposes. 
 The individual and small
 
business facilities have been used to 
run commercial equipment.
 
machinery, mills, and appliances, 
as well as for domestic needs
 

such as 
home lighting and appliances.
 

2.5) Role of Small Hydropower plants in the
 

National E~lctrificaticn System
 

These small hydrcrowsr plants are not inter
connected; they are installed in recote arees, genrrally
 

widely separated and serving different load 
centers. There
 
exist no interconnections between these small hydropower
 

systems and the national electrical system network.
 

3. PRELIFIINARY NEW SITE ASSESSMENTS
 

Preliminary assessment of sites capable of providing
 
sufficient hydropower for rural areas has been conducted by
 

both the Government of Zaire and by various donors, the latter
 

including especially USAID.
 

3.1) GCZ Assessments
 

The GCZs energy nolicy wor'kinr .-roun, steered 
by the Service Presidentiel d7Etucies (SP) has made a partial 
inventory of the small hydropo;,'er sites to bc. considered in the 
future development of Zaire's rural electrification program. 
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A list of these sites is presented in App. B. Ref. 4. The GOZ
 

defines a "mini" hydroelectric plant as one with an installed
 

capacity of 2000-10,000 KW. Plants with capacity below 2000 KW
 

are considered "micro-hydrco.
 

3.2) USAID Assessments
 

Other small hydropower sites have been investigat.

ed by USAID/Zaire in response to requests by various parties
 

interested in financial and technical assistance in developing
 

rural hydroelectric power potential.
 

A summary of the available information on these
 

sites is provided in Appendix C, According to USAID criteria,
 

small hydropower plants may be subdivided into two groups:
 

micro- and mini.-hydropower plants. Picro hydro plants are
 

those with a capacity for power output ranging between 0 and 

100 KW; mini hydro plants are defined as having a capacity
 

ranging between 100 and 1000 KW (or, denending on circumstances,
 

up to several megawatts in some cases).
 

3.3) Criteria for Site Selection (Ref. 3, p, 32)
 

A preliminary set of criteria for evaluating
 

sites for further consideration has beer: developed. Evaluations
 

are based on the analysis of data provided in requests for
 

developmental assistance, site inspecticns, and reviews with
 

government officials and spcnzorinp communities. These criteria
 

are presented below.
 

3.3,i) Social and Economic impact - This is
 

measured in terms of pcpulation, schocls, medicl facilities,
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commercial enterprises, and agrc-industrial facilities to be
 

served. 
 It includes an assessment of community capacity to
 

generate revenues 
sufficient to amortize installation and
 

operating costs.
 

3.3.2) Existing Availability of Electric Power 
-

Consideration is given to whether hydroelectric power is the
 

best alternative for meetinq the electrical energy requirements
 

of the area. Areas within th 
 service radius of a transmission
 

grid (existing or being planned) would not be considered unless
 

it would be impractical tc tan existing lines 
(as when step

down transformers would be too 
costly or imcompatible with the
 

major system).
 

3.3.3) Potenti.l Power ..The electrical po

tential at a site is considered in terms of both capacity (KW)
 

and energy (KWH). 
 Sites where water resources exist, but the
 

electrical potential is 
too low or too unreliable due to seasonal
 

flow fluctuations, are not 
suitable.
 

3.3.4) Head Available  minimum acceptable head
 

is set to eliminate pctential sites that may have sufficient
 

water resources but, due 
tc the low head available, would be too
 

costly to deveiop. 
 A head of less thar three mcters f-enerally 

is considered impractical to develop.
 

3.3.5) Compatibility with egional Dev,.-opment 

Plans - Each issite check-d for ccmpatibility ;,ith the develoo

inent program of the Governmnt -f Z -rtai .n:.ricultur-;!
 

production centers receive z higher priorit-,., devolopment by 
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the GOZ.
 

3.3.6) Environmental impact 
--in issessment o
 
the environmental impact of site development is 
considered,
 
For most 
small hydro facilities, environmental impact is
 

expected to be low.
 

3.3.7) Distance to 
Lead Centers - The distanc
 
from the generating plant 
to load centers determines the extei
 
of transmission lines needed. 
Very long lines serving a smal:
 

load are not practical.
 

3.3.8) 
 Favorable CGeological Conditions 
--An
 
initial assessment of zeolrgical ccnditicns at 
the site should
 

be favorable.
 

3.3.9) Availability of Skills 
- The availabili
 
zC local personnel to help install, operate and raintain the
 
hydroelectric plant is 
considered. 
At a minimum there should
 
be sufficient managerial and technical personnel capable of
 
absorbing appropriate training and technical 
assistance.
 

4. PLANS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
 

Following 
 a national enery collocuium in 1980. SPE w 
aesignated to head a GOZ workinF -roup charged with developing 
a national energy oolicy. The first dr.?fts of that policy have 
given the development cf small rural hyocwer priority. SPE 
now i's procecdin7 with regina! surveys to !y that u ton 
for a naticnal rural hydrolectric 'ev, lopmivnt plan. !uitj.al 

'hinkingfor that plan envisi,,ns c ,-ilot projects to 
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develop an experiential base of information regarding
 

technical, managerial, 
and financial requirements at both the
 

national and local levels. 
 The GOZ has requested USAID assist

ance 
in operational studies for rural hydroelectric development,
 

The GOZ and USAID/Zaire now are beginning the planning
 

for a project to undertake operational feasibility studies 
through
 

demonstration projects. 
 In 1981 USAID requested the assistance
 

of NRECA to conduct a preliminary survey for such an 
undertaking.
 

The NRECA report (ref. 3) endorsed the concept and outlined a
 

range of opticns for initial plarning. The costs 
of a national
 

pilot program tentatively have been estimat,- at *,l5 million.
 

The project concept focuses on institution building and
 
technology transfer in the process of establishing 2 base upon
 

which the long-term development of Zaire:s rural hydroelectric
 

potential can be founded. 
 it is anticipatcd that principal
 

operational responsibility will t 
seated wlth the raticnal
 

electricity company (Societe' National d'Elentricite'; ST.T)
 

Under the project SNEL would -stablish a aural 7inihydro 
Division
 

staffed with 
.:ngineering, economic, administrative, and loristics
 

specialists, The Divisicn wcuid be trained 
 nd suppr-ted cver
 

the life of the project by a t.. -,nical .assistancc- team ....
 
perienced professionals representg .. .. --... L . - - e c.iv¢ra! di-ciplines 

Training cf key manaqer .,! and technic_! nersonnel ;,.ruld be 

carried out in-country and abroad. 

The pr'ject wculd undertak,- the :tion .2number ofnt .. of 

minIhydr7 f-,cilte 4o- t y iifferent 

rezons and under vari.,zs socio-econom.ic cnditi,.-ns, --evelcpment of 

int Iasib -,:p- c"
 

http:socio-econom.ic
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these facilities would provide opportunities for practical
 

experience for SNEL personnel and would help refine the
 

criteria for site identification within a long-term national
 

energy develonment program.
 

As a result of the project, 
..,EL would develop the
 

institutional capacity to 
provide the essential technical
 

managerial, and logistical supDort for future minihydro electrifi

cation in rural areas. 
 Specific support capacities would
 

include:
 

Civil eni:neerin; 
 for the dosign and construction of
 
water control structures, hydrology (r.ater supply and flood
 

estimation), turbine selection and installation, geologic
 

assessments, and environmental imraet assessnents.
 

Electro-mechanical engineerin- for the design and
 

construction of eIectrical systems 
nd Ins llztin cf encrati-n,
 

control arid 
transmission equipment for s.nall hydroelectric
 

systems.
 

Ecoricnic and social analysis to asseCss and assist 

community organization, planning7 for power distr!bution and 

use, financing f'r instal:tion and cperaticn, and amortization
 

of costs.
 

1iministrative and ioF'istlcal suprort t- fCpi!itat) 
planning and to r.:duce cnst-r.int3 t;: tiely and effective 

implementation cf rlans.
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It is expected that the project would explore the
 

possibilities for establishing financing me(;hanisms to pro

vide resources for the sustained growth of Zaire's rural
 

electrification. 
The roles of cooperative associations,
 

local savings institutions, regional and national development
 

banks, and donor assistance would be considered.
 

5. SUQMMARY AID CONCLUSION 

Because the GNP of a developing country bears a close
 

relationship to the quantity of enervy consumed (ref. 5), 
it
 

is clear that continued efforts to cdeveloo hydroelect:ric
 

potential whenever it is economical can play a vital role in
 

the economic and social development of any country.
 

Small-scale hydroelectric power can meet the needs of 

isolated rural comunities- it combines the unlimited future 

of a renewable resource with the reliability of a proven 

technology; it is available nw-: and it can ,e inteprated with 

other energy sources and technoloiees, ef, ), 

With the impetu3 prcvided by ever-increasing oil 

costs, more attention is bein directed toward the design of 

hydroelectric equipment nackarzes f.r Pt-. fficc fInt ssts, 

Small-scale hydroelctric systems falls :to two cateor'ies Ref.7)

micro-hydro, (0-100 mini..hydr,- - WhetherKW) and (100-!00 KW) 

an installation falls ino tho tctar7 -icrchy'ro or mini

hydro is determined primarily - the am:unt of ,-ential -r:er!y 

-
availabie at the sit, . The Ih!sical princDIon1 i.nvolve r,. 
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the same for all hydroelectric systems. 
 System design and
 

development must be tailored to the potential. 
 Methods must be
 

developed to reduce commensurately the costs of design in

stallation, and operation in accordance with the amount of
 

energy expected to be generated by smaller minihydro projects.
 

With the availability of new materials 
(e.g. bearings,
 

small generators, and electronic controls) it 
has become possible 

to effect small-scale hydrcpower systems with installed costs 

of $2000 or less per kilowatt and that require less than 5% 

of invested capital per year fcr operation and maintenance. 

Such systems can have usoful economic lives :C 30-.40 years. 

They also can be installed in . matter of months by essentially
 

unskilled labor with a modicum of technical 
assistance and
 

supervision. Further refinement of such systems, reducing costs
 

and complexities from start 
to finish, should be 
the goal if
 

the potential for rural hydroelectrification is 
to be fully
 

and rapidly exploited.
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APPENDIX A
 

KODA HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
 

Summary Cost Estimate
 

February 1982
 

ITEM 
 TOTAL COST
 

zI 
Z $ 

Materials 
 1,017,500 -


Equipment 
 248, 900 361,000
 

Training & Supervision 14,800 45,000
 

Contingency 
 380,000 40,000
 

GRAND TOTAL 
 1,661,200 446,000
 

NOTE: These estimates are based on 
a study prepared by
 
USAID/Zaire for the Koca Falls Project in Haut 
Zaire
 
Region. The estimates exclude costs of design.
 
Combining local and foreign exchange costs yields a
 
total project cost of approximately t600,000 ($l=Z5.5
 
at the official rate and approximately Z10 at the
 
current market rate). 
 Planned capacity for the Koda
 
Falls installation is 250 KW.
 



APPENDIX E 

SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY I 
(Government of Zaire) 

R.g. n River Zone Fall Head 
Flow 

FlowThr 
Theoret ical 

name name name name (W) (m3/s) 1 r 

Kasai Occidental Tshibashi Demla shibashi 4.00 5.00 160.0 

Miao Kazumba Yshlbuayi 4.?6 66.5 2,266.32 

Lulua Karanga Vombo 10.00 100.00 8,000.00 
Kasai Oriental Katsha Lupatapata Xatsha 17.14 0.56 76.80 

Yt[buji-M'layi Mwene-Ditu Katambaye 13.80 126.00 13,910.40 

Luilu Gandajika Kafumbu 10.05 92.01 7,397.85 

Muovo Miabi Muovo 20.0 2.92 467.20 
Kivu Rutshuru Rutshuru Rutshuru 23.00 14.00 2,576.00 

Fuku Rutshuru Rutshuru-
Puku 25.00 1.140 280.00 

Musosa LubEro ITAV-Butembo 7.60 1.50 91.20 
Semliki LubEro Semliki 20.00 90.00 14,400.00 

Luhulu Lubero Mugomba 140.00 10.00 11,200.00 
'Mwesc Masisi Ngingwe 15.00 18.00 2,160.00 

ti Mweso Masisi Binza 25.00 12.80 2,560.00 
Nyakisuma Masisi Nyakisuma 172.00 0.50 688.00 

Osso Masisi Osso 15.00 25.80 3,096.00 
Luberizi Ujvira Luberizi 28.00 1.50 336.00 

"utambala Baraka Malitchia 6.50 11.20 582.40 
" Ulidi Nlwega Mwega 30.00 27.50 6,600.00 

Bas-Zaire Luasi Hbanza- Gombe-. 
Ngungu Matadi 10z00 2.20 ]76.00 

Haut-Z-irw- Lindi Banalia Bengamisa 12.00 500.00 48,000.00 



APPENDIX B (continued) 

GOZ Site Assessment Summary I (continued) 

Region River Zone Fall Head Fiow Theoretical 
name name name name (i) (m /s) Power (LW) 

Kivu Lutulu Lubero Butembo 174.00 3.10 6,000.00 

KJ Butahu Beni Ruwenzori I 180.00 3.10 6,000.Gj 

Kivu Lusilube Beni Ruwenzori 
II 180.00 2.50 6,ooo.oo 

Kivu Kilita Uvira Kiliba 545.00 2.00 15,000.C) 

Kivu Luberc Lubero Lubero 45.000 2.50 1,700.00 

Kivu Talya South Muhuma 280.00 8.10 25,000.00 



-- 

__ 

Region 


1. Equateur 


2. H. Zaire 


3. Shaba 


4. Bas-Zaire 


5. Bas-Zaire 


6. Kivu 


7. Bas--Zaire 


8. Bas-Zaire 


9. Bas--Zaire 


10. Haut-Zaire 


11. Haut-Zaire 


12. Kivu 


13. Kivu 


14. Kivu 


15. Kasai Occ. 


16. Kasai Occ. 


Zone 


Gemena 


D'jungu 


Kamina 


Luozi 


Mbanza--

Ngungu
 

Rutchuru Putchurce 


Mbanza-

Ngungu
 

Mbanza--
Ngungu Votake 

Madimba --

Irumu Votake 

Irumu Ababiba 

Shabunda --

Fizi --

Pangi --

Dibaya Lubi-Mpata 

Dibaya Lukula 
.......... 

APPENDIX C
 

SITE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY II
 

(USAID/Zaire)
 

River 


Libala River 


Tributary 


Koda 


Lulelwe 


Ngudi 


Lunionzo 


Fall 


Zulu-Karawa 


Karawa
 

Koda 


Songa 


Sundi-Lutete 


Sona-Pangu 


Rwanguba 


Gombe-Matadi 


Nkamba 


Sona-Bata 


Tshabi 


Tshabi 


Iatchungu 


Nundu 


Kama 


Lubi-Mpata 


Tshidimba 


Head 


(m) 


7.0 


94.00 


11.20 


16.50 


30.00 


..... 


17.00 


30.00 


.... 


-.-

8 13 


ilow Power
 
m /sec (KW)
 

20
.00.00
 

0 28 254.59
 

24.00 2,104.76
 

24.00 3,106.00
 

20.00
 

125.80
 

140.00
 

0.07 15.00
 

40.00
 

0.30 50.00
 

0.12 40.00
 

12.00
 

100.00
 

180.00
 

2.3)4.4
 
4 -...-. 
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TEXT
 

The purpose of this presentation is to illustrate, with slides, what is involved, on the 

physical plane, in small hydropower installations and then to describe some aspects of 

small hydropower which make it an attractive option. 

A. 	 Let me briefly review the range of hydropower projects encountered around the 

world to see where small hydropower fits in. 

1. 	 Most people are more familiar with large hvdroelectric projects generating
 

hundreds of megawatts and beyond. Not only are these impressive showpieces
 

but they can make a major contribution to the electric power available for the
 

development activities of a nation. For those oil-importing nations, developing
 

large hydroelectric projects brings the promise of reducing the drain on foreign
 

exchange. But these developments are not without their drawbacks. Not
 

infrequent y, they introduce adverse environmental impacts, including the spread
 

of disease carriers and the flooding of agricultural land, and social dislocations.
 

They generally require a heavy radiance both on costly outside expertise for 

their design, construction, and maintenance and on costly imported equipment 

and materials. 

2. 	 Smaller hydroelectric schemes allow for greater local inputs and therefore 

greater financial returns and benefits to a nation. This 3 MW plant near Fang in 

northwestern Thailand, for example, was designed by Thai and constructed by 

local companies with only the turbogenerating equipment and associated 

hardware being imported. 
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3. 	 Because of the increasing cost of oil, there is an increasing interest in even 

smaller plants which until recently would not have been cost effective compared 

to diesel. These are often in more remote areas at some distance from the 

national grid, serving small population centers and often replacing existing diesel 

generating sets. 

4. 	 And finally, near the bottom of the power range are even smaller hydropower 

plants. While these have no significant impact on the total power available to a 

country, they do meet specific needs and perform a valuable service. Among 

these are, for example, a 90 kW plant providing power to a hospital and staff 

housing in the central highlands at Papua New Guinea, a 12 kW plant furnishing 

power to a forestry station and tribal village in northwestern Thailand, and a 

I kW plant providing lighting to a very remote mountain village in Papua New 

Guinea. These smaller plants permit even greater local inputs, even local 

fabrication of a portion of the turbogenerating hardware and community 

participation in the installation and management of the schemes. They can make 

a direct contribution to rural development. 

B. 	 Let me briefly describe what is involved when one talks of small hydropower plants. 

t. 	 Though there is a wide range of sizes and designs, all hydropower plants perform 

the same function - by means of a turbine, they harness the energy lost by water 

as it drops in elevation. 

2. 	 To accomplish this end, there is a variety of different turbines that can be used 

to cover the entire range of heads and a range of designs for hydropower 
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schemes which are determined by conditions at the proposed site. However, all 

hydropower schemes include some or all of the following components (Fig. 1): 

a. 	 The first step is to divert water from the stream toward the powerhouse. 

This might be done by building a dam as was done at this I MW locally 

constructed project in Nepal. But whereas dams are generally associated 

with large hydroelectric plants because excess water can then be stored, one 

tries to avoid dams in designing small schemes because heavy rainfalls in the 

tropics, often coupled with hillside slopes made bare for agriculture, 

contribute to heavy silting and large flow variations and create potential 

problems. Also, dams often require a costly series of thorough engineering 

studies of the site as well as the structure. Small schemes are generally run

of-the-river designs where water is used as it flows downstream and none is 

stored for later use. In this case weirs or other diversion structures are 

placed across the stream to deflect water into the intake. The intake from 

the stream is generally equipped with a metal grill or trashrack to prevent 

floating or other large debris from entering. A gate for controlling the flow 

toward the powerhouse is also often included. 

b. 	 Near the intake may be a settling basin to permit any water-borne sand and 

gravel to be deposited there and prevent their being deposited in the canal 

on the way to the powerhouse, gradually hindering the flow of water, or 

carried through the turbine where it causes rapid deterioration of the 

turbine. 

c. 	 Though it is sometimes advisable to convey the water directly from the 

intake or settling basin to the turbine by means of a pipe, this often leads to 

excessive costs. An alternative to reduce these costs is to bring the water 
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as close to above the powerhouse as possible by means of a canal which 

nearly follows the contour of the land. This power canal can be of a variety 

of materials including concrete, wood, or earth. 

d. 	 This canal carries water to the forebay, a basin located just before the 

intake to the pressure pipe to the turbine. It serves (1) as an area where any 

suspended matter in the water can settle out and (2) as storage for small 

volumes of water to accommodate irnitiai changes in flow through the 

turbine. 

e. 	 The water then flows through the penstock a pipe conveying the water, 

under pressure, to the turbine in the powerhouse. There the water power is 

harnessed and the spent water is returned, usually to the original stream. 

3. 	 The following sequence of slides of a hydropower scheme on the island of Bali in 

Indonesia illustrate how thesec components are integrated into an overall 

scheme. As with many hydropower schemes in Indonesia, this scheme is 

integrated into an irrigation system. Water is therefore used either for 

irrigation or power generation or both. In this manner, since costs are shared, 

the cost of the hydropower plant itself can be reduced. 

In this scheme, the dam is used to maintain the water level and not for the 

storage of water. The intake takes water in at right angle to the river and leads 

into a settling area. For here, a canal first leads the water through a tunnel and 

then into an open canal. Then a portion of the water is used for irrigation and 

another portion is carried off to the forebay, and then down the penstock to the 

powerhouse where a drop of I I meters generates about 80 kW. 
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C. 	 Although all serve the same purpose, hydropower plants have different layouts and 

require different turbines depending on the actual site. The actual turbine used is 

primarily a function of operating head. This may range from one to two meters to a 

thousand or more meters. An approximate relationship between the power generated 

in a hydroelectric scheme and the head and flow available at the site is shown by the 

equation in Fig. 2. 

I. 	 An example of a low head site is located at Wonodadi on the island of Java in 

Indonesia. It is similar to other schemes in the country which are integrated in 

existing irrigation network. The slides from the island of Bali seer previously 

used excess water from an irrigation canal whereas this one makes use of a drop 

along a major irrigation canal. When operating, water is diverted by a short 

canal just upstream from the 3-4 meter drop through the powerhouse where 

230 kW is generated. Because of the low head, a large flow must pass through 

the turbine and this latter is large. 

2. 	 An example of a higher head site is a new site located at Nam Dang in northern 

Thailand. Under a higher head of 79 meters, it requires less water to produce a 

50 kW, and consequently a much smaller turbine. In this case, the turbine is 

fabricated in a local workshop and is of the design shown here. 

D. 	 Until recently, only large hydroelectric schemes attracted the attention of 

developing countries. But increasing interest is being placed on small decentralized 

hydropower schemes. Some of the reasons for this are the following: 

1. 	 Whereas large projects rely largely on imported materials, equipment and 

expertise, smaller projects permit a larger use of locally available materials and 
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labor. In Pakistan, for example, penstocks are not only fabricated of steel when 

necessary, but also of discarded oil drums and even timber from the local 

forests.. Aso with smaller schemes, there is a greater possibility of local 

manufacture of at least some of the turbogenerating equipment. 

2. 	 Whereas large schemes uniquely generate electrical power, small hydropower 

schemes permit, in addition to electricity generation, direct mechanical drive 

for workshop equipment, small industries, and agro-processing equipment. All 

these can be directly run off the turbine without electricity, reducing the costs 

and complexity of hydropower plants. This is especially appropriate in rural 

areas where power can increase productivity but where technical skills necessary 

to maintain electrical equipment are not highly developed. 

3. 	 Whereas large schemes generate a large quantity of power, little finds its way to 

the rural areas because the high cost of transmission makes this uneconomical. 

Compounding this problem is the fact that the load in rural areas is not 

developed, being used only for lighting, and the economic base to pay for the 

electricity from the grid does not exist. On the other hand, small decentralized 

hydropower plants permit power to be generated near the rural customers, 

avoiding the enormous costs due to transmission. Small plants, in conjunction 

with end-use programs can encourage the development of economic growth in 

these areas. If the local needs eventually exceed the capacity of a small plant, 

the higher load factor which will have developed will make the power 

transmitted from large centralized schemes less costly and the customers, 

because of economic activities which have developed, will be in a better position 

to meet these costs. 
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E. 	 A number of organizations and governments are undertaking small hydropower 

programs. A few, like Indonesia, have been involved for numerous years and 

manufacture turbines into the megawatt range. However, most developing countries 

have virtually no experience with small hydropower projects and therefore begin 

their program more modestly. Nepal is an example of such an approach. 

Traditionally in Nepal the hulling of rice, milling of grain, and the expelling of oil 

required manual inputs. Centuries ago, the grinding of grain was mechanized through 

a rudimentary water-powered mill. More recently this has been replaced by diesel 

engines powering the hulling, milling, and oil expelling equipment. In the last four 

years, one company in Butwal, Nepal, has fabricated and installed turbines for more 

than fifty sites in remote parts of the country to replace the costly processing by 

diesel engines. These installations are virtually unsubsidized with costs being kept 

down by maximizing local manufacture, minimizing pre-installation studies, using 

local labor and appropriate designs. 

This series of slides of one of their installations illustrates one approach to 

implementing small hydropower schemes. After receiving an inquiry from an 

entrepreneur or group in a village, one or more staff from the company visit and 

investigate the proposed site and discuss with the villagers the various aspects of 

how work at the site would proceed, what obligations they have in implementing the 

project, and what financial costs would be involved. If the decision is then made to 

undertake the project, a downpayment for the turbine and equipment is made and 

fabrication work is undertaken in the company workshop. At the same time, the 

villagers undertake the necessary excavation for the canal, powerhouse and forebay, 

and collected stones, sand, and other necessary materials which are locally 

available. Once the villagers feel they have completed their work and are ready to 
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proceed, they make arrangements for all the machinery and other materials to be 

transported to the site. Once all the materials have been assembled, a three-man 

team from the company goes to the site and provides the necessary expertise and 

guidance to the villagers to install the equipment. The penstock, turbine, anal draft 

tube are first assembled and as a unit, moved into place and secured. Then the 

huller, grinder, and oil expeller are then installed. The three-man team is paid by 

the day and this encourages the villages to maximize their inputs. In two to three 

weeks, the plant is completed and operational. 

Though the activities of this company in hydropower began slowly, work is now 

proceeding at an increasing pace as more villagers become aware of the potential of 

water-driven equipment. Though initially the plants were installed for mechanically 

driving agro-processing equipment, there is growing interest in using the power in the 

evening to generate electricity. A large workshop in Kathmandu, Nepal, has also 

been undertaking similar work and also have about 50 plants installed. This approach 

is appealing because it is replicable. It can be copied by others in the country and 

have a more wide-spread impact in the countryside. In Nepal, several small 

workshops, seeing the potential for hydropower in the mountains because of the 

example set by these two larger companies have initiated local fabrication of 

turbines on their own. 

This represents just one small example of an approach to the implementation of such 

schemes as will be covered during this workshop. It is hoped that the presentations 

and discussions which follow will make you more aware of the options which are open 

to each country, some of the problem areas which must be addressed, as well as some 

of the contributions to development that small decentralized hydropower can make. 
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Where 

P = power (kilowatt)
 

lQ = flow (in 3/sec) 

H = gross head (in) 

HIGH HEAD
 

Fig. 2. Basic parameters affecting power production.
 
(The above equation assumes a 60% overall
 
efficiency.)
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HYDROLOGIC ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES
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In the "Procedure" on the top of Fisure 2. Number 3 should read:
 

"3. 	The average energy available each month is equivalent to 
the area of the hvdrograph under the maximum- flow line 
except in the case when the average monthly flow does not 
exceed the miniMun -flow. in these month, no e.!ergy is 
considered avai able." 



Hvdrologic Assessment Methodologies
 

Abstract
 

The hydrologic, environmental, and geological factors to be analyzed in
 

siting mini-hydroplants in prefeasibility and feasibility studies are presented.
 

Both simple and complex methods of analysis are discussed. Appendices on quality
 

and augmentation of hydrologic data and measurements of flow and head are also
 

included.
 

The major purpose of hydrologic studies is to estimate power and energy
 

potential by discharge and head studies. Related analyses include tailwater
 

elevation changes, flood discharges, and evaporation and transpiration losses.
 

Environmental studies should be conducted concurrently with other hydro

power studies so that particularly adverse environmental impacts can be miti

gated by design or operational changes. It is also possible to enhance positive
 

aspects. Environmental impacts should be presented to decision-makers by
 

category of impact. The single most important factor in assessing the impact
 

of a mini-hydro project is whether there is water impoundment or not.
 

The three major geological factors to consider are sediment loads in streams,
 

conditions of valley sidewalls and foundations at dam sites, and earthquake
 

conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 

When a mini-hydro project comes on line, it represents the
 

successful completion of the planning process shown in Figure 1.
 

Initially a broad-scale country assessment of mini-hydro is done. The
 

results of this are identification of areas where mini-hydro best
 

meets the needs of a country. Prefeasibility studies are then done to
 

reduce the large number of potcntial sites in the region cr country by
 

coarse-grained analysis to a much smaller number of candidate sites 

(for example, 25 to 50 sites). The last step in site selection is the
 

feasibility study where the candidate sites are studied in greater 

detail and final sites selected (for example 1 to 5 sites). These 

sites then go through the site approval, planning, design, and 

construction steps. 

At each step in the process, a range of factors must be
 

considered. These include hydrologic, environmental, geologic,
 

economic, financial, social, and energy policy factors. Ideally, all
 

factors should be simultaneously considered at each step but, in
 

practice, usually hydrologic factors initially dominate (to ascertain
 

the magnitude of the mini-hydro potential) and then other factors are 

considered and used to adjust the results of the hydrologic analysis.
 

Presented in this paper is a discussion of the hydrologic, 

environmental, and geological factors that affect site selection. The 

general emphasis is upon the prefeasibility and feasibility levels of 

analysis. Within each section, both simple and complex methods of 

analysis are presented. The reader should also remember that all 

methods and analyses need to be adjusted for local factors and data
 

availability. 



II. HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS
 

Introduction 

The major purpose of hydrologic studies is to estimate the power
 

and energy available at a site through discharge and head studies.
 

Other related studies include: (1) the change in tailwater elevation
 

so that the net head fluctuation can be determined, (2) the magnitude 

of the flood d.ischarge so that the spillway can be designed, and
 

(3) the evaporation and transpiration rates to account for storage 

losses and head changes. Each of these topics is addressed in this
 

section from a prefeasibility and then a feasibility analysis point of
 

view. Seepage losses and sedimentation effects are discussed in the
 

section on Environmental and Geological Factors.
 

The section concludes on adjustments to the methods when
 

hydropower production is not the primary purpose of the project.
 

In many parts of the discussion, it is assumed that sufficient
 

and high quality data are available at site to dc the analysis.
 

Methods of studying data poor sites are discussed in Appendix A. The
 

various types of hydrologic studies and their purposes are summarized
 

in Table 1.
 

Power and Energy Potential 

The well-known formula for power at a site is 

P = 9.81 QHne 

(1) 

P = power (Kw) 

Q = discharge (m3/sec) 

H - net head (m)

n
 

e = efficiency of turbine and generator
 



In English units it is 

QHne 

1181 (2) 

where Q - discharge (ft3/sec) 

H - net head (ft) 

and other variables are the same. Energy is determined by multiplying 

the power by time of operation.
 

Therefore to estimate the power and energy potential at a site, 

both discharge and head must be known. 

Prefeasibility Study. In prefeasibility studies, it is necessary
 

to estimate the average energy production resulting from the
 

installation of one or several turbine/generator units. In this
 

manner, average annual energy value can be compared to the average
 

annual costs.
 

The simplest manner to select turbine capacities that may be
 

feasible for a site and the corresponding annual average energy
 

production is to assume the net head and efficiency are constant and
 

storage affects are negligible, and to use "rules of thumb" developed
 

for an area. For example, in one part of the world, it was found that
 

designing for the mean annual discharge and a 40 percent capacity
 

factor (capacity factor is defined as actual annual energy production
 

divided by theoritical energy production if plant operated all year at
 

design discharge) usually produced economical designs. Therefore in
 

prefeasibility studies, this method was used to estimate power and
 

energy production . In another part of the world, it was found that
 

capacity and energy production could be estimated by sizing the
 

turbines at 50 percent of the mean flow and assixming such a plant
 

operated at full capacity for 5 months of the year and produced -

additional energy output of 10 percent during the remaining 7 months.
 

Other rules of thumb are based upon precipitation values and
 

drainage areas. Obviously, the analyst must review how the rule of
 

thumb was derived and accept it. It is entirely possible that for
 

many prefeasibility studies, such rules of thumb will not exist. To
 

develop such rules of thumb, prefeasibility or feasibility studies of
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mini-hydro in hydrologically similar areas (see Appendix A for
 

discussion of "similar" areas) can be reviewed and the results
 

generalized. An alternative is for the analyst to conduct several
 

prefeasibility or feasibility studies using the more complex methods
 

described below and then generalize the results.
 

One of these more complex methods is to plot the monthly annual
 

hydrographs of a few actual years whose annual discharge approximates
 

the average annual discharge at the site. The one most representative
 

of a typical year can be chosen and the annual energy production that
 

would occur if a particular turbine size was selected can be
 

estimated. (The method of calculation is discussed in Figure 2.)
 

While estimates of energy production found from these above methods 

are very approximate, they are satisfactory for prefeasibility studies. 

The most accurate but time consuming method to estimate annual 

average energy production for a prefeasibility study is to construct a 

monthly or daily annual flow duration curve. ( See any standard 

hydrology book on how to do this, for example, Viessman et al (1977) 

or Gladwell (1980).) Figure 3 shows how to use the curve to estimate 

energy production for a possible turbine size. 

As was discussed earlier, net head is usually assumed constant in 

mini-hydro prefeasibility studies. Discussed in this part of the 

report are how net head can be estimated at site. For a reaction 

turbine net head is the elevation difference between the forebay water
 

surface and the tailwater surface minus friction losses in trash
 

racks, intakes, penstocks etc (depending upon the configuraton these
 

range from negligible to 10 percent). For an impulse turbine, the
 

discharge velocity head must also be deducted, which is the elevation
 

difference between the nozzle centerline and the tailwater surface.
 

There are many ways head or elevation drop can be developed at a
 

site. Some of these include using an existing dam or repairing a
 

damaged dam, taking advantage of natural falls with penstocks, damming 

up steep-walled valleys, using irrigation dams, canals, and drop
 

stru'tures, and using penstocks to connect different sections of a
 

steep river "bend" or to divert water from one river to another. In
 

conducting a prefeasiblity study, it is best to first view a potential
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site on a topographical mat to determine different possible 

configurations and then measure the head during a site visit using one 

of the survey methods in Appendix B. 

Unless high tailwater conditions will prevail for more than 

10 percent of the year and the head is relatively low, it is usually 

not necessary to study high tailwater effects in prefeasibiity studies 

of power and energy potential. It may, however, be necessary to
 

adjust net head estimates for reservoir evaporation and transpiration 

losses if such losses are significant (see the section on Evaporation
 

and Transpiration Losses).
 

Feasiblity Study. Since the economic value of the energy
 

produced at a site depends upon the value of the energy it replaces in
 

a regional load curve, the temporal distribution of the energy
 

production at a site must be determined in a feasibility study.
 

Whether it is necessary to know, however, the hourly, daily, monthly 

or annual distribution of that energy really depends upon the 

complexity of a region's energy demand load curve and the amount of 

storage available at the site. For example, if little storage is 

available (for example, less than a few hours), and the demand pattern 

is not complex and/or all energy has approximately the same value, it 

may be sufficient just to know the average annual energy production. 

On the other hand, if significant storage is available (for example,
 

12 hours) and the demand pattern is complex (i.e. clear periods of
 

base, intermediate and peak), daily or even hourly energy production
 

must be known.
 

At this level of analysis, at least an annual flow duration curve 

with assumed constant net head and efficiency must be used to estimate 

annual average energy production. If monthly distribution of energy
 

must be known, monthly flow duration curve analysis can be used. If
 

the monthly net heads vary considerably because of tailwater effects
 

and/or evaporation and transpiration losses, it may be necessary to
 

also assume a monthly distribution of net heads and efficiencies. The
 

most accurate method to determine the average annual energy production
 

and temporal (for example, daily or hourly) distribution of energy at
 

a site is the use sequential simulation of the operation of the
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plant. This is usually necessary at sites with significant storage.
 

In this method, a computer model of the reservoir, turbine and
 

generator is built, and tha operation of the system with 10 to
 

100 years of historic or synthetic data on a time step of a few hours
 

to a month is simulated. Indicators of system performance such as
 

average annual energy production, temporal distribution of energy with
 

specified reliability, average volume of spills etc. are measured. In
 

the most complex cases, reservoir volume-area-elevation, turbine
 

head-discharge-efficiency, arid downstream flow-tailwater elevation
 

curves are used. For a more detailed description of sequential
 

analysis see Volume III of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1979).
 

At the feasiblity study level, the net head (the other major
 

factor in the power equation) must be adjusted for the type of turbine
 

under study (impulse or reaction), changes in reservoir elevation (for
 

example, due to evaporation and transpiration losses or releases for
 

another purpose such as irrigation), and changes in tailwater
 

elevation if they are significant and persistent. Tailwater effects
 

are discussed next.
 

Tailwater Elevation 

Prefeasiblity Study. It is usually not necessary to study
 

tailwater effects in prefeasibility studies unless the tailwater is
 

persistently high during one or two periods of the year. Quick
 

estimates of tailwater elevations can usually be obtained by speaking
 

to local residents or applying the equation of Gradually Varied Flow
 

(see Chow (1959) for a discussion of this) to average monthly flow
 

conditions.
 

Feasibility Study. Since reasonably accurate costs and design
 

criteria must result from feasibility studies, tailwater effects must
 

be studied in some detail. It must be known how it varies throughout
 

the year, and the lowest that will ever occur under turbine
 

operation. The latter information is necessary to insure that a
 

reaction turbine will not have cavitation damage. Monthly variation
 

in tailwater elevation can be estimated by assuming a downstream flow 
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condition, a reservoir and/or spillway release and then applying the
 

equation of Gradually Varied Flow to estimate the resulting flow
 

profile. A similar method of analysis can be used to estimate the
 

lowest tailwater elevation that will most likely exist when the
 

turbine is operating (note: this will probably not be minimum flow of
 

record at the site because under these conditions the turbine will
 

probably not be operating).
 

Flood Discharge
 

Prefeasibility Study. In this level of analysis, it is usually 

not necessary to estimate the magnitude of the spillway design flood. 

Rather, to develop the broad analysis of cost needed at this step, it 

is only necessary to estimate the type of dam and spillway needed. 

Feasibility Study. In a feasibilty study, it is necessary to
 

estimate the magnitude of the spillway design flood. The method of 

analysis used and level of safety sought really depends upon the 

consequences of the spillway capaiity being exceeded. For example, if 

an earth dam is used and there is activity below the dam that can not 

be flooded or damaged, high design safety and very accurate analysis 

should be used. On the other hand, if a concrete dam is to be built 

and designed to serve also as a spillway and there is little important 

activity below the dam, a lesser degree of safety and accuracy is 

needed. Since dams and reserviors for mini-hydro are small, in most
 

cases a design recurrence not exceeding 50 to 100 years should be used.
 

If there is 20 to 30 (n) years of annual flood data for a site, 

the design flood can be estimated in several ways. The simplest is to 

plot the annual flood on semi-log graph paper assuming the largest 

flood has a n-year return period and then extrapolate the graph (see 

Figure 4).
 

A slightly more complex method is fit a commonly accepted extreme 

value probability distribution to the flood data. Examples of these 

are the Log-Pearson Type III and the Extreme-Value Type I 

distributions. These are described in any hydrology bnok such as 

Linsley et al (1975). 
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If such streamflow data are not available, but rainfall
 

intensity-frequency-duration data are available, Crawford and Thurin
 

(1981) in a report prepared for NRECA present a variation of the
 

rational method to estimate the peak flow.
 

In places where there are insufficient streamflow or
 

precipitation data, there are several alternatives. One is to find a
 

hydrologically similar watershed (see Appendix A for description of
 

"hydrologically similar watershed") with sufficient data and find the
 

peak flow per unit area and/or unit annual rainfall. This information
 

can then be applied to the site under study. Another alternative is
 

to estimate the height of the peak flow through site observations and
 

discussions with local residents and then convert this to discharge.
 

Crawford and Thurin (1981) discuss this method in detail. The
 

drawback to this method is that it is not possible to estimate the
 

recurrence interval of the peak flow. In most cases, this is not
 

particularly severe as long as the depth estimate is indeed an extreme
 

value. This is because at the higher recurrence intervals (greater
 

than 30 or 40 years), there is not a great difference between the
 

recurrence intervals of peak flow values. For example, as shown in
 

Figure 4, the peak flow increases by 100 percent between the one and
 

ten year recurrence intervals. Between the 40 and 50 year recurrence
 

intervals, the flow only increases by 5 percent. Therefore whether
 

the actual depth measured corresponds to a 40 to 50 year period does
 

not make a significant difference.
 

Evaporation and Transpiration Losses
 

Reservoirs can go dry during extended periods of no precipitation
 

if surface evaporation and transpiration losses from phreatophytes
 

bordering the reservoir are large.
 

Prefeasibilty Study. Generally such data are not needed at the
 

prefeasibility level of study. All that is needed to be known is if
 

there are significant losses during extended dry periods. If there
 

are such losses, it means most shallow reserviors will go dry and over
 

season storage is not possible.
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Feasibility Study. In areas where there are significant annual
 

losses (perhaps greater than 50 percent of the annual precipitation),
 

average annual and monthly losses must be estimated.
 

If such data are not available at the site or nearby similar
 

areas, estimates will have to be developed. Evaporation can be
 

measured with evaporation pans or calculated using methods such as the
 

energy balance appreach and thre Penman method (see Linsley et al
 

(1975)). Transpiraion losses from bordering phreatophytes can best
 

be estimated from local agricultural transpiration data.
 

Energy Potential at Sites Where Hydropower is Secondary Purpose 

As was described earlier, hydropower facilities can be located at
 

dams and other structures designed for such primary purposes as water 

supply or irrigation. The major impacts of this are that the stream 

discharges are not naturally occurring. Therefore the pattern of dam
 

releases (known as the operating policy) must be learned from
 

reviewing project documents and interviews with dam operators and 

owners. Once this pattern of flow is known, methods similar to those 

discussed previously can be used. For particularly complex operating 

policies, sequential simulation may be the only method to estimate 

energy output for feasiblity studies. 
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III. ENVIROR4ENTAL ANALYS IS 

Introduction
 

As stated earlier, a range of factors must be considered in the 

design of a mini-hydro project. Technological, social, economic,
 

financial, hydrologic and envionmental considerations are several of
 

them. A decision to implement a project must be based upon the
 

trade-offs between these factors. Presented in this section is a 

discussion of the environmental effects of mini-hydro development and 

how to incorporate them in prefeasibility and feasibility studies.
 

Environment effects only include changes to the natural or physical
 

environment as a result of a program or project, not the social or 

human effects. Because environmental impacts are very site specific, 

not all the environment impacts discussed in this section may be
 

significant or occur at a particular site.
 

Because any decision to implement a mini-hydro program or project
 

must be compared to other energy technologies, this section starts
 

with a summary of some of the positive aspects of mini-hydro compared
 

to other technologies. This is followed by the necessary
 

environmenta studies at the prefeasibility and feasibility levels.
 

The last part of the section is a methodology for extending
 

environmental impacts to human or social impacts. Most of the
 

material in this section is from reports prepared for NRECA by
 

Zoellner (1980) and Cada and Zadroga (1981). It is recommended that
 

both of these be read.
 

Positive Impacts of Mini-Hydro
 

Zoellner (1980) presents a precise description of the
 

comparatively positive aspects of small hydro. It is presented below
 

and summarized in Table 2.
 

"Small-scale hydropower is considered to be an environmentally
 

clean technology relative to nonrenewable technologies. It has the
 

advantages of large-scale hydro, that is, using a renewable, fuelless
 

resource and generating no process residuals. It is also touted as
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being an appropriate technology for small developers with relatively
 

low capital and maintenance costs. It requires very short
 

transmission distances, has decentralized capability and engineering
 

innovation potential. The principal environmental advantage of
 

small-scale hydropower is the relatively small size of the facility
 

and the relatively small scale of any attendant impacts from
 

construction and operation, particularly for sites utilizing
 

run-of-river, diversion, or irrigation drops. In the case of
 

impoundment, there is a mitigating advantage. The potential exists
 

around the reservoir for economic and recreational development.
 

Generally speaking, hydropower generation does nor consume water
 

in any way, so that with the possible exception of very large
 

impoundments, hydropower is not a source of water loss to the system.
 

In fact, hydropower development may be complementary to other water
 

uses such as irrigation and water supply. It can provide power for
 

these uses. The capital costs may be also lowered considerably in
 

cases of such integrated development.
 

In comparing the environmental impacts of small hydropower to
 

small scale conventl -nal technologies, there is, as mentioned above,
 

the absence of process residuals such as waste heat, air emissions,
 

solid waste, and toxic substances. From a regional development
 

standpoint where many small plants are concerned, the aggregate
 

advantage of this may be significant. This is doubly important when
 

considering the environmental impacts of fuel extraction, processing
 

and shipping--events which do not occur for renewable energy
 

technologies" (pg. 93-43).
 

Prefeasibility Study
 

As noted previously, the objective of a prefeasibility study is
 

to reduce a large number of potential sites to a smaller number for
 

more detailed analysis. Cada and Zadroga (1981) state that there are
 

four basic issues of concern at this level of analysis (pgs 3-7).
 

They are summarized in Table 3 and discussed below.
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1) The impact of the development induced by the project upon
 

the resource base. If a project is to be build in a
 

relatively undeveloped area or is likely to change land use 
or occupations in a developed area, it must be determined 
how the changes will effect the resource base. For example, 
the construction of a mini-hydro project may result in local 
.evelopment in an area with poor soils and fragile 

groundcover that is best left undeveloped. Unless 
mitigating measures are taken, such a site might be removed 
from 	further consideration.
 

2) The availability of water of adequate quantity and quality.
 

It is obvious that there should be sufficient water flowing 

for power production (see Hydrology section). This,
 

ihowever, addresses the broader question of the possible
 

competition between various water uses at a site. These
 

other users must be determined so that potential water-use 
conflicts can be avoided. If there are too many conflicts,
 

it may be necessary to no longer consider the site.
 

It is also necessary to consider the present quality of the 

water at the site. If the quality is already poor or the 

site is in a water-related disease area, development of a 
project may further deteriorate the quality or increase 
incidence of disease.
 

3) 	 Proximity of the site to a legally protected area or an area 

that should be declared or treated as wildland. It may not 

be possible to develop minl-hydro in some legally protected 
areas such as National Parks. It should also be noted in a 

prefeasibility study if a potential site will impact any 

rare or endangered species. 

4) 	 Level of interest and support from local community. It is 

essential that the project be beneficial and useful to the 
impacted local community and, in turn, that they support the 
project. This support is necessary because they may have to
 
make some lifestyle changes to accomodate the project (e.g., 
no longer swim in certain parts of the river, have some 
land flooded, adopt certain public health measures, etc.). 

Feasibility Study
 

Introduction. As stated earlier, environmental effects are one
 

of the many factors that must be considered in a feasibility study 

(hydrologic, technological and economic are examples of other
 

factors). An environmental assessment must be conducted for each 

potential site. The purpose of an environment assessment is to
 

identify the potential impacts of the project upon the environment,
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identify alternatives to the project, and propose mitigating measures
 

for some of the negative impacts. The environmental assessment should
 

be conducted as concurrently as possible with other studies (e.g.
 

technological) so that particularly adverse environmental impacts can
 

be identified early in the planning process and perhaps mitigated by
 

design or operational changes (for example, not constructing sluice
 

gates below a certain elevation to prevent low dissolved oxygen water
 

from going downstream or not flooding a certain wildlife habitant).
 

While it is difficult to quantify many environmental impacts, the
 

assessment information must be presented to decision-makers in an
 

accurate, understandable, and concise manner. This will help
 

decision-makers to make the necessary trade-offs between the various 

considerations in mini-hydro siting. 

Since mini-hydro can have many diverse environmental impacts, it 

is suggested that the information be presented to the decision makers 

by category of impact type (for example, aquatic organisms, disease 

etc). The impacts within each category should be identified and 

further described as short or long term, reversible or irreversible, 

and construction or operation related. Mitigating measures should 

also be discussed.
 

Having described a methodology for conducting an environmental 

assessment for a feasibility study, the reminder of this section
 

describes possible environmental impacts by category (summarized in
 

Table 4) and concludes with a check list designed to help the analyst
 

organize data, and identify and assess the relative significane of
 

impacts. The majority of this information is from Cada and Zadroga
 

(1981).
 

Initially, Cada and Zadroga (1981) note that the single most
 

important factor in assessing the impact of a mini-hydro project is
 

whether the project has a water impoundment or not. With significant 

impoundment of water, there will be more physical, chemical, and 

biological changes in the stream than with no impoundment. They also 

note that the magnitude of the impacts depends partly upon the 

relative size of the plant. A large plant will generally have more
 

serious impacts than a smaller one, and a small plant on a small river
 

may have more severe impacts than a moderate plant on a large river.
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Flow Disruption. These impacts include channel degradation 

downstream, downstream sedimentation, aad, if water is diverted from 

one basin to another, a net loss of water from one drainage basin and 

a gain in another. Other possible impacts include decreased 

downstream flooding and subsequent loss of fertilization of downstream
 

agricultural land, variation in groundwater levels, and upsetting salt
 

and fresh water balances in estuaries. If pond elevation fluctuates a
 

lot because of peaki.g power proLuction, there may be shoreline
 

erosion and habitant destruction. The least disruptive operation is
 
"run of the river, 
 no water storage, and return of diverted water
 

back to the same stream at a lower elevation" (pg 11).
 

Sedimentation. Sedimentation results from both project
 

construction and operation. The impacts of sedimentation are many.
 

Examples include turbine damage, burying fish spawning areas and
 

bottom dwelling organisms, and shifting the composition, abundance,
 

and distribution of aquatic biota. Associated with sedimentation
 

effects is the retention of sediment by reservoirs. This can result 

in premature siltation of the reservoir. An associated impact is 

trapping of nutrients in the reservoir. Since normally these 

nutrients would have traveled to downstream wetlands and estuaries, 

the nutrient balance may be upset. The increased nutrients, in the 

reservoir may lead to the growth of aquatic weeds and algae-both of 

which lead to decreased dissolved oxygen and other water quality
 

problems.
 

Water Quality. Generally, a run-of-the-river operation with no
 

impoundment "will have little or no effect on water quality in
 

streams" (pg 16). Water quality impacts may occur, however, if there
 

is diversion from one watershed to another (particularly if it is of
 

poor quality or changes the chemical composition of the receiving
 

water), or there is an impoundment. The impoundment can impact water
 

quality if it undergoes thermal stratification causing a temperature
 

differential as well as decreased bottom dissolved oxygen and "greater 

concentrations of hydrosulfide and reduced ionic forms of iron and 

manganese" (pg 17). Impoundments of water can also increase the 
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exposure time of organisms to contaminants. In impoundments some
 

pollutants may be adsorbed to suspended settling particles and 

eventually be buried on the bottom of the impoundment. Water quality
 

may also be impacted by oils, greases, and chemicals entering the
 

stream from the construction site.
 

Aquatic Organisms. Possible impacts to aquatic organisms are 

many. Examples include turbine damage to fish; blockage of upstream 

migrating fish; impingement (trapping of organisms against intake
 

screens); destruction of downstream habitats due to decreased flow;
 

damage downstream due to reservoir releases containing suspended
 

material, low dissolved oxygen, toxic contaminants, and being of low
 

temperature; changes in species composition and abundance due to
 

change from flow to reservoir habitat (particularly important to study
 

for economically important fisheries); and gas bubble disease to fish
 

caused by supersaturation of water by atmospheric gas as water is
 

released from spillways.
 

Waterborne Diseases and Parasites. Water impoundments provide
 

breeding grounds for mosquitoes (wtic. carry such diseases as malaria,
 

encephalitis, yellow fever, and dengue) and snails (which are part of
 

the chain of schistosomiasis and other diseases). Impoundments also
 

decrease the natural purifying elements of running water of
 

turbulence, sunlight penetration and oxygenation. A positive aspect
 

of impoundments is the decreased flow in certain sections of a stream
 

and a possible localized reduction in onchocerciasis (river blindness). 

Land Use and Development. The direct land use impact of a
 

mini-hydro project is the loss of land for access roads, canals,
 

turbine/generator buildings, transmission lines, and reservoir pools.
 

Perhaps a more significant land use impact may occur, however, due to
 

development created by the project. For example, colonization in the
 

headwaters region of project may lead to increasd erosion and 

subsequent siltation of the reservoir (see later section for fuller
 

discussion of such induced impacts).
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Terrestrial Impacts. Terrestrial impacts (in addition to land 

usa and development impacts) may include alteration of wildlife 

habitat (due to land use changes and creation of an impoundment), and 

interference with nesting activities of birds due to construction 

noise. Construction and maintenance of transmission lines can disrupt 

natural land forms and vegetation, and hinder wildlife migrations. 

Environmental Checklist 

Cada and Zadroga (1981, pgs. 33-36) present a checklist designed
 

to help the analyst organize the data, and identify and assess the
 

relative significance of impacts. With the use of the checklist, it
 

should be possible for the analyst to organize the impacts by the
 

categories previously presented. The checklist is in Table 5.
 

Induced Impacts Upon the Human Environment
 

Because a mini-hydro project provides electricity to a region, it
 

will have direct impacts upon the human environment. Evamples may
 

include increases in population, more light industry, changes in land
 

use patterns, increased educational opportunities (due, for example,
 

electric lights and radio) etc. Impacts upon the human environment
 

will also occur indirectly because of the environmental impacts of the
 

project. For example, fish losses due to sedimentation may result in
 

economic losses to commercial fisherman. Zoellner (1980) presents a
 

framework of analysis for these induced impacts.
 

1) Identify the cause of an impact - for example, construction 

of an impoundment. 

2) Describe the changed condition  for example, flooding of an 

area. 

3) State the effect -for example, improved wildlife habitant. 

4) Derive the impact - for example, more hunting opportunities. 

Obviously, this is a simplified example because a changed
 

condition may be the result of several causes, and effects may be due
 

to several changed conditions. Its application to more complex
 

situations, however, is straightforward.
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IV. GEOLOGICAL FACTORS 

Introduction 

Three major geological factors need to be considered in siting
 

mini-hydro projects; (1) sediment loads in streams; (2) conditions of
 

valley sidewalls and foundations at dam sites and (3) earthquake
 

conditions. Siting considerations in regard to the first two factors
 

are discussed in this section and summarized in Table 6. Earthquake
 

conditions will not be discussed here except to note that they should
 

be considered in the structural design of dams.
 

Sediment Loads in Streams
 

Sediment loads in streams result in accumulation of sediments in
 

reservoirs, turbine damage, and increased potential for environment
 

damage due to sediment releases from reservoirs (see Environmental
 

Section).
 

Sediment loads in streams can be estimated by especially designed 

sampling devices, empirically derived sediment rating curves, or 

comparisons to similar watersheds. 

Sediment accumulation in reservoirs result because of decreased 

flow velocities as rivers enter reservoirs. The trapping efficiency 

of a reservoir is related, in the simplest manner, to the ratio of 

capacity to annual inflow volume. Shown in Figure 5 is a general 

relationship of this. The volume of sediment trapped is determined by 

multiplying the weight of the trapped sediment by its specific 

weight. A small reservoir with a low detention time will trap less 

sediment than a large reservoir. 

Reservoir siltation problems can be mitigated by land use control 

to prevent sedimentation, providing for sediment storage, discharging 

sediment-laden discharges through sluice gates, and dredging. 

Prefeasibility Study. In a prefeasibility study, it is usually 

only necessary to note from visual observation whether sedimentation 

effects are likely to be severe. 
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Feasibility Study. It will usually be necessary during a
 

feasibility study to estimate the sediment load in the stream using
 

one of the measurement methods, previously described. With this
 

estimate, reservoir siltation, turbine damage, and environmental
 

effects can be studied.
 

Conditions of Valley Sidewalls and Foundations at Dam Sites
 

The type of sidewalls and foundation composition at a potential 

dam site are, in addition to the cost of materials and labor, the 

major factors in dam design. 

Gravity dams require solid foundations, generally on rock but may
 

be on sound alluvial foundations. Arch dams require strong, steep
 
valley sidewalls. Buttress dams are usually designed for wide valleys
 

with rock or sound alluvium foundations. Seepage characteristics are
 

particularly important in the design of earth dams 
as they are usually
 

built on earth foundations. The foundations of rockfill dams are
 

usually rock or sound sand or gravel. Timber crib dams can be built
 

on a variety of foundations. 

Prefeasibilty Study. In a prefeasibility study, it is only
 

necessary to 
broadly assess sidewall and foundation conditions from
 

visual observatons and other means. At 
this level of analysis it is 

only necessary to determine the feasible types of dams. 

Feasibility Study. Since one result of feasibility studya is 

the selection and approximate size of the dam, detailed investigation 

of sidewall and foundation conditions must be undertaken. If a large 

dam is planned, borings may be necessary. 
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Table 1
 

Types of Hydrologic Information Needed for Mini-Hydro Studies
 

Type 	of Information 


Average Annual 

Energy Production
 

and 

Turbine Capacity 


Net Head 


Tailwater 	Effects 


Flood Discharge 


Evaporation and 

Transpiration Losses 


Temporal Distribution 

of Energy
 

and 

Turbine Capacity 


Net Head 


Methods
 

Prefeasibility Study
 

1. 	 Rules of Thumb
 

2. 	 Sequential Simulation of Typical Year
 
3. 	 Annual Flow Duration Curve
 

1. 	 Topographical Map
 
2. 	 Site Visit
 

(perhaps adjust for high tailwater
 
and/or evaporation and
 
transpiration losses).
 

1. 	 Speak to local residents
 
2. 	 Apply equation of Gradually Varied Flow
 

(usually not necessary to estimate
 
in Prefeasibiltiy Studies)
 

1. 	 Only need to consider that spillway may
 
be needed.
 

1. Only 	need to estimate whether losses are
 
large enough that reservoirs may become
 
dry during dry seasons.
 

Feasibility Study
 

1. 	 Annual Flow Duration Curve
 

2. 	 Monthly Flow Duration Curves
 
3. 	 Sequential Simulation of Historic or
 

Synthetic Flows
 

1. 	 Must consider type of turbine, tailwater
 
elevations, and evaporation and
 
transpiration losses.
 



Table 1 (Continued)
 

Type of Informuaion 


Tailwater Effects 


Flood Discharge 


Evaporation Losses 


Transpiration Losses 


Other Project Purposes 


Methods
 

1. 	 Monthly elevations using equation of
 
Gradually Varied Flow
 

1. 	 Plot Annual peak flow data on semi-log
 
graph paper and extrapolate
 

2. 	 Fit extrewe value distribution to data
 
3. 	 Use rainfall intensity-frequency

duration curves and runoff analysis
 
4. 	 Comparison with similar types of
 

watersheds
 
5. 	 Site visit
 

1. 	 Use data from similar area
 
2. 	 Measure
 
3. 	 Calculate
 

1. 	 Use data from similar area
 
2. 	 Measure
 
3. 	 Calculate
 

1. 	 Review operating policy of reservoir or
 
structure
 



Table 2 

Positive Aspects of Mini-Hydro
 

1. 	 Renewable, fuelless resource
 

2. 	 Generates no process residuals such as waste heat, air emissions,
 

solid waste, and toxic substances
 

3. 	 Low capital and maintenance costs
 

4. 	 Proven, straightforward technology
 

5. 	 Decentralized technology adaptive to local conditions
 

6. 	 Relatively small scale environmental impacts - particularly if
 
run-of-river 

7. 	 Unless there are large impoundments, no consumation of water
 

8. 	 Complementary to other water uses such as water supply and
 

irrigation
 

Source: Zoellner (1980)
 



Table 3
 

Environmental Issues in Prefeasibility Studies
 

1. 	 The impact of the development induced by the project upon the
 
resource base.
 

2. 	 The availability of water of adequate quantity and quality.
 

3. 	 Proximity of the site to a legally protected area or an area that
 
should be declared or treated as wildland.
 

4. 	 Level of interest and support from local community.
 

Source: Cada and Zadroga (1981)
 



Table 4
 

Categories cf Environmental Impacts of Mini-Hydro
 

1. Flow Disruption
 

2. Sedimentation
 

3. Water Quality
 

4. Aquatic Organisms
 

5. Waterborn Diseases and Parasites
 

6. Land Use and Development
 

7. Terrestrial Impacts
 

8. Derived Impacts upon Human Environment
 



Table 5 

Environmental Checklists for Feasiblity Studies 

1. 	 Obtain topographical maps (1:25,000 if possible) which show the 
location of the mini-hydro facility components and, if a water
 
impoundment is planned, the bathymetry of the future reserveir.
 

2. 	 Obtain low-level aerial photographs of the site and watershed.
 

3. 	 Obtain recent stream flow data for a number of years in order to
 
ensure both the maintenance of minimum flows in the stream and
 
reliabiliy of mini-hydro operation.
 

4. 	 Obtain rainfall data for the study area. Do rainfall intensity
 
values also exist?
 

5. 	 Determine water withdrawal rates for mini-hydro operation and the
 
location of the intake and discharge structures.
 

6. 	 If a water storage impoundment is part of the design, determine
 
the timing of reservoir releases on a daily and seasonal basis. 

7. 	 Determiae the alternative water uses in the area, the location of 
all water intakes or discharges in the affected areas, and flow
 
rates and nature of all effluents.
 

8. 	 Locate important wetlands that could be affected (for example, 
drained or filled with sediment) by construction and operation of 
the mini-hydro. 

9. 	 Locate important alluvial floodplains that will no longer be 
seasonally flooded due to reservoir flow regulation.
 

10. 	 Locate other water bodies (lakes, reservoirs, etc) that are
 
associated with the surface waters of the study area.
 

11. 	 According to the life zones (ecological) map of the country,
 
determine what life zones occur in the watershed under study,
what runoff distribution could naturally be expected from each 
Life Zone (or other appropriate ecological classification unit)
according to water balance estimations, and how many effectively 
dry months are there in each water year. 

12. 	 Obtain a map of actual land use for the area. Determine the 
predominant land uses. 

13. 	 Obtain land-use capability or land-use potential maps developed 
for the general study area. Determine what resource-use 
potentials exist for the watershed of concern. 

14. 	 Determine what land-use and watershed protection plans can be 
developed in order to minimize adverse secondary impacts. 



Table 5 (Continued)
 

15. 	 Determine what important soil, geological, historical, cultural,
 
or archaeological resources will be lost by site construction,
 
access road construction, transmisson line construction, or
 
impoundment.
 

16. 	 Determine whether the site is near a protected area (preserve, 
sanctuary, refuge, dedicated area) that may require special 
consideration. 

17. 	 Determine whether stream waters near the site are used for fish 
spawning, nursery, or feeding areas, or as fish migration routes. 

18. 	 Determine whether any rare, endangered, or commercially or 
recreationally important species are present in the region. 

19. 	 Identify the principal aquatic species present in the area 
affected by construction and operation. 

20. 	 Determine what species are harvested for sport or commercial 
purposes in the area, the harvest level and seasonality of 
harvest, and what fishes or shellfishes are harvested from the 
stream for food by the local community. 

21. 	 List the waterborn diseases or parasites that are endemic to the 
area and determine the possiblity of spreading or accentuating
 
disease problems by mini-hydro development.
 

22. 	 Identify species of aquatic plants in the area that could
 
interfere wl.th hydroelectricity production and alternate water
 
uses. 

23. 	 Identify any preexisting (natural or man-induced) environmental 
stresses in the area and any future developments planned for the 
area that might add additional stresses. Characterize and, if 
possible, quantify these stresses. 

24. 	 Estimate the nature and size of suspended sediments in the stream
 
as well as the bedload of the stream. 

25. 	 Obtain water quality data, especially regarding temperature,
 
dissolved solids, salt, nutrient, and dissolved oxygen levels, or
 
the presence of toxic materials or disease organisms. 

26. 	 Identify projected or active mining activities in the study 
area. Are these open-pit or tunnel mines and how are wastes
 
handled?
 



Table 5 (Continued)
 

27. 	 Consider any unique plant design features (impoundment,
 
trans-basin diversion) which would necessitate special
 
consideration with regard to environmental impacts.
 

28. 	 Determine the possibilities for avoiding, reducing, or mitigating
 
environmental impacts of site development by adequate prior
 
planning.
 

Source: Cada and Zadroga (1981)
 



Table 6
 

Geological Factors in Mini-Hydro Siting
 

1. Sediment Loads in Streams
 

Reservoir Siltation
 

Turbine Damage
 

Increased Potential for Environmental Damage
 

2. Conditions of Sidewalls and Foundations at Dam Sites
 

Major Factors in Dam Design
 

Gravity
 

Arch
 

Buttress
 

Earth
 

Rockfill
 

Timber Crib
 



START
 

COUNTRY ASSESSMENT 1 

PREFEASIBILITY 

STUDIES 

SITE FEASIBILITY STUDY
 

FIELD INVESTIGATION
T
 
S SITE APPROVAL
 

PROJECT PLANNING
 

"
 DETAILDESIGN =-


BID DOCUMENTS
 

PRODUCTIVE ' PROJECT CONSTRUCTION AND 
USES AND ACCEPTANCE 1INFRASTRUCTURE
F 


PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

S PROJECT OPERATION -

POWER PRODUCTION 

STAGES OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
 

Figure I
 

Jackson, Bard, A Methodology for Prefeasibility Studies 
of Candidate Mini-Hydro


Source: 

Sites, National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, 

1981.
 



Figure 2
 

ESTIMATING MEAN ANNUAL ENERGY PRODUCTION USING MEAN FLOW SEQUENCE
 

PROCEDURE
 

1. 	Select turbine design, maximum, and minimum flows.
 

2. 	Assume constant net head and efficiency.
 

3. 	Calculate area of hydrograph between maximum and minimum flows and convert to
 
energy using standard formulae. If necessary, subtract area occurring during high
 
tailwater periods.
 

30
 
It is estimated tha during 40% of
 
October the tailwarer is. too hizh to _
 

- operate. Therefore, this must be
 
- subtracted.
 

20
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Source: 	 Lawrence, Walter D., Kirshen, Paul H., Lanou, Tobie E., Togo Small Decentralized
 
Hydropower Study, National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, 1981.
 



Figure 3
 

ESTIMATING MEAN ANNUAL ENERGY PRODUCTION USING FLOW DURATION CURVE
 

PROCEDURE
 

1. Select turbine design, maximum, and minimum flows.
 

2. Assume constant net head and efficiency.
 

3. Convert ordinate scale to hours per year.
 

4. Calculate area of shaded portion and convert to energy using standard formulae.
 
If necessary, subtract area corresponding to high tailwater periods.
 

High Tailwater"
 
Periods to Be
 
Subtracted / MAXIMUM TURBINE FLOW (FOR PLANT)
 

TURBINE DESIGN FLOW (FOR PLANT)
 

INIMUMMINIMUM FLOWTURBINE 

0y 

PERCENTAGE OF TIME FLOW
 
EQUALLED OR EXCEEDED
 

FLOW DURATION CURVE 

3ource: 	 Jackson, Bard, A Methodology for Prefeasibility Studies of Candidate Mini-Hydro
 
Sites, National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, 1981.
 



Figure 4 

FLOOD FREQUENCY: PEAK FLOW VS. RETURN PERIOD 
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Source: Crawford, Dr. Norman H., Thurin, Steven M., Hydrologic Estimates for Small Hvd:o-

Projects, National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, 1981.
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APPENDIX A
 

QUALITY AND AUGMENTATION OF STREAMFLOW DATA
 

Introduction
 

Two problems frequently arise in the analysis of water resources
 

projects; (1) the need to 
examine the quality of streamflow data (does
 
it really represent what is likely to happen at the site over the
 

projects' expected lifetime) and (2) the data are insufficient or
 
lacking at 
a site. Presented in this section is a discussion of how
 

to study the quality of streamflow data and how to augment or extend
 
such data from other sources. Additional material on this subject can
 

be found in Viessruan et al. (1977), Fiering and Jackson (1971), 
the
 

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (1980), Gladwell (1980), and Crawford and
 

Thurin (1981).
 

Data Quality
 

Data quality can be considered to be measured by the data's
 

homogeneity and the length of the record. A time series is
 

homogeneous 
"if the identical events under consideration in the series
 

are equally likely to occur at all times and places" (pg. 3-6, U.S.
 

Bureau of Reclamation, 1980). 
 A record is long enough if it contains
 

the expected variations and extreme values of the streamflow or these
 

can be inferred from it at least in sufficient accuracy for the scale
 

of the project. The end result of having "high" quality data is 
that
 

the project can be designed for all conditions that will 
Ltk 'v impact
 

it over its lifetime.
 

Non-homogeneity in streainflow data is caused by col[ecting data 

from an area whose characteristics are changing with time and by 
trends and cycles in the data. The major cause of change is usually 

human activities, such as diversions and deforestation. As noted by 

the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (1980), such Inconsistencies can be 

noted by plotting the ctimulative values of one affected variable 

(i.e., streamflow) versus the cumulative /alue of a related variable 
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such as streamflow in an unaffected watershed or precipitation. Once 

an inconsistency is determined, it can be "corrected" by interpolating 

and extrapolating from the cumulative plot or by adjusting the past 

records with the known quantities of diversions, etc. Trends and 

cycles in data can be determined from visual inspection of time series 

or by plotting, for example, 5-year moving averages to smooth the 

data. It is important to be aware of trends and cycles in the data if
 

only a short segment of the data is to be used in analysis or if 

records of different lengths are being used in a study.
 

The length of record needed for a study depends upon the study
 

purpose and the regional hydrologic characteristics. The regional
 

hydrologic characteristics are probably the most important variables. 

If the precipiuation and streamflow in an area do not vary
 

considerably from year to year, then 10 to 15 years is probably 

suitable for all levels of analysis. If there is considerable
 

variation in these values, then 30 to 60 years is needed to accurately 

capture the variability. As an example of this, consider the level of 

Lake Chad, which behaves similarly to a streamflow in a river. Over a 

30-year period, the mean volume of Lake Chad is 30 billion cubic 

meters. Over two different 10-year periods, the calculated means are 

17 billion and 50 billion. Obviously, designs for these three "mean"
 

values will have different implications. In conducting a comparison
 

study between sites, it is usually desirable to use records covering
 

the same periods; in this manner consistent comparisons can be made
 

between the sites. If records of different periods and/or lengths
 

have to be used, some records should be either extended or
 

"filled-in". This and related topics are discussed next.
 

Data Augmentation 

Streamflow data can be aigmented (or synthesized) by extending or 

filling-in records at gaged Fites or by developing flow estimates and 

parameters at ungaged sites. Such synthesized data must be used 

carefully. Gladwell (1980) provides the following warning for fill-in 

data which also applies to estimates at ungaged sites; "Attempts to 

fill-in missing data can create false security 'f one is not extremely 
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careful. First it must be realized that the use of correlation or
 

regression analyses dilutes the value of the data ...The fill-in data
 

can only be considered an approximation of what actually occurred.
 

Furthermore, if the data are to be used in statistical analyses, the
 

use of simple regression analyses will only produce estimates of the
 

means of missing vlues. In such cases, the natural variations about
 

the mean will be eliminated and the overall variance, thus,
 

diminished" (pp. 31-32).
 

Record Extension and Fill-In. The simplest method to extend or
 

fill in streamflow data is to establish a correlation between the
 

flows at a data poor site and a data rich data. Of course, the two
 

sites must be located reasonably close to each other and have similar
 

hydrologic characteristics (see section on ungaged sites for
 

discussion of "similar hydrologic characteristics"). In many cases,
 

it is only necessary to use the ratio of mean flows in the regression
 

equation as shown in Equation (Al).
 

Daily Flow at i = Mean Flow at i x Daily Flow at j (Al)
 
Mean Flow at j
 

More sophisticated regressions may contain parameters such as basin
 

slope, precipitation, etc. or temporally lagged parameters. If the
 

random variations between the flow at the sites is important to
 

maintain, it is necessary to add a random number component to the
 

regression (see Fiering and Jackson (1971) for a clear discussion of
 

this). Another simple method of data extension or fill-in is to use
 

double mass curve analysis. This has the serious disadvantage,
 

however, of eliminating some of the natural variation in streamflow
 

because the plotted line only represents mean conditions.
 

Stream Flow Estimates for Ungaged Sites. One of the rules of
 

thumb in hydrology is that if watersheds are located near each other,
 

are at approximagely the same elevation, and have similar land use,
 

area, topography, geology, and similar precipitation patterns, then
 

the flows (daily in some cases) are related by the ratios of drainage
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areas, precipitation, and slope (in some cases). Two such watersheds 

can be considered to be "hydrologically similar". The practical value 

of this is that if the flows are unknown at a site but are known at a 

similar site, then estimates of flow at the ungaged site can be 

determined by multiplying the flow at the gaged site by ratios of
 

drainage areas or precipitation. Slope ratios may be necessary to
 

also include if peak discharge infermation is needed. If it is
 

important to maintain the natural variation in flows between the gaged 

and ungaged sites, a random component might be added to the simple 

regression.
 

This procedure even works for "transferring" a flow duration
 

curve from a gaged site to an ungaged site; the flow ordinates of the
 

curve can be multiplied by the ratios of drainage area and/or
 

precipitation.
 

Methods for estimating flows at ungaged sites in areas where
 

there are not hydrologically similar gaged sites are presented in an
 

NRECA report by Crawford and Thurin (1981). The methods are based
 

upon physical observations and simple rainfall and streamflow routing
 

procedures.
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APPENDIX B 

MEASUREMENTS OF HEAD AND DISCHARGE 

It is necessary during field investigations to measure the head
 

and, 	often times, the discharge of a site. Alward et al (1979)
 

present an excellent discussiou of measuring techniques in a report
 

prepared for the National Center for Appropriate Technology (NCAT)
 

(pgs 10-18). The relevant sections are presented below.
 

How to measure stream or spring flow:
 

1) For small mountain streams or for springs, temporarily dam
 

up the water and divert the entire flow into a container of
 

known size. Carefully time the number of seconds it takes
 

to fill this container.
 

For example:
 

If it takes 40 seconds to fill a 55 gallon barrel, the
 

flow rate is 1.375 gallons per second, or 82.5 gallons
 

per minute, or 11 cubic feet per minute.
 

2) 	 For larger streams, the float method can be used. If done
 

carefully, and repeated several times, it can give results
 

accurate enough for most calculations. In order to use this
 

method, you need to know the cross-sectional area of the
 

stream and the stream velocity.
 

The cross-sectional area should be determined at some easily
 

measured spot in the stream, preferably in the middle of a
 

straight run of the stream. Measure the width (w) of the
 

stream in feet. Then, using a stick, measure the depth in
 

feet at equal intervals across the width of the stream (see 

Figure A). Record the depth at each interval and calculate 

the average depth. 
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For example:
 

With a stream cross- dl - 1.0 feet 

section as in Fig. A, d2 - 1.3 feet 

d3 - 1.2 feet 

d depth d4 - 1.8 feet 

d5 - 1.0 feet 

d6 - 0.8 feet 

d7 1.1 feet 

d8 1.8 feet 

d9 1.3 feet 

dlO - 0.7 feet 

Total - 12 feet 

Average d =12- 1.2 feet 

Next, multiply the width (w) by the average depth (d) to get
 

the cross-sectional area (A) of the stream in square feet.
 

For example:
 

In the above stream, say the width at the point of making
 

the depth measurements ,.as 8 feet, then the cross-sectional
 

area (A) is
 

A-wXd 

A - 8 feet x 1.2 feet 

A 9.6 square feet 

The stream velocity can be determined by choosing a straight
 

stretch of water at least 30 feet long with the sides
 

approximately parallel and the bed unobstructed by rocks,
 

branches or other obstacles. Mark off two points, say
 

30 feet apart, along the stream. On a windless day, place a
 

float upstream of the first marker, in midstream. A pop
 

bottle, partially filled with small stones so that it rides
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with its neck out of water, is a good float. Carefully time
 

the number of seconds it takes the float to pass from the
 

first marker to the second. Repeat this process several
 

times and average the results.
 

For example:
 

The average time for a float to travel betwe oi two markers 

placed 30 feet apart is 15 seconds. The velocity of the
 

float is thus
 

30 feet 
15 se. , 2 feet/second5 sec.
 

This float velocity does not, however, represent the 

velocity of all the water in the stream. The water at the 

sides and bottom of the stream flows less quickly than that 

at the center or near the top due to stream bed friction and 

channel roughness. A correction factor, depending on the 

roughness or smoothness of the stream bed, is usually 

inlcuded to give an estimated average stream velocity. This
 

correction factor can vary from 0.6 for a rocky hill stream,
 

to 0.86 for a stream with very smooth bed and sides.
 

For example:
 

Taking the float velocity computed above, the stream
 

velocity (V) for a fairly rough hill stream is
 

V = 2 feet/second x 0.55 = 1.3 feet/second 

or V = 78 feet per minute. 

The flow rate of the stream can now be calculated by
 

multiplying the cross-sectional area of the stream (A) by
 

the stream velocity (V).
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For example: 

Flow 	- A x V
 

Flow 	= 9.6 sq ft x 78 ft/min 

Flow 	- 748.8 cubic feet/min
 

Now, depending on what portion of the stream flow you can or
 

want to use, you can now determine the usable flow. Simply
 

multiply the stream flow rate you have just calculated by 

the portion of the flow you will be using. 

For example: 

If you will only be using 25% of the minimum stream flow, 

and the stream flow you have determined above is 748.8 cubic
 

feet 	per minute, then the usable flow is 

Usable Flow - 748.8 cfm x 0.25
 

Usable Flow = 187.2 cfm
 

3) 	 There is a third method for determining stream flow. This 

is called the Weir Method. This method is accurate and can 

be used to measure the flow rate of any stream. It is 

particularly advantageous for flow measurements in shallow 

streams where a weighted float would have difficulty 

floating freely. However, it is also a more complicated 

technique for measuring flow.
 

Essentially, a temporary dam structure is built across the
 

stream perpendicular to the flow, with a rectangular notch
 

or spillway of controlled proportions located in the center
 

section. This notch has to be large enough to take the
 

maximum flow of the stream during the period of measurement,
 

so make some rough estimate of the stream flow prior to 

building the Weir. The notch width (W) should be at least
 

three times it height (h) and the lower edge should be
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perfectly level. The lower edge and the vertical sides of
 

the notch should be beveled with the sharp edge upstream.
 

The whole structure can be best built out of timber with all
 

edges and the bottom sealed with clay, earth and sandbags to
 

prevent any leakage. A typical Weir is illustrated in
 

Figure B.
 

In order to meausre the flow of water over the Weir, you
 

have to set up a simple depth gauge. This is done by
 

driving a stake in the stream bed at least 5 feet upsteam
 

from the Weir, until a pre-set mark in the stake is
 

precisely level with the bottom edge of the notch. The
 

depth of the water on this stake, above the pre-set mark,
 

will indicate the flow rate of water over the Weir. You
 

will need to refer to a "Weir Table" in order to determine
 

this flow rate. A typical "Weir Table" follows.
 

To use the table, determine the depth of water in inches
 

over the pre-set stake mark. Take this value to the Weir
 

Table and read off the flow rate in cubic feet per minute
 

per inch of notch width. Multiply this volume flow rate by
 

the width, in inches, of your Weir notch. This will give
 

you the stream flow rate in cubic feet per minute.
 

For example:
 

On a particular stream you have built a Weir with a notch
 

width of 30 inches. The depth of the water on the stake
 

above the pre-set marking is 6 1/4 inches. On the Weir
 

Table, read opposite 6.25 inches to the flow rate of
 

6.28 cfm per inch of notch width. The flow rate of the
 

total stream is then
 

6.28 cfm x 30 in.
 

or 188.4 cfm
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When 	 you have the Weir in place, you can easily take 

readings at your convenience. If you are going to use the 

Weir for any extended period of time, it is important to 

frequently ensure the watertightness of the sides and bottom. 

Head 	Measurement
 

The greater the vertical distance that water falls, the more 

potentially useful power there is available in the water.
 

low to measure head:
 

1) 	 For high head systems, detailed topographical maps of your
 

area 	may give some indication of the vertical height 

difference between proposed intake and tailwater levels.
 

However, the accuracy of map reading is limited so this
 

technique should only be used for very preliminary
 

es tima tions. 

2) 	 For those who are acquainted with photographic surverying
 

techniques, this method can give fairly accurate result.:-


Pictures taken in the field can be developed and the 

elevations scaled on the photographs. But caution--this is
 

not a method for amateurs. Photographic surveying requires 

some 	skill and training.
 

3) Pocket altimeters can give you preliminary estimations oc 

the elevation difference between intake and tailwater
 

locations on proposed high head systems. However, :he
 

accuracy of measurement is not suitable for any serious
 

calculations.
 

There are some larger portable altimeters on the market,
 

whi-h tend to be very expensive, that can enable you to make
 

elevation measurements within an accuracy of a couple of
 

feet. These instruments are suitable for engineering
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calculations; however, they do not give as precise 

measurements as do the following three methods. 

4) 	 Any good surveyor can be hired to determine the head for 

you. Ask the surveyor to simply find the vertical distance 

between your water source, or proposed intake location, and
 

the proposed location of the power plant. Hiring a surveyor
 

is going to be somewhat expensive, so if this is your only
 

alternative, you want to reasonably sure that you intend to
 

carry through with the project. If your head is less than
 

25 feet, you need very precise measurements, so a surveyor
 

may be advisable.
 

5) 	 If you know how to use standard surveying equipment, for 

example a transit or a surveyor's level and leveling rod, 

borrow or rent the appropriate pieces and get a friend to 

help you make the necessary measurements. 

6) 	 Another technique involves a do-it-yourself approach. The
 

equipment required is a carpenter's level, some sort of
 

stand to raise the level a few feet off the ground, and a
 

tape measure. You may or may not use someone else to assist
 

you. The method is described below in relation to Figure C:
 

a) 	 Set the level on the stand; make sure the level is
 

horizontal (leve,) ud that its upper edge is 

either at the same elcvatlon as the water source, 

or a known vertical distance aoove the water 

surface. 

b) 	 Sight along the upper edge of the level to a spot
 

on a 	 Dearby object (tree, rock, building) that is 

further down the hill and which can be reached for
 

ma.asuring.
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c) Note this precise spot on the object and mark it
 

(Point A in the diagram).
 

d) 	 Move your level and stand down the hill slope and
 

set it up again so that this time the upper edge
 

of the level is at some Point B below Point A on
 

the first object, as in the drawing. Mark this
 

Point B and measure and record the vertical
 

distance A to B. Now sight along the upper edge
 

of the level in the opposite direction to another
 

object that is further down the hill.
 

e) 	 Repeat this procedure until you end up at the same
 

elevation as the proposed power plant site.
 

f) 	 If more than one set-up was required, add all the
 

vertical distances A-B. If your first set-up was
 

above the water surface, subtract the vertical
 

distance between the water surface and the upper
 

edge of the level from the sum of the vertical
 

distances. You now have the total head. 

In undertaking the above measurements there aze a few things
 

you should remember:
 

-- You do not need to be concerned with horizontal 

distances for head determination. 

-- Every time you re-set the level, its upper edge 

should be at precisely the 3ame level as Point B 

(sight back to check). 

- You need not travel in a straight line. 
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WEIR TABLE
 

Depth or. Stake c.f.m.per inch 
 Depth on stake c.f.m.per inch
 
in inches of notch width 
 in inches of notch width
 

1 0.40 12.5 
 17.72
 
1.25 0.55 
 12.75 18.32
 
1.5 0.74 
 13 18.87
 
1.75 0.93 
 13.25 19.42

2 1.14 
 13.5 19.97

2.25 
 1.36 13.75 20.52
 
2.5 1.59 
 14 21.09
 
2.75 1.83 
 14.25 21.65
 
3 2.09 
 14.5 22.22

3.25 2.36 
 14.75 22.70
 
3.5 2.63 
 15 23.38
 
3.75 2.92 
 15.25 23.97
 
4 3.22 
 15.5 24.56
4.25 3.52 
 15.75 25.16
 
4.5 3.83 16 Z it 
4.75 4.16 
 16.25 26.36
 
5 4.50 
 16.5 26.97
 
5.25 4.84 
 16.75 27.5E
 
5.5 5.18 
 17 28.20
 
5.75 5.54 
 17.25 28.82
 
6 5.90 
 17.5 29.45
 
6.25 
 6.28 17.75 30.02
 
6.5 6.65 18 
 30.70
 
6.75 7.05 
 18.25 31.3t
 
7 7.44 
 18.5 31.9E
 
7.25 7.84 
 18.75 32.63
 
7.5 8.25 
 19 33.29

7.75 
 8.66 19.25 33.9e
 
8 9.10 
 19.5 34.60
 
8.25 9.52 
 19.75 35.27
 
8.5 9.96 
 20 35.94
 
8.75 10.40 
 20.25 36.60
 
9 10.86 
 20.5 37.28
 
9.25 11.31 20.75 37.96
 
9.5 11.77 
 21 38.65
 
9.75 12.23 21.25 39.3t
 
10 12.71 21.5 40.04
 
10.25 13.19 21.75 
 40.73
10.5 13.67 
 22 4i.43
 
10.75 14.16 22.25 42.13
 
11 14.67 
 22.5 42.82

11.25 15.18 
 22.75 43.56
 
11.5 15.67 
 23 44.2E

11.75 16.20 
 23.25 45.OC
 
12 16.73 
 23.5 45.71

12.25 17.26 
 23.75 46.43
 

24 47.12
 

Note: one inch=2.54 cm., one cfm=28.32 liters/min,
 

http:cfm=28.32
http:inch=2.54
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RESOURCE ASSESSMENT AND SITE SELECTION
 

In developing countries and particularly in the case of small
 

hydro, there is often a lack of topographic, geologic and hydro

logic data from which the physical and electrical features of the
 

power sub-system are supposed to be determined. The following
 

presents some thoughts on acquiring preliminary data of prefeasibility
 

scope or, small hydro sites. In such studies, interpolation and
 

extrapolation of very rough data are necessary to determine if a
 

site is worthy of more detailed analysis and what the focus of
 

such analysis should be.
 

Hydrologic data (precipitation and stream flows) frequently
 

are limited in time and area coverage, or are not reliable or some

times not available at all. How to fill in some of these gaps is
 

of interest here. In the Small Hydropower for Asian Rural Develop

ment workshop report is a paper entitled Hydrological Methodology
 

Without Streamflow Data by Norman H. Crawford. The workshop was
 

in Bangkok June 1981. This paper presents methods of deriving
 

stream flows from available rainfall, evaporation and other data
 

without establishing rainfall/streamflow correlations requiring
 

gauging of stream flows.
 

Two results of precipitation are considered. First, the flow
 

during and immediately after precipitation is short-term in nature
 

and if the precipitation is high enough it results in flood flows.
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Second, water absorbed by the soil moves as sub-surface flow and
 

a portion emerges further down into streams. The latter flow
 

usually is an important component of the total stream flow since
 

there is a significanttime interval from the time that portion of
 

as
the precipitation soaks into the ground and when it shows up 


of the basin. The resultant stream
return flows in the lower areas 


flows in the lower parts of the basin are much moie uniform due to
 

the effective ground storage and diversity of the sub-surface channel
 

lengths and flow capacities.
 

The process described in Crawford's paper considers the basic
 

water balance equation: precipitation minus actual evapotranspiration
 

plus storage change equals runoff. Storage includes soil moisture
 

and ground water aquifers. Crawford goes on to consider watershed
 

characteristics and coefficients showing soil moisture storage
 

capacity, the fraction of runoff that enters sub-surface water
 

courses and a factor showing the ratio of groundwater storage that
 

emerges as surface return flows. The effects of recent rainfall
 

patterns (high, low or typical) on soil moisture and resultant sur

face runoff (high if soil is saturated - low if dry) are considered.
 

Flood flow predictions are covered also in terms of rainfall
 

intensity as related to rainfall duration omewhat of an inverse
 

relationship), catchment area, channel length and gradient and
 

watershed loss rate as affected by the soil characteristics. A
 

table showing six soil types and related loss rates is made even
 

more useful by showing the predominant general types of vegetation
 

which may be found on each type of soil to assist the reconnaissance
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personnel in making soil classifications.
 

Crawford's procedures require topographic, geologic and soils
 

information and these usually are available in one form or another.
 

Required also are rainfall data which are not always available for
 

the catchment areas of interest. Naturally, the longer the period
 

of record, the more reliable are the significant flow figures such
 

as for the minimum month. However, even a year or two of daily
 

rainfall data are better than none at all and could be obtained
 

while much of the other reconnaissance work is going on. Most of
 

the rain gauge for that purpose could be the simple funnel type,
 

read and recorded by responsible villagers. Often, the upper
 

catchment areas are not heavily inhabited or access to suitable
 

gauge locations is difficult and recording gauge might be considered.
 

Such gauge will operate over periods of months. Radio reporting
 

gauges are reasonably portable, simple to install and maintain and
 

useful in the less inhabited catchment areas - frequentl,- in the
 

higher eleiation areas where much of the total precipitation occurs.
 

Normally, the simple weight -driven, clock-operated,tipping-bucket
 

rain .gaugewith a strip chart will provide a record of rainfall
 

distribution over a period of time. The main benefit of the radio

reporting gauge is that it provides real time information which
 

is more useful to an operating water resource project than it would
 

be for a project in the reconnaissance stage.
 

Stream stage information can be obtained from staff gauges
 

located at points in the streams where a stable cross section exists
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which can be calibrated. Other gauge location criteria include
 

whether or not tributary flows should be included and if correlations
 

are to be established between catchment area rainfall and stream
 

flows.
 

Staff gauge for river stage measurements are simple to install
 

and to read - the problem is to get people sufficiently intelligent,
 

interested, responsible and well enough paid to really read the
 

gauge at prescribed times and also at time following abnormal
 

precipitation. Recording river stage equipment is also available,
 

the extra cost of which could be justified fo1 very inaccessible or
 

very important locations or where the data must beas reliable as
 

possible.
 

The foregoing methodology requires some rainfall data, but
 

in some cases there are no such data from which stream flows could
 

be predicted. Everyone likely has his own methods of estimating
 

stream flows and the few mentioned here are intended to inspire
 

discussion of those methods. Years ago in the hydraulic laboratories
 

of the US Bureau of Reclamation, the writer observed known discharge
 

rates of water over weirs of different sizes and over irregular
 

crests and developed the ability to look at a flow of water and
 

make a reasonably accurate estimate - within perhaps plus or minus
 

15 percent. Such an ability can be developed by observing flows
 

at a weir and in channels below the weir.
 

Many rural roads use a masonry or concrete structure built through
 

the stream at bed level with sloping approaches instead of a bridge.
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If you are dealing with a stream that always has some flow, these
 

nullahs offer a smooth cross section and smooth water flow where
 

the water velocity would be easy to measure and the flow quantity
 

could be readily calculated.
 

Minimum flow values are the most significant for hydropower
 

studies since they establish the base power capability of the system.
 

Assuming that flow or rainfall data are available by months for
 

a number of years, a flow duration could be derived therefrom.
 

Another form of graphic presentation is useful to the writer and
 

that is a year-by-months (calendar or hydrologic year) bar graph
 

of flows with all the flows put onto one graph. See Figure 1 below:
 

Figure 1
 

Stream Flows by Months
 

Oct Dec Feb Apr June Aug
Nov Jan Mar May July Sept
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This graph is a sort of frequency of occurrence pattern from
 

which some very preliminary hydrologic information can be obtained.
 

Suppose a hypothetical water year is needed to determine the power
 

capability of a potential project. The monthly flows could be
 

averaged, but that process frequently includes some values that are
 

greatly different from the others - which distorts the average.
 

In Figure 1, the fine lines are the plots of monthly flows over
 

the period of record and the heavy line represents the values which
 

are mostly likely to occur. The heavy line is drawn in by in

spection. From the writer's experience, it usually is possible to
 

find -!n actual year of flow record which closely matches the derived
 

year. Cail this the "typical year" and use it for determining
 

the mo:thly water supply. See Figure 2.
 

Figure 2 

Stream Flow by Months -- typical year 

Area\ c, 
Reculated Monthly Flow '7 1 

" / . I.Area !/A;ea/A.-B 

Oct Dec Feb Apr June Aug
 
Nov Jan Mar May July Sept
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For a run-of-the-river hydro project, such a graph would 

enable a preliminary estimate of the water volume to be used in 

calculating the power plant capacity. This will not necessarily be 

the minimum month. Act;:ally, it would be prudent to set the value 

at a somewhat higher monthly figure to enable the power plant to 

utilize greater than minimum quantities of water when they are 

available. The rationale for this recommendation is not very 

technical - it is simply that excess power usually finds a load 

to use it, 

So far, runoff data have been considered in terms of monthly
 

quantities, mostly because hydrologic records are typically in
 

that form and accordingly presume a constant flow throughout the
 

month. For those months where the available water is in excess
 

of power requirements or the power plant capability, daily flow
 

variations are not of concern. However, during the low flow
 

months, it is possible that there could be daily or random vari

ations in the flow. A series of observations during several days
 

would be necessary to determine if that is the case. Actually,
 

a river system (defined here as combining a number of tributaries)
 

would not be likely to show much daily variation due to the diversity
 

effect of different surface and return flow sources above the
 

point of diversion for power. However, a small stream, with relative

ly little catchment area above it could show considerable flow
 

variations, with rapid and sharp responses to precipitation in the
 

catchment area.
 

At this point it is necessary to relate power water require

ments to the load requirements. The typical small hydro system
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initial load tends to be low during the day hours and higher
 

during night lighting hours. Around-the-clock loads (refrigerators
 

domestic and commercial) and other commercial or small industry
 

(food-processing, grinding, etc.) loads are developed as rapidly
 

as possible to make full use of the hydro potential. In any event,
 

the typical 24-hour load curve shape will be lowest in the first
 

quarter (midnight to 0600 rising from 0600 1200 hours, more or
 

less steady from 1200-1800 and peaking during the 1800-2400 quarter.
 

Generation then has to conform to the changing load pattern and
 

several possible ways of doing that may be considered.
 

First, if the water source as determined by the typical year
 

monthly run-of-the-river flow is sufficient to develop the power
 

required through some future year (say the tenth year), the
 

turbine-generator control could be of the "water wasting" type
 

where the turbine-generator runs at rated speed and constant (rated)
 

output at the generator terminals. The difference between rated
 

output and the variable load requirements is diverted by an
 

electronic switching device to passive resistor loads. Several
 

makes of this so-called electronic load controller are represented
 

to be in production for single phase machines up to 60 ku and three
 

phase machines to 180 MV. One version uses an induction generator
 

which receives its excitation from capacitors. Within the limitations
 

of the size of machine they can control, the electronic load con

trollers have some cost advantage over the conventional mechanical
 

or hydraulic governor. Literature seen so far by thewriter has
 

not indicated how the electronic controllers are adapted to automatic
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start up or shut down. When these controllers get into quantity
 

production, they should be built of modules such that spares for
 

the electronic components could be kept in stock and plugged in in
 

place of defective units. The passive load resistors are simple
 

and should be quite reliable.
 

If power (kw) and energy (klh) requirements and daily water
 

flow are such that all the available water must be utilized, storage
 

for daily regulation or monthly holdover or both may be necessary.
 

A forebay pondage capable of storing at least one or two days of
 

the typical daily flow should be located if possible. A con

ventional governor now would be necessary since the generator must
 

follow the load variations and there would be no water to be wasted
 

by an electronic controller. The additional cost of the con

ventional governor should be justified by the additional power and
 

energy that could then go to active loads.
 

Holdover storage to fill in low-flow months from high month
 

flows generally is more justifiable for larger hydro projects 

in the megawatt range. However, if such storage for small hydro
 

can be found, a rough estimate of storage volume requirements can
 

be mauc by using Figure 2 where a horizontal line can be constructed
 

by eye to make the areas A plus B equal to area C. The height of
 

the line above the axis indicates the value of a uniform monthly
 

water release which can be the starting point for a regular reservoir
 

operation.
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There are several methods for estimating peak or flood flows,
 

but then the flcw has to be routed through the stream channel and
 

water stage levels calculated. Actually, the flood flow rate
 

(ft3/second or M3/sezond) is not as significant as is the flood
 

st12e. In many cases, the stream channel can be examined for
 

high water indicators such as bank erosion, debris along the banks,
 

bridge overtopped, marks on rocks or trees and such. Area residents
 

can beagood source of flood stage data.
 

Preliminary designs and related cost estimates for diversion
 

dams should include abutment protection well above such high
 

flood stage indicators. Turbine settings must take account of
 

flood stages at the powerhouse location. The reaction turbine
 

with a submerged runner is affected only by a reduction in net
 

head by high tailwater during flcods. However, the impulse wheel
 

must always be above tailwater level.
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ABSTRACT
 

China and Nepal are two countries with huge hydropower potential, but 

with quite different experiences in using this valuable resource. China has gone a long 

way in developing its water resources since liberation in 1949 with approximately 100,000 

small hydropower stations to date. Anybody trying to start out on small hydro 

development (SDH) should try to profit from China's vast experience in this field. Nepal 

is at present making big efforts to develop its water resources, but has not yet fully 

defined its policy concerning SHD. Thus, Nepal is representative of those countries with 

hydro potential, but only beginning to develop their own ways concerning SHD. 

The first part of this paper discusses some aspects of the Chinese way of 

self-reliance concerning SHD. It seems that the most important prerequisite for 

successful SHD is to build up a "climate" - an infrastructure in which indigenous 

programs are able to grow. 

With the help of the Chinese standardization, the different types of 

machines and their design features are shown, covering the range of flows and heads 

encountered in SHD. 

The second part of the paper tries to evaluate Nepal's experience with 

SHD. Imported machinery does not guarantee successful programs since this machinery 

is often expensive, difficult to maintain, and often not designed for the rural areas. In 

choosing equipment, criteria other than price only must be considered. 

The possibility of a "golden middle way" between complete self-reliance 

and full import dependency is examined. 

Experience gained from the "Small Turbine and Mill Project" in Nepal 

suggests that it is ',mperative to build up an indigenous know-how in manufacturing SH 

equipment. Without it even maintaining imported equipment is impossible. It is 

suggested that imports should only have the role of bridging the gap of not yet available 

(
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manufacturing capability which can slowly be built up with the undertaking of small 

enough projects. 
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directly into heat for processes in cottage industry thereby avoiding the costly and more 

complex production of electricity. 

The prototype is planned to power a small soap factory in Nepal. This two 

year project is financed by the Baden-Wurttemberg Sta-e Ministry of Economics of West 

Germany. 
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I. Prerequisites for Indigenous Manufacture 

1.1 China - An Example 

Many countries have realized the need to develop their waterpower 

resources and have gone different ways in doing so. Many thought it best to let 

"specialists" do it and imported know-how and machinery. Often enough they had to find 

that in this way the plants become too expensive and difficult to maintain, since know

how and spare parts were not available in the country. Others made "do-it-yourself" 

efforts and tried to develop their own designs to produce locally the otherwise expensive 

machinery. But even so spare parts where available now, most of the projects still seem 

to be too expensive and difficult to operate and maintain economically. 

These two problems - on the one hand expensive and imported know-how 

and equipment and on the other hand not too successful efforts to produce locally 

caused people concerned with small hydropower development (SHD) to investigate how 

others cope with these problems. 

China undoubtedly was found to have by far the largest experience of any 

country in this field. But, in order to understand why it was so successful, it is important 

to know enough about the background, the "climate" or situation, in which these 

developments took place. It is one of the most common mistakes I find in SHD that 

attention is focused primarily on one aspect of development like design, price, or even 

opportunities to manufacture eqUipment locally. 

As one out of 12 specialists I attended a study tour on water-resources 

development in China in August 1980. There I learned that it is of prime importance to 

put SHD into the framework of general development of the country. This strategy is the 

reason it was possible in China to increase manufacturing capacity for SH-equipment 

from practically zero in 1949 to close to 1,000 MW per year in 1980 for plants smaller 

than 10 MW only. 
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Chapter 1. gives a summary from the report of the above-mentioned tour 

(1) to clarify the apparent prerequisites enabling China to build up indigenous 

manufacturing and installation capacity so successfully. 

1.2 General Aspects of Water Resources Development in China 

With the uneven distribution of monthly precipitation, both regionally and 

through the year, floods or droughts used to afflict at least one of the vast provinces of 

China almost every year. Big losses in the grain-producing provinces in the northeast and 

southeast of the country, where most of its aerable land is situated, and where the annual 

precipitations concentrate, occurred regularly. 

In harnessing and developing the water resources, priority, therefore, was 

always given to flood control measures and irrigation. The building of water diversions, 

canals and dykes, as well as the reclamation of marginal and submarginal iand through 

irrigation or drainage, are old Chinese practices which antedate the establishment of the 

People's Republic of China. However, the systematic development of water resources on 

a large scale only started after tne liberation in 1949. 

As early as 1948, Chairman Mao Dsedong gave high priority to the 

construction of hydraulic schemes: " we must ..... make plans for the construction of 

hydraulic schemes whenever it proves possible." May 25, 1948). In 1955 the construction 

of hydraulic schemes became a declared policy and was included in the 2nd five year 

plan: "Parallel to the activities in river training, number of small hydraulic schemes 

have to be constructed, in order to practically eliminate floods and droughts of average 

amplitude within seven years." (Mao Dsedong: 7th point of Questions of opinion about 

the seventeen points concerning the agriculture," 21st December 1955). The main aim 

was to make continuous agricultural production possible, to increase the production 

through multiple harvests, and to reclaim arid and semi-arid areas through irrigation and 

the establishment of a regular water husbandry. 



Today 75% (20 million hectares) of the formerly flood prone areas are 

ameliorated and 48% (46 million hectares) of the arable land is under irrigation. As a 

result, the average annual yield in grain, increased 13-fold since 1949 (i.e. from about 

700 kg/ha to about 9,000 kg/ha). 

1.3 Policy in rural Electrification in China 

In the early years of the young People's Republic of China, the 

overwhelming importance of a regular energy supply to rural areas was realized- "... 

with the progress of its new technologies and its modernization, the agricultural sector 

will require more and more machines, fertilizer, hydraulic schemes, electric energy and 

transportation facilities...," Mao Dsedong: "About the just solution of the contradictions 

among the people. XII The way of industrialization in China." (27th February 1957). As 

a result small, decentralized hydropower stations were integrated in the other hydraulic 

activities. 

The total hydraulic potential in China is estimated to be in the range of 

680,000 MW; 70% of this potential is situated in the provinces and autonomous region of 

the southwest. Out of this total potential, about 150,000 MW are estimated to be 

feasible for harnessing by hydropower stations (i.e. stations up to 10 MW according to the 

definition given by the Ministry of Water Conservancy). This small hydropower potential 

is mainly concentrated in 1,100 of the total 2,100 counties. In 70% of these counties, 

small hydropower stations are operating, and about 30% have their electric power supply 

mainly from small hydropower stations. 

Production and distribution of electric energy in general, and the 

construction of small hydropower generation units in particular, have been strongly 

promoted since 1949. Before liberation only a few electric power stations (mainly coal 

operated) were running for the supply of urban centers. In 1949, thus, the total installed 
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capacity was about 1,700 MW out of which about 200 MW was hydropower. In 1974 the 

total installed capacity amounted to about 32,000 MW. (Unfortunately, no figures about 

the total installed capacity in 1979 were available.) 

The output of small hydropower stations in this balance increased steadily 

from 2 MW in 26 stations in 1949 to 6,300 MW in about 90,000 stations in 1979. The rate 

of increase in installed capacity from small hydropower stations has been fixed at about 

1,000 MW per year until the economically justifiable potential is exploited (i.e. 40-60% of 

the total small hydropower potential.) 

At the central government level, the Bureau of Farmland Water 

Conservancy of the Ministry of Water Conservancy is responsible for the planning and 

construction of the small hydro stations. 

Its task 	is: 

* 	 to coordinate country wide the planning and integration of small 

hydropower stations; 

0 to guarantee optimal interconnection of isolated stations; 

* 	 to promote production of required equipment at province and county 

level. 

The planning is based on the 5-year plans of the communes which are 

approved at county level for projects smaller than 500 kW and at province level for 

larger projects. A leading dictum of the Chinese economy is "to walk on two legs" (i.e. 

not only to develop large enterprises to expand the modern sector, but to develop small 

schemes in traditionally unexploited areas as well.) The construction of small 

hydropower stations is certainly one of the most significant applications of this policy. 
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1.4 The Role of Small Hydropower Stations 

"There 	are mainly two problems with small hydropower plants: 

they are not economical; 

* 	 the electricity produced by them is of bad quality (frequency, 

voltage)." 

(Quotation from the introductory speech by Deng 

Bingli, Deputy Director of the Bureau of Farmland 

Water Conservancy, Beijing, 22nd August 1980.) 

This quotation seems to be in contradiction with the large number of 

already constructed and planned small hydropower stations in China and with the efforts 

which 	are still made in this field. 

a) 	 The Economy 

All development efforts in China during the past 30 years have mainly been 

aimed at satisfying basic needs of the population. All development activities had to 

conform to this main goal. Small hydropower stations, therefore, never were and are 

.mplemented as isolated, infrastructural projects, but are as a rule part of multi-purpose 

projects. Actually, the group did riot see one single small hydropower station during the 

present tour, which was a reason "per se" for any hydraulic activity. All the hydraulic 

structures which were visited aimed at flood control through retention reservoirs with 

irrigation from these reservoirs and the reservoirs being used as ponds for fishbreeding 

etc. Electricity production through small hydropower stations, with only one exception, 

is last on the list of priorities. In one case even recreational activities such as boating, 

ranked above the generation of electricity (300 kW plant on the Tao Hua River in 

Guilin). It should, however, be noted that China faces an acute shortage of electric 

power and that, within this integrated approach, electricity production is an important 

goal. Additionally, this statement has to be viewed in light of the actual changes in the 

country the opening to industrialized countries and corresponding comparisons. China 
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has abundant oil and coal resources and that energy obviously cannot be challenged. 

On the consumer side, the electricity is used to run irrigation pumps, for 

fertilizer production and for processing raw food (i.e. 65% of the energy produced in 

small hydropower plants is returned to the agricultural sector.) Other small industries 

consume 16% and only 19% of the electric energy is consumed for domestic purposes (i.e. 

for lighting since rural households use mainly wood, coal, or biogas for cooking.) 

With 	 this approach to planning and distribution, the small hydropower 

stations in China certainly are economically more viable than in other countries where an 

isolated approach to the implementation of small hydropower projects still is the rule and 

where the economic justification becomes moie and more difficult. This fact certainly is 

reflected in the large number of small hydropower stations built in the recent past and 

still being implemented in China. 

b) 	 The Quality of Electricity 

Besides the national distribution system, 160 counties have their own local 

grid which is fed by large power stations besides the small hydropower stations which 

helps to improve the quality of the power. This arrangement also has the advantage that 

many small hydro power plants can feed directly into this local grid without any 

governing. Thus it is felt, that the quality of the produced power cannot be that bad. 

Besides the above-mentioned inputs for agriculture and industry, the small 

hydropower stations are structurally important as well. The decentralized production of 

electric energy and the integration of small hydropower stations in multi-purpose rural 

develoment projects have big advantages: 

* 	 the hydraulic structures can be built with labor-intensive methods by 

local population themselves; 

a 	 the production of The equipment for plants smaller than 500 kW can 

be decentralized (province level); 
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0 ecological consequences such as conservation of existing landscapes 

and creation 	 of new ones, as well as places for recreation and 

excursion; 

0 improvement of the level of environmental consciousness of the 

rural masses. 

These advantages definitely counter balance an approach to rural 

electrification which is not fully economical. 

1.5 	 The Standardization of Equipment in China 

1.5.1 	 The Role of Standardization 

The following quotation i gives an idea of the background behind the 

thinking on SHD in China. 

"Before liberation (1949) there was few capacity in the manufacture for 

small hydropower generation sets in China. Almost all the equipments were imported. In 

1952, the first 800 kW water turbine generator sets were produced, and in 1954 we began 

to manufacture 10,000 kW hydro electric sets with a head of over 30 m. 

Due to the abundant hydro resources and big differences in its 

hydrographical diversity, appropriate measures must be taken in order to meet various 

requirements, otherwise the result will be a great variety of different models and types 

which makes the mass production very difficult. Beginning from 1972, standardization of 

the hydropower generating equipment was made. Since then, unified design work was 

practiced on a national scale and strict quality requirements for the products have been 

defined." 

I Paper presented by Mao Wen Jing and Deng Bing Li on the occasion of the UNIDO 
Seminar-Workshop on the Exchange of Experiences and Technology Transfer on Mini-
Hydroelectric Generation Units in Kathmandu in September, 1979. 
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This statement clearly expresses China's attempt to keep costs of small 

plants down, while maintaining high quality standards. 

The thorough standardization of the equipment has made it possible for 

factories on the county level to go into mass production. The standard range of turbines, 

covering output power from 12 to 1,250 kW and heads from 0.8 to 45 orr, has only 29 

types. No special order outside this range seems possible. 

With centralized R&D, capital expenditure and personnel are avoided, 

usually needed in every single turbine manufacturing company. Little emphasis is being 

placed on further development and sophistication of the machinery. The designs we saw 

were somewhat old fashioned, but will produce a limited number of varieties, resulting in 

lower costs, and guaranteed quality and reliability of the machines. These factors, in the 

Chinese context, outweigh by far the disadvantages of standardization. 

The standardization of the designs of equipment and their quality standards 

seem to be a crucial factor in China's success in developing small sites. The designs used 

are proven from the manufacturing, as well as the operating, point of view. The success 

of a new project, therefore, depends largely on factors which can be influenced by the 

customer, the local people, such as time and cost involved in building the civil works. 

The result of all this is easily seen in the prices of Chinese factories. The Jinhua Small 

Turbine Manufacturing Plant quotes 100 Y (US$67) per kW for low hed and 20 Y (US$13) 

per kW for high head for the turbine only. By comparison, German manufacturer asks 

US$400 per kW for the turbine only. 

1.5.2 Turbines 

The standardized turbine designs used in China are principally the same 

used all over the world. They are Pelton for high, Francis for medium, and propeller for 

low head. The difference, however, lies in the simplicity of the design, always keeping in 

mind, the factors of mass production and reliability, and only third efficiency. 
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a) Head Range 0,8 to 25 m 

Two types of turbines are used: 

* 	 Propeller turbine with open flume (fig. 1) or scro(l casing with 

adjustable guidevanes and fixed runner blades. The runner is 

available with four different angular positions of the blades. 

Number of sizes: five
 

Head: 2 to 18 m;
 

Flow: 0,8 to 4,13 m 3
 

Speed: 300 to 800 rprn
 

Output: 14 to 440 kW 

* 	 Speed transmission to the generator is done with flat bells up to 24 

kW and with CV-bells up to 145 kW output power. For higher 

outputs, turbine and generator are coupied directly. 
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Tubular - Turbine (similar to fig. 2) 

Number of sizes: 5 

Head: 0,8 to 25 m 

Flow: 0,9 to 28 m 3 

Speed: 428 to 1,000 cpm
 

Output: 54 to 818 kW
 

For both turbines, the bearings running in water are waterlubricated plastic 

bearings. 
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b) 	 Head Range 15 to 120 m 

Francis Turbine (similar to fig. 3) 

Number of sizes: 8 

Flow: 0,7 to 1,96 m 3 

Speed: 600 to 1000 rpm
 

Output: 148 to 1332 kW
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c) 	 Head Range 100 to 450 m 

Pelton Turbine (fig. 4) 

Number of sizes: I I 

Flow: 0,067 to 0,4 m3 

Speed: 600 to 1,000 rpm 

Output: 53 to 1,000 kW 

1.5.3 Generators: 

Generators seen in China were synchronous machines. The larger older 

machines were separately excited, while the smaller newer ones were self-excited slip

ring generators with static excitation units. All of them are produced indigenously 

though some material (e.g. laminations for stampings) were imported. There are 100 

state manufacturers in China, grouped into provincial- and county-level plants. 

Compared with current western designs, the machines seen in use or under 

construction were quite large and heavy, with old types of insulation being used (Class B 

was quoted in one factory). A 40 k\V generator weighted 500 kg compared with 270 KGF 
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for a comparable machine from a U.K. manufacturer. This again lies in the line of 

putting the emphasis on mass-production of p,-oven designs under the lowest possible 

cost. This results in high reliability and low cost of small plants, but also in "trucks" 

rather than "racing cars." However, one area it would seem that substantial savings 

could be made is in the application of induction generators. These are basically induction 

motors running at a slightly higher speed than synchroncus. They are mechanically 

strong and produced in big numbers. For excitation, these machines need a grid, to which 

most of the power stations seen were connected. This grid also provides the governing if 

it is stabilized by a comparatively large reserve of synchronous generators. The 

excitation can also be provided by capacitors in which case no grid is needed. Again, the 

standardization of the Senerators is interesting. 

P = output power per generator in kW; 

n = speed in rpm 

for n = 1,000 P = 12, 18, 30, 40, 55, 75, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 320, 400, 

500, 630, 800, 1,000, 1,250 

for n = 750 P = 30, 40, 559 ..... 500 

for n = 600 P = 100, 125, 160 ..... 630 

for n = 428,6 P = 200, 250, 320 ...... 00 

All generators are designed for overspeed of 2 - 4 times running speed and 

for a power factor of 0,8. To give an idea of the price level: 40 kW price (domestic) Y 

500 (US$335) 

1.5.4 Governing 

A hydraulic mechanical governor which keeps the speed of the turbine 

constant is an expensive and complicated item and is omitted wherever possible. 

Governors are used in China, as a rule, only for turbines with runner diameters 

exceeding: Pelton - 450 mm; Francis - 500 mm; Propeller - 800 mm. 
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Smaller turbines are manually-controlled as they are in most cases 

connected to a grid and run continuously at full capacity. Operators are on continuous 

duty in case emergency shutdown is required. 

Electronic load controllers, where an electronically switched ballast load is 

used to maintain a constant load on the generator, are also produced. These electronic 

devices are cheaper and simpler than hydraulic-mechanical governors for low-output 

units. 

1.5.5 Turbine-Pump 

Waterpower does not only mean electricity production. It is expensive to 

transform the mechanical power from the turbine into electrical energy and then back to 

mechanical, when only the latter is required. The development and dissemination of the 

turbine-pump is one example of Chinese ingenuity in developing small hydro in an 

appropriate way. Here an excerpt from "The High-Lift Turbine-Pump" (2): 

The turbine-pump is a water-lifting device that 

utilizes water as motive power and requires neither oil 

nor electricity. Besides pumping water it can also 

generate electricity or provide mechanical power for 

agricultural processing. It brings great impetus to the 

raising of agricultural productivity. 

The turbine-pump is a combination of a water turbine 

and a pump (Fig. ). The turbine is the driving part 

while the pump is the working part. By extending the 

shaft upward, the turbine-pump can be made to drive a 

generator or agricultural process machinery which 
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adds greatly to its versatility. This is known as a dual

purpose turbine-pump. 

The construction of a turbine-pump station is quite 

like a hydroelectric station, that is, by use of the 

concentrated head of a certain stretch of the river. 

There are three common types of construction: 

1. Channel type. At locations where the terrain is 

inclined and the water flows rapidly, low dykes or only 

head works need to be built taking advantage of the 

greater slope of the river bed. A channel running 

alongside the hill will form the required head at the 

station, as shown in Fig. 3. 

2. Dam type. At locations where both the 

topographical and geological conditions are favorable, 

a dam is built across the river to recreate a higher 

head, as in Fig. 4. 

3. Combination type. This is a combination of the two 

types mentioned above, where the head is formed by a 

channel with a darn built additionally to provide a 

reservoir for regulation of flow, as in Fig. 5. 

There are also other types of construction, such as 

locating the turbine-pump station at cascade of a 
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channel, at the mouth of a spring, or utilizing tidal 

energy, etc. 

Guizhou Province is situated on the Yun-Gui Plateau 

with the Miaoling Mountain traversing across the 

whole region. The terrain is high in the northwest and 

low in the southeast and is interspersed with very rapid 

rivers. Rainfall is bountiful here, the annual average 

being over 1000 mm. Development of turbine-pumps is 

quite favorable in view of the rich hydraulic 

resources. Since 1964, a total of 9014 units have been 

put into operation on various sites affording irrigation 

to 27,000 hectares of farmland. 

In the mountainous areas where the fields are high and 

the rivers low, the life can easily be over 100 meters. 

The conventional turbine-pumps are only applicabler to 

40-50 meters because of the limitation of mechanical 

design. To solve this problem, the hydraulic, 

mechanical and scientific research departments of the 

Province have joint forces in conducting investigations 

and worked out improvements ir. the design of turbine

pumps. From 1968 on many advncements have been 

achieved such as the introduction of the multi-stage 

turbine-pump, the use of ductile iron or cast steel in 

making the casing and impellers, the improvement of 

the shaft design and the replacement of metallic 
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1.6 

bearings by plastic bearings. New prospects have been 

obtained for the turbine-pump by substantially 

increasing the net lift, the maximum reaching 263 

meters. Generally, units in series with total life more 

than 100 meters are called high-lift turbine-pumps. 

We now have two series of high-lift turbine-pumps 

with head ratios of 1:6 and 1:17 respectively. The 

head ratio is taken as the head suplied to the turbine 

versus the lift produced by the pump. The 1:6 series is 

a single-stage machine and consists of two sizes, the 

40-6 and the 60-6 (Fig. 11), applicable to high lift and 

larger flow sites. The 1:17 series is a machine with a 

three-stage pump and consists of three sizes, the 30

18, 40-17 and 60-17 (Fig. 12), and is suited for high lift 

and low flow sites. 

Conclusions 

China undoubtedly has by far the most extensive experience of any country 

in the field of small hydropower. This experience of couse is a specific Chinese one 

trying •3 copy it would surely be not helpful to any country, but a number of lessons can 

be learned: 

* there is effective government planning so that hydroelectric 

development is integrated into the other aspects of water resource 

management; 
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Fig 11 Single stage high lift turbine-pumP 

there is strong motivation on a common basis and hydro plants are 

built on local initiative; 
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2.1 

* 	 electricity is largely used in the industrial and agricultural sectors, 

and in the latter particularly for increasing the productivity of the 

land through drainage and irrigation; 

* 	 decentralized workshops for manufacture and repair of equipment 

are established in many counties; 

* 	 standardized designs of equipment enable it to be manufactured 

quickly and cheaply to a higher standard. 

All this seems to suggest that it is most important to build up a "climate," 

an infrastructure, in which indigenous programs are able to grow. The best designs and 

programs will not take root if this prerequisite does not exist. 

2. Efforts of Small Hydro Development (SHD) in Nepal 

The Import-Oriented Approach 

Nepal's hydro potential has been estimated by 90,000 MW out of which only 

0,07% is developed. On the other hand, Nepal suffers frcm an immense energy shortage, 

especially in the remote areas. A fast-growing population needs increasing amounts of 

firewood. A study by the Tribhuvan University (3) has shown, that, if there is no change 

in the present rate of consumption, there will be no commercial forest left in the hills by 

1985. Thus waterpower is the only form of energy Nepal has indigenously and 

abundantly. The Government recognizes the key role micro-hydro (under 100 MW) could 

play in the development of remote areas. These small power plants would make it 

possible to rely on Nepal's own resources and foster production of the necessary equiment 

in indigenous workshops. (4). 

It was only natural that the Government started it'3 SHD program in a 

district centre, where it had officials from the different departments to rely on. The 

plan was to use the power of a river for a plant of about 300 kW. Since, for this size, no 
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experience existed in the country, foreign experts were called in for project planning. 

They went to the site, saw an existing irrigation channel, a drop of about 60 m and about 

i m3/ sec. water in the river, about I km from the centre. Since no manufacturing 

know-how for the equipment of this size existed in the country, quotations of foreign 

companies were asked for. Prices differed very little (from US$1,052 to US$1,200 per 

kM) for turbine, generator, and governor 170 kW capacity. 

The guaranteed output, however, varied for the same site between 208 k\V 

and 162 kW (approximately 20%). The reason for this significant difference was the 

different way the companies had made their standardization. 

In 1977, the Government decided to order the 162 kW equipment with the 

lowest price. During the design and construction period many problems developed. It 

was extremely difficult to get any information or drawings on the equipment from the 

company. The company, of course, is quite large and from their nature the project 

seemed to be so small that it was hardly worth their effort. 

No road exists to the site and it can be reached only by a one day's trek or 

by helicopter; so transport weights and sizes are crucial. But, since this is usually not 

the main problem in countries where equipment is designed, this information was 

extremely hard to get. So construction continued in the meantime. The irrigation canal 

was widened, the penstock laid, and the powerhouse erected. However, the canal was 

continuously cut open by farmers who needed irrigation water and had no appreciation of 

a power project using their water to provide lighting to people in the center. Erecting 

the high tension line proved to be difficult. The same farmers (not belonging to the 

centre) refused, for the same reason, to permit putting the necessary poles into their 

fields. They had to be forced by officials. To erect the line in the center was equally 

difficult since nobody wanted the line crossing his premises. Since the entire project was 

ordered continued from above, the local people refused to cooperate, let alone to assist 

into this "strange" project. After a long period, the equipment appeared in 1979 at the 
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border creating transport problems which had to be solved. The heaviest piece was the 

cast iron scroll casing of the Francis turbine which turned out to weigh 1,400 kg. The 

biggest helicopter in the country had a capacity of just that and no pilot could be found 

to take the risk (the price for the helicopter was US$1,100 per hour.) Discussions 

between the Government, the manufacturing company, and the airline continued. The 

monsoon broke and the equipment had to stand the rains for another reason. Finally, a 

military pilot musterec the courage to lift the equipment in 1980. 

How i-t will run remains to be seen. There is no workshop close by and no 

experienced manpower to maintain the plant (the hydraulic-mechanical governor is a 

delicate piece of equipment.) Since the civil works were finished two years earlier 

before the equipment finally reached the site, a small 30 kW cross-flow turbine set was 

installed for testing. This set was produced locally and transported on a porter's back in 

three days to the site. It ran until the imported equipment arrived - altogether two 

years. In this time, the load was for lighting only (15 kW at night and zero during the 

day.) It will be difficult to justify bigger equipment at this low load. No significant 

increase in load is expected in the near future. 

This painful experience should warn anybody working in the field of SHD. 

To learn from it, I made the following summary of mistakes: 

1. 	 Importing foreign consultants as the only source of 

know-how. Consultancy is important. But it should 

always be realized that it is difficult to come from 

outside and give opinions about plans for such a matter 

as complex as a community. Foreign plans have to be 

matched with local ideas and know-how. 
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2. 	 Relying on imported equipment as the cure for all 

problems. In this project, it would have been better to 

start small and grow as the load grew. With tis 

approach, local manufacturers could have been asked 

to produce the equipment. The 30 kW set installed in 

the meantime proves that production is possible 

hcwever, on a small scale. But with a second, 

somewhat bigger set, which still can be produced 

locally, sufficient output could have been reached for 

years, with a much lower capital investment. 

3. 	 Making price the decisive factor for choosing the 

equipment. If local manufacturing is not possible, 

greatest care has to be taken in choosing the 

equipment and the manufacturer. Eqdipment is 

designed for the situation in which it is usually sold. In 

the country of the above-mentioned manufacturer, for 

example, transport weights and sizes are not of prime 

importance. In Nepal, however, they are crucial 

factors. 

The same applies to the level of technology - turbines 

can be 	controlled manually as in the case of the 30 kW 

plant. 	 To import automatically-controlled equipment 

can result in not being able to repair it when it breaks 

down. Machinery tends to be more critical the more 

complex it gets. 
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Another problem area of importing equipment is the 

communication between the manufacturer and the 

project. For a big company, it is difficult to deal with 

small plants and sending personnel to put up the 

machinery is out of the question for the budget of 

small projects. This makes it difficult for both 

parties. 

2.3 Building up Indigenous Know-How 

2.3.1 The Project 

The "Small Turbine and Mill Project and Rural Electrification Program" 

attempts a different approach for developing Nepal's hydropower resources. Listening to 

local people, it was found that the immediate need was fo: mechanical power for milling 

grain and pressing oil. Therefore, it was decided to develop a water turbine which could 

power milling machines. The market for this turbine is the area of the middle hills and 

heads tend to be around 5 to 20 m. Building irrigation channels to irrigate the terraces 

on the steep mountain slopes is an old tradition in Nepal. These are unlined earth 

channels and their maximum water carrying capacity is around 300 1/sec. 

2.3.2 Choosing the Turbine Design 

For this head and flow range, a Francis turbine is used usually. This type of 

turbine, however, has some marked disadvantages: 

a) 	 The water-flow through the runner turns from radial to axial 

direction. This means that a different flow head combination needs 
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a different runner diameter, which also changes the entire design of 

the turbine. This necessitates a number of standard designs which is 

only economical if they are mass produced. 

b) 	 The part-load efficiency of this type of turbine is very low. Since, 

in small streams, the change in water-flow is quite significant, high 

efficiency, even witqonly a part of the nominal water flow, is a very 

important factor, especially in run-of-the-river plants, where the 

changes can not be counterbalanced by a reservoir. 

c) 	 The flow through the turbine is three dimensional which makes the 

whole design quite complicated. Therefore, this turbine is one of 

the most expensive designs to manufacture, especially in small 

series. 

A turbine which does nt have these three drawbacks is the cross

flow turbine (fig. 12) also known as Banki- or Mitchell-Ossberger 

turbine. This design is relatively unknown and little development 

work had been done on it for years. In the general trend for big 

scale, this turbine had been almost forgotten, since it is a typical 

small-scale turbine (up to approximately I MW.) It has three major 

advantages:
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1) 	 Water-flow through the runner is radial only. This means, 

that the turbine is adapted to different a head flow 

combination only by varying the width of the runner, but not 

its diameter. Thus, the basic design always stays the same. 

2) 	 The part-load efficiency is quite high. It resembles nearly 

the curve of a Pelton turbine. 

3) 	 It is easy to build. 

Because of these reasons, the cross-flow turbine was chosen. It took 

four years to reach a design which satisfied the five criteria which 

were considered crucial: 

a. 	 It must be simple enough to be built in a small engineering 

workshop. 

b. 	 Although a turbine of relatively advanced design is needed, it 

should, as far as possible, require no maintenance. 

c. 	 All the material used must be obtainable in Nepal without 

foreign currency. 

d. 	 It must be comparable in efficiency with, and notably cheaper 

than imported turbines. 
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e. Since 	 every part has to be carried by porters, none of it 

should weigh more than 70 kg or be too bulky. The result of 

this work is published in (5). 

2.3.3 	 The Application 

In Nepal 68 turbines have been installed. One has been exported to Papua 

New Guinea. They power mills for milling grain and pressing oil; they drive sawmills and 

grain-dryers all by direct mechanical power by belt transmission. The mills are all owned 

privately, two of which are run by cooperatives. 

In searching for further applications for the turbine, it was noticed that 

heat for processes in cottage industries is an area where small hydropower could 

substitute for scarce firewood. A machine, the heat generator (6) was developed and is 

able to convert mechanical energy directly into heat. Thus, the expensive electricity 

production can be avoided, where only heat is necessary. Two pilot generators are still 

running using 	the heat for ginger- and fruit-dryers. A project at the Technical University 

of Furtwangen/West Germany has been started to further develop the heat generator. 

The aim is to produce heat at a high enough level to be able to boil soap or dye wool. A 

mining company in Nepal has ordered new turbines (200 kW) to power air compressors. 

This experience suggests that there is a distinct need for mechanical power 

in rural areas, where electricity is too expensive. 

2.4 	 Conclusions 

Of course, these projects are very small, but they have important effects: 

* 	 By developing and producing these small turbines together with the 

appropriate machinery local workshops and people can gain valuable 

experience essential to understanding and coping with problems 

encountered with bigger machinery. 
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* 	 Local people, undertaking projects like mills, have the chance to 

gain understanding and a feeling for what is involved in hydro 

projects and what can be gained for the community. For both the 

people in the workshop and those in the village the change comes 

quite fast. It may be slow enough, if sufficiently small projects are 

started which can be understood and pursued by local people. In this 

way, an indigenous know-how in SHD can develop without that, the 

maintenance of bigger and imported equipment is impossible. 

Secondly, load can develop gradually, which in a later stage may 

necessitate a bigger powerplant. By then enough know-how and demand has been built up 

to ensure that the new plant is maintained and needed. 

Enough projects have shown that a powerplant put into a community will 

neither necessarily spur development of the load automatically once energy is available, 

nor that the plant will continue to run if the know-how is not developed. Imports of 

equipment, in the field of small hydro should have only the role of bridging the gap of not 

yet available manufacturing capability which can be slowly built up by undertaking small 

enough projects in big enough numbers. Resisting the temptation to go fast and big is, of 

course, difficult. Just to import know-how and equipment seems easy, but works in very 

few cases and makes a country dependent on other countries. I don't know of anybody, 

who has put this problem 'nto words better than Hari Man Shrestra, Member of the 

Nepali Ministry of Water Resources (7): 

"Nowadays, 'more talking than real working' and 'easy 

money earning' type of attitude is being developed in 

Nepalese society. With this type of social atmosphere, 

it is but natural, the extent of import dependency on 

technology, consultancy, supplies, etc., will raise day 
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by day. We talk much about standard design, standard 

equipment, standard technology, and import not only 

materials and equipment, but also hire unimaginably 

high-cost engineering and technical manpower from 

abroad, neglecting that the locally available manpower 

could also better accomplish the same job, if they are 

encourage to work by providing necessary incentives. 

We must try to realize now itself (nc. late) that 

development of skilled and engineering manpower, 

incentives and encouragement for the use of the 

locally-available skills, manpower, and materials are 

the major steps towards combatting the import 

dependency." 
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l Alphabetical Manufacturer's List for Small Hydro Equipment 

Allis-Chalmers 
Hydro Turbine Division 
Box 712 
York, Pennsylvania 17405 
U.S.A. 

Standardized tubular turbines for 50 kW to 50 MW; heads up to 150 	 m. 

A B Bofors Nohab 
5- 46101 Trollhatten 
Sweden 

* 	 Propeller turbines from 100 to 2,000 kW 

Balaju 	Yantra Shala Private Limited 
P.O. Box 209 
Kathmandu, Nepal 

0 General engineering firm specializing in the manufacture of Cross-flow turbines 
and related equipment; standardized turbine program within output capacity of 
max. 70 kW/unit. 

Butwal Engineering Works Pvt. 
Butwal, Nepal 

* 	 General engineering firm specializing in the manufacture of Cross-flow turbines 
and related equipment; standardized turbine program within output capacity of 
max. 100 kW/unit. 

China National Machinery Imp. & Exp. Corporation 
12 Fu Xing Men Wai Street 
Beijing, China 

* 	 Exporters of small hydro turbines 12 to 12,000 kW of Francis, Pelton, Kaplan, and 
Turgo - type; also 
- alternators up to 12 MW capacity; 
- speed governors of various types and other accessories. 

Disag 	Dieselmortoren AG 
7320 Sargans
 
Switzerland 

* 	 Manufacturer of Cross-flow turbines and Pelton turbines in the small range; also 
produce a small governor. 
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Drees GmbH 
Postfach 43 
4760 Werl 
Federal Republic of German 

* 	 Manufacture a variety of Pelton and Francis turbines in the small range. 

Elektro GmbH 
St. Gallerstrasse 27 
4760 Winterthur 
Switzerland 

* 	 Manufacture small Pelton sets with output up to 25 kW besides non-related other 
equipment. 

Gilbert Gilkes & Gordon Ltd. 
Kendal, Cubria 
England LA 9 7BZ 

* 	 Manufacturer of Francis, turgo, and Pelton-turbines with capacity up to 350 kW; 
also manufacture control equipment besides other non-related products. 

Independent Power Developers Inc. 
Box 1467 
Noxon, Montana 59853 
U.S.A. 

Manufacturer of 3 hp Pelton and 6 hp propeller sets. 

James Leffel & Co. 
426 East Street 
Springfield, Ohio 45501 
U.S.A. 

* 	 Manufacturer of a large range of Kaplan, Francis, and Pelton turbines from a few 
kW up to the MW range. 

Jyoti Limited 
R.C. Dutt Road 
Baroda 390 003 
India 

* 	 Manufacturer of a range of water turbines more or less according to the program 
of Gilkes, including alternators and associated equipment. 
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Koessler GmgH 
St. Georgener Hauptstrasse 
3151 St. Polten 
Austria 

* 	 Manufacture Pelton, Francis, and Kaplan turbines in the small range. 

Leroy-Somer 
Boulevard Marcellin Leroy 
B.P. 119 
16004 Agoulerne Cedex 
France 

* 	 Manufacturer of a large range of standard alternators from 4 kW to 1,200 kW; also 
produce a bulb turbine with built-in alternator for low-head installations up to 
34 kW output. 

Mitsubishi Electric Torporation 
Nagasaki, Japan 

* 	 Manufacture a very small bulb turbine with 4 kW output for very low-head 
application. 

Nikki Corporation, Engineering Company 
2940 Shin Yoshidamachi 
Koohoku Yokohama, Japan 

* 	 Have recently started manufacturing Cross-flow turbines up to 800 kW output. 

Niagara Waterwheels Ltd. 
706 East Main Street 
Welland, Ont. L 3 B 3 Y 4 
Canada
 

* 	 4 models of propeller turbines range 20 250 kW. 

Northern Waterpower Inc. 
P.O. Box 49 
Harrisville, New Hampshire 03450 
U.S. A. 

0 	 Tubular turbines range 20 to 250 kW; head range: 3 to 20 m 
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Ossberger - Turbinenfabrik 
Postfach 425 
8833 Weissenburg, Bavaria 
Federal Republic of Germany 

0 	 Longtime producer of Cross-flow turbines has delivered equipment up to 1,000 kW 
per unit. 

Peltech Hydraulic Turbines 
5141 Wickersham 
Acme, Washington 98220 
U.S.A. 

0 	 Manufacture small Pelton turbine-sets. 

Sorumsand Verksted 
N 1920 Sorumsand 
Norway 

o 	 Standardized Pelton, Francis, and tubular turbines from 100 kW to 10 MW. 

Sukaraja, C.V. 
Jalan Kom. Ud. 
Supadio 98 
Bandung, Indonesia 

0 	 Manufacture Cross-flow turbines of local design 

Tamar Designs Ptv. Ltd. 
Deviot, Tasmania 7251 
Australia 

* 	 Manufacture Francis, turgo, and Pelton turbines up to about 100 kW capacity. 

Wasserkraft Volk 
Gfaell 45 
D 7809 Simonswald 
Federal Republic of Germany 

* 	 Pelton turbines up to 500 kW, Cross-flow turbines up to 100 kW, and waterwheels 
for low-heads up to 300 kW (!). 
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Woodward Governor Company 
Engine and Turbine 
Controls Division 
Ft. Collins, Colorado 
U.S.A. 

* Manufacture a variety of speed governors of high quality. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The relative simplicity, absence of fuel costs, and low maintenance requirements 

make water-power attractive. Unfortunately the capital cost of conventional small 

hydro generating sets is very high. One study undertaken recently in New Zealand 

indicated that for small hydro to be competitive with supply from the rural distribution 

system, the total installed cost of the small hydro system must be less than $1400/kW. 

Even this cost would put small hydro beyond the means of rural Third World 

communities. That it would be impossible to meet the foregoing cost criterion using 

standard commercial equipment is demonstrated by the curves in Figure 1, which apply 

to the generating plant above. Construction and installation would more than double 

these cost figures. Efforts by manufacturers to reduce costs have aimed at 

standardization with some simplification in design, but commercial incentive is lacking in 

the smaller sizes, which will probably continue to be very expensive. 

A typical small hydroelectric generating plant of conventional design comprises 

the following parts: 

(i) 	 a hydraulic turbine with flow control mechanism; 

(ii) 	 a speed governor; 

(iii) 	 a single- or three-phase alternator with a voltage regulator; 

(iv) 	 gearing or a belt drive to match the operating speeds of turbine and 

alternator; 

(v) 	 electrical control equipment; 

The most important single step which can be taken to effect a cost reduction is to 

eliminate the speed governor. This can be done if the turbine is operated at constant 

flow and the total load on the generator maintained constant, avoiding unacceptable 

sudden fluctuations in speed, frequency, and voltage. The cost benefits arise in a number 

of ways: the speed governor is a very expensive item, and may account for more than 

25% of the total cost of a small set; turbine design can be simplified since continuous 
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automatic variation of flow is no longer required; finally, without the need to coordinate 

the dynamics of governor, rotating machines, and water column, matching of the turbine 

to the site is not critical. 

Most small low-cost hydro schemes are "run-of-the-stream," and operation at 

constant flow imposes no great penalty. For other than a simple lighting load however, 

additional equipment is required to maintain a constant total load on the generator. This 

may be done by automatically varying the load taken by a ballast load unit as the 

consumer load changes. An electronic load governor can sense alternator voltage or 

frequency and maintain it substantially constant by controlled switching of triacs or 

thyristors in the ballast load circuit. This technique is probably most appropriate in the 

smallest sizes, single- or three-phase, but is readily applicable to 30-50 kW sets. Such a 

unit should produce minimum waveform distortion, be self-contained with few or no 

adjustments to match it to the plant, be robust, reliable, stable, and cheap. A load 

governor which matches this specification has been developed at the University of 

Auckland, 1 and will shortly be available commercially. Similar equipment has been 

2 
developed elsewhere. 

Work on low-cost small hydro sets has been done in small engineering firms, aid

related agencies, appropriate-technology groups, and universities in both developed and 

Third World countries. The main emphasis has been on turbine designs involving 

fabrication methods suitable for small factories and workshops. Propeller turbines 3 ha*.e 

been favored for low heads, the cross-flow or Banki turbine 4 95 for medium heads, and the 

Pelton \Vheel 6 for high heads. 

The most remarkable achievement in cost reduction has been reported from 

Pakistan. 5 Costs per installed kW ranging from $250 - $400 have been attributed to: 

(a) low administrative costs 

(b) labor contributions by the villagers 

(c) maximizing the use of local materials 
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(d) local fabrication of some equipment 

(e) no governor 

(f) minimal use of costly technical expertise and supervision 

The fitting of an electronic load governor to these installations would increase the 

total cost by 20-25%, but would permit virtually any type of electrical load to be 

supplied, and make possible the simple forms of energy management described below. 

THE LOAD GOVERNOR 

The resistance of the ballast load is varied automatically as the frequency 

deviates from its rated value. A zero voltage switching method was chosen, whereby 

separate resistors are switched across the supply, the switching instants corresponding 

always to voltage zeros. The method produces negligible harmonic distortion and radio 

frequency interference but is not a stepless control. The number of steps and their 

relative size can be varied, though increasing the number of steps generally increases 

cost and complexity. The operation of the single-phase governor may be explained by 

reference to Figure 2. 

Observed frequency is used to control four loads arranged in the resistance ratios 

1:2:4:8. By appropriate selection of various combinations the load can vary from zero to 

full rated load (G per unit) in 1/15 per unit steps. In essence the electronic controller 

comprises: two edge-triggered monostables, a precise crystal reference at 26.0 kHz, 

counting and storing logic, and four triac switches connected to their respective load 

resistors. In operation of a four-bit counter, supplying gate signals to the load-switching 

triacs, stores counts in the range 0-15 corresponding to frequencies in the range 49.34 Hz 

- 50.67 Hz. An input frequency of 49.34 Hz or less corresponds to a count of zero and all 

triacs will be switched off. At exactly 50 Hz a load of 7/15 per unit will be switched 

on. If the frequency is too high all triacs will be switched on. The switched load is very 

nearly proportional to frequency over the active range. 
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Single-phase load governors rated at 10 kW have been built and thoroughly tested 

in the laboratory. To increase the rating it is only necessary to replace the triacs. One 

unit has been installed on a 7.5 kW Pelton Wheel village micro-hydro set in Papua New 

Guinea. Another unit has operated successfully with a 1.5 kW Banki turbine locally built 

for a remote forest research out-station in New Zealand. The oscillograms of Figure 3 

show the typical behavior of the system in response to a sudden removal and application 

of consumer load. The delay in reaching a new steady state is the time required to bring 

the generating set to its new equilibrium speed. 

Three identical single-phase load governors may be used with a three-phase ac 

generator, each comprising only three load resistors in the ratio 1:2:4, and having 

referencz crystals with nominal frequencies 26.0 hHz, 26.0 kHz, and 26.0 + kHz, 

respectively. With appropriately-selected crystal frequencies, the 21 steps of shunt load 

are switched into the three phases in sequence while maintaining approximate phase 

balance, as frequency is increased through the active range of the governor. In tests at a 

small power station, a load governor with a three-phase rating of 30 kW has successfully 

controlled an auxiliary set consisting of a manually-regulated Pelton Wheel driving a 

three-phase 40 kVA inducation generator. 

THE GOVERNOR LOADS 

The energy dumped into the governor loads may be discharged to waste or used to 

provide )ot water 7 or space heating. In many parts of the developing world the "energy 

crisis" is most apparent in an acute shortage of firewood, and the development of heat

storage cooking stoves could be worthwhile. 8 Other obvious uses include crop-drying and 

refrigeration, but looking further ahead useful electro-chemical processes might be 

9
developed. 

Because the load governor is sensitive to system f-equency, it need not be located 

adjacent to the generator, but can be sited wherever the energy is to be utilized. Indeed 
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a number of such governors of reduced rating could be distributed around the system, and 

if desired could be tuned to operate over different frequency bands by appropriate 

selection of crystal frequency. This would give a priority ordering of loads. The three 

units of a three-phase governor need not be physically adjacent. For negligible extra 

cost and complexity, the load governor includes a further feature which might not be 

used in a simple village scheme, but does allow an additionial level of energy 

management. Additional electronic switches control the flow of power to low-priority 

loads, which are supplied on a continuous basis provided that there is excess power after 

all high-priority consumer demands have been satisified. This is shown diagrammatically 

in Figure 4. 

AVAILABILITY OF LOAD GOVERNOR UNITS 

The design and proving of our load governor unit was completed over two years 

ago, and, since the appearance of a paper1 describing it in the technical press, we have 

had a steady stream of inquiries from would-be purchasers from many countries. Since 

the majority of those interested did not have the facilities or skills to construct a 

governor to our instructions, and since we are not geared to produce such items on a 

continuing quantity basis, the inquiries have come to nothing. For such units to be 

applied usefully in the Third world, they must be cheap, reliable, and readily-available, 

and this highlights a situation where, although much has been said and written on load 

governors, would-be users have great difficulty in locating sources. 

We decided therefore to try to interest a local manufacturer in producing the 

governor unit for sale both within New Zealand and overseas. Since the market may be a 

low-volume one and the final selling-price should be kept low, the manufacturer should 

have low overhead costs and be flexible in his approach. After a number of false starts, 

we have achieved success, and governor units are expected to be available commercially 

by mid-1982. We are aware that in general the objective should be to encourage local 
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manufacture in Third World countries in order to keep costs down and to upgrade local 

skills, but in this instance, there appears to be a good case for establishing a secure 

source of reliable load governor units as soon as possible. 

A great advantage of this load governor unit is that it can be applied without 

difficulty to any small system, and that the matching of the various parts of the system 

is not critical. For example, application of a governor to the low-cost Pakistan systems 7 

would greatly increase the versatility and security of the supply without a major increase 

in the total cost. 

A NOTE ON OTHER RELEVANT RESEARCH IN PROGRESS 

Replacement of the conventional synchronous generator by an induction machine 

in isolated micro-hydro schemes could have a number of advantages. Unlike small 

synchronous machines, squirrel-cage induction motors are mass-produced in a variety of 

frame sizes and pole numbers (and hence speeds), and are robust and cheap. Induction 

machines have a low transient impedance so that they should be good for motor starting 

and other switched-load applications, they produce good waveforms, and are tolerant of 

unbalanced loads. 

Against these advantages there are a number of very real difficulties. Inducation 

machines will not naturally self-excite - they must be connected to a VAR source to 

provide the magnetizing current. They do not generate at a frequency exactly related to 

the shaft speed but at a lower frequency - determined by the rotor slip frequency. 

Both the above problems are, however, overcome by a system which incorporates 

a frequency-sensitive load governor, and an automatically-controlled VAR source. We 

have an active research program aimed at achieving the lowest-cost system compatible 

with reliability and convenience. 

Since the voltage of the induction machine inherently collapses on overload, we 

also anticipate the development of fuseless protection systems. 
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Economic Feasibility and Economic Returns
 
Tobie E. Lanou
 

Abstract
 

A decade ago, the low cost of fossil fuel made construction
 

of new hydropower facilities uncompetitive. With rising
 

fuel prices, however, the economics of hydropower have
 

changed. Small hydropower is much cheaper to operate than
 

petroleum-based energy generators, and is an attractive 

energy alternative in spite of high initial costs. Still,
 

small hydropower is not always a feasible choice. Economic
 

feasibility studies are needed to help select among alterna

tive energy projects. Repeated feasibility tests are also
 

useful to improve or optimize good quality projects so the
 

.best project will emerg. 
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ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
 

AND ECONOMIC RETURNS
 

A decade ago, the low cost of fossil fuel made construction
 

of new hydropower facilities uncompetitive from an economic
 

point of view. It was cheaper to build thermal plants, 
or
 

particularly in third world countries, to construct small
 

diesel-generated power stations to serve outlying areas.
 

Diesel is cheap to set up, and used to be ch(ap to operate.
 

Now that situation is changed. Small hydropower is an
 

attractive energy source today because once installed, even
 

at a high initial cost, it is cheap to operate and maintain.
 

Compared to diesel stations, it uses little or no fossil
 

fuel, so it does not face the fuel cost escalations which
 

drain foreign exchange reserves and slow down economic
 

growth.
 

Still, small hydropower is not always a feasible choice.
 

This paper presents a simple discussion of an economic
 

feasibility study of a small hydropower project. The paper
 

discusses these elements of the feasibility study:
 

- Economic Background Review 

Site Specific Demand and Supply Studies
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- Key Types of Analysis of Economic Feasibility 

Three Common Techniques of Economic or Financial
 

Analysis
 

First, however, a quescion is in order: What really makes
 

any project feasible? The following answers may seem
 

rudimentary, but they are worth restating.
 

One can say a project is feasible when there is real demand
 

for it, not just an assumption of demand; when the project
 

contributes a meaningful supply of power to the demand; and
 

when cost and revenue factors are reasonable for the given
 

output.
 

Other questions which control feasibility need to be asked
 

as well:
 

- Is there any funding in sight for the project? 

- is the project popular or politically useful? 

Is the project in line with current trends or
 

practices?
 

Feasibility is actually a complex subject, of which
 

"economic analysis" is only one part. One cannot render a
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"efinitive feasibility judgment on a project, using economic
 

tools alone, without reference to other technical and
 

political realities. Let us turn now to our discussion of
 

the elements of an economic feasibility study.
 

Economic Background Review
 

Even for simple projects it is useful for an economic
 

analyst to make a check of background factors which may have
 

a direct bearing on a project's feasibility. Background
 

factors include the country's economic growth outlook;
 

trends in subarea economic development; and reviews of a
 

country's financial structure and functioning, including its
 

debt, its balance of payments, and its foreign exchange
 

reserves. Other factors to understand are: international
 

development bank lending policies in the country, status of
 

other significant foreign aid projects, and similar items.
 

But certainly the main background matters to explore
 

carefully are a country's energy consumption trends and
 

projections. An understanding of these is directly related
 

to any small hydropower development project, precisely
 

because small hydropower projects are an alternative to
 

petroleum product-based energy systems.
 

In a country like Togc, for instance, which we recently had
 

occasion to study as part of an NRECA assignment, only about
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seven percent of electric power needs are supplied by diesel
 

generators. The rest is supplied by hydropower from a major
 

dam, the Akosombo, in Ghana. The seven percent diesel part
 

is costly, of course, and demand growth in areas served by
 

the diesel generators--the provincial areas--is doubling
 

every few years. Since these provincial areas fall outside
 

the national power grid, and will continue to be isolated
 

for many years to come, it is very important to try to find
 

alternatives to expensive diesel to fuel these areas.
 

In order to offer uniform electrical rates throughout Togo,
 

the energy produced by burning diesel fuel is subsidized
 

down to a rate comparable with that produced by large-scale
 

hydropower sold from neighboring Ghana. This is considered
 

important to do for economic and political reasons.
 

Prevailing energy rates are the benchmark for evaluating the
 

economic feasibility of alternate solutions. So along with
 

a study of the geographical layout of the country's existing
 

and proposed power grid, it is necessary to study the
 

economics of energy rates, established by the national or
 

regional power companies. How are these constructed? Where
 

are the subsidies in them? Where is power obtained? What
 

contracts govern energy purchases?
 

It is well to study all. one can about other proposed energy
 

projects, too. Naturally, studies about them are convenient
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sources of data you may need, but more to the point, they
 

help to provide an overview of future energy supply sources,
 

what their feasibility characteristics are, how large or
 

strategic they are, and how likely they are to get
 

implemented and enter the energy supply picture.
 

Some of this information may seem to have a dubious or
 

remote significance for a small-scale hydro project. But
 

experience shows that the background economic review drops
 

many clues which are useful and may even be crucial in
 

understanding the feasibility of a specific project.
 

Site Specific Demand and Supply Studies
 

In studying a particular project or a group of possible
 

projects, it is necessary to make a study of demand and
 

supply factors at each site.
 

Sites for small hydropower development are not,
 

unfortunately, always located where the demand for energy is
 

greatest. Large scale hydroelectric projects, also
 

typically located in remote areas, have production economics
 

such that one can often afford to transmit power over long
 

distances where it is needed. But not so with small hydro
 

projects.
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So, a first demand question to ask is whether a project is
 

"isolated" or "integrated." An isolated project is one
 

located away from the nationel power grid, one which may or
 

may not have enough demand locally to support it. Even if a
 

project has a promising source of demand, such as an
 

integrated rural development project sponsored by UNDP or
 

others, it can still be said to be isolated. A project that
 

we looked at in Togo was situated about 20 km from
 

Lama-Kara, an important provincial center. It had such a
 

small potential output that, 
even though near an important
 

urban demand source, it was considered "isolated."
 

An "integrated" or interconnected project would be
 

considered one where the energy produced could be introduced
 

into the mainstream of the national power grid. We found an
 

example of an interconnected project in the town of Tomegbe
 

in Togo, in a well-developed area. To be feasible, the
 

energy from this Tomegbe project would have to be
 

demonstrated to be as cheap as 
that from Togo's principal
 

source of cheap power, the Akosombo Dam project in nearby
 

Ghana, or as cheap as any other announced hydroelectric
 

power source feeding Togo.
 

The line between "small hydro" and "large hydro" can blur as
 

an analysis deepens. For instance, in the Tomegbe situation
 

just described, the team started out assessing small hydro
 

potentials to feed local demand only. 
When the feasibility
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analysis was complete, we determined the project was in
 

another league altogether. We had to place it in an
 

economic and competitive context outside what is normally
 

considered "small hydro," because its output potential was
 

much greater than an early analysis on paper had led us to
 

believe.
 

It is not always clear at the outset whether a project will
 

be "isolated" or "integrated." One must start with an
 

analysis of local demand. Sometimes such demand is
 

apparent, somtimes it is hidden. One starts by taking
 

population counts and estimating area household incomes, in
 

order to estimate demand. Often, when one is dealing with
 

extremely isolated or simple local economies, where no
 

electrical demand is even remotely in evidence, then the
 

demand measurement can be quite rudimentary.
 

Where an economy give signs of more complex activity,
 

including modern as well as small cottage industries, then a
 

demand profile needs to be conducted on a more specific
 

basis. Consumption in electrical energy or in alternate
 

energy types can be measured and forecast. Probabilities of
 

converting existing non-electrical energy demand tc
 

electrical demand can be assessed based on initial estimates
 

of business or personal income and ability to pay.
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In a demand analysis for a small project in a country with
 

rapidly developing energy consumption, the issue is not so
 

much whether demand is sufficient, but rather how to provide
 

cheap service. The hard part of the economic analysis often
 

is not the adequacy of demand character, but the adequacy of
 

supply.
 

In Togo, the urban coastal area is serviced by cheap
 

hydroelectric power transmitted from %Ghana. The outlying
 

provincial centers are serviced by diesel-generated fuel.
 

The plan is gradually to enlarge the national power grid.
 

But for the foreseeable future, some of the outlying centers
 

will be obliged to generate their own energy, using
 

high-cost diesel fuel. Accordingly, any possible hydro
 

project near a provinicial center now dependent on diesel
 

will elicit much interest.
 

One of the most remarkabl: aspects of energy supply in
 

Africa is its booming use even in the face of stiff prices.
 

Price rises have recently levelled off. Energy consumption
 

is expected to continue growing.
 

In a study, the local supply situation needs to be studied
 

and measured. In a small provincial center, this requires
 

visiting the local generating station or stations, gathering
 

data on equipment sizing, condition and function; use and
 

load patterns; and similar information. Often, the best
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demand growth statistics available are those contained in
 

the supply statistics of the generating stations.
 

Finally, the energy supply situation needs to be studied
 

with reference to potential new projects in the service
 

area, how they relate to demand, what their economics are
 

expected to be, and how they complement or compete with the
 

project under study.
 

Based on the foregoing market studies of demand and supply,
 

we are in a position to evaluate a project more specifically
 

with respect to its feasibility performance, the critical
 

test.
 

Key Types of Analysis of Economic Feasibility
 

Economic analysis can be quite simple or complex. The
 

greater potential investment in a project, the greater
 

requirement for complexity and detail in the project
 

economic analysis. Obviously, the more investement dollars
 

riding on a decision, the more one has thoroughly to study
 

the factors in the decision.
 

Static and Dynamic Analysis


C 
A simple economic analysis is done on a static basis, with
 

all project revenues and costs stated together in a one-year
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analysis. Often this kind of simple analysis is sufficient
 

to get a preliminary feasibility reading. A "typical
 

operating year" analysis is an example of a standard,
 

one-time economic analysis.
 

A more complete picture is obtained by conducting a dynamic
 

analysis, one which models a project as it would actually bo
 

carried out. Both revenue and costs are forecast over a
 

period of years, which correspond to the project's financin(
 

life cycle or its useful life cycle.
 

A dynamic analysis can give a more definitive feasibility
 

reading, more calibrated and reliable. For instance, it is
 

entirely possible that a project may appear to have merit oz
 

the basis of a static analysis, whereas the feasibility
 

evaporates in the process of a more complete dynamic
 

&nalysis.
 

Economic and Financial Analysis
 

Economic analysis tools are quite flexible as to what they
 

cover, and what data they contain. There are two principal
 

points of view about data content:
 

- the Economic Analysis point of view 

- the Financial Analysis point of view 
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Economic analysis, strictly speaking, excludes financial
 

information, notably, the interest paid on borrowed money.
 

Interest costs are considered to cloud the inherent
 

economic utility of a project. Economic analysis has a
 

wider, more inclusive concept of benefits, too. In economic
 

analysis, one is not concerned only with revenue benefits in
 

an accounting sense, but with larger latent benefits which a
 

project can stimulate over the longer term. An example of
 

an "economic benefit" would be flood control from a project
 

primarily designed to generate power.
 

Financial analysis, on the other hand, specifically
 

incorporates project financing information--the cost of
 

money--and ties the project analysis results to money rates.
 

For example, if a project has an investment return which is
 

less than the cost of money, then in a financial analysis
 

framework, you are clear that your money is better off
 

invested in a bank than in your project.
 

When Does One Use One or the Other?
 

Whether to employ economic or financial analysis is partly a
 

matter of ground rules. Certain government agencies or
 

lenders want analyses done in a predetermined way. The U.S.
 

Army Corps of Engineers, for instance, has an entire manual
 

which sets forth specific mathematical formulae and ground
 

rules for ccnducting both economic and financial analyses.
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Furthermore, they tell you when one is appropriate and when
 

the other. The WIorld Bank, U.S.A.I.D., and other agencies
 

often have fairly specific procedures for conducting
 

economic analyses.
 

We can make some general observations about the choice of
 

economic or financial analyses. Economic analysis is 
more
 

theoretical, more "macro-economic" than financial analysis.
 

Economic analysis is useful when:
 

(a), a proposed project is being considered for an
 

area without sufficient past economic experience
 

or economic yardsticks for projects of the same
 

type, when in other words it is hard to relate the
 

merit of your project to conventional competing
 

projects.
 

or (b), when you do not want extraneous variables,
 

such as money costs, to cloud the study of the
 

project.
 

A well-known example of a huge public investment in the
 

U.S.A. which was justified by economic analysis was the
 

Tennessee Valley Authority (T.V.A.). These large scale
 

hydroelectric projects were 
able to be justified, when the
 

government took a very long term view of benei±ts vs. 
costs.
 

The Tennessee Valley was an underdeveloped area where the
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economy was backwa~rd and where there was too little apparent
 

energy demand to warrant the huge public investment that
 

finally was made.
 

Financial analysis is more practical, in a way, more
 

"tmicro-economic." Financial analysis is necessary:
 

(a) to actually administer a project and is
 

(b) clearly indicated when a project has definite
 

ties to a competitive market situation. Aside
 

from project merit, which an economic analysis
 

measures, a public investor, like a private
 

investor, needs to know what a project is going to
 

cost, whether the investment is prudent, and how
 

it is to be carried on the books.
 

In practice, economic and financial analyses are not always
 

divided neatly into clear categories. Most complete studies
 

will contain elements of both, because often both are needed
 

to justify a project, or to properly conceptualize its real
 

merit, or to administer it.
 

Three Common Techniques of Economic or Financial Analysis
 

We have seen that feasibility analysis can be either static
 

or dynamic; and that it can be either economic or financial
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in character. Now I would like to describe three
 

interrelated analytic techniques commonly in 
use nowadays:
 

net present worth analysis; benefit/cost analysis; and rate
 

of return analysis.
 

Ideally, each of these evaluation techniques produce a
 

number or an index, which can be compared to other projects
 

judged under similar conditions, and so constitutes a
 

standard of value. For instance, a benefit/cost index
 

ccnsists of the value of benefits divided by the value of
 

costs. In principle, a project grows more attractive as 
its
 

benefit/cost ratio exceeds one. Or, to take another
 

example, the index expressed in rate of return is the
 

percentage relationship of the project net revenue to the
 

project carrying charges or costs.
 

Not all the techniques are always appropriate. But usually,
 

two or more techniques are used jointly to provide different
 

points of understanding about one project.
 

Net Present Worth
 

Net present worth is really a point of view about
 

investment. It is always a dynamic concept, rather than a
 

static one. The net present worth theory, developed earlier
 

in this century, is a key concept in most economic and
 

financial analyses.
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A simple example from banking and investment makes present
 

worth clear. Present worth is the value today of a stream
 

of money invested (or received) in the future. The present
 

worth of one million CFA francs paid to you in 5 annual
 

installments of 200,000 CFA francs would be, at a 10 percent
 

discount rate, only 744,526 CFA francs, indicating the time
 

value of money.
 

The present worth concept is useful in a real project
 

because neither project costs nor project revenues are
 

expended all at once, but rather over time in a sequence.
 

The present worth analysis brings this array of future costs
 

and revenues back to a single numerical concept, which
 

simplifies analysis and comparison among projects.
 

A project's net present worth is equal to the present worth
 

of the future net benefits, that is, the future benefits
 

minus the future costs. If project costs exceed project
 

benefits over time, then obviously the present worth does
 

not exist. If, as is desired, project benefits exceed
 

project costs over time, then the measure of worth for a
 

given set of alternative projects, is: which project has
 

the greatest present worth?
 

For those who like to see things expressed mathematically,
 

here is the present worth equation:
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Pn= (Bj-Cj (+i)J 

i=O
 

Let Pn = Net present worth 
n = Period of analysis inyears 

j = The incremental year 

Bi 	 = Benefits inyear j 
=Cj Costs inyear j
 

i = Discount rate
 

Notice that for present worth to be useful as an analytic
 

tool, a number of alternatives need to be considered
 

simultaneously. Since the present worth aralysis and
 

calculation results in a money amount, not an index like the
 

benefit/cost ratio or the rate of return, it is clear that
 

it has to be compared to some other project present worth,
 

one which aims at similar goals or similar benefits. This
 

procedure is useful as a screening technique to evaluate a
 

number of projects on a priority basis.
 

Benefit/Cost Analysis
 

This technique is perhaps the most widely used investment
 

yardstick for projects in the public sector. It was really
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formulated originally for public investment projects.
 

Private market projects do not make use of it, as a rule.
 

The benefit/cost technique compares project benefits and
 

costs on a ratio basis. Projects with a ratio of less than
 

one are generally discarded as infeasible. But an index
 

above one is not a guarantee of feasibility by itself. In
 

certain situations where competition for funds is great, it
 

takes a benetit/cost ratio of 1.5 or greater to attract any
 

interest.
 

What are "benefits" and "costs"? The concept is flexible
 

and covers both tangible and/or intangible benefits and
 

costs. An example of intangible benefits might be such
 

social benefits as flood control or recreation, useful to
 

have but not necessarily measurable in extra revenues.
 

Tangible benefits would be such clearcut items as revenue
 

from the sale of hydroelectricity. Intangible benefits
 

could be included in an economic analysis, but not in a
 

financial analysis. You can appreciate why economic
 

feasibility does not always jibe with financial feasibility.
 

By the same token, a financial benefit/cost analysis may
 

exclude intangible cost factors, such as pollution or other
 

environmental costs, which really make an otherwise
 

attractive project unsound from an overall social viewpoint.
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The benefit/cost analysis may be done on a static or a
 

time-discounted basis. In a dynamic or time-discounted
 

model, the benefit/cost ratio is the present worth of
 

project 5enefits divided by the present worth of costs.
 

Present ...
orth is determined by discounting future benfit and
 

cost streams over the life of the project (or financial life
 

of the project) back to the present at an agreed-on discount
 

rdte, as already explained. Such a rate might be equivalent
 

to the cost of money to finance a project like the one being
 

studied (in financial analysis) or equivalent to the
 

so-called opportunity cost of capital (in an economic
 

analysis).
 

Mathematically, the Benefit/Cost Ratio would look like this:
 

n 

SBj 
YJ(1 + l 

B/C Pb J= 0 

RATIO PC n 

Z(1 Ci 
+ i)J 

j=O 

Let Pb 	 = Present worth of the benefits 
=PC Present worth of the costs 

n = Period of analysis in years 
j = The incremental year 

Bj = Benefits in the incremental year 
Cj = Costs in the incremental year 

i = Discount rate 
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Rate of Return
 

The rate of return is a standard concept from banking and
 

mortgage lending. Rate of return analyses can also be
 

conducted on both a static basis and on a dynamic basis.
 

Quite simply, the rate of return is defined as the
 

percentage that results from dividing project revenues (or
 

net benefits) by project investment (or costs). Rate of
 

return is a concept close to rate of interest. If a project
 

capital cost is one million CFA francs, and the annual net
 

revenue on the project is 100,000 CFA francs, the nominal
 

static rate of return is 10 percent. Similarly, one million
 

CFA francs invested at 10 percent yields a 10 percent rate
 

of interest.
 

You can see that a rate of return is tied, practically
 

speaking, to the cost of borrowing money or to the interest
 

available on money investments. Obviously, the rate of
 

return on a project shouldn't fall below the cost of money
 

for the same project. Rather, it should ideally be well
 

above interest rates, in order to compensate the investor
 

for his ri3k, and for his time and trouble.
 

In the public sector, rates of return are likely to be
 

judged on a much more ccmplicated basis than this. What
 

constitutes a suitable return rate will depend on the social
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or economic utility of the project. But always the rate of
 

r turn has to be tied back to the cost of borrowing money
 

for the same or similar projects, because that is the
 

universal yardstick for judging how and where to invest
 

money.
 

There is no single number that represents a suitable rate of
 

return. What is "suitable" will depend on:
 

- project risk 

- project quality 

- what other competing projects offer 

- cost of money and types of financing available 

- sources and types of grant funding 

- economic conditions 

Rate of return analyses become more sophisticated when they
 

are conducted on a time-discounted basis, according to an
 

ingenious principle called the internal rate of return
 

(I.R.R.). The internal rate of return, also a percentage
 

figure, is defined as the rate at which the stream of all
 

future project costs and benefits is reduced to zero.
 

Another way to say this is "the discount rate at which all
 

the negative flows (costs) are equated with the positive
 

flows (benefits) ." 

A 
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An internal rate of return calculation conducted by the
 

computer for the Tomegbe project in Togo is shown on the
 

following page. Note that the computer also calculates the
 

net present value and the benefit cost ratio.
 

The internal rate of return is an iterative process. I
 

remember before computers when such an analysis was a
 

trial-and-error mathematical process which could take
 

several hours or more, depending on project complexity. Now
 

machines prepare the calculations in a few seconds.
 

Internal rate of return (I.R.R.) is often used as a ranking
 

or screening tool, like benefit/cost ratios. It is used
 

more often in private sector investments, unlike
 

benefit/cost, but has gained currency in public projects as
 

well. Normally an internal rate of return screening serves
 

to reject projects which show an I.R.R. less than the cost
 

of money. It is a useful analysis for reviewing either a
 

large number of projects simultaneously, or for choosing
 

among different variants of the same project--for instance,
 

where the timing of capital investments is speeded up or is
 

slowed down. In this way, too, I.R.R. is very useful in
 

project optimization. It helps shape the best timing and
 

sequencing of project investment.
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TOMEGi * DISCOUNTED CASH FLow ANALSIS
 

DISCOUNT RATES
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Conclusion
 

As a closing remark, let me say that economic feasibility
 

work can serve its most creative function when it is used
 

not just to screen out bad projects, but when a skillful
 

analyst working with project design engineers can tailor a
 

good project more carefully. This is done by a process of
 

iteration which identifies strong and weak points in the
 

project design and the project delivery and seeks to perfect
 

these so the best project will emerge. This optimization
 

process is the most challenging and creative role of
 

financial feasibility analysis.
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the potential role of mini-hydropover in rural developnent. 

Denand for energy in rural areas is related to the output characteristics of snall

scale hydropower. T.-he i=ortance of productive uses of energy in rural areas is 

explored as well as the constraints to their proliferation and suggestions for over

caning those constraints. In addition, some individual applications of small-scale 

hydro systems which have special significance are described iu more detail. 
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EML E OF 14,II-HYDEPMwER 

Introduction
 

High energy costs are leading many econcmists and development theorists to con

clude that energy should be considered along with land, labour and capital as 

a major input t. production. With the cost of commercial energy increasing, 

and the ability of the oil importing developing countries to meet their foreign 

debt requirements decreasing, there is a clamor to develop renewable energy 

resources. A frenzied approach to renewable energy development runs two major 

risks: 1) irresponsible development of energy resources which do not necessari

ly represent least cost solutions ad; 2) a tendency to forget the primary 

objective of inves-tmeats in the energy sector; namely economic development. Trhe 

first of these problems can be avoided by careful analysis of the financial, 

social and econcmic factors surrounding tle various supply alternatives including 

a sensitivity analysis to determine how the results vary under differing assimrptions 

of cost, load growth, discount rates and selling price. The second probler can be 

avoided by recognizing that the least cost establishment of reliable power facili

ties is merely a supply side perspective. The contribution which energy investre.nts 

make to economic and social progress clearly depends on how the energy is used. 

The relationship between per capita energy consumption and per capita 2 has been 

a widely discussed topic. Since the oil crisis of 1973, however, the do,- which 

claims the two to oe inexcricably related and further inplies that developing countries 

should follow the same pat:h to developnent as the industralized countries tas been 

exposed as untenable.I "State of the Art" development theoi: encourages sead, 

A recent incisive paper on this topic, entitled "Energy Options for the Third
 
World," by A.K.N. Reddy states, "For instance, on the basis of U.S. energy con

times the total energy
st.-Mtion figures, India alone ould require about zhree 

now consumed by the U.S.A. - a requirement "'.tich is 150 times the presen: pro
duction of ccimrcial energy in India."
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"decentralized" production centers, presumbly requiring less energy for trans

portation and distribution of goods and services. Through the decentralization of 

the various proauctive components of a nation's econoy, it is hoped that higher 

living standards can be achieved without the high per capita energy consumption 

levels characteristic of the developed countries. The developnent of remote small 

scale energy systems such as inini-hydropower offers a unique opportunity for pursuit 

of a decentralized approach to economic development.
 

Despite the simplistic sund of these theories, when one leaves the cerebral vrld 

of academia and places himself in a rural (i. e., decentralized) context, he encoun

ters several practical problems with this approach. The micro uorld of rural sub

sistence fanning and village lifestyles, as opposed to the macro world of econcaic 

sector analysis and GV composition, better reveals the nature of energy demand, 

productive opportanities in rural areas, and the appropriate role of an energy supply 

option such as mini-hydropower. But, exerience with the cap.le.xity of rural develop

ment, has shown that abstract energy supply and derand considerations, either at the 

macro or micro level, form an inadequate analysis. '"Different frameworlks of preferen

ces - social, cultural, and religious - clearly affect how energy is used and the 

denands which a new energ.y source must meet." 2 These demands also affect (and, in 

turn are affected by) technological design choices, existing income distribution 

and ownership patterns, environrental considerations and institutional arrangements.3 

This paper does not attempt to address these issues in an international setting as 

related to stall hydropower development. The present focus, instead, is a general 

discussion of energy needs and fuel consuiption patterns in rural areas, the nature 

2 	 Cecelski, et a!. Household Energy Use and the Poor in the Third orld. Resources 

for the Future, Washington, D. C., 1979.. p.5. 

3 	 Ibid. p.5. See also: John Ashorrh and Jean Neuendorffer, ".1acb.ing Rene-ble
 

Systens to Villaze - Level Energy "Needs." Solar Energy Research Institute,
 
Boulder, Colorado. June 1980.
 



of the energy output of small hydro facilities; and how that ou=put can be used 

most productively. 

In all aspects of small hydro technology, from hardware to management, there is 

a distinction between village implemented and operated schemes and those dEveloped 

as part of a national eanergy plan by public power authorities. The codtrasts be

t-een the two approaches relate back to the development goals of the project. 

Nationvide small hydro progrims are usually designed to reduce oil inports, either 

through gaTid interconnection or by replacing existing diesels. In sane cases, these 

programrs are connected with ongoing or planned rural electrification programs. 

Local, villager implemented or private mini-hydro schemes, on the other hand. are 

to provide electric service to areas for the first tine or for a captive hydro appli

cation, often strictly for mechanical power generation. End use thus depends on end 

objective. 

The term "productive use" is quickly becaMing an overworked phrase in econanic develop

mernt. In the broadest sense productive uses of energy are those uses vrtich increase 

or enhance production in agricultural, industrial, ccnercial and residential acti

vities; although the definition seerms to vary with the context. 4 It is generally 

felt that these uses should receive emphasis in programs to provide canzrcial energy 

to rural areas of developing countries, such as rural electrification progranrs. Pro

ductive uses are income earning for the end user and financially att.-active for the 

energy supplier as well since they usually bocst load factors. These uses are also 

considered to be the most ipoortant linkage between energy supply investmetrs and 

See, for example, Y!:ARU 11V Cooperative Guide to Evaluation for Sr- ll Hyv-o Units 
i' -he Field and Lessons from the Literature. Draft docutrRent prepared nder .ALA.U 
IV,:,ECA contract. Here, the conzasz betiveen direct and indirect productive uses 
and :e narrow i.pications of defining productive uses strictlly as these h-..-ich 
generaze cash are explored. 



rural development. Whezher or not p-rduczive uses represent the most appropriate 

application of &=-11 scale hyd-o power depends on the overall development objectives 

of the project and the area. Hawever, the benefits of these uses will often be 

sential to a schene's -iabilizy. Thus, the potential- for productive applicaticn 

of he energy should be evaluated at .he pre-feasibility stage of project develop

ment. In addition, programs and pclicies to enable and encourage productive uses 

in rural areas are iportant energ7y planning considerations. 

in the end, hydropcw'er is just an energy source. Even if tapping this energy source 

ms free but required major changes in the user's lifestyle, it is very likely that 

any use of the energy- would be slow i- developng. The fact is that water cer is 

not free, but merely an atractive alternative to diesel and other thennal .means 

of power generation. Depending on site cha acteristics and design, it is an atzrac

tive alternative for several reasczs: cost, aaintenance, operation, fuel supply, 

forei-,n exchange requirwnents, etc... The underlying queszion of linkages beteen 

energy supply and development still needs to be addressed. Here, experience gained 

with rural electrification is pa-icularly relevant. The specter of low load factors 

on costly systems camels us to seriously consider these investaents and exactly
 

how they are related to econanic de-velopnenz. This will require an analysis of the 

coplanentary pro-ans needed to encourage productive energy use. These canple-.ntary 

programs will have to be aimed at overccmnirg the constraints to significant use. 

,ithThe constraints are manv and varied, ranging from lack of capital to problem 

market access for increased orocuction. -&rall hydro also represents a large capital 

There are severa- addizional consraiqrs such as lack of technical ".o,v, unavaila

bili-y of equi.pent and supplies. e-Tc. They are site specific. A ver- recent srudv 
cf factors levels of productive use will(authored by Jaric- 3-cr-) lfecting soon 

:.-e s-cy co %.c- a Single projec7 area in Indnesias rza. eleczribe vub.ished. 
and market access to be zbne major ccnfica-cion crog-'u and found :lacck :f 1cazizal 

straints to increased bus-iness :rc-.-ucZion anci use of electricit:,. .nc-her -or

fac-:or "r:cn a e-s n-_a a-: s Fck of iafoi-.;azon and ".owledge. 
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investment and cannot be viewed alone but must be conte-plated as part of a more 

comprehensive development program. 

I. 	 Energ Demand in Rural Areas 

De, ad for energy is a derived demand, linked to the activities which require energy 

for 	their execution. Some useful categories for classifying these activities in
 

rural areas are: agricultural production, agricultural processing, small and mediun 

scale industry, commercial, and residential. Simply stated, energy is used in three 

form: heat, work and light; all three forms being utilized in each category of acti

vity. 

The 	quality of the energy source required for the execution of these activities 

is an tm ortant consideration. Heat is considered an inferior form of energy wten 

is related to terperature compared to mechanical urk. The quality of heat energy 


are
lower temperatures correspond to lower energy intensities and thus of lesser 

quality. Typically, one classifies heat energy requirements as low teperature 

(drying foods), medium temperature (cooking) and high temperatu-re (electricity genera

tion). Mechanical mrk (shaft power) and electricity correspond to infinite tempera

6 The use of electricity for lighttures and are the highest quality forms of energy. 

ing is ithout caim.arison. On the other hand, alternatives to the use of conventional 

and medJ.'m;, t#'oerature heating applications in depressedelectrical devices for low 

rural settings should be investigated v-,:Iever possible; because the cost of the 

their use
conventional devices and the overall inefficiency of such operations maIke 

for meeting these lower level energy requirements inadvisable. Other, less costly, 

Ueli, .lier, Local T.L\e.ience with icro-Hvdro Technology. SRAT publication ".o. 11, 

Vol. I. St. Gal. 1981. 
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fuels and means can usually be found. This is especially true for the=-.a. based 

steam generation since the maxizmn theoretical efficiency for electricity pro&uczion 

is limited by the Law of Carnot and in practical tents, rarely exceeds 35-4',O. For 

diesel cycles, whose efficiencies run at roughly 50-6To, these same argents apply. 7 

In suimmry, the use of expensive fossil fuels to generate electricity for low and
 

medium ter.pe.rature heating applications represents major losses of energy. here 

possible. alternative means should be studied.
 

Although the fuel consumtion patterns of traditional rural societies are highly 

8
variable between countries, and despite the fact that data on quantities consumed
 

and for what purpose is non-existent for nost areas; one can state matter of faczly 

that biomass fuels, especially wood, are the major source of energy for nural house

holds. Fu.-he.nnre, it is clear that the predominant energy need is for cooking, 

with fire ood often supplying over S0[c of rural cooking requirements. Ligh-ting requi 

ments are met by kerosene, candles, and electricity. Motive power (either stationar 

or moving) is often from animal traction, diesel or gasoli.e engines and/or electri

areascity. By practically all measurements, energy consurption per capita in r-r-al 

is considered to be at or below subsistence levels. One report "states that the con

sunption levels for most of the developing world including productive uses need to 

triple inorder to secure an adequate life %ith soe opportunity for improved health 

and well being.9 

Modern poer systems operate under complex versions of the Rankine Cycle whose 
is lowr than for the Carnot. For a ccrmlet.e discussion refe: tobasic efficiency 

-

a zex- on thermodynamics, such as F-ndarenals of Classical -he-,mcd%.namic_ . by Van 
lylen and Sorntag. John 'ley & Sons, Inc. 19705. 

6 Cecelski, et al. op. cit., P.29. 

9 ibid, p.33.
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Discussions of the productive use of energy, and specifically electricity, have 

become carmonplace in the literature on rural energy development and rural electri

fication. 1 0 One study in Indonesia defines "Productive use.... very narrowly to 

altered business hours or production techniques. "11
include only that use which 

classifies productive uses as direct (machines or processes involvedAnother study12 

improve operations).in production) and indirect (uses which extend business hours or 


As mentioned in the introduction, the broadest meaning of the term "productive use"
 

would be any use of energy to enhance or increase production in econanic activities.
 

For a modern form of energy (such as electricity) to contribute to rural development,
 

it is generally felt that the energy nmst be put to productive use. This assertion
 

has many underlying asstm ptions such as denand for increased production, market access,
 

and others which are beyond the scope of this paper to explore. Nonetheenergy cost, 

in costly, capital intensive, energyless, intuitively, one can sense that investment 

supply schenes in rural areas would represent a misallocation of scarce resources if 

used solely for dcmestic lighting. 

The productive utilization of electricity can contribute to the user's income, there

by improving his ability to pay. Productive uses often improve system capacity factors 

costs these savings to consuners, thewhich in turn lowers unit and if are passed on 

power becomes more affordable for everyone. In the final analysis, the potential and 

importance of productive uses of energy need to be analyzed on a project by project 

basis; but, their financial and economic significance for small hydro and rural elec

trification 	cannot be overlooked. 

10 See, for 	example: Tendler, Judith, 'Rural Electrification: Lin-kages and Justifi-


ArM Program Evaluation Discussion Pacer No. 3. April, 1979: Cecelski, et
cation" 

al. op. cit. ; Cecelski, Elizabeth, "The Role of Rural Electrification in Develop

ment." Working Paper for Discussion, Resources for the Future. W'ashingcon, D. C.
 

July, 1979.
 

Brodan, janice, "Levels of Electricit."Use." Draft doczment, 1962.
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1 3 
.An attanpt to quantify the addicionaJl cc'rrercial energy requirerents for rduz

and acade.ctive uses in rural areas of developing countries "ould be a.n honerous 

hardly imagine a modern economy without a mechawnical ag-ric:
task. Still one can 

in r-ura-ltural base, including the availability of electricity and motive por 

are provided as examples of the power requirmenZsareas. The following tables 

for various agricultural and industrial tasks. 

Table 1 provides an overview of electrical power use in three regions of India 

It was extracted from a report to USAID pre
(Madras, U.P., W. Bengal) as of 1963. 


pared by the General Electric Co. and the a!assachusetts institute of Technolcgv. 1 4
 

where the study was performed, the load cha-
Although it refers to the specific areas 

racteristics and consunption figures should approxd-=ate those in other parts of r.he 

world for similar equipment. 

13 The World Bank defines "cccrercial energy" as "a-ny energy fo.n scld in the curse 

of cc=erce or provided by a public utility. .", excluding 	 .%cod and other tra.i
the market. For

tional fuels desoi:e 
oi.ete cefini-ions of 

also traded:he fact" that :hey are 
the various fuei classifications 

on 
see The'crd -a-:. "-er gy 

in zhe Developng C-utries. Augstf 1980. 

Greneral -,--_ic C.. "nalvsis of >anci for -ectric ?ower in . al CcRu.a-es. 

.. --. '... 
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Table 1 

Technical Caracteristics of Agricultural Processing Machinery 

Motor Power 
Process or Rating Output Consumption 
Operation Equipment (FI) (Lbs/hr) (K.t-Z/100 lbs.) 

Oil Pressing Hydraulic P1ress 
& Extraction 	 Large 22 1,500 1.3 

Mediun 16 1,000 1.5 
Small 8 130 4.5 

Screw Expeller 
Large 20 2,000 1.0 
. ediuD 15 1,000 1.5 
small 5 100 5.0 

Rice Hulling Disc Sheller 25 2,400 	 0.8-1.0 
(German)
 

Japamese Rubber 
Roller Sheller 3 300 2.0-2.5 

800 	 1.5-2.0Cereal illing 	 Large 20 
Small 5 130 2.0-3.0 

Cotton Ginning 	 Large 20 

Small 5 78 2.75-3.2 

Fodder Chopping Rotary Cutter 2-10 	 .25-1.0 

Sugar Cane Crusher 3-15 .50-3.0 
Processing Refining Pan 

Ranges of typical power requirements for several rural industries in Colanbia 

can be seen in Table 	2.
 

15 C.CH.LG. Lzd. Viabilidad de Las M.[icro Centrales en Colcnbia. Fundacion 

:ILAiano Ospina Perez. p.24. Bogota, 1979. 
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Table 2 

Type of Agro-Indusry, Rang of Power Reauirenents 

Saw Mill 30 - 60
 

Carpentry sbop 3 - 15
 

Sugar mill 10 - 20
 

Grain mill 3 - 20
 

LOan 0.5- 6
 

Coffee processing 5 - 30
 

Quarry 6 - 30
 

Ice factory 6 - 60
 

Preparation of fish 5 - 10
 

Cold storage plant 6 - 60
 

Roofing tile plant 2 - 12
 

Punping station 2 - 100
 

Displacement of fossil fuel consunption is often a major objective of a small hydro 

program. Since the 1930's, rural areas of the world have been dotted with isola:ed 

diesel and gasoline engines for shaft po ver and engine generator sets for electrical 

power. In awy azias, kerosene is used for lighting and refrigeration. Provision of 

power to these activities fran a srall hydro plant can represent savings to the econany 

as weil as improve the quality of service. These systeirs often represent the tajor 

potential for productive application of hyd-roenergy and should recei\e special L-or

tance in reconnaissance evaluations and benefit calculations. In alaysia, for example, 

conversion of scattered diesel installations to -r.all hydropoer is the major fccus 

of their snl hydro program. 

- 10 
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I. 	 Pole of Small Scale Hydro System in Meeting R4=1al Energy Needs 

Pelationship to Overall Development Objectives
 

The appropriate role of small scale hydropower in a country's development plan is
 

a function of the development objectives of the projects and regions where hydro 

potential exists. At the national level, policies for energy planning and for selec

tion of energy related projects for funding need to be established. The task of
 

determining the appropriate energy supply option to meet an area's energy require

ments is,of course, site specific. The number of potentially viable sites is finite
 

and 	the expected power and energy output as well as the pro.mity to the grid and/or 

demand center will largely determine the rxst logical approach to site develoanent 

and 	consequently the end use. In this light, hydro projects in the 0-1000 kWI range 

will fall into four categories:
 

1) 	Low power output projects to meet Basic Hunan Needs 1 6 (e.g. Colabia, 

Papua New Guinea); 

2) Projects by private developers for a specific application (exanmles
 

can be found Aorldwide);
 

3) 	Decentralized electrification and/or replace~r~nt of existing diesels
 

(e.g. Malaysia); and,
 

4) Grid interconnection (e.g. Philippines).
 

Specific end uses for the power can be assessed only after the basic determination
 

of the purpose for site develogment ismade.
 

16 	A useful analytical framework for selecting technologies at this level is developed
 

in: AshmrTh and Neuendorffer, '" atching ?.enewable Energy Systems to Village-Level 
Energy ';eeds." Solar Energy Research institute; Boulder-, Colorado. June 1980. 
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small Hvdro Output Characteristics 

FLxeapt where small hydro plants are designed at the c9c, exceedence level, 1 7 or 

wtere large storage is used, output is usually highly seasonal; depending on the 

availability of water. Aside from econcmic implications, This is rarely a major 

In the isolated case, however, seasonal and dailyconcern on grid connected sites. 

to be closely matched to energy needs.fluctuations in power availability need 

the energy output of a small scale hydro plant really depends on theThe quality of 

Water power at the point of entry to the turbinelevel of sophistication required. 

to rotateis kinetic and/or pressure energy. That energy is used a shaft vhich in 

turn drives either a generator to produce electricity or is directly coupled to 

Thus, shaft power can be used mechaically or electrically. Somescne machine. i s 

Colombia and Pakistan are hybrid, producing boTh mechanical andsystems in Nepal, 

electrical paver. 

power must be used at the site. History provides many examples of thisMechanical 

use of water power, often to spur industrialization. Conteporary examples of mecha

nical use of water power can be seen in several areas also. In Nepal, crossflow 

used for rice hulling, milling and polishing. 1 

turbines are 

17 9CF,, exceedence means that the opti=tu turbine design flow is available at .east 9T. 

of zhe time, based on the flow duration curve. 

18 Boyle, Daniel. '"Productive End Use of .ini-Hydro Power for Rural Develoarent." 

"Small Hydropower for Asian Rural Eevelopment.Proceedings of X\EC/AIT Conference, 
June 1981. 

19 Meier, op. cit. See also, Yoder, et. al., "The United .ission to :;epal's Involve

ment 4n SMll Scale Water Power Develomnenc for 1-i-g." Draft. Corell Univer

sizv. 1980. 
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The Appropriate Technology Development Organization in Pakistan has designed and 

installed some 20 sites, in the 0-15 kW range, either for direct mechanical use, 

electrical use, or for hybrid applications.20 

Either directly coupled, or through a speed increaser, an electric ge ierator great

ly enhances the versatility of water power. Generators can be direct current (DC) 

or alternating current (AC). DC schemes are sirmler and less costly because speed 

regulation is not a requirement, but, practical application of DC power is usually 

restricted to low poer requirements, niear the site. Two advantages of DC are the 

potential use of vehicle generators (car, truck, airplane) and the option ot storing 

energy in batteries without intermediate transfornution. DC appliances, motors and 

lighting fixtures, on the other hand, are not as cainplace as ccnparable AC devices. 

AC electric energy is the most versatile and efficient form of energyJ we -know. The 

potential applications of electric energy. in agriculture, industry, ca-ierce and in 

the hcnve are vast. Alternating current allow for the sinplistic transformation, trans

mission and distribution of this energy. Both alternating and direct current can be 

used for lighting. 

Production of heat from water power can be done either ,xchanically or electrically. 

Mlchanical system involve heat transfer through viscous dissipation in fluids. Of 

course, air and %-ter%oulkbe the most practical fluids. A prototype mechanical 

'Iiea enerator" has been developed in Nepal in conjunction with work performed by 

the United Nations. 2 1 This systen hears air to 110C and is desiarned for direct coun

20 Inversin, Allen R. "A Case Stud: icro-hydropoAer Scheres in Pakistan " NRECA. 
Decoder, 1981.
 

aetzler, Reinhold. "The Heazgenerazor." Burval Zngineering V.orks ?-. Ltd.,
 
United Miission to *Nepal. Janua_7: 1981.
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ling of water turbines. A camx-rcially available unit for heating water is manufac

tured by the All American Engineering Company of .Wilmington, Delaware, U.S.A. under 

the trademark '"Water Twister.",22 

Analagous to frictional losses in mechanical systems, resistance losses in an elec

trical circuit result in heat generation. This is the ell known 12 R term (current 

squared times circuit resistance). Virtually all mediun and low temperature electri

cal heating devices work on this principle. Electronic load controllers, used to 

control the voltage and frequency of the electrical powr output fron snmall hydro 

scheme!., divert excess power generated above load requirements to an electric resis

tive ballast. In this way excess energy is dissipated as heat. To date, very little 

attention has been given to the possibility of productive utilization of that heat 

(e.g. for drying foods). 

To suzmmrize this discussion on small hydro output characteristics, ie can see that 

the snall plant can produce a full range of output possibilities; from mech.ical 

po~mr for either heat or motive force to electrical power for either motive force, 

heat or light. They can operate in isolation or can be grid connected. However, 

the availability of power and energy is determined by the available head, quantity 

and duration of flow, and the overall efficiency of the schene. 

Scale of System Vs. Array of Uses 

Up to now this discussion has focused on the quality of the output of sal hydro 

plants. Theoretically, the output an be in whatever form required. Without relating 

22 Detailed information on the design, operation and characteristics of these mecha

nical s-szer:s can be found i_ the publication by Schroeder and Tu. "'An Asess
.mentof SCS/echanical Heating SysteTs." Prepared by Rocky Flats Plant Wind 

Svs-zers Program uder contract wich the U.S. Dept. of Ene-gy. July 19S1. 
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end use to the quantity of power needed, these possibilities are nonsense. Direct 

mechanical power has to be used at the hydro site and for practical reasons is 

really only appropriate for the lower end of the power range (below 50 kW). Hybrid 

mchanical/electrical schemes add much versatility to the output but are again only 

appropriate for the smaller projects. Dfrecz current, while simplifying speed con

trol, cannot be econamically transmitted over very long distances without sophisti

cated technologies. Furthermore, DC machinery is far less camon than its AC counter

part. A ternating current generators can cover the entire range of power outputs, 

but, voltage regulation and stability problems tend to limit the scope for productive
 

uses on smaller systems. Motor loads can have starting requirements up to.seven
 

times running current and the systen ist be of sufficient capacity to meet this 

instantaneous demand. Also, severe instability can result if a single motor has a
 

-rating ith respect to other loads of 1/3 or more of the system capacity.23 Since
 

reliability of power is crucial to productive end use, these factors can be seen to
 

be 	of special importance. Table 3 sumnarizes the points of this disussion. 

Special Applications 

Despite the versatility of hydroenergy, finding good uses for the output is often 

a severe limitation. The best sites are frequently located in poor remote areas 

where econanic activity is low. Thus, even thoughi costs for site development in 

these areas might seem attractive, demand for such a quality energy source can sane

times be so low as to nullify investment benefits.24  How to overcome this problem 

23 General Electric Cou0any, "Small Scale Powr Supplies for Rtural Canmunities in 
Developing= Countries". USAID Report No. TA/CT-AN-63-3-1. M1arch 1963. 

24 	Correscondence between ITZG and *NTC-A supports this assertion. in the iords of 
Ra. Fboland, "...the essential point as far as decentralized schemes are concerned, 
...=,st be that an industrial. Lnccme earning e:i use ust be found "or the power 
SO ttr reasonable load factors can be builc up.' (Letter to A. Inversin, "MECA, 
10 :':ovember, 1981). 

- .j. 
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Table 

TjIx-_~ n ~Uz I). V.-rlotis liaiigcs of Pow.'r 00tpiutL 

lXI AC. 
Meliuia hbrde.ectriiLy elIec'L.I ui j.y 

0 -50 KW Two or three- diretl~iy IDayt'blii- rpaiir stuhop (e-i Iral IRa~tery charg- Fmut1 array of wt;es 
ouflhlcto(I machineIs i( n1i 11. 1t1g. i uhiti lIocml ee
(e.g. rice huller & Night mu viliIngp Imal nlect.r-I~fical1ioti txi [.i'ion. 
ix).1sher) elect-ri f ication or inniii~iaLe vi cinil .y 

for lighting For I ighling and sw~mi 

50 -100 KIY Several large mach- E lectri ficat.ion in Nw~a I eleciri [I (catiotI 

Ines. viciiyCflIIY.(tlcncival,- inl.udingi -41III iii-
Entire factory. flare I y for .-iiial I induslixy. lustri.0 & zgr. ue 

TRc):sihl' supply giTd 
WVit~h (X ('& Nwerg/ 
C~jaci t~y 

1(X) - 5() KVI Ilanr Rfare IWre iElecixri lnI. ion or im-
*jor P)ulut.lt)It cent er 

Scale for ]mrger tISors  r 
1k-w-A1 ly stilppi les gridI L 
enlergy. 

Above 500 KW1 Non-edistan t to Non-existiv. Wo Ware Grid stiIIply. 
atuthor's knowledige . utl~ie'.' kiwnledge. 



strikes at the heort of rural development itself. Policy considerations aside, 

there are a handful of potential applications of hydroenergy which, under certain 

circmstances, could save otherwisee good sites from the problem of finding appro

priate uses. These applications deserve special consideration. 

In many areas of the world, deforestation has become an acute problen. Demnd for 

wood stems fm demand for fuel, building materials, and need for additional farming 

and grazing areas. Population increases exacerbate this problem. In Mountainous 

areas especially, deforestation has resulted in wholesale erosion of topsoil, flood

ing and landslides. Soe.y land has been rendered worthless. Fuelwood for cooking 

and other heating requiremnts is only part of the problem, but perhaps a manageable 

part. 

As mentioned earlier, the mst significant energy requirenent to meet basic human 

needs in rural areas is for cccking. Fire,%od is the major fuel used. A more modest 

amount of fireod is used in some areas for drying, space heating, water heating 

and other low-mediun temperature aplications. The 	possibility of substituting 

for firewood in these activitiesconvenTioaal electrical resistance heating elements 

is hampered by two major obstacles: 1) the cost of electric stoves and heaters and, 

2) the cost of electricity. Addif-ionally, for isolated hydroelectric schenes, the 

peak demand requirements of conventional devices would result in excess capacity and/ 

or expensive storage.25 Since fireood rarely represents a cash outlay to the rural 

subsistence farmer, the task of convincing him to replace fireood ith a cmercial 

fuel has limited prospects for saccess. 

25 	Yoder, Robert. - Thesis in partial fulfilL-aent of requirements for Iiaster of 

Science degree. "Cornell Universizy. Januaz7: 1981. 
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An alternative approach to using conventional electric heating devices would be 

the use of sensible heat systems. These systems store energy as it is produced, 

thus levelling load requirements and inmroving load factors. SevernJl desi.ns for 

cooking stoves w.ich utilize this arethod were itn use in conjunction with decenrra

lized hydro schemes in several countries before the days of cheap energy.
 

In Norway, where these cookers were cac.mnplace at one time, markezing discontinued 

in the early 1950's.26 Present circumstances demand that we re-think the saitability 

of sensible beat storage cookers, especially in areas with derorestaticn problefs.
27 

These cookers can be seen to have additional inmortance where tariffs are based on 

installed capacity (controlled by current limiters) and not k;h consumption. 

Cooker heatLng 	 produces_xposed Pock ed Energv Soragre 	 The element of the cooker 

a constant output, provided poer is available 

-. >. *, Traditionally, the heat ;as stored in materia:. 

/ with high heat capacizies. :uch as cast iron. 

However, the use of indigrenous raterials such 

*: ..•as.... clay for heat storage have also been used 

"> : 	 successfully. For example, with an energy
/ 

(Source: Yoder) input of 250 w, the expoosed rock bed energy
 

storage cooker shown here produced heat required tc cook the daily meal of an average
 

Napali family. This as accccplished at considerably higher efficiencies than those 

found with conventional uood and gas stoves (21Cc vs. 3- %). The disadva.-nge of not
 

food w;ile ceoking wuid have to be field -es-ed. 23
 
being able to observe the 

26 Ibid. p.45 

aitb.-,

' Additional Lnfo=,r_ion on these devices can also Ie found in 	 -" .Heat.
 

-.
Storage Cookers. The brielgian Exer"ence and -.dications for iMp. aZ-On 

in 4Cvelcping Counztries." Draft. 17iS. a gbvy, L.K. sept.-nber 19S-. 

-oder o. ci:. ConclusionF
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The use of chenical fertilizers can drastically improve agricultural yields. On a 

large scale, the most econanical way of producing high quality fertilizers is with 

the Faber-Bosch process. This process uses natual gas or liquid hydrocarbons for 

the production of arminia, and is highly energ intensive. Furthermore, the centra

lized nature of fertilizer production leads to high transportation costs in reaching 

remote consumers. Another method of producing nitrogen fertilizer is the electric 

arc discharge method. Under nornul circumstances, and for large scale operations, 

the Haber-Boscrh method is the least costly of the two. In fact, the electric arc 

method was all but abandoned during the early part of this century. 

In the context of our discussion of the special applications of hydroenergy in remote 

rural areas, the electric arc discharge method of nitrogen fer:ilizer production takes 

on renewed significance. The basic pirtciple of the process is sinmple. Air is injec

ted into an electric arc reactor, producing nitrogen oxides. The nitrogen oxides are 

then passed throuch an absor.tion colu-n of either limestone or rock phosphates and 

mixed with %ter. The end result is lgh cu:ality calcium nitrate fertilizer. 

WATER POEREO SY.TEM FOR Kettering Electric Arc Reactor
 
FRODUCING NITRATE FERT LIZER (Source: 1ettering Foundation)
 

' ' &fritr Cs..vt . :ut(Source: Kettering 

AA :--. Faimdation)
 

Ii 

I 

An experimental 3 kN-W unit requiring only 

readily available ccpoxnents and low level ." r 

technolo , as been ope-at-.g -uccessfully in _. .. 

the U.S. The output is sufficient to ferti

line 5-20 hect=res. This sys:a , can be used 

effec:ively as a base load and load levelling zeci.ique. 

"2s, Charles .-eser2 c..zor-.. A - :e:eerl:nz .*-"'. 

-_* ?e -u --a r:::-.. a:wn, Clhic" See aSO .rehane.er .. -- e- e"r -Dad -l . - .,. . 



Fire vod is not only used for cooking; it is used to produce heat for other azri

cultural processing activities as wl. The mechanical' "eatgenerator" 30 -as 

developed for isolated villages with deforestat-zn problens. Air is heated to 

1100 C with acccnanied forced convection by recircu'at -ng fresh air several- t-tites 

through a series of baffles. The maxm air can be used for numerous purposes such 

as drying, producing concentrate, processing fruits, distillation, etc... A proto

type developed in Nepal with a 25 kW drive cost $800 in January, 1981. 

Several miscellaneous applications of the energy fran small-scale hydro schenes 

should be contemplated where appropriate. Lcamples include battery chargMing and 

directly coupled canpressors for coarmnal refrigeration facilities. 

III. 	 7tCCUPAGING PIRODUCIVE USES OF CrTPJCI.Y D; MRIL AMI.S 

The introduction of electricity to depressed rural areas is expensive. Nonetheless, 

electricity is an iznmortant part of rural developnent. Productive uses of electric 

energy which serve as a tool for integrated rural develo~Ment are constrzained by 

nunerous factors. Electricity is often considered a social good and gover-ment 

responsibility and electrification prorams in rural areas often place &.hasis on 

household and public uses of electricity. Electric suppliers and users face severe 

shortages of capital and are underscandabl. unwil'L - to take risks. Pover sZupplies 

are often e.xensive and unreliable. It is difficult to convince consurers ".mo have 

ourci-.ased diesel mrachine -,hat electric energy is superior. T.is is due -o su-aly 

crcbbi-_rs. the user*s sunk investment and his lack of fariiiarit wi-h elec-riciz. 

Ancillar. electric machinen" is rarely readily available. Last but not leasz is 

the -widespread lack of underszanding of eieczricity and its proper and prc i.cive 

applicaticn. 

:0 ?eihold. 	 Burwai Wrks LT-.:==:er. 	 "'The :Hea-=enera-or. Eng:-e,,rin :. 
:JLtZh.-nC-.u...;eca: !£51 



in the United States, overcming these constraints to productive use of electricity 

in rural areas did not happen cvernight. It was the result of a concerted, dedicated 

effort on the part o; several diverse groups, including rural electric cooperatives, 

banking institutions, agricultural extension services, electrical equipnent manufac

turers and their distributors, and major universities. The rural electric coopera

tives took lead in this activity. Through ',11ember Service Depaxtnenzs, they conducted 

sign up, promotional and educational drives, provided financing for equipment pur

chasing and perfonned severaI other services to enable proper and productive use of 

electricity in rural areas. Tbe lesson to be learned frm the U.S. experience is 

that 	properly conceived and implemented pronntionaJ./educational programs, integrated 

into 	other developmental efforts, a-e vital to the success of major electrification 

programs. 31  While not providing a panacea, the importance of these progranm cannot 

be overlooked. 

IV. C CLUS I=NS 

1) 	 EydropWer at any scale is a ver-y versatile source of energy whose proper end 

use is a function of the development objectives of the particular hydro projects 

and the region(s) where hydro potential exists 

2) 	 The identification and establishment of income earning end uses of hydropomer, 

often crucial to project viability, are of special inmortance. 

3) 	 Special applications of hydroenergy such as those mentioned in the text for 

areas with unique problens should be considered wherever relev-nt. 

4) 	 For larger scale electrification efforts, Jz is vitally inmortant that the intro

duction of electric energy in rural areas be integ:--ted into other developrent 

efforts with complentary and well conceived pr nctional/educational programs 

designed to overccae .e major constraitns to sigt-n_ificant productive use. 

...	 pzngra'rns Ph-Jilinnines ,Bolivia CostaEvaluations Of. ele--.:i_ aicn in-h and 

Rica sunp ort this assertion. 
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Abstract
 

Of all renewable energy technologies presently available to developing
 

countries in search of indigenous energy dev.elopment opportunities, small-scale
 

hydropower may be the most economic option due to its reliability, accessibility,
 
and low cost. Costs of small hydropower systems vary widely and are dependent
 
on site characteristics, size, the development approach, and the end-uses of the
 
energy, in terms of the delivered cost. The ultimate cost of a project is chiefly
 

a function of whether the design is suitable to 
the need for the plant, the
 

resources available to implement it, and the means of managing it.
 

Conventional small hydro cost data indicate that predictable economies of
 
scale prevail whereby the unit cost increases as the size of the installation
 

decreases. Recent experience with this technology at 
the lower end of the capacity
 

range in a 
 number of developing countries, however, tends to ccntradict conven
tional thinking with respect 
to economies of scale. This experience suggests that,
 
due to 
the scarcity of equipment, materials, and technical and manufacturing
 

expertise in most developing countries, per-unit costs tend 
to be greater with
 

larger-sized small hydro plants. 
These plants typically require more complicated
 
engineering, and larger and more sophisticated equipment than plants at 
the lower
 
end of the scale which afford greater opportunity for non-conventional approaches
 

using local materials, equipment and technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 

Why Hydropower?
 

Unlike thermal-based power generation, hydropower systems are not sub
ject to continuous cost escalation--indeed, they are essentially inflation

proof, once built. They carry no energy (fuel) cost, and since their useful
 

lives can be 
more than twice as long as thermal plants, this is significant.
 

Moreover, they usually incur none of the environmental costs associated with
 

thermal systems. The advantage of this technological choice are enhanced
 

when one considers that, apart from these cost advantages, hydropower can
 

provide secondary benefits that 
are not possible with other energy technologies,
 

such as irrigation, public water supply, and flood control.
 

Why Small Hydropower?
 

Another advantage of hydropower technology, when considered for small

scale applications, is that it is accessible to most parts of the world where
 

technical and financial capabilities may foreclose the option of utilizing
 

more expensive and complicated technological solutions, including large-scale
 

hydropower development. 1 Apart from the enormous complexity of building large
 
storage hydro facilities, it should also be borne in mind that the long lead

time that must be allowed for its planning and construction, including longer
 

procurement schedules, can reach 10-15 years, which bears with it a considerable
 

cost to the project. Smaller scale hydropower development is also more adaptable
 

to incremental, or staged, development, allowing for earlier pay-back on the
 

investment.-


Other reasons may be offered which favor the development of small hydro
 

systems as an alternative to large central power stations, particularly for
 

purpose of providing energy to dispersed rural regions, which consume roughly
 
3
one-tenth as much energy as urban areas. The cost of building transmission
 

facilities over long distances, particularly in mountainous regions, be
can 


very high, ranging from $15,000 to $25,000 per km in the U.S., and maintenan,.e
 

costs may be considerable. Yet rural energy demand is typically very low,
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particularly during daytime hours. Thus, large centralized powerplants
 

generally cannot compete successfully with small plants where loads are
 

small and widely scattered. Moreover, it should not be overlooked that
 

grid extensions do not eliminate the need to generate new power to meet
 

rural loads. This is especially significant where the grid power is
 

based on thermal generation. Finally, environmental costs, both with
 

regard to human and natural environments, are more likely to come into
 

play. Grid extensions may nevertheless be more economical if distances
 

are not excessive, the terrain is compatible, and the energy demand
 

warrants them. 
The choice between isolated development or interconnection
 

with the central grid to serve rural needs depends on these, and a number
 

of other criteria which are discussed below, that must be viewed on a
 

site-by-site and country-by-country basis in terms of identifying the
 

least-cost option.
 

Point-of-Departure
 

A great deal of literature is available on the costs of small hydro
 

development within the industrial nations of North America and Europe which
 

goes back for a century or more. Economic and cost analysis of more recent
 

experience with this technology in a number of developing countries, however,
 

is almost non-existent. 
 Information on direct costs of installation are
 

available to some degree, but data relating to reliability, efficiency, and
 

durability of these systems, as well as specfic information relating to
 

intangible costs, is difficult to attain. 
Yet it is this experience that
 

may be more relevant here, and more revealing as to the true costs of small
 

hydro technology in remote rural regions of Africa.
 

For a number of reasons, some of which have already been alluded to,
 

this paper does not attempt to provide a specific costing methodology for
 

small hydropower development. While cost tables and cost 
curves are abundant
 

in this field, it is generally inadvisable to suggest that any of these indices
 

can be applied generally--indeed, an important conclusion of this paper is
 

that they should not. General cost parameters can be offered, and a number of
 

examples are presented to give the reader some idea of the actual costs that
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are associated with small hydropower plants. Costing of small hydro plants
 

is dependent on a large number of variables that are site-specific; there
 

are virtually as many cost indices for small hydro plants as there are sites.
 

Rather, the purpose of this paper is to present some views on factors that
 

tend to influence costs. Further efforts are needed in developing a compre

hensive costing methodology that takes into account some of the cost-influencing
 

factors presented here, and which is adjustable to reflect the relevant
 

technological conditions pertaining to small hydropower development that
 

exist in different parts of the world. This paper is offered as a brief
 

introduction to some of the key issues involved and a preliminary assessment
 

of what the existing experience reveals.
 

For purposes of this paper, the term "small hydropower" refers to any
 

size of plant with the range of 1 kW to 1,000 kW unless specifically indicated
 

otherwise. Further, it will generally avoid the question of whether rural
 

energy development--be it in the form of mechanical or electrical power--is
 

worth the cost of investment. In a discussion of costs, one can quickly
 

become embroiled in a debate on the merits of rural electrification. While
 

this question is well worth debating, in light of the high costs of electrifi

cation, the relative merits of energy versus other investments is not considered.
 

2. GENERAL COST HISTORY
 

It would be misleading to suggest that a general statement on the costs
 

of small hydropower installations can be made. Costs will vary from case to
 

case since labor, equipment, terrain, and technical experience, to name but
 

a few of the criteria, are highly variable. Moreover, it is hazardous to
 

attempt to directly apply the data and experience developed in certain countries
 

to other regions of the world where the same conditions and assumptions may
 

not apply. Indeed, much of the published data (see tables given in Appendix A)
 

are based on cost indices that are drawn from large hydrosystem development
 

which has been scaled down to smaller sizes, leading to distortions that tend
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to make small hydropower appear overly costly. Costing achieved by this
 

method cannot only prejudice the decision-maker against the small hydro
 

option, but more importantly may influence the choice of development
 

approach which may be inappropriate--and needlessly costly.
 

It is therefore perhaps more valuable to take a quick look at some
 

cost data that have been drawn from actual experience in a number of
 

developing countries where small hydro development has taken place in
 

recent years (see Fig. A). Again, caution is advised in accepting these
 

figures into the record. The numbers shown here have been taken from
 

published and unpublished sources without any critical evaluation, and
 

therefore may not reflect the true costs of the cases given. Moreover-

and this can be said of virtually any source--these costs typically reflect
 

Equipment

Coulltzy Capacity Ilead Cost/kwl 

a; 1 of Cost Comments 

Thailand 900 kW 40 m 
 $2850(80) 151 concr. construction for civil works
 

Ecuador 400 kW 40 m $2200(79) 36' lined canal; imported equipment 

Ecuador 40Q kW 19 m $2700179) 30 [ lined canal; direct intake; impart. equip 

Nepal* 2100 kW SR m S 900(80) 361 gar, lined canal; looqn-oacked rock dam 

"hopal 120 kW 14 m 5 900(0) 21[% masonry-lined hoo'draci 

Indonesia 120 kW 15 m $1300(77) 581 no headrace: local turbine 

Thailand 100 *.W 79 $ 950(801 211 coner. construction for civ:l qor'N 

;h',liopines" 100 ,W 27 m $ 750(801 39$ [ cal construction materials and t'.rbine 

Indonesla 90 kW 11 m $1050(781 54.1 concr.-lined headrace 

Nenal 80 kW 16 n 51650(80) 231 local materials and turbines (2)
 

:ev a 80 kW 14 m $1050180) 311 local materials and turbines (2)
 

25 kw 22 m S 650o811) - existing Lrriciation work; 

t[lon.iia" 15 kw 22 m '00n.'") .J . no headrace or qovrrnor, used lttrnator 

.,Aliland 15 kw 0 $2 0) -,rth dam and headracej 5O 1 
-. I 

rh "iiand 10 , 57 7- 1im;,d canal; local turbino 

Pakist an* lO W " 270 17) !r lk local materials and euiem-nt 

]9.5k~1 1n $ '60Ul)OH 40) Incal materials and eauio. eaxcopt nenstoc 

1'ikLant.;-20n18 7.5 kL% I 60% local materials and equipnont 

?1rt inclmdini transmission and distribmtion -o-.-:fiucires correionnd to dater .tvenin varcnthoses 

Inro)ects Lm3lemcnted ond mana eodlocally 

-'nrecls hoa n unknown, hut o'norstl', he w.en S-11 m. 

Fi. A. :nstaltation "h;t; fr. Small lf',17ro Plants in Devolopina Countries. 

-ou rcos: 1haI land I EAI P illc tno ILN A I : ,7ndonesia IPL,;): :lera[ ('YS); 
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only direct costs associated with the construction of small hydro plants,
 

and do not take into account indirect or "intangible" costs that inevitably
 

occur in the development process, which may take the form of subsidies,
 

"experience-building" costs that occur over many years of a program, or
 

socio-cultural costs that may occur at the site, which are certainly real
 

costs, but are difficult to quantify and are therefore overlooked.
 

In terms of identifying an acceptable cost-range for small hydro plants,
 

notwithstanding the World Bank's target of $2,000-$3,000/kW installed,4 it
 

is similarly inadvisable to toss out numbers that do not take into account
 

important considerations such as the energy demand characteristics (both in
 

quantity and quality terms) of the region served, the fuel transportation
 

costs to the area, the distance from the existing grid, and the physical
 

characteristics of the site itself, among others. 
Clearly, what determines
 

the acceptable cost-range for 
a small hydro plant will depend on the relative
 

costs of alternative energy options. To provide the reader with a very
 

general rule-of-thumb, the graphs in Fig. B. give an idea of the range
 

of cost of a small hydro plant which makes it a relatively attractive in

vestment compared to a similarly-sized diesel plant. Note that as the load
 

factor increases, the cost of the hydro can be higher and still remain
 

competitive. This is due to the longer life-span and the lower operation
 

and maintenance cost of the hydro as compared to the diesel.
 

3. UNDERLYING ISSUES
 

Latching Technology to Need
 

As mentioned earlier, costs taken out of context can be misleading, since
 

the data are frequently incomplete or not quantifiable, and since market values
 

are quite different from country to country or even between regions of the
 

same country. Moreover, analyses that are based on cost alone, or even the
 

partial cost of an installation, such as the equipment and civil works, cannot
 

give an accurate picture of the value of a project since there are so many
 

variables that determine the economy of a project. The economic attractiveness
 

of a project is a function of both the cost and the end-use of the energy
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produced. While it is certainly appropriate to consider factors that can
 

reduce the input variables (i.e. costs), perhaps even more significant will
 

be efforts to maximize the use of the energy. It is generally easier to
 

reduce the delivered cost of energy by means of load enhancement, the economist's
 

function, rather than by means of reducing input costs, the function of the
 

.35 
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engineer. For this reason load planning is critical to the ultimate cost
 

of the energy produced. This will be a function of how well the technology
 

is matched to the consumer's energy needs in t:.rms of both efficiency and
 

capacity of the plant, and the tariff policy.
 

First, the energy form must be appropriate. Complex energy solutions
 

for simple needs, in the rural context, implies higher costs to the consumer.
 

A table is offered in Appendix B which can be helpful in matching energy
 

technologies to the appropriate energy requirements. Please note that
 

cost is an important criteria in the matching process. A corollary to this
 

question of appropriateness is the matter of timing. Since small-scale
 

hydro systems typically operate intermittently due to flow variations, the
 

time-factor of cnergy supply can be critical. For example, if the energy
 

demand does not coincide with the seasonal flow characteristics of a site,
 

it should be borne in mind that storage requirements that may be necessary
 

can add enormously to the costs of building the plant.
 

Second, capacity considerations are important. It is generally thought
 

that plant factors should reach at least 20-30% in order for hydro to compete
 

successfully with alternative energy technologies. 5 Domestic loads are typically
 

very low in most of these regions, so it is important to emphasize day-time
 

industrial uses, or "productive" end-uses, especially where existing demand
 

is currently served by more expensive thermal generation, or where new
 

industrial demand can be served which otherwise cannot be achieved economically
 

by traditional energy means. Once an industrial load is established, domestic
 

service can be provided at more feasible rates, as studies show that once
 

modern power sources are introduced to an area and take hold (i.e. industrial
 

6
uses), power demand from the general sector increases rapidly. The tables
 

shown in Fig. C. demonstrate the relationship between the load factor and the
 

costs of producing the energy. Note that the cost of the delivered energy is
 

reduced as the load factor increases. Fig. C(l). indicates that higher load
 

factors allow a larger margin for capital costs at a standard tariff rate.
 

A key element here is that initial development of a new, isolated energy
 

source must be scaled to the rate of demand in order to keep unit costs
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sufficiently low to the consumer to 
permit the demand growth process to begin.
 

This can be achieved both by designing the system to permit staged develop

ment, and by means of tariff policies wnich induce consumption.
 

Load Factor I| 
 CanitaL Cost/kW I
 

10 
 212
 

20 
 675
 

30 1,150
 

40 1,613
 

so 2,075
 

60 2,537
 

70 3,000
 

80 3,475
 

90 3,938
 

t0 4,400
 

Fig. C(L). Cosarison of Load Factor to Capital Cost for
 
Typical 50kW plant in Uttar Pradesh State, India.
 

(assumes standard U.P.S. tariff 
rate and full caoital recovery)
 

Average Load Average kWh 

Project Factors (S) Cost (': 

Guptkashi 23.6 7.0 

Genti-Cherra 20.3 3.3 

Tilwara 22.3 10.1 

Koti 10.7 27.5 

Deoprayag 4.1 i2.5 

Fig. C12). Comparison of Load Factors to Generatinq Cost
 
for five 200kW pro)ects in Uttar Pradesh State, India.
 

(assumes full depreciation over 6 years)
 

Fig. C. Relationship of Lcad Factor to Capital and Ceneratinq Costs
 

zource: ITIS 11980
 

Costs and Benefits 

In general, costs and benefits are judged in terms of what costs one is 
avoiding by either doing nothing (e.g. loss of forest cover, cost of diesel 
fuel), or investing in some alternative project (e.g. transmission costs), as 
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compared to the costs of electing the small hydro project, whose components
 

are summarized in Appendix C.
 

In crder to do an economic and financial analysis of a project, ideally
 

the full range of costs and benefits associated with the investment must be
 

quantified in some form, usually in monetary terms. This is true for
 

virtually any analytical tool, whether one is seeking to find the internal
 

rate of return, or the ratio of benefits to costs over the project's useful
 

life, or if monetary calculations are not possible, by some means of imputed
 

mass analysis. Althrugh benefits calculations are an important part of
 

assessing a project's worth, particularly in comparing different sector
 

investment options, public infrastructure projects such as usually is the
 

case with power generation are commonly analyzed by first setting a target
 

in terms of a rate of return or a stream of benefits to establish the minimum
 

desired result, and applying a least-cost analytical methodology which is often
 

called the life-cycle costing method. hrat one is attempting to do by this
 

method is to quantify all costs involved over the life of a project and to
 

discount their values to present worth using an interest rate that reflects
 

the opportunity cost of the investment. This is discussed in a previous paper
 

but it worth noting that, as the discount rate used in the calculations
 

increases, the value of the project declines. Moreover, an artificially low
 

discount rate tends to favor capital-intensive approaches, which may not be
 

appropriate for rural development projects.
 

4. MAJOR COST-INFLUENCING FACTORS
 

Small hydropower costs can be affected by numerous factors pertaining
 

to the site, the scale of development, the technological approach, and the
 

purpose of the project. For this reason it is difficult to present a uniform
 

set of costs that can be applied simply and universally. The costs of indi

vidual components of a system are more easily defined, but even these depend
 

largely on these same factors. The following is a brief discussion of each
 

of the four major categories of cost-influencing factors.
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A. Site Characteristics
 

Selecting the site is critically important to the ultimate cost that
 

will result. 
 The chief aspects of site selection which will affect cost are:
 

(1) its relation to the load center;
 

(2) the availability of head and flow, particularly the former;
 

(3) the river slope and hence the distance over which the head
 

must be concentrated; and
 

(4) the degree of access to the site.
 

Relation to Load--lr-terconnected or Isolated. First, the plant must be
 

located in a place where the energy can be used. 
 Unless it is a site that
 

can be grid-connected, all-important capacity factors may be very low if 
the
 
site does not have a sufficient load center nearby. The energy must not
 

only be appropriate, but it must be affordable. Sites that can be inter

connected are certainly best, depending on 
the power capacity available,
 

since load factors would theorectically be 100% of the convertable energy
 

and since the need for expensive asynchronous frequency control equipment
 

could be avoided by using induction generators. This cost-savings would be
 

mitigated somewhat, of course, 'v the additional cost of voltage step-up
 

equipment and transmission lines. 
 Again, this depends on the capacity that
 

is available at the site, and the distance from the grid.
 

Hydraulic Characteristics. Site selection is 
important also in terms
 

of the type of scheme tD be developed--whether low-head or high-head, and
 

whether run-of-river type or storage (impoundment) type, which depends 
on the
 

availability of natural head and 
flow.
 

Given the choice between run-of-river schemes and 
those requiring the
 

construction of new dams, it 
is generally wise to avoid sites requiring the
 

latter due to 
the high cost of dam construction and maintenance, particularly
 

for low-capacity plants (see Appendix A-4 for dam construction costs). 
 Moreover,
 

the can:
 

(1) entail considerable environmental and health problems;
 

(2) cause enormous damage in the case of failure during peak flows;
 

(3) add considerably to the construction period;
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(4) result in relocation of buildings or entire communities up-river;
 

(5) interfere with the use of the river for navigation and fish
 

migration.
 

Dams are also susceptible to silting problems, which can complicate the design
 

and up-keep of the intake structure, and can eventually render the dam worthless
 

if used for impounding water.
 

An alternative approach for sites with higher natural heads is 
to build
 

a low diversion weir to direct a partial flow of the river into the intake,
 

as have been described in detail elsewhere. They are easier to construct
 

and maintain in remote rural settings, and need not be of permanent construction,
 

but could be formed by placing rocks and boulders across the stream that can be
 

easily replaced following each peak-flow season. This would be the most
 

simple design for a weir for 
a very small scheme, but permanent structures
 

for larger sites can also be built at substantially lower costs than for
 

an impoundment structure. Care should be take in selecting the placement
 

of the diversion structure to avoid silting and erosion, which can add con

siderably to the cost of keeping the intake servicable.
 

Generally speaking, the degree of head available to a small hydro site
 

is the single most important determinant of cost, since the amount of water
 

needed to create a given amount of energy is reduced with higher heads,
 

yielding cost-savings in both the turbo-generating equipment and potentially
 

the civil works as well, depending on the slope of the river and the terrain.
 

However since most siting opportunities will occur on rivers and streams with
 

gradual gradients, the distances along which the water must be conducted to
 

achieve significant heads may be considerable, perhaps several kilometers.
 

Thus, the civil works costs for higher head schemes may often be the highest
 

cost component. In short, for the greatest cost-effectiveness, sites should
 

be selected to allow the highest head possibla covering the shortest distance
 

from the intake to the turbine
 

Low-head sites tend to be more expensive due to the large size of the
 

machinery--which can account for up to 65% of the total cost 7--and since dam
 

structures are often required. Total costs for low-head plants (20m or under)
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can be 
8
as much as two to three times as great as schemes with higher
 

heads. A final note--for very small micro schemes requiring less flow,
 

heads need not be above what is generally presented as the low-head range
 

in order to achieve the most cost-effective scheme. This is one reason
 

why micro plants using local labor and materials appear to offer the best economies
 

Finally, flow considerations are also important in terms of the annual
 

cost of energy supplied by the small hydro plant where flows are intermittent
 

and varied, as found in many countries of the West and Central African region.
 

If flow needed to operate the plant is available for only a few months of
 

the year, per kWh costs may make the plant uneconomical. For this reason
 

the quality of hydrologic calculations can be critical to the ultimate cost
 

of the plant, particularly if the capital costs are high.
 

Access Considerations. Finally, the degree of access to the site may be
 

important, particularly for larger schemes where equipment and materials
 

may be large or heavy, requiring roads. Frequently the best high-head sites
 

are found in areas where the terrain is inhospitable or the forest-cover dense.
 

It therefore may be best to reserve these sites for very small schemes where
 

equipment and materials do not require motorized transport, since the cost
 

of building roads can be extremely high, about $50,000 per km in the U.S. 9
 

and since population densities are likely to be low.
 

B. Economy of Scale Factors
 

Size of the Plant. The record is not clear on the question of economies
 

of scale with respect to small hydropower. Conventional wisdom is that as
 

the.size of the plant decreases, the per-unit cost goes up. Certain costs
 

which are relatively fixed such as the feasibility analysis, the engineering
 

design costs, training, and the "experience-building" costs mentioned earlier,
 

do tend to make lower capacity plants less competitive with larger plants;
 

moreover, for low-head schemes requiring larger, more sophisticated equipment
 

and impoundment structures, the economies of scale rule applies more readily.
 

Where design and construction techniques for small projects follow from
 

modern technology that has been developed for conventional large hydropower,
 

this rule generally holds true. However, if a different, non-conventional
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approach is taken, based on smaller-sized plants emphasizing simpler
 

designs and local expertise and materials, good economies can be achieved.
 

More will be said on this later, but it is evident that reverse economies
 

occur with this approach, where unit costs increase with the size of the
 

plant above a certain level.
 

Programmatic Considerations. Economies of scale are also evident in
 

the size of the program, whereby multiple development--especially when per

formed in the same river basin--can reduce the impact of fixed costs mentioned
 

above by spreading the costs out amoung several projects. Overall costs can
 

be reduced by as much as 10% in this manner.1 0 Moreover, it may be particu

larly advantageous to consider establishing regional grids under such an
 

approach to improve load factors, and to limit the number of plants that
 

must be built. If multiple development is possible, thought should be given
 

to standardizing the techniques used, the general design, and the equipment,
 

although over-standardization can reduce cost-effectiveness. Since conditions
 

from site to site are likely to be different, the civil works design should
 

be fl xible enough to allow innovation that is appropriate to each site.
 

The greatest cost-effectiveness can be achieved by selecting sites with
 

similar characteristics (i.e. head and flow) and standardizing equipment
 

packages, particularly in the case o' low-head sites, to operate within that
 

range of conditions. Standardization of the turbo-generating equipment
 

in this fashion will not only reduce the design and fabrication costs, but
 

would shorten delivery time and minimize the need for spare parts inventory,
 

which can be shared among various sites. Project costs can be reduced by
 

10-15% where standardization of equipment is possible.1 1 It should be noted
 

that over-standardization of equipment can reduce operational efficiencies of
 

plants, so care should be given to the use of turbines that can operate under
 

wide head and flow conditions, such as are possible with cross-flow types and
 

converted centrifugal pumps used in multiple-unit configurations.
 

Timing of Development. Finally, economies of scale can be improved by
 

approaching site development of an isolated plant on an incremental basis
 

rather than developing the full energy potential of the site at the outset,
 

in order to save on the ocst of the equipment or civil works. Again,
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this is a function of the load factor, which is typically low during the
 

initial stages of operation. With incremental development in mind, the
 

headworks and penstock should be initially designed to capture the full
 

amount of head feasible and so that larger flows could be accomodated
 

for future capacity growth, assuming there is adequate water supply. The
 

penstock should be sized to withstand larger volume± and pressure than are
 

initially required, or may be fitted with a bifurcation tee at some point
 

along its length, if multiple units are feasible. Additional turbines
 

may then be added as load growth warrants. Allowances should be made in
 

the excavation depth and floor space of the powerhouse for these future
 

additions. The principal reason for this approach is to avoid retarding
 

the demand growth process by making the power cost to consumers excessively
 

high initially. Staged development also in a programmatic sense permits
 

"experience-building" to occur at a relatively low cost risk and can allow
 

for experimentation with design innovations without laying too much money
 

on the line. The decision of plant sizing and the timing of additional
 

development should, of course, be predicated on the sccio-economic feasibility
 

study. However, since load growth is often difficult to predict in isolated
 

regions of developing countries, the incremental design approach may be
 

especially appropriate.
 

C. Use Criteria
 

Multiple Uses. With low-head sites, priority should be given to projects
 

where power generation can be one component of a multi-purpose project. For
 

example, installing a plant on existing irrigation works or an existing dam
 

used for flood control, fish-breeding, or recreational purposes can vastly
 

improve the cost-effectiveness of a project. Similarly, new multi-purpose
 

water projects which include power generation as one component can yield
 

better economies than a project where the only benefit is energy. Although
 

costs would be greater for multi-purpose projects in absolute terms, since
 

they can be shared among the various purposes, including municipal water supply,
 

irrigation, flood control,fish-breeding, navigation and recreational uses,
 

the unit energy costs would be significantly lower. Cases where the water
 

supply can be attributed to irrigation and power generation, which is
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frequently the case in China and Indonesia, offer the best configuration for
 

multi-purpose projects since the irrigation works can reduce the cost of
 

the power, while the power can be used t; reduce the cost of distributing
 

the water. Please note, however, that timi-g and design circumstances
 

can lead to competitive uses of the water, indirectly raising the cost of the
 

other water use (e.g. power generation when the water is diverted to irrigation.).
 

Project Purpose. Use criteria can also be viewed in terms of whether
 

the purpose of the project is for fuel-substitution or for rural development
 

(i.e. rural energy supply). This is not to suggest that these two criteria
 

are mutually exclusive. Even for small isolated plants, where fuel substitu

tion is minimal in the national scale of things, cash-savings achieved by
 

reducing the need for kerosene and diesel fuel can be the most important
 

benefit, aside from the rural development considerations of such a project.
 

In this sense, small hydro technology may only be economical where the cost
 

of fuel is particularly high due to transportation costs over long distances.
 

However when the primary objective of the project or program is to effect
 

reductions in the trade deficit, issues of plant capacity and the size of
 

the program, hence the technological approach, become critical. It has been
 

seen in Fig. A. that the greatest economies are achieved under conditions which
 

permit the development of very small plants based on non-conventional technology.
 

Yet import-substitution from a national perspectiv is limited due to the low
 

aggregate capacity of even a large number of such sites. It is only with
 

much larger sites, where cost-effectiveness may not be as great, that this
 

objective is better served. The point here is chat, as an import-substitution
 

technology from a national perspective, cost-effectiveness may at present only
 

be achieved in a size-range above 1 MW, where the economies of scale rule
 

applies more readily.
 

Tariff Policy Considerations. Lastly, tariff policies can be an important
 

Taking the Ivory Coast as an example, we see that over i million M94h of thermally
 
powered electricity is now produced each year. If fifty 25 kW plants were
 
installed throughout the countryside, assuming a relatively high capacity
 
factor of 50%, the annual yield of fuel substitution that could be achieved
 
would amount to only 5,500 MWh, or only 0.5% of the total currently produced.
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determinant of the per-kWh cost of an isolated plant. Since there is no
 

fuel cost associated with hydropower generation, unlike thermal stations,
 

high capacity utilization reduces unit costs, whereas it tends to have the
 

opposite effect with fuel-based generation. Hence, the objective should be
 

to: (1) match the installed capacity to the peak-load factor on an incremental
 

basis (design function), and (2) maintain a high load factor (tariff function).
 

In other words, tariff policies should be set to encourage energy consumption
 

and demand growth. Therefore the key element with small-hydro plants is to
 

keep installation costs low, since operation and maintenance costs are
 

minimal, in order to allow low unit costs to the consumer, which in turn
 

improve load factors. Even with low installation costs, moreover, it may
 

be necessary to provide power below cost for a period sufficient to induce
 

demand growth during the critical period following the introeuction of power,
 

and to increase the capacity factor of the plant. This is particularly true
 

for remote rural regions of developing countries, where, as one has put it,
 

"it is not easy to get the consumer to pay for a service he is not used to
 

having and that is foreign to his social behavioral patterns,"'1 2 and where,
 

of course, people are usually too poor to pay much for such a service.
 

Experience has shown that it is best to rely on non-domestic uses in
 

order to achieve economic success with isolated small hydro projects. Power
 

stations where power is generated for industrial uses (often mechanical drive,
 

not electrical applications solely) have shown plant factors to be twice as
 

high as those where electricity is used for domestic and public lighting.1 3
 

On this point it might be also be suggested that domestic consumers be charged
 

on the basis of a flat-rate tariff (e.g. x amount per light bulb per month),
 

as has been done in Napal and Pakistan, to encourage consumption growth and
 

to avoid costly metered connections fl-c unit-pricing.
 

D. Development Approach
 

The foregoing discussion of cost-influencing factors with respect to
 

site characteristics, economies of scale, and end-uses raises a number of
 

fundamental issues that reflect two general approaches to small hydropower,
 

particularly in terms of the technological approach that is used. On one
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side of this dichotomy, the approach can be said to be conventional; that
 

is, employing standards established in the construction and management of
 

large hydroelectric powerplants and scaling the designs down to smaller
 

sizes. In developing countries, this approach is more often associated with
 

programs initiated and managed by central agencies, frequently using imported
 

equipment, and predominantly permanent materials such as cement and reinforced
 

steel for the civil structures. On the other hand, the approach may be of
 

a non-conventional form, usually initiated and managed locally, where the
 

designs are simpler, using locally-supplied equipment and civil engineering
 

based on techniques already familiar to villagers for irrigation and primitive
 

hydraulic energy. A key difference between these two approaches which reflects
 

a fundamental trade-off in terms of cost and performance, is that conventional
 

development tends to emphasize resource maximization, meaning the use of
 

permanent structures and more sophisticated machinery based on designs that
 

attempt to extract the most energy possible from a given site. Unconventional
 

designs, on the other hand, are based on minimal needs, implying less effort
 

in the feasibility analysis, but less efficient and less durable construction.
 

Yet, contrary to conventional thinking, it may not be cost-effective to attempt
 

to squeeze out every ounce of efficiency from a plant, since the greater costs
 

implied with this approach may not be worth the additional energy conversion
 

that is achieved, particularly for smaller isolated plants. Fig. D. presents
 

a general description of the elements typical to each of these two approaches.
 

The more non-conventional approach, while being constrained in size by
 

the limited capability of local resources to produce the larger and more
 

complicated machinery and structures needed for systems over 100 kW, offers
 

cost savings since:
 

(1) the technology is simpler, and can be easily grasped by villagers;
 

(2) greater innovation in design is possible;
 

(3) maintenance is simplified since the materials are provided locally; and
 

(4) community participation, upon which this approach is based, will
 

reduce labor, engineering and management costs, and will provide
 

greater assurance of long-term success.
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wit. large flows.
 

Technological Conventicnal hydro; Non-conventional,

Approach emphasis on efficient innovative engineering;
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Use of Energy 	 Electricity for large Mechanical and/or
 
rural centers or gr:d- electrical power for
 
connection. small towns and villages.
 

Pro~ect Imported fuel-substitution, Basic energy needs,
 
Purpose rural electrification. rural development.
 

Managemcnt 	 Central aqencies, Local villages, coopera
national u.ilities. tives, entrepreneurs.
 

rariff ?ol1cy Conventional unit-pricing Flexible rate setting;
 
based on marginal cost. flat-rate structure
 

for consumption enhance
men t.
 

Fig. 0. T'o vpes of Small Hydro oevelopment in Developing Countries.
 

The importance of the last point cannot be over-stressed. Apart from
 

the cost-savings gained by eliminating the need for constant supervision by
 

a remote central agency, self-generated local involvement improves the
 

chances from the outset that the project will be better designed to serve
 

the local population's needs, since it will participate in its design and
 
construction, and that the powerplant will be something that the people are
 

both able and willing to pay for, and keep running.
 

5. COST TPrNDS
 

Taking into account the major cost-influencing factors, particularly
 

those relating to size and the development approach, the historical cost
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data available to date suggest some interesting trends. Fig. E(l). gives
 

a series of cost curves covering a range of sizes and approaches to
 

development. 
 At the lower end of the capacity scale, costs are considerably
 

lower for schemes emphasizing local approaches to development, such as
 

are found in Pakistan (Appropriate Technology Development Organization) and
 

Nepal (Butwal), as compared to the costs of similarly sized plants under
 

the more conventional approach, such as 
in the case of Thailand (National
 

Energy Administration). Falling between the 
two general categories is a
 

curve showing the costs of plant designs where civil structures are generally
 

of a conventional nature but the turbo-generating equipment is not conventional
 

using centrifugal pumps run in reverse and standard, off-the-shelf generators.
 

Note that each curve shows economies of scale where the unit capital costs
 

decline as the size increases. But taken together, the curves show that
 

as the capacity increases, so do the unit installid costs, or that reverse
 

economies of scale occur.
 

Fig. E(2). plots the unit capital costs of the plants given in Fig. A.
 

The resulting curve, or "envelope," since that data present only a general
 

trend, from this sampling of actual costs tends to confirm the reverse
 

economies theory. It should be acknowledged, however, that the local
 

approach shown here only applies to 
very small capcity plants, due to the
 

limited manufacturing capabilties of small workshops and the difficulties
 

of using traditional village civil engineering techniques to accomodate
 

larger water flows generally required for larger schemes.
 

The general conclusion one might derive from Fig. E. is that where
 

hydraulic conditions permit the development of only very low capacity plants,
 

of 100 kW or under, conventional development approaches are not 
as cost

effective as non-conventional approaches. As you move 
toward larger capacity
 

schemes, above 500 kW, economies are not as great but nonetheless, may
 

certainly be worth undertaking, depending on the cost of alternative solutions,
 

and particularly if the plants can be interconnected with an existing national
 

or regional grid. What is left is the least economical range, between 100 kW
 

and 500 kW, where local technologies are presently difficult to apply, but
 

economies of scale with more conventional approaches tend to auger against
 

the small hydro option. For this range of plant, it may be best to consider
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adapting certain aspects of civil works used in local schemes that avoid
 

the use of extensive materials such as concrete and steel, and substituting
 

standardized pumps and generators for custom-made turbo-generating equip

ment as proposed by the New York State Energy Research and Development
 

Authority.
 

6. CONCLUSION
 

In summary, the costs of small hydropower plants are widely variable,
 

and are subject to a host of interrelated technical, economic, and institu

tional factors. Least-cost solutions are more likely when all are considered
 

as a whole. A technically ideal project may result in a misuse of resources
 

if socio-economic factors have not been sufficiently taken into account.
 

Is the energy appropriate to the need, and will it be available when it is
 

needed? Is it affordable, and if so, are the people willing to take
 

responsibility for making it economically viable? Can it be maintained?
 

Local community participation that exists in the project right from the
 

start--in the design, the collection of technical information, the construction,
 

and the management and maintenance of the system--can lead to cost-effectiveness
 

of a small hydropower project both in terms of the capital cost and in terms
 

of extending its useful life.
 

Small hydropower technology, as with rural electrification in general,
 

should not be viewed as an objective, but as a means; nor should it be "pushed"
 

at any cost. In some cases, particularly where tie goal is import-substitution,
 

it may not be warranted as the most cost-effective option. The capacities of
 

these plants may not be great, and therefore may not be worth the cost of
 

capital-intensive development using a conventional power management approach
 

aimed at maximizing the power potential of a site.
 

As an alternative to the conventional approach, the record to date
 

suggests that small, micro-sized (below 100 kW) hydropowec systems, based on:
 

-- maximum use of local expertise and materials;
 

-- acceptance of a lower, but acceptable, standard of reliability; and
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-- simple, aid easily maintained machinery,
 

may offer be the best hydro solution for very remote rural areas where
 

energy demand is initially low. The reason is that conventional development,
 

which relies on imported equipment and foreign engineering standards, and
 

substantial use of expensive materials for civil works such as 
steel and
 

cement, do not allow as much opportunity for flexibility in design and
 

construction. 
This is not to say that larger mini-hydro systems, where
 

conditions are right (e.g. retrofitting existing dam structures; easy
 

interconnection with the grid; opportunities for standardized "fits"),
 

cannot be a cost-effective means of expanding a national power system.
 

However, the cost-competitiveness of 
this approach in the medium size-range
 

has generally not been proved, not only in developing countries, but in
 

the United States as well. However, when significant economies of scale
 

can be achieved at high load factors--in a range generally above 500-1,000 kW-

the technology fares bettter economically. Again, it should be stressed
 

that there is a fundamental trade-off between cost, 
on one hand, and operation

al reliability and efficiency on the other hand, in 
selecting the development
 

approach. However, plants that are constructed simply are also relatively
 

easy to operate, maintain, and replace. The same cannot be said for plants
 

based on more complicated technology in parts of the world where technological
 

infrastructure is not yet fully developed.
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Appendix A-I. Approximate Proportion of Project Capital Costs
 
for Conventional Development
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Appendix A-2. Base-line Cost Curve for Conventional Small Hydro Plants
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Appendix A-4. Embankment Dam Costs
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Appendix A-5. Intake Costs
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Appendix A-6. Steel Penstock Costs for Conventional Low-Head Plants
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Appendix A-7. Concrete Penstock Costs for Conventional Low-Head Plants
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4. 	Cost base is July 1978.
 

source: U.S. Department of Interior (1980)
 



Appendix A-8. Diversion Dam--Field Cost of Canal Headworks,
 
Discharging into Open Canal
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source: Department of Interior (1980)
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Appendix A-9. Valve, Bifurcation and Gate Costs
 

COST (THOUSAND DOLLARS) 
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NOTES: 
1. 	Date of casts is April 1979.
 
2. 	The estimated cost of the fixed wheel gate includes a hoist, gate
 

frame, guides and installation.
 
3. 	The estimated cost of the slide gate includes an operator, gate frame,
 

guides and installation.
 
4. 	The estimated cost of the butterfly valve includes a hydraulic operator
 

and installation.
 
5. 	The bifurcation cost must be added to the cost of the equivalent length
 

of steel penstock.
 

source: Electric Power Research Institute (1981)
 



Appendix A-10. Francis Turbine Costs
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1. Estimated costs are based upon a typical vertical Francis turbine
 

direct coupled to the generator.
 
2. Costs include a turbine, synchronous generator, inlet valve, non
 

speed regulating governor and installation.
 
.Intallation costs are estimated at 15% of the total equipment cost.
 

4. Add $60,000 for speed regulating governor.

5. For horizontal mounting, deduct 7%, of cost.
 
6. Cost base isJuly 1978.
 

source: Decartment of Interior (1980)
 



Appendix A-Il. Closed Flume Turbine Costs
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NOTES:
 
1. 	The estimated costs are based upon a typical horizontal turbine of
 

either the propeller type coupled to the generator through a speed
 
increaser.
 

2. 	Costs include u turbine with fixed blade runner and wicket gates,
 
synchronous generator, speed regulating governor, speed increaser,
 
steel spiral case and installation.
 

3. 	Installation costs are estimated at 15% of the total equipment cost
 

or $40,000 minimum.
 
4. 	For vertical units, add 7% of cost.
 
5. 	Cost base is July 1978.
 

source: Department of Interior (1980)
 



Appendix A-12. Open Flume Turbine Costs 
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NOTES: 
1. The estimated costs are based upon a typical vertical propeller 

turbine, coupled to the generator through a speed increaser. 
2. Costs include a turbine with fixed blade runner and wicket gates, 

synchronous generator, speed regulating governor, speed increaser 
and installation. 

3. Cost base isJuly 1978. 

source: Department of Interior (1980) 



Appendix A-13. Standard Tubular Turbine Costs
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NOTES:
 
1. 	The estimated costs are based upon a standardized tubular turbine.
 

coupled to the generator through a speed increaser.
 
2. 	Costs include a turbine with adjustable runner blades and fixed
 

guide vanes, inlet butterfly valve, speed increaser, synchronous
 
generator. speed regulating governor and installation.
 

3. 	Installation costs are estimated at 15% of the total equipment
 
costs.
 

4. 	For fixed blade units, deduct S27,000.
 
5. 	Cost base is July 1978.
 

source: Department of Interior (1980)
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Appendix A-14. Crossflow Turbine Costs for Conventional Plants
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NOTES: 
1. 	The estimated costs are based upon a typical crossflow turbine 

coupled to the generator through a speed increaser. 
2. 	Costs include a turbine, synchronous generator, speed increaser, 

inlet valve, non speed regulating governor and installation. 
I. 	For speed regulating governor, add $60,000. 
4. 	Cost base isJuly 1978.
 

source: Department of Interior (1980)
 



Appendix A-15. Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment Costs
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NOTES: 
1. The major miscellaneous power plant equipment is listed below:
 

a. Ventilation equipment
 
b. Fire protection equipment
 
C. Communication equipment
 
d. Turbine/generator bearing cooling water equipment


2. Communication equipment includes supervisory and radio facilities
 
for unattended remote control of unit; further cost figures should
 
be obtained for very remote locations or integration with complex
 
communication networks.
 

3. All figures shown include 15 percent for freight and installation.
 
Cost base isJuly, 1978.
 

sotirce: Department of Interior (1980) /-1
.
 



Appendix A-16. Station Electrical Equipment Costs
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TABLE A 
MW COST 

0.2 -0.5 25,000 

0.5 - 1.5 35,000 

1.5 -3.0 45,000 

3.0 -7.0 60,000 

7.0 -15.0 195,0001 

NOTES: 
1. The equipment and systems for which costs are included are: 

a. 0-C switchgear and batteries.
 
b. Station service transformer and switchgear.
 
C. Main control switchboard.
 
d. Wire and cable system.
 
e. Conduit system.
 
f. Grounding system.
 
g. Lighting system.
 

2. Costs include freight and installation.
 
3. Costs are shown for a single unit plant.
 
4. To determine costs for a plant with multiple units:
 

a. Determine cost from curve for plant capacity.
 
b. Subtract cost from Table -'for plant capacity.
 
C. Add cost from Table JAfor unit capacity times number of units.
 

5. Cost base is July 1978.
 

source: Department of Interior (1980) 



Appendix A-17. Switchyard Civil Costs
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Appendix C. Cost Summary for Small Hydro Projects in Developing Countries
 

A. Project Planninr ind Fu aIb lity A,-L.Sz:uiIL
 

1. Project Situ Selection.
 
a. hydrologic investigations.
 
b. geologic and topographical investigations.
 
c. environmental assessment.
 
d. socio-economic and financial studies.
 
e. socio-cultural and institutional studies.
 

2. Project Design.
 
a. overall project design.
 
b. technical design of power station.
 

3. Administration and Management.
 
a. administration.
 
b. management structure.
 
c. trainLnq.
 

b. Project Implementation iridConstruction
 

1. Direct Costs.
 
a. civil works.
 
b. turbo-generating equipment.
 
c. control equipment.
 
d. station electrical equipment.
 
e. transmission and distribution.
 
f. unskilled labor.
 
g. construction management and technical assistance.
 
i. transportation of material, equipment and workforce.
 

2. Other Direct Costs.
 
a. access system.
 
b. construction equipment and tools.
 
c. construction period interest.
 
d. land, land and water rights.
 
e. contingencies.
 

3. Indirect Costs.
 
a. relocations.
 
b. subFidies.
 
c. foreign currency
 
d. environmental costs.
 
e. end-use requirements Iforward linkages).
 
f. indigenous resource development requirements (backward
 

linkages).
 

C. Recurring Costs
 

1. Operation, MoaI.tunanco, and Replacement. 

2. Financing Charges. 

Author's note: A number of these items are relevant only in terms
 
of the economic analysis of a project, and may not appear in the
 
financial analysis; they mlgnt even appear as benefits (e.g. subsidies)
 
in terms of the financial analysis. It is also recognized that some
 
of these costs might not be considered as adding to the costs of a
 
project, but would be costs tnat :,ay be incurred whetner the project

is undertaken or not (e.g. !.ydrologic investigations, administrative
 
costs). By the same token, this list Tay nct be fully comprehensive,

depending on the circumstances of a qiven situation. Further, it should
 
be pointed out that some items, such As end-use requirements, may only
 
apply for isuated projects undertaken for a gpecific purpcse.
 

/ 



Appendix B. Characterization Criteria for Matching Renewable
 
Engery Technologies to Village-Level Needs
 

iRenewable Energy 
L'riieria lsie Need,;j Tri'hihlngesIc 

I. Diserimination Criteria 

M,.Ilui of llbll, 

Not applica)l 

°C 

Number of sites per
village required 

(rowillg season, non
growing season, or
 
:ll year long
 

Morning, daytime, 
night, or 24-hour day 

Number of hours per day 

Can be inter- Variable 
rupted or or not 
cannot be variable 
interrupted 

By sex, age, and 
class 

Deseription of the 
historical, social, 
& religious custo,,s 
that affect basic needi 

Units consuned pur capita 
or pcr task (kilulgr us 
of firewood, charcoal, 
dU11,s, etc.) 

Qualitative descriptions 

Cost; giv,,n ill t,,lhnr.n 
(and,'or person days) per 
unit of work Lr p.r wiit 
of output; s!,oClcost 
qulitativudy d,,- d 

Type of output Form of energy that can 
satisfy demand 

Temperature of Level of heat to perform 
output required work 

Spatial dispersion The number of locations per
village needed for the 
performance of the basic 
need task 

II. Site-Spe-.ific Temporn I' 

,..,.Ia)llli ty Tien of year when the energry 

demand occurs 


Iiiiie of day Time of day when cnerty is 

required to perform the 

basic nced task
 

Duration Duration of time per dny 
required to perform the 
basic need task 

Sensitivity to Length of time the perfor-
interruption mance of the task can be 

halted 

Ill. Site-Specific Social/Cultural/Environmental Criteria 

Usage by type of Persons participating in 
person the basic need task 

affected by changing the 
energy source 

listorical, social, listorical, social, and 
& religious religious requirements/ 
influences customs that affect how 

basic needs are met 

Tralitional energy Sources of energy used to 
sources used satisfy village require-

ments 

Environmental and' Climatic and resource 
ecological factors 	 conditions that limit 

local ability to satisfy 
needs or that alter 
relative importance of 
basic human needs 

Form of cnery produced 

Range of temperature of 
energy system output 

Capability to distribute the 
energy output produced by 
the technology 

Cl imat ic ( ritrin 

Time of year when the 
resource produces useful 
rnirg-y oliput 

Time of day when the useful 
energy is produced 

Duration of time the tech-
nology provides useful 
energy during the day 

Variability of output of the 
energy source 

Persons likely to be involved 
in operating the renew-
able energy technologies 
and their various skills 

Traditional patterns that 
could create resistance to 
the use of the energy 
technology and energy use 

Traditional use of renewable 
energy sources 

Traditional technologies 
used to protect renewable 
energy sources 

Factors that influence 
energy system performance, 
durability, maintenance 
requirements, etc.; also 
factors that are affected 
by the installation of an 
ener'y system or the 
reallocation of resources 

IV. Cost Considerations 

The coQ limiits for new 
energy technologies (given 
the rnuetary, labor, and 
social costs of traditional 
and eonventional ,ncergy 
used for hti i need 
r mrfi irnls: ,ndi lhe finn
oil re ire , ,i e to 
the vill,if) 

Costs of the tcl:lnologry's 
local application 

source: SERI, U.S. Department of Energy (19R0)
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ABSTRACT
 

Various lending sources are available for small hydro projects.
 

However, the nature of hydro development eliminatsor makes more dif

ficult lending by certain types of financial institutions. Proper
 

packaging of the project and the right approach to various lending organ

izations are emphasized as key to raising funds successfully.
 

In this paper the key lending criteria and considerations of
 

various finaiicial organizations in the private and public sector includ

ing multilateral, bilateral and national sources are discussed. Various
 

forms of financing are presented in terms of their desirability for hydro
 

development.
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I1TRODTCTION 

Money for financing development projects has traditionally been
 
a scarce resource. The availability of funds for development projects,
 
including small decentralized hydropower, has become even tighter due to
 
the recent world economic downturn. Therefore, the borrowers for projects
 
such as small hydro dams must be aware of any and all available resources,
 

to finance their capital and technical needs.
 

This paper will provide potential aid recipients with a spectrum
 
of donor sources. 
 It will outline their decision making criteria which
 
are used in selecting various projects. 
 if one knows the criteria used
 
by various aid sources 
in their choice of projects, one becomes a More
 
efficient borrower by submitting an appropriate plan and by addressing
 
those sources where the probability of obtaining funds is the greatest.
 
A hierarchical ranking of donors by degree of desirability (rates, tenor,
 

etc.) will then be developped.
 

Finally, the papar will offer sulgestions to aid seekers on how to
 
best approach donors. 
The request and the packaging of the project must be
 
properly formulated since 
in many cases 
it is the quality of the presentation,
 
manifesting sound judgement behind the concept, which is the key to 
success
 

in raising funds.
 

The need for expertise in the field of financing small hydro dams
 
is particularly acute due t; 
 the nature of this kind of project which makes
 
funds difficult to obtain i.e. 
the high rost per capita, the uncertainty of
 
consumer response in rural areas, etc. 
 The paper will hopefully serve as 
a
 
working tool in this task of raising funds as well as 
provide a basis for
 
discussion at the seminar. 
 It it the provision of financial resources th,-t
 
will 'oe 
a crucial element in the maximal realization of this important sour:e
 

of renewable energy.
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AID SOURCES
 

I. Public Sector
 

Within the public sector th. borrower will find :Trilcilateral,
 

bilateral and national 
sources of funds for financing small hydro daras.
 
Within each of these categories will be found oroanizations with distinct
 

objectives and le1ndin-, criteri a
 

3efore looking at these individual or-anizatinns, there are certain 

key criteria 
which are common to all donors in the public sector. As a
 
borrower or :grant recipient, one should be aware of the following considera

tions which are typical of public sector donors:
 

- Donors will only Uinance projects ;hich are coisidered priority
 

projects in the country. 
Donors will request clearly defined
 

developwent plans that indicate that the envisaged project is
 

indeed a priority. In the context of 
small hydro dams, donors
 

will examii"e the countrys energy plan and water development

scheme. If 
such plans are not fully developed and well thought

out, donors will be !iesitant to fund 
 D1's since such an action
 

could be viewed as patch%;ork assistance if 
there is not an overall
 

scheme. Therefore, prior to specific project requests the govern

ment of 
the borrowing entity should formulate .n overall, macro
 

development plan.
 

- With the SDH project viewed in the ccntext of t1 e horrow r 'c 

development plan and energy scheme, public sector donors will 
then carefully analyze the socio-econoyics of the project.
 

Donor.s will not view SDH project reque!sts in a "acuum. The economic 

returns and social benefits of the SDY will be compared to the same returns 
from using the monay in alternativ develor.ent projects. There is an 
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opportunity cost of available capital for donors. Even if SDH's were the
 
governments tor priority, donors w'ouic 
 be hesitant to Lnd to 
such projects
 
if they were considered too costly C.or the desired goals and/or if the
 
donors felt that there were wore appropriate uses for the desired funds.
 

Therefore borrowers should focus a portion of 
their SDH request
 
on the socio-economics of the project. 
The racro economics of the project 
such as the impact on the rev-ion's income, .mployment levels and secondary
 
industry should ba stressed. 
Donors do not consider the provision of
 
electricity alor.e as development rather s'ee the
but productive uses of this
 
energy as true development. The micro economics of the project 
 such as the 
cost estimates, 
rates of return, cash flow, energy production, source of
 
equipment, local input, time 
to completion, etc. 
are also integral elements in 

an aid request. 

A. Multilateralsources
 

Multilateral sources .iclude a wide variety of organizations a few 
of which include: the spectrum of .Tnitd 'ations agencies and the World 
B3ank- Regional aid jr,.anizations such as the European Common Market's 
Economic Development Fund" :'Ion-Goverrmental Organizations (NCO's) such 
as Oxfam and Catholic ,elief 
Services; and regional development banks such as
 
the African Development Bank.
 

"ultilateral sources 
can be tapped for both technical assistance
 
and capital assistance. 
Both forms of assistance are kiy in the cealisation
 
of SDH. 
 The tecnical assistance could include the financing oc feasibility
 

studies, training, and technical .. :perts, whiL capital assistance could 
finance equip ant 
purchases and constructi.on costs.
 

Some Multilateral Organizations specialize in funding either technical
 
or capital assistance. Other I.nstitutions ;.re capable oJ financing both typus 
of assistance. A primc example of this technical.assi.;tanc.-/calital assistanc

http:constructi.on


division exists within the United Nations system. In a hypothetical 3DI 
project, the United Nations "evelopment Program (!JIDP) would finance a
 
feasibility study and if the results Utere positive, UMDP could finance' 
training programs of the technicians as well as 
the provision of technit:7.
 
advisors. Complimenting uhis t zhnical assistance, anothtr !!.N. agency, 
specializing in capital assistance, the Capital Development Fund (CDF)
 
could provide funds for the purchase of necessary equi.pment and for the
 
construction of the project. 

Individuals seeking donor funds should be aware of the fact that
 
the institutions providing money have clearly defined mandates on what
 
kind of assistance can be provided for various projects. 
Knowing the
 
domains of assistance of- the potential donors, the borrower has better
 
direction and greater probability of success in raising funds.
 

'ultilataral sources fund development p.rojects through either
 
grants or long term loans with low inter2st rate3. Such concessionary
 
financing is ideally suited for SDMI's which ii general have a lot., rate
 
of return and cash flows which can 
ill afford to pay bacd- a non-concessionary
 
loan. Only when an 
SDH has e specific and.-user that could rapidly reimburse
 
a non-concassionary loan should other sources 
be corsidered. Even in this
 
latter case u specificsith end-user to reimburce tie b)orrow:ings of the 
project, non-cessionary sources should only he used as a last-resort. 

Having stated the nature of the ultilateral source financing fi.e. 
grants/loans, capital assistance/technical assistance) the paper will focu3
 
on certain groupings within the multilaterals.
 

The United Nations and the :-orld>ank have specialized divisions 
and sources of funds for rural 
projects iuch as SDH's. They should be 
approached in the formnlati: n sta -es of an SW. They represent tremendou 
sources of expertise in the energy/hydrocie.:tric tield as well as excellent 
sources of 
linancing with desira,-le concessionary terms. 

/
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The United Ntlj.ons has a respresentative off'ce in almost every
 
developing country in the world. 
The Re'jident Coordinator in this office
 
should be approached by; the a-:propriate authorities when an FDH is being
 
considered. The Resident 
 Coordinator can direct the inquiry to one or
 
several agencies within the United Nations Organization who would be
 
concerned with this type of vroject. 3in:e SfiT 
 an a- have multitude 
of end uses, this type of 
,roject would fall into the domain of several.
 
U.N. agencies who could provide the capital and/or technical assistance
 

that would be required.
 

The World 13nk's Representative located in most developing countties
 
plays a role similar to the O.N.'s Resid'ent Coordinator. This individual
 
can direct appropriate requests and inquiries to 
the proper experts within
 
his organization. Within the World Bank, the three 
sources of funds, the
 
IDA, IBRD, and i7C 
can provide different degrees of concessionary loans.
 

Regional Aii Organizations such a3 the Common Market's, Economic
 
Development Fund also possess a w.jealth of technical expertise aind financial
 
resources. 
Regional aid organizations have humznitarian development objiec
tives and usually provide their concessionary ;-ssistance with few strines
 

attached.
 

Various organizations formed by the oil pro:ducing Arab States 
represent a tremeadous 
source of funds for a country's SDH development.
 
Their participation in projects is generally on 
a large scale. Therefore
 
they should be approached with an 
:.DH program r.ther than individual rural
 
SDH projects. Tha arah world has been 1-uarticularly cas' rich in the. past
 

decade due to petrolum receipts.
 

Within Pegicnal aid organizations should be includcd Non-Govern
mental rganizations (NCO's). Such organizations are not affiliated with 
any goverm-nent and are usually funded 1by private, charitable donations. 
In most cases thes organiz2tions are 
created to enhody religious or 
humanitarian goals. "G's have 'i mucb sialler monetary base tlhan other 
multilateral or bilrteral organization3 chough thtiv are certainly a v-able 
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source of funds for rural SDH projects. Since their unds are limited, 
NGO's usually focus on micro projects in a giver. region rather than on 
large ambitious macro Projects.such as the overall energy development of
 
the country. Therefore, lG9's should in general be :ppro-iched for indivi
dual SDH's rather than a comprehensive prograrm of S£.H's '-or the country.
 

Regional i-evelopment Banks also reprasent possible sources of
 
funds for the financing of 3DH.programs. Ex.ra 1c of such organizations
 
include the ADB, BOAD and the BDEAC. 
 The long payback terms (10 - 15 yrs) 
and reasonable interest rates thiat are usually fLxed (under 10%) ar. 
attractive for such projects. 
:.owever since the form of intervention is a
 
loan, the project will have to snew sufficient cash flow to reimburse the
 
loan. Such development banks "-ill tend to be more lenient on this latter 
point of payback than commercial banks. 

Since these developnent banks are regional in natura, they oft,.-rn
 
prefer projects thac will bene'.,_t several states. This is 
 a f.ztor working 
against the financing of SDH projects by regional development banks since 
the electricity output only covers a small area. These banks are still
 

viable sources to be approached.
 

In sumnary on multilateral sources, the above mentioned donors
 
can provide attractive concessionary financin- as 
,,ell aj technical
 
expertise. Since they are multilateral in nature there are rarely
 
nationalistic Or pLlitical criteria 
 attached to 
the financial assistance.
 

B. Bilateral Sources
 

individual governments of countries in the developed world 
represent excellent scurces of funds and axTartise in realizing Di 
projects. The general cr.teria that the projcct must b a govern
mental priority ari' socially and ecmonm,.cally justified, are al..- key 
considerations with bilateral sources. :.ow '-> r, clue to the nature of 
bilateral aid, i.e. -ne state directly assistin- inot'her,,)olitical and 
strategic concerns play a role in thu donor's assistance.
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Bilateral donors have dual objectives in their development
 
assistance. 
On one hand, the bilateral donor has the humanitarian S;oal
 
of assisting in the development of a countr,,, though on tb.a other hand.
 
bilateral donors have certain nationalistic goals in their assistance,
 
i.e. they are interested in ,upporting only certain developing countries
 
with which they have common interests, r.-hich hav,:. a strategic location,
 
critical natural resources, or good markets Eor 
 donor goods. BilIte.-al
 
assisLance often requiras that the goods nsed in tlie 
SDMI project originate
 
in the donor country. Furthermore expatriat,2 technical assistance, if
 
needed in the project, must favor individuals of the donor's nationality.
 
As with the afore-inentioned multilateral agencies: bilateral assistance
 

can be grants or concessionary loans.
 

The wn'iter does not in any way mak:e a qualitotive judgement on 
the nationalistic elzments of bilateral as-oistance but simnly brin3s
 
these elements to the reader's attention. 
Agaia, when the borrower
 
knows the donor's aid criteria, he -6ecomes more adert in raising funds. 

Supplier credits from go-)ernnLnts whose country manufactures
 
equipment, can someti..-.es t-e obcained for ?DH's. 
 owever these loans
 
have stricter credit standards and more severe terms 
than concessionary
 
grants or loans. Tile 
tenor for supT-i'r credits is generally under
 
10 years 4ith fixe-i intrest rates varyving around ! ,:. Suprlier credits 
are provided Dri :arily to stimuiate the manufacturing country's exports
 
rather than for development objectives.
 

C. National .ourcEs (Public) 

'7ithin the public sector, national sources rerresent an excellent 
source of funds to finance local in-'uts. As a general rule for SDF's, the
 
maximization of local inputs is de-,irable to assure delivcry, fa-cilitate ra
pairs, and :void the outflow of precious foreign exch.nge. National sour,-es 
will also be concerned with t:h. key criceria of t!-e priority of the projec 
and the socio-economnic justifications. 'folitical consideraticn, such ,,3 hk 
regions being served, p.]itics of th.ese region:; ecc. -s13c will play a role in 
the national decision Imaking rrncess. 



The government budget is a possible souice:- of funds that can be
 

used to :-ay for local materials, equipment and labor. M:owever, since
 

governmental revenues 
often fall short of'desired expenditures, this
 

source of funds is very limited in aany African states.
 

National Development 3anks are another potential source for
 
financing local needs. These banks 
know the local conditions very well
 

and will generally follow the governments nrijriti2s. Sufficicnt cah1
 

flow will need to be yenerated from the end-users to reimburse the m~diurm
 

term, fixed rate loans of these banks.
 

The individual communities using the SDH may not be able to
 

provide cash for the project but they can provide valuable labor, locl
 

materials, and transport. In maximizing these inputs, the funds needed
 

from multilateral, bilateral, and other n.tional sourcci can Ie minimized.
 

Local comaunity input generally indicates that the local populace fully
 

supports the project.
 

In conclusion on the public sector, no set formnula can be used to
 

determine what source of funds is available or how to obtain these funds.
 

The variables oF the politics a,.d economics of the country involved and
 

the economics of each SDH project, Prake 4such for,:ulas impossible. .oever, 

in being awar: of the organizations that are interested in SDItUs and their 
major financing criteria, the borrower improves the chancc.s of successfully 

raising funds.
 

The ocrrower i-ast identify his needs in terms of grant vs loan, 

technical assistance vs capital assistaic2, multilateral vs bilateral,
 

and then approacni 
in a prudent, scientific manner the appropriate institu

tions.
 

Ii. Private Sector Funds
 

The 'ri'iate sector can finance a project in two classical muthods 

via capital injection as a shareholder or thruugh loaTIs w.ith set pnyback 

vs 

'71 ' 
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periods and i-iterest rates. UnfIortunately tie hig'h cost, low return,

infrastructural 
 nature of DH's effect.velo ininimizes private sector
 
participation 
 in such projects. However, this sector should not be ignored. 

Private shareholders in a project can be either individuals or
 
corporations. 
 ince the recurn on investizent of money plac-d in an rDC
 
program is marginal at best, 
the only individuals or corporations that would
 
be couceivably intarested in investing would be the cnd 
users of the electri
city fron the SD. unit. For example, the owners of the 
forest land surround
ing the SDH unit may be willing to invest in the 3D!-
 which would provide powe
 
to their envisaged saw mill. 
 Thus, private invcstm,-nt in SDH would only he
 
seen when the investor has an interest in th-e end us,_ of 
the generated
 

electricity.
 

The key criterion of private lenders 
to a project, be they national
 
or international banks, 
 is the ability Of tnie project to generate sufficient 
cash to service their debt. Included in the payments to 
the lenders is a
 
profit margin that induces the lend.r to 
take tlhe ris!k of lending tc the
 

rroject.
 

Con-miercial lenders will in riost 
cases not be interested in 'D's
 
since the cash flows are usually not strong enough t. 
 service a medium
 
term loan. 
 Only in the case where a specific tnd-user is 
ab'le to assure
 
an adequate cash ilow, 
 might commercial !_lenders b:,-
interested in assumi%7.
 
the risk of lending to an SD'. 
 The national banks ff the country "ayhe 
willing to as:ume this risk since they have an i."tinate knowledqe of the
 
local environment 
 aaid the creditworthinesS cf 
the und-user. Internationai
 
barks, who are usually unfamiliar wit the end-dsers, cculd conceivably
 
make a loan to an SDH prc;-rom with 'pecific 
end-users,but only with a full 
guarantee of the government. 

Tn any case, the non-concessionary naLure of conercial lending 
(medium tern, higha: interest rates) :.ales this source of funds the 
least desirable of all of those Mentioned in this '3aper.
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Several African states are aibe to borrow under their govermnent's
 

name and in turn dcunstreara these f-:*,h 
to certain projects such as SB.H
 
programs. International commercial banks, whc 
 !.,ould not lend directly
 

to infrastructural 
..roects such as SDH, ,,ay I:e ,,illinf, .o lend to the
 
gcverrnzent of the country wAho
would use the fu c:ls for a basket of pro

jects. Such commercial loans have a maximrLu 
 teno)r of ten to twelve .
 

and are on a floating rate basis.
 

In general, international co:-_ercial banks, when !ending to 
governments, have additionai 
financinr criteria not.
-'revicusJ.y moentioned.
 

These banks analyze the economic strength of the country and its ability
 

to service debt. There are a multitude of economic cieasures used 
in their 

aialysis including the ccuntry's G.N.P.., existing-,debt levels, balance of 
trade, balance of payments, percentage of expcrt receipts needed to 
service
 

debt, etc. 
 3anks will also consider the policies of the government and its
 

attitude toward foreign debt. 
 The governmrent's historic crack record in
 

servicing other debt will be closely 
scrutinized. Since thcse ban:s are
 

not as interested in the d,.tails 
of the SDI' -rojct in that their borrower
 

is the government, their !endir-; decisions are based 
on mere macro-considera

tions.
 

The fund.n.mental 
goal of such an alytical exercise is to determine 

if the coaditions in the country will per-it the *,ovcrnmenc to .a..'K_,rnal 

payments over the life of -he loan. Fhis is a 1.iffcult analys2.s 3inco, 
as previously mentioned, the -i-e oI the loan cs" extend for 10 to 12 yarz. 

Borrowers should approach international coinercial banks only as -

last resort since the base rate of int--re:: for tbes, floating rate loans 
(LIBOR) has surpassed 20% in recent years I A prrfii: tmargir of from 7 to 

21% is added to this baze rata. Finally, horrow. rs should be 1.,are that 
international commercial lenders are relatively iz.Flpxible onc 
loans if coudition 3 arise that tempor-trily iuiped,6 repavments. 

I)
 



In conclusion on Private Sector Funds for the fin-ncing of 5;D':. 
projects, the end-user oC the electricity is the key in attractin G privn*t

capital or local comercial lozns. The low retui:t1 of STOH systems :.i[iirV s 
the interest of most investors ard cou-niercial lenders (unless the end-user 
chan-res this perspective), If no conce:;si.,Jnar, sources can be fouh( tr 
finance an SD projects a worthy Qo'erT ment can borrow on the
 
international couni.ircial market and downstream these funds to SDVI programs.
 

Resume of Public .nd Private Sources
 

Donor organization funds can be ranked by the desirability of the
 
financial conditions (repayment term and interest rat;!s). 
 This ranking of
 
desirability (from the recipients point of view) goill be the same 
regardless
 
of the end-user. 
 If the end use of the SDU is desti.ned for simple putlic

utility functions, the sour -s of funds will be limited to publ c settr 
grants and long term loans. howevcr, if end-userthe can assure a strong 
cash flow to the SDH unit, additional sources frot the private sector may
becomti available. Thi! however does not char.e the order of desirabilit-y.r
 

of funds.
 

The foll-owing ranking assumes equal dollar sums '4ill be received 
from each source:
 

1) Grants and/or capital investments (no required reimburseie-nt) 

2) Multilateral andi/or bilateral concessionary loans (lng tern. 

low interest) 

3) Development bank loans (rmedium to long tern, '-oderate 

in t era.."0 

4) Supplier credits (mediuri ten, noderate i:iteresc) 

5) Commercial cred.ts (short-'ediurt term, highi interest) 

N.B. (Short ter 0-2 .ear, 7:ediu c',.n 2-i yaars, 

long tern beyond !' years). 
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This ranking views only the financial terns of the grant or 
loan.
 
Other variables such as 
the amoup-t 
of the assistance, availability o funds,
 
and the possible zond'itions that may be attache have to be weighed on a 
case by case basis by the ';orrower. In genecal. thii ranking suggests that
 
SDH projects iquire th, lcngest termn and lowest rate pcssible. 

Packagin! the request
 

The decision-making process of donors on projects is naturally 
effected by their =xperiencc 
on previous projects. 
General problems that
 
have arisen on earlier projects will be viewed as 
poteatial roadblocks in
 
the long term realization of a successful 31)1I 
 prcraq. 
 It the borrower
 
can aitigatc these concerns of the donor, the probability c4 obtain.2ng
 

funds will be izuproved.
 

Three common nemeses which have often pligued development projects
 
include problems w,-: 
 "(aintenance, ;anenagement, 
and cost overruns. In the
 
planning of an SDF project aud in the request for funds, the bcrrower
 
should clarify how these issues will be dealt tiith during the life of
 

the project.
 

The maintenance issue', concerns the proper ha'ndling of the equiprdent 
and the ability Co cover recurring costs. 
 The STH plan should include
 
the use of local technology and natarial whenever possible to facilitate
 
repairs and provision of spare parts. 
 Fin,ncin. sourcne 
also prefer to
 
see a large degree of standardization in the e'!uipment. 
 The.availability
 
of proper technicians and the training of mechauics 
to m-aintain the equip
ment will also be considered by donors.
 

The planner; of the project should an.a!yzc the performance of 
proposed equi-mezt in the desired terrain and climat.c conditions.
 
Experiences of surrounding regions and : 
 hborin ',ountri;-_s Lith SDM
 
ei.uiOmcnt should be r'.-viewed. ,unors want 
to see that the equpmen.
 
,..!hich t:hey are financing is 
i.propriate for the envirormmnt.
 

....1 
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Finally, the importance of sounda cash flow is highlighted on
 
the subject of : -intenanc 
 since th prolect must i, abe to generate 
sufficient revenues 
to purchase spare Parts and 'ay techniciens. c,nors 
are extremely apprehensive. about seeing well intentioned projects fall 
into disrepair as a result of 
a lack of operating funds.'
 

The 2roposed -anagement of tl'e project w-il1 be carefully analysed

by the donors "3'ince thi factor pl,.ys such a key rol- in the success of 
SDW programs. Tn particular, donor:. will focus nn the st: ' rvisicn of 
construction, the administration of finances, the trairiing of local
 
techniciais, etc. 
 The success of a water .,uthoritys manag,;rent on
 
earlier energy projccts will bi-- closely scrutinized. Tlirefcre, when
 
for-mulating any SDI! 
 trora-ms or aid requests, 1'eavy emphasis should be
 
placed on the capabilities of the project's 
nanagement. If managerial
 
capabilities 
arie ;eak, tae borrotyer ,%houl,! not: husitate i,: .:eking train
ing and/or 2xperts in 
 the aid reqoest.
 

Donors fr-'juently receive reraests: fcr additional funds when the
 
initial assistance 
prcvcs to be insufficient. These cost overruns occur 
frequently as 
a r:.sult of i-proper c23tizat: s, poor planning, wtak managenent 
or delays in completion which boost the overall price t;,g. 
 Cost overruns
 
can be avoided by proper pricing of envisaged necd.% and building in adequ-te
 
margins for unforeseen contingenoies and inflati,)n. 
 Following the initial
 
grant or loan from an aid source, the same organization should not be coun;:ed
 
upon to provide additional funds to cover 
cost overruns.
 

SDi projects can avoid tlicsL three problems of -,aintenance. marnage.-
Kent, and cost 
overruns 
through prudent planning and* rc3earch at 
the start of
 
the projct. Thesa i;isues -ire raijed so that indiv'iduals, electic::! coooera
tives, water authorities and/or governmants who 
are seeking funds 
 ;ili under
stand the concerns of potential donors. 

The final oresentation to the Drr ; r donor should manifest the 
det-niied research anr.' planning ti.ar. hI-s brough an 3D:. -rogra- to the 
formal rcquest stac-e. The presanetation should ideally include a clear 
scateLent on the short and long terms o&jecticfs o the projcct. The majcr 
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technical aLld financial siecifications should be provided to thc donor in 
the request. By al.c including' a -'ell planned irolerentation/e.ecution 
scheme, the SDII request conceptually '7ovs Jiro:.n tae domain of the theoreti
cal to that of a 
 fully realizable project. Such an implementation/.axecu
tion scheme should include precise timetables with clear delineations of
 
the responsibilities of all parties involved in the construction and on
going management of the projcct.
 

The financial and technical justifications of the presentation to
 
the donor must show that hydro-power is the most appropriate energy sourcs.
 
The traditional alternative to hydro-power has been oil-based thermo power.
 
Thus, a comparison of hy'ro-power to this more traditional source is re
commended. Such a comparison should fccus on the techrical viability of
 
the two sources plus deta-ied financial comparison1s on the cost of invest
ment, the cost of production, and the cost to the consumer. 

The final elements of the present::tion which c.luld be annexed and 
which are so indispensible in :iaking a rru .:nt investment decision are the
 

market studies, hyirology studies, cost/bt.nc.fit analyses, etc. Ooncepc ' 
from such studi.es will certainly be included in the presentation, but the 
full documents should also be available to thc donor. As a rule of thurib
 
on this subject, 
one can never provide too r.uch oroject information the
 

proper donor.
 

CONCLUS ICNS 

The financing of small decentralized hydropower projects, be they
 
individual dams or a regional progri'r 
of hydropower units, is a compLex task.
 
N tremendous amount of work and creativity i2 required to raise funds
 
necessary to realize this renewable source of 
energy.
 

Prior to the formulation of such prejezts the government of the
 
country will bave to prepare comprehensive develorment plans with ancilliry 
enargy/hydro schemes. When the govern-..nt has delineated its energy priorities 
in such plans, specific programs suchi as SDH can be Dresented. 

http:studi.es
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Donors are particularly sywpachutic to 
the need of African
 
countries, who are dcpendent on expensivw 
oil imports, to develop Sources
 
of locally generated energy. Ther:;fore, 
the concept of SDH progranmms to
 
meet the energy needs of rural populations falls nicely within the move
ment of aid org.nisation to finance the developnent of alternative energy 
Sources.
 

The multitude of public and private sector sources-of funds which 
this paper has highlightad should be reriewed for their appropriateness
 
relative to the borrower's needs. 
 In addition to providing funds, riany

donors can provide invaluable expertise resulting from their past experience
 
on SDU programmes.
 

Donors should be viewed as active partners in the realization of
 
such programs. Public sector donors share the 
same objective of providing

electricity for viable development purposes. Donors do not apply certain
 
restrictions on their funds for the saku of being stern lenders. Instead,
 
they do thi- to maxiize the utility of their scarce resources. Again,
when a donor finances a project, it becom.s a pa'rtner with the originators
 
with an equal interest in seeing its successful implementation.
 

A sketch of the leuding criterion of various aid organizations

has been presented L'y the writer of this paper. 
Through the knowledge
 
of what donors require, potential aid recipients can tailor their 
 lanning

and requests for funds according to certain guidelines. The ideas put

forth on the various aid 
sources and their primary concerns will hope
fully start the setinar's discussion and in the long term serve aa a
 
working tool in successfully raising funds 
so that this renewable source
 
of energy can reach its full potential.
 

7 
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OF MINI-HYDROPOWER SYSTEMS
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Introduction
 

The two principal impediments hindering the rapid development of mini

hydropower projects are initial high capital cost (two to threefold compared
 

to thermal plants) and a lack of financial resources earmarked for small
 

dispersed energy sources. These combine to keep mini-hydropower programs
 

at the discussion and project documentation stage. Ways of reducing costs
 

must be sought. Possibilities under consideration include streamlining
 

the project development cycle, using labor intensive construction techniques,
 

locally manufactured equipment and improving the system's load factor. This
 

brief paper will examine these cost issues and present a methodological approach
 

to the economic analysis of a micro-hyrro project.
 

Cost of the Technology
 

Small water wheels and turbines have a long history in providing both
 

mechanical and electrical power. Traditionally mini-hydro units were more
 

expensive than diesel-powered generators, although this situation is changing
 

due to technical breakthroughs such as electronic load controllers. Estimates
 

of total installed costs (1978) for micro/mini-hydro units in Asia range
 

from $400/kW to approximately $2000/kW, depending on size, origin of equipment,
 

complexity of civil works, and cost of labor. In Papua New Guinea, calculations
 

show the installed capital costs of 5 kW micro-hydro unit to be S438/kW compared
 

to $580/kW for a diesel generator of the same size. 1 The economics of
 

mini-hydro systems can be enhanced if the system can be coupled with irrigation,
 

fish-breeding or flood control projects. For example, an Indian survey
 

estimates that around 10,000 %W of mini-hydro capacity could be installed on
 

tc
their irrigation canal systems.'
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Operating costs, of course, depend heavily on the load factor. 
The low
 

demand for electricity in most remote rural villages, e.g., in Nepal, is an
 

obstacle to the cost-effective use of mini-hydro units. Yet, the operating
 

costs for petroleum-fueled engines, often dependent on shipments of diesel
 

or gasoline fuels by airplane or over difficult terrain or poor roads, are
 

also very high. To the extent that mini-hydro units can replace the fuels
 

used in diesel generators, kerosene lamps, and other petroleum.-consuming
 

devices, they can serve to marginally reduce the foreign exchange costs of
 

imported petroleum. This is especially true for more expensive (than crude
 

oil) middle distillate products which are frequently imporced due to the
 

inability of local refineries to meet the heavy demand for these products.
 

Since the technology is proven and if the economics are increasingly
 

attractive for remote sites off the main grid, it is also true that mini-hydro
 

technology is attractive for social and political reasons. Government leaders
 

in developing countries view with increasing urgency the problem of expanding
 

rural productivity and employment. Political instability is often associated
 

with the failure to bring modernization to rural areas and with the increasing
 

migration of unemployed and underemployed rural people to overcrowded urban
 

centers. Micro/mini-hydro systems offer a way for rural villages to begin
 

electrification with a modest capital outlay, as well as to increase the
 

efficiency of traditional tasks, e.g., grain grinding, and to stimulate the
 

development of new rural industries, e.g., machine shops making agricultural
 

implements. The importance of electricity is summed up by a Chinese expert 

on mini-hydro, "Without electricity, it is impossible for a county or a 

people's commune to make any long-term planning and development." 3 

Although politicians in many developing countries, e.q., Bangladesh,
 

have elevated the provision of electricitv to rural villages to a national
 

commitment, the costs of constructing and maintaining conventional transmission
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and distribution networks are very high, particularly given the characteris

tically low load factors in rural areas. A Government of India report con

cludes:
 

"The need to draw transmission and distribution lines over long
 
distances from the central electric supply systems makes the
 
cost of supplying electricity to villages very high. This cost
 
is further aggravated because the characteristics of the load
 
in rural areas is such that the losses in transmission and
 
distribution are also high...The present tariff rates invlve
 
a very large subsidy to electricity uses in rural areas."
 

Mini-hydro technology represents a possible approach in some countries
 

to maintaining this political commitment, while at the same time reducing
 

costs and providing service to remote areas at an earlier time than would have
 

been possible through the expansion of the centralized grid. The problem of
 

high transmission losses may exist, however, for mini-hydro-based systems
 

as well. Losses in rural Chinese systems are running as high as 25 percent,
 

a factor encouraging the building of larger stations that are integrated
 

into local or regional networks.
 

Type and Origin of Equipment
 

A policy issue that is the subject of intense debate in some countries
 

is whether mini-hydro technology should be imported. The 1979 UNIDO/ESCAP
 

Workshop on Mini-Hydro concluded: "It was agreed that the development of
 

technology in the field of mini-hydro plants should take place within the
 

developing countries themselves." 5 While this is certainly occurring in
 

Thailand, India, Nepal, Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, Columbia, Peru and the
 

Philippines, mini-hydro systems from Norway, Sweden, Japan, Canada, the United
 

Kingdom, Germany, China and the United States are being purchased by developing
 

countries, generally on concessional terms as part of foreign assistance or
 

expert promotion programs. In Asia, China has provided credits to the
 

Philippines for a large number of mini-hydro units.
 

The issue of imported versus locally-made equipment often revolves around
 

the question of reliability and efficiency. The national utilities prefer
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systems that will have minimal problems, especially at sites that are remote
 

from centers of technical expertise. The cost differential is considerable,
 

however, between a locally-made unit and the more efficient imported foreign
 

technology. The Chinese mini-hydro units are among the cheapest foreign
 

units available. Yet at approximately $1000/kW for a 5 kW unit, they are over
 

twice as expensive as the locally-made unit in Papua New Guinea, even before
 

installation. The Chinese have succeeded in standardizing units of various
 

sizes. China had around 90,000 units in operation at the start of 1980, with
 

an average power rating of 70 kW. 
Generally, it is not cost-effective to
 

use imported equipment in order to gain a few percentage points of efficiency.
 

Pricing and Credit Policies
 

While mini-hydro technology may offer a cheaper alternative than diesel
 

in off-grid locations, the issue of pricing of the electricity and its
 

affordability by the local community remains a fundamental issue. The cost
 

of wiring a house may itself be beyond the reach of most families without
 

credit and the expense of electric appliances may prevent the use of the 

electricity for anything except lighting. 
Yet, with mini-hydro technology
 

there is a built-in incentive to increase load factors, since there is 
no
 

fuel cost. Unlike diesel units requiring an additional cost for each kWh
 

supplied, pricing strategies with mini-hydro can be designed to encourage,
 

up to a limit, the consumption of electricity. Higher load factors in turn
 

lower the cost per kWh. 
 In Papua New Guinea, the 6 kW mini-hydro unit near
 

the village of Baindoang supplies a 3.6 kW heater element at a community
 

wash house. This base load approach eliminates the need for an expensive
 

governor. The villagers also pay a fixed charge for the lighting of their
 

houses.
 

Although most governments have established mechanisms to provide low

interest loans to local communities and cooperatives for energy production
 



projects, programs to support the increase in the productive uses of
 

electricity have been inadequate. Until recently, rural electrification
 

programs have emphasized lighting of households and have not been closely
 

coordinated with agricultural development projects.
 

Economic Analysis of a Typical Micro-Hydro Project
 

Life-cycle costing can be used as a yardstick for comparing the economics
 

of alternative energy systems. The rationale for adopting this approach over
 

traditional methods is due to rising prices of conventional fuels as well as
 

the need to consider the full costs--operating and capital together--over the
 

entire project lifetime.
 

The life-cycle ,:ost of an energy system can be defined as the present
 

value sum of all expenditures related to capital, operatioa 3nd maintenance
 

over its useful life. There is nothing particularly new about life-cycle
 

costing--aften referred to as discounted cash flow analysis. Life-cycle
 

cost of a system equals capital cost plus operating and mainte7 .;e costs
 

over the entire lifetime of the system, minus residual or scrap value at
 

the end of the life-cycle, all terms expressed in dollars of a base year. By
 

reducing all expenditures to a single figure, it is possible to make cost
 

comparisons of alternative energy systems having very different capital and
 

operating cost profiles. There is recent interest in this method partly as a
 

result of:
 

(i)The need for economic yardsticks for comparing energy systems with
 

very different cost profiles, e.g., comparing systems with relatively
 

high frcnt end capital costs with those characterized by high
 

operating costs;
 

(ii) The belief that costs of energy systems over a long period (i.e., over
 

the entire life-cycle of a system and possibly even costs to the next
 

generation) should be considered when making economic decisions; and
 

(iii) The prospect that high initial costs associated with certain energy
 

systems, mini-hvdro, for example, may be justifiable in the face
 

of higher operating costs of conventional systems due to real price
 

increases of conventional fuels.
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The entire process of life-cycle costing is linked by a common method
 

of treating capital expenditures, unit operating and maintenance costs, residual
 

values, project life, future energy prices and discount rates.
 

Case Study: Swaziland Mini-Hydro Project
6
 

Life-cycle costs for diesel-pump are compared with a mini-hydro electric
 

pump combination. Within the UNEP/UNICEF/WHO Integrated Water Supply and
 

Sanitation Demonstr~tion Project, located in the Shiselweni district of
 

Swaziland, seven diesel pumps are to be installed to supply potable water to
 

approximately 1000 homesteads. 
Located in the vicinity of one of the boreholes
 

is a small stream, the Matimatima, where a mini-hydro plant could be installed
 

to provide electricity for an electric pump to replace one of th3 proposed
 

diesels.
 

Life-cycle cost analysis is used to compare the two alternatives. The
 

basic economic assumptions are given in Table 1. Project life for small
 

diesels is usually 8 to 10 years and for micro-hydro plants 15 to 20 years.
 

For simplicity, a figure of 10 years is used for both. Discount rates of
 

10, 20 and 30 percent are applied since the higher rates are likely to occur.
 

Of course, for very high discount rates, choosing a long-time horizon may be
 

irrelevant since expenditures after a certain period would be inconsequential.
 

(For example, 90 percent of the total present value of a constant stream of
 

revenues are captured within 13 years at a discount rate of 20 percent.)
 

Residual or scrap value is difficult to determine; however, a 10 percent figure
 

for mechanical equipment is not uncommon. 
Diesel fuel prices will continue
 

to rise. Swaziland diesel fuel prices were in the neighborhood of $1.50 per
 

gallon during August 1"79. Considerable uncertainty exists in future long

term diesel fuel prices. It is convenient to present a wide band of
 

increases and then conduct a full sensitivity analysis. Three reference
 

scenarios are shown in Table 1: high, intermediate and low. Since the
 

intermediate projection is no more likely to occur than the high ot low ones,
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it is important to use all three projections to determine the sensitivity
 

of the results to different levels of fuel prices.
 

Table 2 outlines Diesel-Pump capital and 0 & M costs. Capital costs
 

are $2000 and operation/maintenance costs are $200 exclusive of diesel fuel
 

expenses. Table 3 outlines the Mini-Hydro Electric Pump capital and 0 & M
 

costs. As expected, capital costs are higher but operating costs will be
 

less due to the absence of fuel. It should be noted that the civil cost at
 

$3000 is approximate since some rather detailed engineering is necessary
 

to make an exact determination.
 

Results
 

Computations were carried out to determine the sensitivity of costs to:
 

(a) Three reference diesel fuel annual real price increases, 5, 10,
 

20 percent.
 

(b) Three discount rates, 10, 20, 30 nercent.
 

Figure 1 illustrates the constant chronological dollar cash flows for
 

the two projects. We can note the effect of diesel fuel price increases. On
 

the basis of constant dollar cash flows, the diesel-pump is cheaper for the
 

first five years. However, the high capital cost of the mini-hydro installation
 

is overshadowed after five years by the escalating fuel price increases, despite
 

the application of various discount rates. Since hydropower is so capital
 

intensive, life-cycle costs are particularly sensitive to discount rates.
 

Figure 2 shows life-cycle costs or present worth of all tuture expenditures
 

as a function of discount rate. We see the rather interesting result that with
 

"severe" discount rates, the diesel-pump becomes competitive with the hydro.
 

However, it is somewhat doubtful that the dual effect of a real fuel price
 

increase of only five or ten percent will occur simultaneously with discount
 

rates going above 20 percent. :t is assumed that the discount rate is
 

informally pegged to energy price increases. A discount rate of 15 percent
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and an annual real fuel price increase of 15 percent appear more likely.
 

Under these circumstances the mini-hydro scheme is favorable.
 

An additional factor not considered is that generally the project life
 

for the micro-hydro exceeds ten years, whereas for the diesel pump, it is often
 

less than ten years. A replacement cost was not considered. If it were, micro

hydro would appear even more attractive.
 

The Appendix defines the expressions which were used to develop the present
 

worth of all future expenditures for the two schemes. The PW of life-cycle
 

costs of the mini-hydro are limited to current capital cost and 0 & M costs
 

subject to the discount rates. The PW of the diesel-pump system costs include
 

capital costs, 0 & M costs subject to the discount rate and fuel costs subject
 

to annual real increases as well as the discount rate.
 

It would appear from the above analysis that the micro-hydro is cost
 

competitive based on broad assumptions. If we use only constant dollar cash
 

flow, then the micro-hydro is competitive after 5-years' service. If we chose
 

life-cycle costs, then the discount rate should govern our decision. However,
 

since we acknowledge that diesel fuel prices will climb severely and the
 

discount rate is anyone's guess, it certainly appears prudent to spend more
 

of today's dollars to avoid uncertain expenses further along.
 

Conclusion
 

From the foregoing discussion and analysis, it is cleaz that costs must
 

be closely examined in planning a mini-hydro project. In the economic analysis,
 

the choice of assumptions may determine project feasibility. It is therefore
 

important to determine what costs will be by obtaining accurate prices from
 

manufacturers and engineering contractors. Often, these prices will vary
 

widely and additional questions must be posed regarding quality and reliability.
 

Unfortunately, costs are so site specific that only --rough extensive experience
 

can reasonable estimates be made.
 



TABLE 1 

Life-Cycle Costing Basic Assumptions
 

Economic:
 

Project Life 	 10 Years
 

Discount Rate 	 10, 20, 30%
 

Residual Value 	 10% of capital cost
 

Diesel Fuel Price Increase (1) (2) 5, 10, 20%
 
(Base price, $1.50/gallon, 1979)
 

NOTES:
 

Diesel fuel price for any year can be computed by P=Pb (1 + f)t
1. 


where P is price year t, Pb is base price, i.e.: $1.50, f is annual 

increase, i.e.: 10%, and t is years, i.e.: 5. 

2. 	The diesel fuel price increase does not include inflation since a
 

constant-dollar analysis is used.
 

TABLE 2
 

Diesel-Pump Costs (Dec. 1979)
 

Capital Costs:
 

Listor Diesel, 10 kW (1) $ 1000
 
A-C Pump, 500-foot head 600
 
Frame, Controls, Miscellaneous Equipment 400
 

$ 2000
 

Annual Operation and Maintenance Costs:
 

Diesel Fuel, 0.50 1/kWh @$1.50/gallon,
 
pumping for 4 hours per day yields $16.48
 
per day or $ 2370
 

Maintenance, 10% of capital cost 200
 

$ 2570
 

NOTES:
 

1. 	Total head is 163 m at Matimatima which includes a well 42.6 m deep.
 
No pressure drop is assumed due to friction since pipe size has not
 
been determined and the pump will not be drawing from the bottom of
 
the well, but from the drawdown located above the bottom.
 

To pump 3 1/s (approximately 50 gpm) over a 163 m head requires
 
4.7 kW or with a 50% efficient engine/pump will require a 10 kW
 
machine.
 



TABLE 3
 

Hydro-Electric Pump Costs (Dec. 1979)
 

Capital Costs:
 

Electro-Mechanical Equipment
 

10 kW turbine-generation set, GSA estimate $ 6000
 

Extension line, 900 volts
 

1 km 4000
 

Civil Works impoundment,
 
penstock, power house 3000
 

A-C Electric Motor Pump
 

500 foot head, 50 gpm 1000
 

$ 14,000
 

Annual Operation and Maintenance Costs: 

6% of capital costs $ 840 
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ELECTRICITY TARIFFS FOR RURAL COMMUNITIES
 

:NTRODUCTION
 

One of the common problems facing electric utilities in the
 

developing countries is the application of an appropriate tariff
 

structure for the rural ccianunities, which are often isolated from
 

the rest of the country. Different councries have adopted different
 

approaches to solve these problems depending on their respective
 

socio-- ,onomic and political conditions. This paper suggests 
one
 

such approach based on marginal cost pricing but modified to 
suit the
 

electricity sector and the social and economic environment in the
 

rural areas.
 

EXISTING TARIFF STRUCTURES
 

During the energy crisis 1973-1974, many developing countries, and
 

in particular those which are not endowed with petroleum reserves, were
 

suddenly faced with price-hikes of 400% 
in oil price within a short
 

span of less than two years. For the electric utilities, the impact
 

of oil price escalation was more serious 
as the existing tariffs aQd
 

not incorporate any fuel price and lengthy procedures were required
 

for tariff adjustment. 
Moreover the tariffs being based on tradaional
 

historical costs 
were no longer adequate to generate resources to
 

finance new investment to meet the additonal demand of 
..xisting or
 

new consumers. 
To overcome this problem, many electric utilities
 

carried out tariff studies based on marginal cost pricing and started
 

applying 
 them with appropriate modification based on their respective
 

socio--economiL c-nditions.
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CONCEPT OF MARGINAL COST PRICING
 

The concept of marginal cost pricing has been widely discussed
 

during the last decade. In its application to electricity tariffs,
 

incremental costs of generating, transmitting and distributing
 

electricity at different places (or voltages) are obtained from the
 

investment programme prepared to meet the demand according to a load
 

forecast for a period of usually ten years. A tariff is then
 

devised to reflect these costs as well as the operating costs.
 

One of the objectives of the marginal cost pricing is to
 

achieve efficient allocation of resources by charging the consumers
 

the economic cost of meeting their new or additional demand. In
 

practice, the tariffs derived on this basis are modified to meet
 

other objectives such as social and financial objectives.
 

After deriving the costs of supply, it is a question of policy
 

whether to charge consumers according to their costs of supply or
 

to allow for cross-subsidy from one group to another in consideration
 

of low- and high-income consumer grcups.
 

As a rule, tariffs on average should give adequate revenues
 

to meet the objective of marginal cost pricing. This departure
 

from the original concept is necessary to achieve social objectives,
 

equity and fairness among consumers as well as to simplify metering.
 

In particular, special attention is needed to such tariffs
 

before applying them to rural communities because the latter are,
 

V(7 
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in general, living in areas of poverty and low productivity and
 

may not be in a position to pay for their consumption.
 

RURAL 	ELECTRIFICATION
 

In Africa, many countries are putting increased resources
 

into rural electrification with a view to raising standards of living,
 

to set up industries in order to create regional balance, to prevent
 

rural drift, and to create more jobs in rural areas. Generally,
 

electricity is introduced into rural areas in the following ways:
 

i) Extension of grid - This is generally done in countries
 

which already have an existing network.
 

ii) 	 Installina diesel generators - This is a very common case
 

and it was the cheapest way of supplying consumers until the
 

energy crisis.
 

iii) Micro-hydro power stations - After the oil crisis in 1973-74
 

many micro-hydro power stations have been set up supplying
 

electricity to rural areas.
 

iv) New and renewable sources of energy - Many rural localities
 

have been supplied with electricity more or less on an ex

perimental basis by new sources of energy such as biomass,
 

wind,energy, and solar energy.
 

The costs of supplying electricity by the above ways vary
 

considerably and consequently tariffs based on these costs would differ.
 

"l~Ib) 
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COST ANALYSIS
 

A short analysis is given below to illustrate the tariff
 

implication of the various systems.
 

i) Extension of Grid - This is generally the most expensive
 

way of supplying rural consumers but it has several long
 

term benefits such as high reliability, optimum use of
 

available plant capacity and rapid development of the
 

rural areas. The costs of supply could be 4000 to 40000
 

dollars per km of line, depending on system voltage.
 

In this particular case, it is recommended that tariffs
 

should be based as far as possible on marginal costs
 

of supply for the system as a whole and the same tariffs
 

should be applied irrespective of the location of the
 

consumer. If the rural consumers were to be charged on
 

the basis of the costs of extension of the grid, tariffs
 

would be prohibitive.
 

ii) 	 Diesel Generators - The present cost of providing electricity
 

supply for medium sized diesel units is about 1000 - 1200
 

dollars per kW. Allowing for investments in distribution,
 

the cost per kw would be about 1500 - 2000 dollars per kw
 

for a small rural community. The fuel cost would be around
 

15 cents per kWh assuming the price of fuel to be 2.40 dollars
 

per gallon. The monthly cost per kW would be 25 dollars
 

assuming 14% discount rate.
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Cost per kWh = 15 + 2500 x 100 
(assuming 30% load factor
 

for domestic consumers)
 
24 x 30
 

= 15 + 11.6 = 26.6 cents
 

If an allowance is made for distribution losses, billing costs
 

and maintance, the cost per kwh would be around 30 cents.
 

iii) 	 Micro-Hydro Power Stations - The costs of micro-hydro
 

power stations could be broadly classified in three categories
 

and these costs are given below:
 

Small installation 3 15kW 300$ - 500 $/kW 

Medium installation 15 - 200kW 500$ - 1000 $/kW 

Large installation 200 - 1000kW 1000$ - 5000 $/kW 

Taking the highest cost in each category, and assuming 14%
 

discount rate with an average life of 30 years and 30%
 

load factor for the plant, the monthly cost/kW and kWh are:
 

Small range 6$/kW/month - 2.6 cents/kWh
 

Medium range 12$/kW/month - 5.2 cents/kWh
 

Large range 60$/kW/month - 26 cents/kWh
 

If we allow for maintenance, and billing expenditure, the
 

cost per kWh would be:
 

Small range 7.6 cents/kWh
 

Medium range 10.2 cents/kWh
 

Large range 31 cents/kWh
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iv) New and Renewable Sources of Energn
 

In recent years, special efforts have been made to
 

re-examine the possibility of using new and renewable
 

sources of energy such as solar, wind, sea, wood,
 

agricultural residues and cow dung for electricity
 

production. However the application of these new
 

sources of energy is still on experimental basis
 

and therefore costs are quite high. The use of solar
 

energy in photo-voltaic cells is likely to be developed
 

on an industrial basis and the costs of photo-voltaic
 

cells would be competitive with other conventional
 

sources of energy in the coming decade. For the time
 

being, their costs are prohibitive for electrifying
 

rural consumers.
 

TARIFF POLICY
 

From above analysis, it is clear that with escalating prices
 

of fuel oil, micro-hydro power stations are very economical and
 

competitive in small and medium ranges. For the large range if we
 

compare them with diesel alternative and assume 10% increase in fuel
 

oil price, micro-hydro power stations would still be the least cost
 

solution.
 

Ater deciding the costs of supplying a rural community, a common
 

dilena is to decide the basis of pricing policy which meets the dual
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objectives of marginal cost pricing and the "willingness to pay
 

criterion.,, A compromise can be reached by setting up high tariffs
 

for lighting so that they recover fixed cost as well as running cost.
 

Whereas for other off-peak loads, tariffs could be based on marginal
 

costs of supply. This would be an incentive for increased consumption
 

and thereby it would also improve the load factor.
 

From E .perience gained in many countries it has been found that 

in rural areas, electricity is generally used for lighting, radio,
 

pumping and to a limited extent for small industries. As regards to
 

lighting, it has been found that consumers generally can afford to
 

pay the cost of diesel alternatives as the consumption for lighting
 

is usually small. Whereas pumping is generally done during off-peak
 

hours, a low tariff based on 
marginal cost pricing could be appropriate
 

and this would help to improve the load factor of the system.
 

As rural electrification schemes are ultimately to be connected
 

to the national grid, it is necessary that as far as possible electric
 

utilities should adopt the same tariffs for all 
consumers irrespective
 

of their location provided that national tariffs are based on marginal
 

costs of supply with appropriate modifications to suit local conditions.
 

Another important aspect of tariff policy is that consumers should
 

not be encouraged to waste electrical energy and should be motivated
 

(usually by tariff policy) to use the energy in a form which is the
 

most economical. For example, in rural communities supplied by diesel
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generators, electricity tariffs should be prohibitive so 
as not
 

to encourage heating or cooking for which gas and wood are 
generally
 

better alternatives. 
 However, for micro-hydro power stations, this
 

limitation may not apply. 
 This gives micro-hydro schemes 
an enhanced
 

advantage 
over the other alternatives.
 

For extremely poor areas, 
it is recommended that electricity supply
 

should form part of 
a broad integrated rural development programme so
 

that with the gradual implementation of the programme, incomes of
 

the rural community would increase to the extent that 
consumers could
 

be in a position to pay the costs of the infrastructure, in particular
 

electricity.
 

,(1~
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Abstract
 

There are two major approaches to hydroelectrification, the centralized
 
program with a national grid and the decentralized program of widely dispersed
 
small hydro units. Each approach represents a specific strategy of economic
 
development and nation building. The centralized grid program is capital
 
intensive, requires sophisticated technology and stresses tight control of
 
hardware. Small decentralized hydropower (SDH) tends to be labor intensive,
 
requires only simple technology and stresses process-oriented, open-ended
 
management. In this paper the distinguishing features of each approach,
 
including technology and management, and the advantages and disadvantages of
 
each are discussed. The appropriateness of each strategy will depend on the
 
demographic and geographic conditions, technological possibilities and the
 
program goals of the nation. However, small decentralized hydropower can
 
play a crucial role in a national electrification plan, and, as an integral
 
part of a broader national development strategy, will strengthen ties between
 
the central government and the rural community.
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Institutional Development for Managing
 

Small Decentralized Hydropower Svstems
 

by
 
Dr. Richard H. Brown, President
 

Washington Institute for Social Research
 

There are two major approaches to hydroelectrification. The
 

first -- a centralized program with a national grid -- is the best
 

known and the most often used, particularly in West Africa. This
 

approach certainly has proven its effectiveness in many countries
 

and situations. But there is a second approach, as well, one that is
 

much less well known and much less widely used. This is a decentralized
 

approach, using small scale free-standing hydrogeneration units in
 

great numbers throughout the rural areas. In my remarks today I will
 

call these two approaches centralized and decentralized, or grid and
 

SDH. i want to discuss the basic fatures that distinguish them,
 

and what are the major advantages and limitations of each. And I
 

particularly want to suggest how a decentralized approach might be used
 

to extend and complement a centralized approach with a national grid.
 

Finally, I will conclude with some general comments on SDH as part of
 

a total strategy of national development.
 

The most embracing distinction between the centralized and de

centralized approaches to electrification is that they represent
 

respectively the "trickle down" and the "bubble up" strategies of
 

economic development and nation building. The term trickle-down
 

implies that decisions are made in the upper levels of the national
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hierarchy and their results, designed to stimulate the major industries,
 

are expected to eventually reach or trickle down to the common citizen.
 

Advocates of the trickle down strategy of development speak the language
 

of technical economics and capital intensive industrialization. They
 

favor programs that start with relatively few major projects that are
 

sophisticated, large, and costly per unit. By contrast, in the bubble
 

up strategy, the actions are initiated at the local level and their
 

ramifications pass up through the national hierarchy. Advocates of
 

this approach speak the language of national autonomy, resist dependency
 

on foreign capital and technology, and favor numerous widely dispersed
 

projects that are scaled to the capital, technical, and organizational
 

resources of the masses of rural people. Each of these positions con

stitutIs a comprehensive theory and practice of social change.
 

Several other distinctions between the two strategies should be
 

made also. One distinction has to do with technclogy as such. Here
 

centralists tend to favor sophisticated, capital intensive hardware,
 

while decentralists favor sii :le, labor intensive technology. Another
 

distinction refers to the basic focus and style of management in an
 

electrification program. Centralists stress the end product or hard

ware of the system, whereas decentralicts focus more on the human ant
 

social processes. Moreover, the centralists usually prefer deterministic
 

planning and tight managerial control, whereas the decentralists incline
 

toward open-ended coordination and an integration of planning and
 

implementation.
 

The different aspects of the centralized approach have logical
 

compatibilities ;qith each other. This is also true of the decentralized
 

approach. For example, the trickle dovn theory supports a monetary
 

,q 
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industrial strategy for development, thereby leading to highly cap.

talized, technologically sophisticated projects in a relatively few
 

centers of development. Given such a strategy, it becomes necessary
 

to focus on setting up and running the expensive hardware, since this
 

is seen as the engine of development. Similarly, given such sophisti

cated technical systems, comprehensive advance planning and tight
 

managerial control become necessary.
 

By contrast, the bubble up theory argues that economic development
 

is inseparable from political autonomy, in that poverty is 
seen as a
 

product not of "backwardness" within the poor nation, but of its relations
 

of dependency with wealthier nations. To eliminate this crippling de

pendency, say decentralists, it is necessary to mobilize the indigenous
 

resources of the country itself -- the simple skills, local materials,
 

and labor of the masses of people who reside mainly in the rural areas.
 

It follows logically, then, that electrification should proceed using
 

simple technology, elementary management systems, low levels of capi

talization, and as much labor as possible. And given an approach
 

it further follows that the main focus of management will be on stimu

lating this broad participation. Emphasis, therefore, will be on
 

generating a mass social process, rather than on constructing massive
 

physical hardware. Finally, since such a process is more of a social
 

movement than a formal organization, the approrriate style of management
 

becomes one of open-ended coordination rather than deterministic planning
 

and control, since such control would either be impossible or would
 

preempt the local initiative upon which the program's success depends.
 

To summarize, then, there are two major distinctions between
 

centralized grid and decentralized SDH approaches to naticnal electri

fication programs. These are:
 



Centralized Grid 
 Decentralized Grid
 

1. Capital intensive, 1. Labor intensive,
 
sophisticated technology 
 simple technology
 

2. Hardware orientation, 2. People orientation,
 
deterministic control 
 open-ended coordination
 

I would now like to speak of the distinction between the capital
 

intensive, sophisticated technology typical of centralized grid systems,
 

and the labor intensive, simple technology usual in decentralized SDH
 

programs. 
 I will also point out some of the relative advantages and
 

disadvantages of each. My hope is that this discussion will suggest
 

ways in which an SDH approach may be used to complement a national grid
 

program.
 

Major factors to be considered in assessing the technology appropriate
 

for an electrification program include the geographic characteristics of
 

the area to be served, the number of consumers that will eventually hook
 

up to the system, and the methods available for generating power. In a
 

nation such as 
Egypt, for example, whose population is concentrated along
 

a single massive river, larger technical facilities are highly feasible
 

and appropriate. 
The Aswan High Dam on the Nile, for instance, is a one
 

billion dollar structure with a capacity of 2100 megawatts of electricity.
 

Although start-up costs were very high, the Aswan High Dam represents an
 

economical investment in electrical power given the relevant economic
 

considerations, especially when considering the other social benefits
 

associated with it. By contrast, such sophisticated technologies would
 

not serve people well in a nation such as 
Nepal, whose far-flung villages
 

are all served by small, steeply dropping mountain streams. In this
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case, micro technology is highly feasible and cost effective.
 

In contrast to the sophisticated technology of the centralized
 

grid programs, a decentralized, SDH approach favors simple, low
 

cost technology. Simple technology, however, is not directly equi

valent to small scale either of projects or of kilowatt output.
 

What is critical for the decentralized approach is that the simple
 

technology be geared as closely as possible to the capital, tech

nical, and managerial resources of the owners, builders, and users
 

of the system -- that is, of the ordinary local people themselves.
 

In most Third World countries, the greatest such resource is the
 

unused labor power and simple skills of rural villagers. Thus a
 

technology that stressed relatively large labor investments and was
 

relatively simple to manage would fall into this category, even if
 

it was relatively large in size or kilowatt output.
 

To illustrate the above, imagine a rural municipality located
 

near a large natural basin, one that could be easily made into a
 

lake by blocking one end with an earthenwork barrage, much in the
 

manner of the Aswan Dam, but on a greatly reduced scale. Given
 

such a large storage capacicy, almost all of which could be created
 

through simple construction by local labor, a relatively cheap
 

generator might still provide more than enough power to meet demand.
 

In addition, such a facility also would be well within the technical
 

and managerial capacities of the townspeople themselves.
 

Simple technology, then, is intended to fit more smoothly in
 

the unsophisticated rural environment of most LDCs where massive
 

labor resources reside but where capital is scarce. The hydro
 

equipment therefore is kept fairly elemencary so that it can be
 

built, used, naintained, and repaired on the spot without great
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dependence on trained engineers, mechanics, and imported parts.
 

Construction of hydro power sites also is undertaken with materials
 

of far less purity or exact specifications, and the marketing of
 

power, which generally is primarily for the local community itself,
 

is far less vulnerable to fluctuations due to regional blackouts,
 

transmission breakdowns, and other outside faztors uncontrollable
 

by users. People are more easily trained, supervision, control and
 

organization are simpler, and the operation in general is calibrated
 

to 
the capacities of those whom it seeks to make more productive.
 

In most underdeveloped areas, the gap between the "$1,000,000
 

technology" of the sophisticated generators and the "$10 technology"
 

of the kerosene lanterns is so gigantic that a quick, massive, and
 

direct transition from one 
to the other may be impossible. Moreover,
 

even if iL were successful, such a shift might kill off the traditional
 

workplaces and displace much of the populace. 
For a decentralized
 

approach, then, what are needed are simple technologies in the $1,000
 

to $100,000 range, ones that are immensely more fruitful than indig

enous methods of lighting or power, but that also are immensely
 

cheaper than the highly capitalized technology of most modern hydro

generation. At such a level of capitalization, many SDH sites and,
 

hence, large numbers of workplaces in remote rural communities, could
 

be created.
 

Simple technology is technology designed to 
use the scarcest
 

resources the least, and the abundant 
resources the most. By keeping
 

the requirements for outside capital and technology to 
a minimum,
 

appropriate technology permits many snmall sites 
to be started, each
 

of which is accomplished mainly through local effort and investment.
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This allows the ratio of local investment to be high in relation
 

to outside investment, which in turn enables many local projects
 

to be initiated. With such iive-stment ratios, the success of a
 

national decentralized program depends on the initiation of hun

dreds of local projects at relatively low cost per unit to the
 

national government. It is therefore critical that each project
 

have a "demonstration effect" built into it. The demonstration
 

effect of simple technology is powerful because similar opportuni

ties are perceived as being within reach of the more progressive
 

and enterprising individuals and communities within the rural
 

district.
 

Permit me now to turn to a comparison of the man::;.erial approaches
 

that characterize these two basic types of technology that T discussed
 

above. The centralized grid typically is managed with an emphasis
 

on the hardware or physical aspects of the program, using administrative
 

techniques that help central managers control and determine things
 

in advance. By contrast, decentralized SDH programs tend to be oriented
 

more toward the social processes involved in electrification,
 

adopting an administrative approach that favors open-ended coordination
 

and collaboration rather than strict planning and control.
 

In the design and implementation of a national electrification
 

program, the orientation of management can heavily influence the
 

nature and structure of the overall program. In the centralized
 

approach the focus of management's attention usually is on tight
 

control of the hardware and the products of the program, whereas the
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decentralized approach tends to focus on open-ended coordination
 

of the social processes that the program engenders. Neither emphasis
 

entirely excludes the other. Product-oriented managers assume that
 

if the hardware is created, the social-political processes will also
 

be improved in the long run. Conversely, the process-oriented managers
 

feel that, in the long run, if the community development aspects are
 

working well the technology will easily fall into place.
 

A hardware-oriented, deterministic approach proceeds as if project
 

factors are susceptible to advanced prediction by experts. These
 

experts, in turn, operate under the control of a centralized executive.
 

Most of our familiar physical and social structures result from this
 

deterministic model of design. Such products as industrial plants,
 

large hydroelectric dams, and even systems of administration are usually
 

built according to pre-determined forms and procedures. The assumption
 

is that the desired outcome requires little reconceptualization by the
 

planners, flexibility by the managers, or participation by the users.
 

A deterministic approach to electrification therefore is appropriate
 

where the environment is predictable, where the context is static,
 

where agreement is well-established, or where the central authority
 

controls all the resources needed to accomplish its objectives. Such
 

an environment can readily and efficiently be subject to centralized
 

managerial and technical control.
 

The product-oriented, deterministic approach, then, is excellent
 

for projects where the hardware aspect is crucial -- that is, for
 

large scale, capital intensive sites that employ sophisticated tech

nology. Certainty concerning hardware, however, may sometimes be
 

achieved at the expense of local initiative, openness to opportunities,
 

and respect for tradition. The development of rural communities -
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which is one goal of electrification programs -- may be experienced
 

as frustrating by the managers and brutalizing by the local people
 

if attempted with the same managerial approach that is appropriate
 

to developing highways, bridges, or large scale hydroelectric dams.
 

In many settings, when difficulties are encountered in the
 

implementation of 
the project, they are viewed as impediments to
 

creating the final electrification system, rather than as 
a source
 

of insights about the hypotheses upon which the system itself is
 

based. 
 This is not surprising, in that with the deterministic
 

approach if the basic assumptions are challenged there is little
 

recourse except to start again from scratch. Thus the only solution
 

often appears to be to "overcome" the "problems" -- usually with
 

more expenditures and sometimes by authoritarian methods. Thus
 

implementation of master plans for rural electrification almost in

variably overruns 
the initially projected project costs. Moreover,
 

having strictly separated planning and implementation, the entire
 

process has little flexibility in responding creatively to unfore

seen difficulties that inevitably arise.
 

In most centrally directed electrification projects, a study
 

is prepared to determine the practicality of a particular undertaking.
 

Its outcome is either, "Yes, go ahead," or "No, the project is not
 

feasible." Where a project appears impractical, alternatives usually
 

are recommended. These alternatives 
are then shown to be feasible
 

in varying degrees. In any case, the essential nature of such
 

studies is to start with a fixed premise and to work out a scheme
 

that somehow shows it will work. 
This is usually accomplished either
 

by increasing the scope of the project to produce more revenues, or
 

by reducing the project so that it requires less capital. 
 In both
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instances, the analysis is based on norms and average profit ratios
 

that are 
adequate for assessing conventional electrification schemes
 

but may be less reliable in assessing the unique development oppor

tunities available to a decentralized SDH program. In the SDH
 

approach, the initial start-up capital required for a national pro

gram is relatively low, because the projects are smaller and much
 

of their cost is borne by local communities. To stimulate such local
 

initiative, however, the program must be prepared to 
respond rapidly
 

and flexibly to local opportunities and constraints. Such responsive

ness is characteristic of an open-ended, collaborative style of
 

management.
 

One key point in the open-ended, process-oriented approach is
 

that "things", such as hydrogenerators or irrigation canals, help
 

create and express the "meaning" of a given community, region, or
 

nation. If such physical entities are simply transferred without
 

transformation to the project sites, they can become meaningless
 

appendages, anomalous presences that are unresponsive to the needs
 

that are eminent in that particular setting. For example, a hydro
 

facility may be perceived by local people as something alien, "the
 

government's project," rather than as 
"our project," something that
 

belongs to "us." If it is defined as something alien, the facility
 

will be underused; it may even generate fear and suspicion. Main-.
 

tenance of feeder canals or power lines, for example, may not be
 

seen as a civic responsibility, and payment of rates may be resented
 

or even avoided entirely.
 

The stress on process, then, is not soft-headed sentimentalism
 

and it may not even involve a principled commitment to fostering
 

self-government. More usually, it is based on 
the practical awareness
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that it is easier to develop technically sound plans in the capital
 

city than it is to stimulate support for them in the rural villages.
 

In the process orientation, then, management is seen not merely as
 

a technical undertaking; it also is understood to be a process of
 

building a constituency for the program that is to be managed.
 

Hydro development is viewed as one aspect of 
a larger process of
 

community and national development which, if properly guided, will
 

lead to additional projects and products.
 

A process- or people-oriented approach also suggests that many
 

projects can be undertaken simultaneously in collaboration with many
 

local communities, including communities that may come 
into the pro

gram at 
a later date. Projects are started in those communities that
 

have the most enthusiasm and the greatest willingness to contribute
 

to 
their own development, with only secondary consideration given to
 

where such community projects may fit into an ultimate national grid.
 

A process of self-selection, rather than pre-selection, is thereby
 

built into the program from the beginning. In terms of purely tech

nical considerations, this may not be the most efficient approach.
 

But the method does stimulate participation from groups that otherwise
 

might have been left out entirely. Moreover, by this method passive
 

recipients and potential critics can be transformed into active agents
 

Of improvement who appreciate what they themselves have helped to shape.
 

Such a growth in local capacities for self-improvement is likely
 

to spill into additional areas as well. For example, the entrepre

neurial or cooperative energies than have been mobilized might be
 

directed later toward building an irrigation system or a fisheries
 

industry. 
Also, because local people are the major partners in the
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program, there is a real demonstration effect for other rural
 

communities. Costs are kept down even while addressing situations
 

that are defined as important by residents and that therefore can
 

serve as motivators.
 

In the decentralized approach, then, rural electrification
 

is an orchestration of processes that begins with the arrival of
 

the first survey team and continues beyond the completion of the
 

hardware facilities. Instead of positing an ultimate product and
 

working back from that, the ongoing process of electrification is
 

stressed at all stages of development. The system has to function
 

ina way that is appropriate and adequate for each particular stage
 

and locale. There is thus maintained a perception of continuing
 

progress, and of the availability of opportunity to contribute to
 

that process. This means, in effect, that the SDH system is never
 

done. It is always being improved.
 

Since every silver lining has its cloud, we should note that
 

the process orientation often can be insensitive to the technical
 

requirements of all but the simplest electrification projects.
 

Once the stakes go up in terms of levels of capitalization, the
 

technical requirements of the project tend to assume an overwhelming
 

urgency, an urgency to which process-oriented managers often find
 

it difficult to respond. There is built into the process orientation,
 

then, a difficulty in moving from the micro to the macro technical
 

levels. Larger scale projects tend to be beyond the capital, managerial
 

and technical resources of local communities that might be involved
 

in a collaborative process. And, given their dependency on outside
 

help for these resources (and the relatively low importance of labor
 

in such projects), the role of local participation is significantly
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reduced, rendering the process orientation comparatively less
 

relevant.
 

Another difficulty with the process-oriented approach is that
 

it requires a flexible and egalitarian style of management. That is,
 

to institute a process of local initiative and self-help, the program
 

officer must avoid encouraging habits of dependency on the outsiders.
 

Yet in the eyes of villagers, the officer himself is the outsider. To
 

engender a decentralized process of SDH development, therefore. it is
 

necessary to create a cadre of field officers possessed of very unusual
 

skills. Such persons must be specially trained in the hardware as
 

well as the people aspects of electrification. Moreover, such field
 

staff would have to be highly mobile in order to offer the services
 

of the program to many communities on a self-selection basis, and in
 

order to service those entrepreneurs and groups that do opt into the
 

program. Such an extensive style of field work might itself engender
 

still other problems for a process-oriented approach. First, the
 

field officers will need transportation. They should have a jeep or,
 

in some areas, access to light airplanes or motor launches. Since
 

field officers of government programs are usually considered close
 

to the bottom of the bureacratic "totem pole", and since such trans

portation is often considered a privilege and symbol of high status,
 

it may be difficult to provide field officers with the mobility that
 

is necessary for their success.
 

In my concluding remarks I will consider SDH programs in the
 

context of the overall development process that includes not only SDH,
 

but also national grid power systems, as well as many activities other
 

than power such as industrial development, creation of employment,
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development of political institutions, and so on.
 

In this larger context, it is important to note that SDH programs
 

provide a technology appropriate to a rurally-oriented, town and
 

village level strategy of national development. First, one central
 

goal of SDH programs is rural development. The sites of SDH projects
 

are in dispersed and often remote towns and villages. Second, the
 

range of SDH technologies, from 1 to 1,000 kilowatts in capacity, is
 

appropriate only to low levels of use, despite whether they are cen

trally or locally managed.
 

In addition, the organizational infrastructure provided by a
 

national SDH program can facilitate centralized grid programs in a
 

number of ways. Suppose, for example, it is decided in the capitol
 

to built a large hydroelectric dam so that new industries can be
 

started and new land brought under cultivation. At the same time
 

arrangements are made for all the ancillary activities that will
 

ensure that the greatest benefit is derived from the very high initial
 

investment. Dykes and secondary dams are to be built upstream to
 

prevent siltation and erosion; settlements are to be established in
 

the new farmland and provided with schools, dispensaries, and other
 

services; roads are to be built linking the villages with each other
 

and with the market town; agricultural and veterinary services are to
 

be set up; cooperatives are to be stimulated; and village industries
 

are to be encouraged. In all, funds may be allocated to ten or twelve
 

different Ministries or bureaus.
 

But a Central Planning Board cannot work out details such as
 

where best to place a school in relation to a branch road or clinic.
 

It can only inform the other Ministries that the building of the dam
 

places upon them obligations to the tune of so many thousands of
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dollars and that the money will be made available upon approval of
 

the Ministries' plans. Even so, it is normally quite beyond the
 

scope of such a Board to examine and collate all the schemes sub

mitted to it. At worst, some Ministries may use their allocations
 

for purposes related only in name to the original proposal.
 

Such fruitless efforts of centralized planning and control can
 

be even more harmful to projects emanating from the bottom upward.
 

For example, a municipality may propose a hydrogeneration scheme
 

for which the Ministry of Public Works may have the major responsi

bility. If the project is to work, however, it is crucial that the
 

technical and material services of many other Ministries be brought
 

into play. The Ministry of Lands may have to be consulted on public
 

domain and riparian rights; Agriculture will be concerned with ex

tending cultivation; Economic Development might be involved in helping
 

power-related industries.
 

Both these examples illustrate the need for an intermediate
 

coordinating mechanism in order to integrate governmental services
 

and ensure that they are calibrated to local peoples' needs and
 

capacity to absorb them. A national SDH program can help create
 

such structures, because it is decentralized in the location of its
 

sites, its usual level of technology, its administrative structure,
 

and the locus of its impacts in the rural areas. In the context of
 

total national development, SDH programs can provide a bridge between
 

the immense concentrations of capital and technology used for the
 

national grid, and the small scale, decentralized projects at the
 

local level.
 

In sum, I have argued that decentralized, small scale hvdro

generation can play a crucial role in national electrification
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strategies. If a nation wishes to avoid the extremes of client

type dependence, on the one hand, and economic isolation, on the
 

other, it must specialize in products relevant to the world market,
 

yet on its own terms as much as possible. In order to carry this
 

out, labor intensive but sufficiently specialized appropriate tech

nology and industry is necessary. SDH is a prime example of such
 

a technology, as well as a potential source of energy for many other
 

such industries.
 

By making use of SDH as part of the broader strategy of national
 

electrification, a country may also help to strengthen ties between
 

its central government and its local communities. Since its focus
 

is local but its scope is nationwide, an SDH program in effect offers
 

a model of "intermediate management" as well. An SDH program, there

fore, can have a significant impact upon the struggle of African
 

nations for political autonomy and economic growth.
 



APPENDIX
 

It should be obvious, of course, that neither centralized nor
 

decentralized approaches to national electrification programs are
 

correct or superior in and of themselves. Instead, each has its
 

advantages and disadvantages, and each will be more or less appro

priate depending on geographic and demographic conditions, techno

logical possibilities, and program goals. Because my remarks have
 

focused on the decentralized approach as a supplement to a national
 

grid, in this appendix are summarized the major advantages and
 

disadvantages of the decentralized approach as part of a national
 

electrification program.
 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Lower start-up costs due to the Does not fully utilize the 
use of cheaper equipment. potential of the site. 

More easily installed by using Might not provide sufficient
 
local labor and materials, amounts of electricity after
 

some period of growth of the
 
local community.
 

Better prospect for actual im- Could be subject to more fre
plementation and viability since 
 quent breakdowns and malfunctions.
 
it can be administered locally
 
thus circumventing bureaucratic
 
delays. People are more
 
easily trained and repairs can
 
be made more quicklv.
 

Can provide a positive demon
stration effect to other local
 
communities.
 

Expands commitment and consti- Uses endless amounts of time in
 
tuency, thereby facilitating talking and discussing. Risks
 
implementation, use, operations involving the "wrong people".
 
and maintenance. (For example, vociferous, low
 

status persons may see the pro
gram as their main chance, but
 
in trying to dominate it they
 
actually stigmatize it.)
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Develops a system of relation-

ships that may be used for other 

products. (For example, community 

or entrepreneurial organizations 

developed to build a dam that 

can be used to initiate a fish-

eries industry or a mosquito
 
eradication program.)
 

Focuses discussion in local 

communities on positive local 

choices rather than on polemics 

or personalities.
 

Engenders habits of entrepre-

neurship and local community 

initiative, 


Enhances input into process of 

planning and implementiag pro-

jects, thereby insuring better 

fit between technical require-

ments as seen by experts and
 
community needs as seen by users.
 

Uses the national SDH Entitv as 

a catalyst stimulator, and trans-

mission belt that links the needs 

and contributions of local groups 

with the resources of broader
 
public and private institutions.
 

Reaches many communities through 

its extensive outreach activities, 


Allows greater space for feedback 

from experience gained in the 

process of planning and implemen-

tation itself. 


Maintains flexibility in responding 

to unforeseen contingencies, thus 

avoiding threats or exploiting 

opportunities. 


Is susceptible to interruption 

until additional funds become 

available, rather than being 

simply terminated if resources 


run dry. 


Diffuses effort of SDH team.
 
Requires them to be skilled
 
in community development,
 
which is unusual for persons
 
trained as field technicians
 
or engineers.
 

Disrupts traditional habits of
 
mind and may raise expectations
 
beyond what can be fulfilled.
 

May make local communities
 
more powerful and demanding
 
of government.
 

Creates excessively loud voice
 
for incompetent persons. Dis
rupts hierarchic, authoritarian
 
style of host country managers.
 

Reduces the role and power of
 
the national SDH Entity to that
 
of a consultant and broker with
out a large capital budget.
 

Requires specially trained and
 
dedicated field officers and
 

special transportation.
 

Allows less space for advance
 
planning and therefore invites
 
more unforeseen obstacles and
 
difficulties.
 

May become unrelated to overall
 
national priorities or even its
 
own program priorities through
 
over-response to local initia
tives.
 

Lacks sufficient advance plan
ning and study to ensure inter
national lending agencies that
 
their investments will be well
 

spent.
 



Puts host country agency in 

greater actual coatrol over 

workflow by depending less 

on outside consultants and 

making them more accountable 

and pragmatically oriented to 

the needs of the local situation.
 

Tends to enhance the partici-

pation and capacities of indi-

viduals and groups who might 

otherwise be left out of, and 

therefore hostile to, tho 

development process. 


Able to respond to a wide range 

of community initiatives with 

a variety of technical and 

organizational modes.
 

Capitalizes on local resources 

in remote areas at low oppor-

tunity cost. 


Forces host country into
 
greater dependence on its
 
own scarce resources, thereby
 
making national elites more
 
dependent on their own pop
ulations.
 

Tends to increase levels of
 
expectation and autonomy of
 
local communities, or at least
 
of local elites, thereby
 
creating centers of power that
 
compete with the national
 
government and national elite.
 

May become too diffuse, may
 
even disintegrate, by seeking
 
to be all things to all persons.
 

Overlooks opportunities at
 
national and international
 
levels because of "worm's
 
eye," instead of "bird's eye"
 
perspective.
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'l1E PROCSS OF INTRODUCING HYDROPOWER 

TO RURAL PEOPLE 

When discussing decentralized small hydropower, the condition and perception of 

the rural people cannot be omitted. In reality, introducing small hydropower to 

rural people involves more than installing a turbine or other technical apparatus. 

Numerous social aspects should be taken into consideration. Thus, technicians who 

work in this field, especially in rural areas, need to 	be aware of any social pro

blems which may arise during a project. 

As technical, economical and financial planning, etc. have been discussed thoroughly 

already, this paper will concentrate on the social approach necessary for introdu

cing decentralized snall hydropower to rural people. 

Project Implementation 

Several methods are possible for implementing small hydro in rural areas, each with 

its own advantages and disadvantages, namely: 

implemented by either governmental or non-governmentala. 	 Small hydrooower is 

from them.organizations, and the local people purchase power 


- Since the local people take no part at all in the project and purchase
 

power from others, they usually have a passive attitude 	towards the
 

project.
 

- The project will not dynamize the local people, nor help to develop self

confidence because the idea and the implementation of the project do not 

originate from them but from other people (government or other companies). 

These two aspects are very important for rural development in general. 

U/
 



- In this type of project, ccamonly the main emphasis will be on technical 

aspects and management only. 

b. 	 Small hydropower is implemented by local people cooperatively or by similar 

bodies. 

- As the idea comes from the local people themselves, they will gain a 

sense of achievement, self-confidence and self-reliance that they can 

do something themselves, instead of always depending on help from others. 

Fran our experience, this will be a strong and valuable basis, especially 

for the uti.lization of the electricity for any productive efforLs in the 

future. 

- Much time and patience is required from technicians (who usually are not 

patient enough) to achieve the type of success described above. 

- Engineers/technicians should have a working knowledge or at least should
 

be aware of the social condition and perception of the local conmunity.
 

In developing countries such engineers/technicians are still rate.
 

Does electricity always mean diesel?
 

As a result of the effective and continuous brain washing of several diesel
 

products, most rural people simply identify electricity with the diesel engine.
 

'breover they sometimes identify electricity with one of the engine brands, such
 

as Honda, Kubota, M.W.M., etc.
 

Thus, to change these perception about electricity, especially within a country
 

which consist of thousands of islands like Indonesia, a continuous campaign
 

strategy is necessary. From our experience with various campaign techniques,
 

film seems to be the most effective. The following strategy is being implemented
 

on a trial basis:
 



Our experience shows that the use of standard management techniques will 

face many obstacles and therefore will be difficult to use. 

If these two aspects have been carefully examined and if change is possible 

within the conmmity, Achievement Nbtivation Training can be held for the 

leaders. From our experience this A.M.T. greatly influences the way of think

ing and in the future should influence rural people's management methods. At 

this point electricity utilization for productive activities are possible. 



Professional film maker Government Institution to be shown 

Various types of films N.'T.O.s in the potential 

Formal & non-formal localities 

Education 

Note: In the film, it should be emphasized that electricity does not mean lamps. 

Operational Cost 

Although the concepts of operational cost, depreciation etc. of small hydro are 

obvious to us, they are not understood fully by rural people. To rural people 

water is something that canes from nature. So, when there is a project concern

ing water, rural people only consider the cost for the first inplementation because 

water is regarded as something that will last forever. This manner of thinking 

may pose an obstacle for management of the project in the future. Moreover, in 

many developing countries, often rural projects are just given the rural conznunity, 

which may reinforce their short-term perception of small hydro costs.
 

Changing wrong perceptions may appear to be a simple aspect of implementing small 

Thus studies should examine several fachydro schemes, but it is a long process. 


tors which may reflect the readiness of the society for small hydro.
 

a. 	Local gOups/organizations.
 

- social groups: death, art, etc. 

- economy : credit, cooperative shop, or pre-cooperative, etc.
 

b. 	 Traditional management 

Rural people's ways of managing credit, finance, sharing, etc. nre or less 

may reflect their complex methods of management and we should examine care

fully which ones are possible to develop in relation to small hydropver. 

1/ 



BRIEF COMMENTS ON SOME INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS
 

OF MINI-HYDROPOWER PROGRAMS
 

Jack J. Fritz
 
National Academy of Sciences
 

Washington, D. C.
 

Energy and Rural Development: A New Policy Arena
 

Mini-hydropower for developing countries is currently being discussed
 

as a facet of a new policy arena, that of energy and rural development.
 

Until recently the problem-of providing energy to rural areas meant merely
 

extending urban grids and petroleum distribution. In many developing
 

countries, these two functions are in different hands--government-operated
 

centralized electricity systems and foreign oil companies who with private
 

entrepreneurs own and operate a network of oil refineries, oil product
 

transportation facilities (i.e., pipelines, trucks, railroad tank cars) and
 

distribution depots and retail outlets.
 

During the decade of the 1970's, the international oil cost/supply crisis
 

and its convergence with the fuelwood/traditional energy crisis in certain
 

countries focused attention on the need to develop indigenous energy resources.
 

One of the most promising options for meeting rural energy needs is
 

mini-hydropower, particularly in the tropical and highland areas of Latin
 

America, Africa and Asia. In these regions, technical, economic, social,
 

and political factors are combining to stimulate interest in this technology.
 

Demand for Electricity and the Role of Mini-Hyd-opower Technology
 

Most rural areas of developing countries do not have electricity. Energy
 

consumption is primarily in the form of traditional energy sources predominantly
 

for cooking. Given =his pattern of consumption, a growing number of studies
 

VI N 
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suggest that demand for electricity for productive uses will not develop
 

unless there are a range of other inputs available. Roger Revelle notes
 

some of these factors:
 

1. 	The actual or potential existence of adequate transportation
 

facilities to and from markets and sources of raw materials;
 

2. 	Availability of an adequate supply of other forms of energy
 

needed for a particular industry or industrial complex;
 

3. 	Sufficient investment capital, either in the form of credit
 

or savings;
 

4. 	The presence of trained technicians and of managers familiar
 

with problems of marketing, cost accounting, personnel management,
 

and business operation;
 

5. 	The existence of a market town or small city in which a complex
 

of mutually-supporting industries can be established;
 

6. 	The availability of skills, disciplines, and comparative costs
 
1 

of labor in the rural areas vs. the labor force in large cities.
 

Where the provision of electricity is deemed appropriate, the issue of
 

centralized or decentralized generation may be important. Competition may
 

develop between the national organization responsible for large-scale power
 

generation and the entity or entities at the national or local level involved
 

in providing energy to rvral users. International donors may back one or
 

both groups, further complicating the problem of determining an optimum
 

electric power investment plan for the country.
 

The emphasis on developing decentralized options such as mini-hydropower
 

may be viewed as a threat by the centralized national power organization
 

over generation and the development of an integrated national grid. In some
 

countries, however, the unreliabi.lity of power from the national grid provides
 

an incentive for businesses and local communities to have their own captive
 

source of power, whether diesel or small hydro. Thus, econorrics may not be
 

the dominant concern in government or local community considerauions of
 

the 	mini-hydro option.
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Organization and Management
 

The configuration of institutions involved in rural electrification and 

mini-hydro projects varies from country to country. Four basic approaches 

can be characterized: 

(a) Single utilit'
 

In countries with a socialist tradition, a single national
 

utility may be involved in generation, transmission, and distribution
 

of electricity to both rural and urban areas. This situation is
 

present, for example, in Indonesia, Peru and Sri Lanka, where the
 

Indonesian National Electric Company (PLN), Electroperu and the
 

Ceylon Electricity Board monopolize government electricity activities.
 

In Indonesia, though, considerable autogeneration capacity exists
 

outside the PLN network. PLN is taking an increased interest in
 

mini-hydro and has a full-scale testing laboratory for mini-hydro
 

systems in Bogor.
 

(b) Separate central and rural electrification authorities
 

Many developing countries have separated the national power
 

corporation from the organization that distributes power to rural
 

areas. This bifurcation, in part, reflects the large subsidies
 

that are sunk into rural electrification programs. These rural
 

electrification boards (Bangladesh), curporations (India) or
 

administrations (Thailand, Ecuador, Bolivia) may or may not own
 

and manage the distribution system. In Bangladesh, India, Bolivia
 

and the Philippines, cooperatives have been established for this
 

purpose, with technical, managerial, and financial support from the
 

government authority. Some of these rural systems have mini-grids
 

into which power is fed from diesel units. The high operating costs
 

of these units are forcing rural electric authorities and cooperatives
 

to turn to mini-hydro if an adequate hydro resource exists aear these
 

grids. t'\
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(c) Autonomous mini-hydro authority
 

While institutional responsibility for mini-hydro generation
 

usually resides in the national power organization or the rural
 

electricity corporation, there are instances, e.g., in Nepal and
 

Peru where a separate mini-hydro board has been established.
 

This board is involved in the construction of uini-hydro stations
 

in the remote mountainous regions and is separate from the Rural
 

Electrification Divsion of the Department of Electricity, which
 

also works with villages in the construction of small hydro plants.
 

In Peru, an ad-hoc commission serves to coordinate the planning
 

and execution of mini-hydro projects.
 

(d) Local community approach
 

In a growing number of cases, micro-hydro units are being
 

installed by local communities, sometimes with the assistance of
 

faculty and students from a nearby technical university. In Papua
 

New Guinea, the Appropriate Technology Development Unit of the
 

University of Technology at Lae has adapted a Pelton runner design
 

to high-head sites near Lae. The Butwal Institute of Technology
 

in Nepal has for many years assisted in local hydro development.
 

Church groups have installed units to pump water and provide
 

electricity to schools and hospitals in Nepal and India. The
 

people's communes in China have installed thousands of hydro units,
 

generally less than 20 kW in capacity with commune members being
 

trained at college and vocational institutes in all aspects of
 

hydraulic machines. The Peace Corps in Liberia has also been
 

active in the promotion of micro-hydro with installation of a
 

30 kW unit in a remote village.
 



Comparative Case Experiences
 

This section examines the development of mini-hydro programs in two
 

Asian and two Latin American countries from a comparative institutional
 

perspective.
 

Philippines and Thailand
 

The Philippines and Thailand are among the top ten oil-importing 

developing countries. Both have approximately the same per capita income 

levels and have fairly advanced rural electrification programs. These proqrams 

involve the extensive use of small diesel generators. In Thailand, there are 

approximately 400 diesels ranging in size from 50 to 6,000 kW. Both countries 

are desperately trying to reduce their dependence on imported oil and want 

to substitute mini-hydro units where possible. 

Each country has a central rural electrification authority--the National
 

Electrification Administration (NEA) in the Philippines and the Provincial
 

Electricity Authority in Thailand (PEA). A fundamental difference in
 

approach, however, is found in the development of rural electric cooperatives
 

in the Philippines. As of February 1980, 101 cooperatives had been electrified
 

under the NEA program, representing 27 percent of the barrios and 20 percent
 

of the households. The national objective is to electrify all barrics by
 

1985. In general, the cooperatives in the Philippines are dominated by the
 

wealthier members of the rural communities--government employees, businessmen,
 

sugar planters, and professionals. On the other hand, in Thailand, cooperatives
 

have not fared well and the government has resisted this approach in its
 

rural electrification program.
 

Thailand and the Philippines both have substantial potential for mini

hydro development. In Thailand, several hundred sites have been identified,
 

especially in the north, and one source estimates a potential capacity of
 

approximately 800 MW of firm, dry-season, unregulated power.
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Responsibility for mini-hydro development is dispersed in Thailand,
 

while a Presidential Directive in the Philippines in 1979 gave NEA sole
 

jurisdiction in this area. This directive was related to an overall policy
 

decision to promote energy self-sufficiency in all rural cooperatives. Under
 

this policy, NEA has begun working with rural cooperatives in planning for
 

the introduction of either mini-hydro systems or "dendro-thermal" units
 

(wood-burning steam or gas-fired power plants). NEA has signed agreements
 

with China and France providing credits for hydro units and gas-turbine
 

power plants. NEA will provide loans and technical assistance to cooperatives
 

in the adoption of these technologies. In Thailand. both the National Energy
 

Administration and the Provincial Electrification Administration are currently
 

installing mini-hydro units in rural areas. The Royal Forestry Department
 

and the Royal Irrigation Department also operate small, locally-made units.
 

While PEA, which reports to the Ministry of Interior, is the agency of the
 

government responsible for distributing electricity to rural consumers, NEA,
 

which is under the Ministry of Science, Technology and Energy, has a broad
 

mandate in the energy planning and supply field and views itself as playing
 

a catalytic role in the development and demonstration of alternative energy
 

technologies for rural areas. NEA and PEA officials hold quite different
 

philosophies toward the development of mini-hydro in Thailand. NEA is
 

concerned with developing an indigenous, low-cost system that is appropriate
 

in rural villages, particularly those that are remote from the main grid
 

or from district centers. NEA officials also believe the local cooperatives
 

can effectively build and manage micro-hydro systems at significantly lower
 

costs than with imported units. NEA has obtained assistance from the UNDP,
 

USAID, and Japan for micro-hydro projects. PEA, on the other hand, is seeking
 

to provide reliable power for rural district grids and to replace high-cost
 

diesel generators as quickly as possible. PEA looks to proven, imported
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equipment and is receiving assistance from Norway, as part of the World Bank's
 

second rural electrification loan, and from Finland in mini-hydro projects
 

involving units with a power rating of about 500 kW.
 

The main entity responsible for economic planning in Thailand is the
 

National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB). The NESDB is
 

currently considering the program and structure of the mini-hydro sector
 

in Thailand. An overall Energy Master Plan is also in preparation with
 

assistance from the Asian Development Bank. This plan will assess the potential
 

from mini-hydro and other alternative technologies in meeting future energy
 

needs. Some rationalization of this sector may therefore occur in the future.
 

The pace of development in mini-hydro in both the Philippines and Thailand
 

is clearly accelerating. The growth of decentralized generating capacity is
 

necessitating increased investment coordination in the power sector. The
 

World Bank has expressed to the Philippines government the importance of
 

coordination between NEA and the NPC, which is embarking on a major program
 

to build large generating plants based on geothermal and domestic and imported
 

coal. Similarly in Thailand, the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand
 

is planning new capacity based on lignite and imported coal. At this point,
 

neither country has a firm understanding of the opti-nal future mix of
 

centralized and decentralized capacity. However, it will be interesting to
 

compare the relative costs/benefits of the two approaches, in particular to
 

see whether the Philippine policy of rural energy self-sufficiency stands
 

the economic test of time.
 

Peru and Ecuador
 

Peru and Ecuador are currently oil exporting countries whose petroleum
 

resources will be severely diminished by 1990 due to high domestic consumption
 

resulting from government subsidies. However, policymakers in both countries
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realize that future electricity generation in rural areas must be through
 

mini-hydro plants with aggressive programs.
 

The theoretical hydroelectric potential for Peru as calculated by the
 

Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) in 1979 was approximately 200,000 MW.
 

Approximately 30 percent is exploitable or some 60,000 MW of which only
 

3 percent has been so far developed. The electricity sector is operated by
 

ELECTROPERU, the public sector enterprise charged with system operation and
 

project execution. ELECTROPERU is composed of five operating regions;
 

however, 87 percent of the electricity demand is concentrated in the region
 

around Lima.
 

As of 1979, approximately 73 percent of Peru's electricity generation
 

or 5,470 GWh from 1397 MW of capacity, come from hydropower, primarily large
 

plants. Within ELECTROPERU, small or mini-hydro plants are within the purview
 

of the Office of Applied Technology (OPTA) under its Programma de Pequenas
 

Centrales Hidroelectricas. MEM began its program of mini-hydro development
 

in 1978 initially carrying out studies of power system of 50 to 1000 kW
 

capacity to meet the electricity needs of rural people. The 1980 budget was
 

$1.85 million with several plants under construction. Plans call for 50 plants
 

to be built between 1960 and 1985, many financed through foreign assistance
 

programs.
 

ELECTROPERU is aggressively carrying out its plans to dot the countryside
 

with mini-hydro plants. The program is centrally managed from Lima; however,
 

local participation by the municipality is usually sought, particularly
 

during the construction phase. Operation of the system is carried out by
 

the local authorities with training provided through ELECTROPERU. This
 

approach has proved successful in bringing about cooperation between rural
 

people and Lima decisionmakers.
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Ecuador, on the other hand, has only begun to exploit its hydroelectric
 

potential which is estimated to be 22,000 MW. Installed capacity in 1977
 

was 612 MW, thermal and hydro, which was developed on a large scale only
 

during the seventies. Roughly 60 percent of Ecuador's populatikn remains
 

without electric power.
 

Aside from a small number of regional power companies, the Institute
 

Ecuatoriano de Electrification (INECEL), is under the jurisdiction of the
 

Ministry of National Resources and Energy (MNRE). The development of energy
 

resources in Ecuador had not been coordinated until the creation of the
 

Instituto Nacional de Fnergia (INE) in 1978 to coordinate energy policy
 

and recommend courses of action. Ecuador's oil reserves are rapidly being
 

depleted ,-ith importation expected to begin during the late eighties. There

fore, early planning efforts followed by conservation and exploitation of the
 

vast hydropower base is expected to go forward duriny the early eighties.
 

Development of hydroelectric power is one of the cornerstones of the
 

national development plan. The contribution to electric generation from
 

hydro plants is expected to be increased to 80 percent by 1985 in contrast
 

to 32 percent in 1978. INECEL will execute and manage the grid and the
 

large electric generating projects; whereas, regional and municipal power
 

will be managed locally. It is expected that this program will provide power
 

to 60 percent of the rural inhabitants. The program is principally a grid
 

extension effort suited for the larger communities, principally those with
 

more than 500 inhabitants, near major roads and with high agricultural
 

productivity. Since this program was found to be restrictive bypassing many
 

isolated villages, a Mini-Micro Hydroelectric Plan was formulated.
 

Prior to construction of a national arid, INECEL had constructed some
 

50 mini-micro hydropower systems, some of which were subsequently abandoned.
 

Under the new plan, retired plants will be either brought into operation or
 

the equipment moved to more attractive load centers. By mid-1980, several
 

feasibility studies of new or existing sites were underway. 
 Y l> 
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The management of new mini-micro hydro systems is expected to include
 

the formation of cooperatives, local power companies or municipal structures.
 

The organizational structure will depend upon the characteristics of existing
 

local organizations. Management expertise and training will be provided by
 

INECEL. This type of organization structure is similar to that found in
 

Peru with a central decisionmaker determining how energy technology will be
 

applied in rural areas. Often, this type of situation can lead to
 

misperceived needs or concentration solely on the urban centers. A balanced
 

program meeting the needs of both urban and rural peoples is necessary.
 

Conclusions
 

The issue of the role of mini-hydro in developing countries is caught
 

up in current policy debate over the merits of rural electrification. In
 

.nost developing countries, the balance of power continues to rest with the
 

proponents of total national electrification. These dominant elites view
 

the provision of electricity to rural areas as much in political as in social
 

or economic terms. Electrification is a tool of political integration and
 

provides tangible proof of the commitment of the government to improving
 

the quality of rural life.
 

Nevertheless, planners should be extremely sensitive to the overall
 

problem of village "energization" (as contrasted with village electrification)
 

and to the social impact of various energy supply and delivery systems.
 

Only in this way can appropriate policies, programs, and institutioz- b-.
 

designed to meet both the basic energy needs of the poor for cooking and
 

heating and the requirements of rural agriculture, industry, and transportation
 

for mechanical, electrical, and thermal energy.
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1. 0 32=OUCTIa 

The involvement of the private sector in managing small hydroelectric 

countries brings with it the possibility aofpower projects in developing 

auick and Pfficacioun development of a nation's hydroelectric resources. 

By their nature, small hydro projects are attractive propositions for the 

entrepreneur: 

" 	Geographical. dispe's.ion of sites minimizes the stress 
on a nation's infT.astructure. 

* 	 Project scale permits its develcpment by a small group of 
professionals in a relatively short space of time. 

The development of small hydrcpower power plants (SHPP) by the 

*private sector Is helped when a market is guaranteed for the plant 

generated energy at an attractive price. The develcper can then negotiate 

fran a bank to finance the SHPP construction and or-eration.a capital loan 

In this context, t1he pranulgation by the U.S. Congress in 1978 of the 

Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) is a very promising 

the act.development. Of particlar relevance are Sections 201 and 210 of 

These sections mandate electricity utilities to pur&ase electricity from 

uses renewableany small producer (of capacity of up to 80 MW 	 and which 

price that reflects theresources as its primary energy source) at the 

alternative electrical energy.increental cost o the electric utility of 

Cn the other hand, PURPA mandates that sales of supplerentary and backup 

power by the utility to the small producer shall not be discriminatory and 

that they reflect the utility's average cost of electricity generation. 

This paper then considers the contribution of legislative initiatives 

such as PJURPA towards fomenting the involvement of the private sector in 

of small hvdro electric power plants in develcpingthe develcpment 

of the U.S. approach that are apprcpriate forcountries. Elements 

developing country application are amThasized. Other in-country factors 

that would be indispensable for transferrin the PURPA model are explored. 

The paper is divided in the following sections: 

" A major U.S. Initiative: The Prcmulgation of PURPA
 
" Applicability cf PURPA to Develcping Counties.
 
" Draft Policy.
 
" -xanle of a PURPA Situation.
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2.0 	 A MAJOR U.S. INITIAT IE: = PMULGATICV OF THE PUBLIC 
tJTILITIES 	 REGULA ORY .OLICIaS ACT (PURPA) 

he promulgation in 1978 of the Public Utilities Regulatoty licies 

Act (PURPA) has played a major role in reneding interest in the development 
of Small Hydroelectric Pouer Plants (SEIP) in the U.S. Extracts from 
Section 2 of the Conference Report point to the interest of the U.S. 
Congress in this issue: 

"The Congress finds that the protection of the public health, safety 
and welfare, (and) the preservation of national security ... require 

(1) 	 A progran providing for increased efficiency in the 
use of facilities and resources by electrical 
facilities (and) 

(2) 	 A progran to provide the expeditious develcoment of
 
hydroelectric potential at existing small scale dams
 
to provide electric power.
 

Title II of PURPA contains provisions that are without precedent 
world-wide (Tauhman and Weingart, 1981), nanely the use of legislative fiat 
to govern the purchase of pwer frm two types of electric power 
generators-small pwer producers (including SHPPs) and cogenerators. 
Specifically, Section 210 of P.URPA was designed to circ=mvent three 
obstacles faced by small power producers that desired to interconnect with 
an electric utility (Silverstone, November 1980): 

" 	 First, heretofore, electricity utilities were not 
required to prchase electricily generated either on 
an "as availa8Le " or firm contract basis even if the 
electricity Aere offered at a favorable rate. 

" 	 Second, backup oer sales to small =cwer producers,

who usually met all or mst cf their cwn needs was
 
often priced at a discriminatozr high rate.
 

* 	 Third, even if a small pcwer producer were permitted
 
to supply energy to a utility, it ran the risk of

being 	deemed a utility and thereby being subject to a 
plethora cf federal and state regulations. Conpli
ance with such regulations could often be much more 
ccstly than any econanic benefits that could accrue 
from the sale of electrici-;. 
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each 	one ofSection 201 in conjunction with Section 210, addresses 

eliminates or substantiallythese irpediments and to varying degrees 

reduces them. 

2.1 	 Discussion of Relevant Parts of Sections
 

of 201 and 210 of PJPRPA
 

the Public Utilities Regulatoryimportant provisions of Title II of 

In they providein AppendL'z I. essence,Policies Act (PURPA) are listed 

that determines the purchase of electricity by electricthe framework 
facilities (QF) at a rate

utilities fran qualifying small power production 

the utility of alternativeconsonant with the incremntal ccst to 

A QF is defined to include facilities of capacityelectrical energy. no 

the use 
greater than 80 	megawatts that produce electric energy primarily by 

of a 	renewable resource (including hydroelectric) and of which no more than 

fifty percent of the equit-y interests is owned by an electric utility. 

that 	the rates for the sale of electricity by anPURPA also requires 

utility to a QF shall not be discriminatory and that QFs be exempted fran 

fede.ral and state laws and regulatiors that pertain to electrical
 

PURPA calls for "rulemaking provisions
utilities. A further mandate of 
... (includingrespecting (a) 	minimmn reliability of qualifying facilities 

such facilities during energencies)" and (b) "reliability of
reliabilit- of 

electric ser-ice to be available to such facilities fran electric utiities 

during --mrgencies." 

Congress had directed the Federal Energy FPgulatoryAdditionaly, 

Ca mission to pramulgate riles to guide the impleentation of Sections 201 

and 210 of PtMPA after "apprccriate consultation with reTresentative s of
 

Federal and State regulatory authorities having rate-aking authcritz for
 

Finally, Section 210(f)

electric utilities" and the general public. 


defines the role ,hich states are required - oerfo-n in the P.RPA
 

iv requiring that each state regulatry7 authoriti
regulatory st ucture 

shall after -. orocriate consultation with the eneral public," Lipl- ent 

it
such 	 [FE7C] rule (or revised rule) for each electric utili-v for which 

has ratemkng 	authorit/". 
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2.2 Federal and State IL lenentation of Selected Provisions
 

of T RE II of PURPA 

2.2.1 FERC Promulgation of Rules 

On February 25, 1990, FERC issued its final set of rules under
 
Section 201 and 210 of PURPA (to be codified as 18 CFR 9292). Broadly, the
 
regulations cover the following issues: 
 (1)electric utility reporting
 
requiremnts; (2) purchase rates; (3) sales rates; (4) interconnection 
ccsts; (5)required characteristic of qualifying facilities such as a)
 
ownership; b) operating and efficiency stardards; and c) certification and
 
d) exerptions from federal and state law. In general, the rules are
 
designed to make it exceedingly workuhile for QF's to sell electricity to 
any (inter)connected utility at an agreed purchase rate.
 

he purchase rate of electricity fran a new QF (i.e., built after
 
11/9/78) by an electric utility will depend upon the avoided costs 
(which
 
are the FERC defined proxies for increrental costs as mentioned in PURPA)
 
plus the characteristics of the QF system itself. 
Avoided costs are "... 
the incremental costs to an electric utility of electric energy or capacity 
or both which, but for the purchase, fran the qualifying facilit or 
qualifying facilities, such utility would generate itself or purchase from 
another source" (Section 292.101 (b)(6))[45 FR 12214 (2/25/80)]. The data
 
reporting requirements of the utilities have been designed to assist the
 
cametent state regulatory agencies in determining tne avoided costs.
 
These include: 1) the estimated avoided energy costs ( /Wh) f"c various 
levels of purchases fran QFs. Data must include costs of daily and 
seasonal peak and off-peak periods for the current year and each of the 
next five years; (2)the utility's plan for additions to or retir-ments 
frcm capacity (by type and amount) and any purchases of finn energy and 
capacity .or the next ten years; and (3) estimated apacity costs in 
dollars per kilowatt and associated energy costs per kilowatt for each 
planned capacity addition or planned firn purchases [Section 45 FR 12214
 
(2/25/80)].
 

Cata provided by the QFs wbich may also be considered in calculating 
the avoided costs include (1) availability of capacit, or energy during 



daily and seasom" peak periods (including dispatchability, expected or 

the utility (includingdemonstrated reliability); (2) contract terms with 

duration of purchase obligations; termination notice requirements and 

sanctions for non compliance); (3) coordination of scheduled outages; (4) 

usefulness f QF capacity and energy during eiergencies, including ability 

to separate its load from its generation; (5) the individual and aggregate 

value of energy and capacity to the electric system. Also, the 

relationship of the availability of energy or capacity and the ability of 

the utility to avoid costs (including the deferral of capuacity additions 

and the reduction of fossil fuel use plus the costs or savings resulting 

from line losses) may be taken into account (Section 5292.304(E)] 

Each state regulatory authority has the option of weighing the above 

mentioned factors as it sees fit, of utilizirg. and promulgating standard 

purchase rates tbhroughcut its service area for each type of QF (such as 

wind energy conversion systems (WECS) or S1S-Ps) or of examining the factors 

on a case b case basis (for facilities of capacity greater than 100 I4 

only). 

FIC rules for sales rates by utilities to QFs are couched in ter-.s 

of average costs Of electric energy generation and provisions cf generating 

capacity. Rates shall not discriminate against any QF in ccrarison to 

the same do not gererate electricity forother customers of class who 

supplementary, backup, maintenance, and interruptibl- pwer. Also rates 

for backup vO maintenance power must reflect the extent of coordination 

of the utility's facilities.between scheduled outages the QFs and 

The above discussion has touched lightly on the rules that have
 

been issued b. the FE.X to facilitate implerentation of Section 201 and 210
 

of PJIRPA. More detailed analyses of the rules have been rrade by
 

Law Institute
Silverstone (1980, 1981), Colden (1981), and the Energy 


(1980). The work of Fox (1981) is particularly useful in develoing a
 

it bears noting that
methodology for calcalating avoided cost. Finally, 


small projects, such as SHPPs will only gain substantial allowances for
 

avoided caacity costs if considered in the aggregate for both size and
 

reliability criteria.
 

2.2.2 Imlementation of FMC Rules by State Regulatcri Authorities 

?PMPA and the FERC regulations pranulgated thereto do not speci-f a 

specific implementation plan for the states. Each state is given broad 
1/) 
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procedural and substantive latitude in formulating its response to federal 
directives which thereby permits it to implemnt PURPA with greater 
sensitivity to local conditions and with innovative methodologies. A well 
conceived state iplenmntation plan will reflect state polic.v objectives 
and regulatory principles and have a rulemaking procedure that minimizes 
dends on state fiscal and administrative resoxces and that addresses 
directly the issues and concepts relating to rate structure and design on a 
technoloy otion basis. Men, regulations would be established that would 
be applicable statewide to all utilities and QFs. 

The state utility commissions were required to pranulgate
 
implementation plans 
for carrying out the mandate of Sections 201 and 210 
of PUPA by March 20, 1981. As .)f early June 1981, only 15 states had 
implemented FERC rules regarding PURPA small producer rules (Hydrcwire,
 
July 1981). As expected, the standard purchase rates are heavily
 
infl-enced by the fuel (such as nuclear, coal, or fuel oil) that the
 
purchased powr would replace. Sample purchase rates are shown belcw
 
(Pope, 1981). 

Intermittent Constant 
Power Power


State (/W 	 h) (t/kWh) Displaced Fuel 

New Hamp shire 7.7 	 8.2 Fuel 	oil
North Carolina 3.0 	 5.0 Nuclear
Vermont 	 6.6 9.0 Fuel oil
 

2.3 	 Impact of Private Sector Involvement on
 
Small Hvdro Develoment
 

In April, 1980, the Federal Energy Regulatory Ccmmission (FE=C) 
in an Envizronmental lrmact Assessment estimated that 	PURPA would stimulate 
the building by non-tility controlled entities of 12,000 M of capacitY by 
1995 (for all renewable resource technologies plus cogeneration). 

However, already it seems that the FMC's estimate is unduly 
conservative. In 1981, the FEIC expects to receive 1,800 applications to 
study hydrc- ceneration at existing dams and in develcoement sites - a 
hundred f5:d increase from just 18 in 1977 (Norman 1981). Most of the 
_aclicatiors deal with sites that neet PURPA recuirerrents, albeit 

apprcxamately half of them ccate for the chance to develco existing dams. 
As of Aprril 1, 1981, private entreprenueurs had filed applications 
reresenring 5,674 MW with t-he FZ_! (Gallant, 1981). 



The proposed projects are scattered throughout the country and 

involve installing SHPPs in places such as .impundents of abandoned 

textile mills (in New England and the Southeast), irrigation dams (in the 

Nrthwest) and at locks in major rivers such as the Mississippi, the 

Missouri, the Arkansas, and the Alabama. 

A noticeable feature of private sector involvEment in small 

hydro development is that a new kind of company is entering the field. 

Typically, this kind of ccmpany aims to develcp small hydro on a large 

scale and specialiZEs in putting together "package deals" that include (l) 

the management of a project through all its regulatory, technical, and 

financial aspects, (2) developing a contract to sell the SHfPP cutput, and 

(3) fotnulat.-4 a scheme to attract investors. 

A cypical contract between a QF and a facility would require 

that: 

" 	The QF be responsible for constructing, owning and maintaining 
the hydroelectric plant; 

" he utility wculd be responsible for constuctirg, owning, 
operating and maintaining all the distribution and substation 
connection facilities required to connect the OF and the 
utility, 

" 	The QF would reimburse the utility for all the initial 
distribution and substation facility connection costs and pay 
an annual fee to the utility for OM of the facilities 
(Barkovich, 1981). 

2.4 Technical Issues 

The incorporation of qualified facilities in the generator/load 
mix of a given utility will occasion a review of the utility planning and 

operating practices. As a minimum the following technical concerns will
 

need to be addressed:
 

* 	 safety to personnel and equipment
 
q
cuality of service
 

* operational accamcdations

* 	 ttatering 

* 	 sizing procedures and interconnection limits 
* 	 installation data needs. 

'lone of these concerts are insurmountable. Prichett (1981) has 

delineated pcssible procedures for dealing with them. However, clear
 

guidelines need to be established on who is going to cay for any s-pecial
 

equim-nt and/or labor consuminr prccedures that will be involved.
 



3.0 APPLICABILI"Y OF PURPA M DEVETWPING COUNRIES 

The cir=anstances that induced the U.S. Conaress to pranulgate the 
Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PLRPA) in 1978 apply more ineven 
developing countries whose econamics have been devastated by the oil price 
increase since 1973. The massive payments for oil imports have soaked up a 
growing share of the export earnings of these countries, straLed their 
ability to pay for essential impurts and slowed down their econacric 
development. Thus the development of all viable renewable ofsources 
energy (including small hydro) is imperative (fran both national security 
and economic well being viewpoints) for developing countries. 

For many countries, the otimal develcoment of its indigenous 
hydroelectric resources will need a partnership arrangenent between the 
public and private sectors. The existence of legislation, such as PURPA, 
that guarantees an attractive market price for electricity generated by 
qualified facilities is a necessary but not sufficient step for involving 
the private sector in the development of Small Hydroelectric Power Plants 
(SHPP's) in develcoin countries. This section first delineates other 
factors that influence SHPP development by the private sector and then 
reviews those elements of the U.S. PURPA that may be applied in developing 
countries. 

3.1 Factors that Influence SHPP Development in Develcping Countries 

Same factors that need to be considered in judging whether SHPP 
development by the private sector is viable are: 

Aational 
ener4 .r by the public and private econcric sectors and 
* =-'areness oF -f e icrtance c-' f-mentinc - -sce 

ec-
the general public is vitally necessary to cet rapid action. 
This is especially important in countries where the production
potential of small energy resources is so large that it may make 
a significant contribution to the energy supiies ccuntry-wide. 

In practise, this awareness translates into a positive attitude 
on the part of all public and private entities that may
influence the success of small hydroelectric projects. 

* 5ensivivit>' : * mi i .sviv:icna: :r~ ms. For example
legally in India, SFPP projects cannot be developed ::v the 
private sector (Barnea 1981). in most countries in Latin 
Aerica, water use for fCod production has the first rioritv 
such that hydrelectric --rojects are aiways subordinated to the 
use of water for irrication. Thus it is L7.i rtant that clear 
rules define the invovie7.nt of the different entities 
interested in water resources develcoment (Indacochea 1980). 

http:invovie7.nt
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avelon-ient
0 Eenergy organizations charged with pianning the 
the nations energy rescurcSs can highlight the importance of 

developing hydroelectric and other renewable resources. Such
 
organizations can also influence electric utilties in developing
 
tariff structures that reflect the true cost of fossil fuels and
 
encourage the incorporation of hydroelectric and other
 
renewables into their energy supply mix.
 

Since many SHPP service areas Aill be in rural areas, such an
 

energy planning organization could also be used in catalyzing
 
the coordination of the activities of energy develcpment
 
entities with those of agriculture and rural development
 
agencies. 

7 o ubiic tilitt ccnmission, with the resc.nsibil-Zistence of 
ity to regulate the orderly development of the electricity
 
sector and especially to regulate electricity tariffs. 

* AvaiZal_;zi.it f caitaZ far const-ctrion is 9 major concern to 

private developers. Clasgens and Rothchild (1981) have listed
 
for financing SIIP projects including tax-exemptmany mechanisns 

The State of California for
bonds and debt-services guarantees. 

example has created the California Alternative Energy Source
 
Financing authority to issue tax-exempt bonds to make low-ccst 
funds available for solar, wind, biomass, geothermal and SHPP 
projects. 

* Govermnent debt serjice ..uaran-ees reduce project risk and 

thereby stimulate private sector interest in SHP9 development, 
at little or no cost in tax revenues. It rigorous screening of 

projects takes place to minimize the possibilities of default, 
the program can operate at virtually no cost. A standardized 
technical and financial project a=ppraisal procedure is also 
necessar.y in minimizing progran costs (Marsden, 1981). 

i i : -rc~uch; insurance especially for the early 
SHPP oerating years is also imortant. 

* he it oao 

em en -.. 

e 1i in the ossiZ ron-ra -inc -rang. :e the 

utility and the SHPP develaper is another :itirtant issue. The 
that wuld allcwpossibility of the utility giving a cont--ract 

the SITP to pay back all loafs in the first 5 years after the 
plant is cperating would make many projects very attractive. 
(Merrill 1981). 

* 	 r =."res -I-r -,raini'gra siZ rrz f-C- "laracers 
7ehlcIogiss.3 :r- 7ecrnicians for planning, design, construction 

and operation of the SI-P's is vitally imortant. 'nerever the 
trained cersonnel are pcer, investnentsprospects for obtaining 

and credit will not be available.
became risky, 

http:AvaiZal_;zi.it
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e .4 high 'eve" v'-' ocal c-unirw interer and 7articixra;ionina., energy pro ect~j and4 a- Zar wate.- jani*':a-;icn poes)is 

an impqrtant factor. he involvement of the local ccmumnitv 
helps SHPP projects in lowering project costs (especially civil
engineerir costs) and improving reliability of coeration 
through maintenance of the watershed upstream fran the headrace 
entry point and concern for proper plant cperation. 

3.2 Elemnts of the U.S. PURPA That May be A lied to Developing 
"" 

Countries 

In tie context of this paper, the mst imccrtant objective of 
PUPA is to incentivate the rapid developmnt of a nation's renewable 
(including hydroelectric) resources through a partnership of t he public and 
private sectors. A measure of the efficacy of PUPA will be the rate that 
new renewable systems (including SHPP's) are integrated into the national 
grid and the subsequent reliability of the new system. 

For developing countries, any PURPA style initiative will have 
to be pramted within the context of each nations legal/socio-econanic 
milieu. tat is in rtant is to bear in mind the fie principal 
assuimtions of sections and201 210 of PURPA: 

* Only qualifying facilities can sell electricity to the 

utility. The QF will be defined in te_ s of its ownership
structure, its size and the resources it uses for generating
electricity. 

" 	The utility will purchase electricity at a rate consonant with
the incrental cast to the utility of generating electricity. 

" The utility will not discrimate in its sale tariffs against
QF's. 

" The QF's will be exe=t from the legal and regulatory
reauiranentz governing the organization and financial 
reporting of electrical utilities. 

" 	 The QF's and the utilities will be exrected to meet minimum
specified reliability requir~nents in furtherance of the 
objective of PURPA. 
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The actions taken by the Federal Energy Pegulatory Comission 

(FERC) and the Public Utility Cammission (PUC's) shoudl be judged strictly 

on their applicability to the reality that exist in each contry. The 

concept of "avoided cost"that takes into account both the capacity and the 

amount of electricity provided by the QF to the electric utility sees a 

useful one. Likewise the criteria that may be used in determning the 

the utility are helpful.reliability of service provided by the QF to 

As time progresses, a rich lode of experience is being 

generated on the efficacy of PURPA in the U.S. It may be interesting 

r.onitor the situation in a state such as California, where already a number 

been signed (Barkovich 1981)of utility-private sector SHPP contracts have 

with the objective to finding tait what kinds of arrangements are proving to 

be the most satisfactory. 

"here is one elerent that nust be accounted for in many 

coun-ies in a PURPA type initiative that is not contemplated indeveloping 

the U.S. law. This is the active participation of the local ccomunity in 

the SHPP to help ensure its reliabilitythe construction arz operation of 

of pefortmnce. Experience tn many countries has shown that SHPP's are 

often cut of service because of or maintenance of the watershed upstream 

of the diversion darn. This adverse situation can be avoided when the local 

ccmmunitv kcows that the continuation of their electricity service derends 

uniquely on how wll they conserve "their" watershed. 
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4.0 DRAFT POLICZ 

For many countries, the optimal development of its indigenous
 
resources will need a partnership arrangent betwen the public and
 
private sectors. Clearly, a PURPA type initiative is a necessary step for 
stimulating the involvemnt of the private section in mid or higher level 
developing countries. In such cases, the vitality of the private sector's 
contribution to small hydro development would be enhanced if public polic
 
followed the lines mentioned below.
 

* 	 he national legal infrastructure (including the pertinent
electricity sector and water resources law) would permit
participation of the private sector in the development of smal'. 
hydro sites and guarantee the subsequenct sale of electricity to 
the electrical utilities (using a wide range of possible contractme chaisms ). 

" 	An energy planning organization be put in place with the mandate to 
plan for the rational development of the nation's energy resources 
and to coordinate all energy development activities. 

" 	 Availability of capital for SHPP construction (using mehanisms 
such as tax-exempt bonds and debt service guarantees) would be 
assured. 

" 	Clear rules delineating the role and responsibilities of foreign 
resources (capital, technical) would be prcmulgated including
guidelines for the establishent of joint ventures with host 
country firms. 

" 	Drought insurance would be made available where appropriate. 

" 	 Training programs for SHPP project managers, technologists and 
tectnicians would be put in place. 

" he role of local communities in the development and cperation of
SHPP's would be highlighted thrcugh the provision of educational 
outreach progrmns Ln rural caomunities on the benefits of 
electricity and on the important role these same cTn4ities will 
play in guaranteeing reliability of its supply. %he local 
cnrn.Unties will benefit fro their involvements in the develorment 
of swall hdyro syst-am through electrification on favorable terms. 

Figure 1 shows the interrelationship of the public and private 
sectors in the development of SHPP's when a PMPA st-yle initiative is used. 
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5. 0 EQWI-. OF A PJRPA SIt TICU1 

In this section, a real -Yxamnple from the Dominican Republ,c has been 
chosen to deanstrate hw the application of a key provision of Section 210 
of PURPA (i.e., the purchase price of electricity by a utility fran a small 
producer should reflect the utility's avoided cost) could make the 
development of a SHPP very attractive for the private sector. he 
situation as described below is a summary of a detailed study (IMECA, July 
1981) that was conducted using a customized site selection methcdology 
(WECA, June 1981). This methodology reflected current standard 
engineering practice in the United States and the Dominican Republic. The 
discussion is divided into 2 parts: (1) engineering review of the project; 
and (2) financial review of the project. 

5.1 Engineering Project Review 

The engineering review of the project begins by looking at the site 
¢-taracteristics in term of location, hydrology, and topography and then 
develcos a design that optimizes the site electricity generation 
capabilities. 

Site Characteristics: he site is located in Azua Province wit. 
the proposed location of the powerhouse about 1 km distance from a 12.5 W 
distribution line. The drainage area of the watershed associated with the 
intake to the power canal was 200 lam2 in surface area. Five years of 
pertinent stream flow data were available. 

Design Considerations: Using information provided by a flow 
duration cur*-e and following the procedures laid down in the site selection 
methodology, a design flow (Qd) of 1.3 m3/sec was determined. A number 
of project configurations were considered that depended upon project laycut 
and single vs. multiple turbine arrangerents. The cptimal configuration 
chosen -as a crcss-flow turbine of 726 Mq capacity based on a design head 
of 61.75 meters and potential annual generation of 2.41 G'h. Fur"ther 
engineering details of the project are sthwn in Tazle 3. 

ix' 



he project also included the following features: 

0 	 A diversion rock and concrete dam 36 meters long and 3 meters 
high; 

a 	 A 2.3 M trapezontal rock and mrrtar tailrace with a gradient 
of 0.01 and a flow capacity of 1.7 m3/sec; 

* 	 A 36" diameter steel penstock of 3rmn thickness, 100 meters 
length and 1.5 m3/sec capacity; 

* 	 A synironcus 726 KW generator with a voltage rating of 4160 
volts at 60 Hz and a speed of 1200 rpm (thrcugh a stenced 
speed increaser); 

• 	 7 cn of 12.5 kV transmission line. 

5.2 Financial Project Review 

The financial review of the project first estimates the project 

ccsts, then estimates the project benefits and finally evaluates the 

project in te~rs of internal rate of return, benefit-ccst ratio, and net 

benef its. 

Project Costs 

TI e following assumptions prevailed in determining the costs: 

1. 	 The equipment and material ccsts reflect the price as
 
delivered to the site.
 

2. 	 All costs are expressed in term of 1981 RDS. All
 
equipmnt that wculd be procared abroad was costed at
 
the official exchange rate of 1 RDS = 1 U.S. S.
 

3. 	 The cost of labor in construction and installation is
 
assigned a value that is a weighted average of local
 
labor casts and seni-skilled labor cost.
 

Table I presents a sumn-arr of t-he project ccsts as crepared by a team 

cf professionals rcm the Dominican Republic while follwing the 

above-irentioned site selection methodology. 

Project Benefits 

"he .zro;ect's benefits are calculated as the revenues fran the sale 

Of the annual reort of electricit _ generated at the assumei grid .urahase 

rate of !ll , 1.his is the averace ccst of ceneraticn of electricit 
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.DLE 1 
ESTIMATED POJECT. COSTS 

.RDS 

1. 	 New Dam and Spillway 105,000 

2. 	 Power Canal 198,700 

3. 	 Power Intake 24,000 

4. 	 Penstock 56,000 

5. 	 Poer Plant and Electrical 
Equipment 405,800 

6. 	 Transmission Line, Trans
forner and Pro,'ection 
Equipment 10 2,000 

7. 	Land Clearing and Access 14,000
 

950,000 

Admin. and General Expenses (10%) 95,100 

Contingencies (15%) 142,600 

1,188,200
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for the National 
follows: 

Electrical Utility (CDE, 1980). 

Cost cer kWh 

It is calculated as 

Operation 9.15 

Maintenance 0.42 
9.67 

At an annual inflation rate of 15% for 1981, this comes to 11.12 M/ih. 

2. Recurring costs for year i (Ri ) include 

The following additional assumptions are made: 

1. All 
(CO). 

capital costs will be incarred prior to the first year of cperation 

1.28% for coeration and 
maintenance (O&M) and 0.01% for administation and general expenses 
(A&G), as percentages of capital ccst. 

3. The discount factor represents the oportunity cost of capital, 
officially set at 12%.
 

The procedure for calculatim the present value of the project benefits, 

in Table 2 plus the pe.rtinent calculationscosts ard net benefits is shown 


for this example. The results may be summarized as follows (1981 dollars):
 

The total present value of 	 the project benefits (PVB3 0 ) = RD $3,415,720 
the project costs (PV/C30 ) = RD $1,311,665The total present value of 

The total present value of 	 the net project benefits (TPV 3 0 )= S2,104,055 

The benefit cot ratio = 2.60
 
The project internal rate of return is 34%.
 

5.3 instituticnal Ccnsideratiors
 

The previous t4o subsections have sh-wn the feasibility (otLh 

financially and technically) of developing a real site in the Dominican 

Republic. Financially the project is very attactive. :n fact the project 

benefits have been underestimated because the analysis assumed: 



Table 2 

CALCULAT'IM OF =E ?MSEMT VALUE OF THE PROJECT BENEFITS AID OCSTS 

For a planning ho:izon of 30 years the total present value of the 
benefits (PVB3 0 ) is: 

30 
PVB30 = i Bi 1 . ( 

In this case Bi is constant (B) for ead year of the planning horizon and 

B = 0.11 $/Ikd x 3.855x,0 6 1dh = RD S424,050 

and remembering that the present value factor PVFT is defined as 

T 
PINT L = i-(1+-C -T 

i=l (i+r)i r where,
 

T is the length of the planning horizon (Maass, 1962). 

In this case,
 

7i'30 = 8.055. 

Thus equation (1)may be re-written 

PVB30 = PFT.B 

= 8.055 x RD $424,050 = RD $3,415,720. 

he total present value of the project costs (PVC3 0 ) is: 

30
 

P'C 3 0  =Co + Z Ci 1 = ..... (3) 

In this case,
 

= (0.0129)Co , = 1 , 2... 30 

Thus equation 3 may be re-fomulated as: 

P'IC3 0  = Co + 0.0129 PVF30 Co 
= Co (1+ 0.0129 x 8.053) = .DS (1,138,200 x 1.104) 

= DS 1,311,665 

The net project benefits (,PVB3 0) are calculated as follows: 

=:U)1B30 P-7B3 0 - PVC3 0 = -D$2,104,055 
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1. 	 The utility's average rather than marginal cost of electricity 
generation;
 

2. 	 tb real increases in imported petrolem costs over the 
p.Lanning horizon; 

The prima facie evidence shows that this project is extrenely 
attractive for the private sector. An analysis was made of the factors 
listed in Section 3.1 that could affect the feasibility of this project 
being brought to fruition by the private sector. 'he results of the 
analysis are shown in Table 3. Essentially, the prognosis for private 
sector development of STPP sites in the Dominican Republic is good, but not 

at this time. 

The current impediments to STP development in the Dminican 

Republic by the private sector are primarily institutional. What is needed 

are 	the following: 

1. 	 The promulgation of a rational Electrical Sector Law (ESL)
that clearly defines institutional responsibilities for the 
generation, transmission, distribution and sale of 
elect.icity. The law will carefully delineate institutional 
responsibilities for hydroelectric resources developmnt; 

2. 	 The ESL will also mandate the establislmnent of a public 
utility ccmmission (PLC) that will oversee the rational 
develoxmnt of the electricity sector; 

3. 	 The prcnulgation of a PUR.RA style law to optimize the 
contribution 	of both the public and private sector- in S11P 
(and other renedables) develaent. The general
chara:teristics of the law are outlined in Section 3.2. 



TABI[E 3 ANALYSIS OF TliE EXISTING SITUATION IN liE I)OMINICAN REPUBLIC 
COCEIfNING SIPP i)EVEOKHEN) BY TilIE PRIVATE SECTIR 

FACI O 
A lNt tonal Awareness of Ili Importance of Fomunt Ing 51911 

Exlstunco of dn Energy Organization Chdrged with Planning the 

l)uvolopnunt of Ha lonal Resources. 


5ensl livity to Overcoming Instl tut londl Problems 

Avdilalillly of Capital for Construction by the Private Sector 


AvalIbilit_ of Djuoiuht Insurance 

Flexibility In Uontractlng Arranguem 
ns Ietweun the Utility and the 

S1i -DiV2itr- _______ 

Avalabillty of Programs for Trdining Pussiblu Project Managers. 
lucliul(AJIi I 41a4, [uclilIlcians 

Cuuiiuaiu lly laiturusl anll PCIrticIpallon in Simall Energy and Similar 
(Waler Supply) Projects 

51 TUAT IOl
 
Feasibilily SIPP studies have Wall corduclod under the dagis of many
 
foreign governments and agencies (Including USAIO, KfW, Canada, Franca, 
Norway and Spain) on conjunction with Dominican Republic Government 
Agencies. Two SIIPP's 
are In operation; I Is under construction.
 
Construction will bejin on 
3 more In Ihe near future. tISAID Is 
contemplating financing at least 3 more SIIPP proJecs.

A permanent National 
Energy Policy Commission (CUPE1 was establishad In
 
1979 to help coordinate the energy-related activities of different
 
agencies, analyze the national 
energy situation and Identify and
 
promote appropriate energy policies and programs. C14PE has established 
a hydroelectric unit that has the responsibility for the preparation of 
short, medium and 
long-term plans and policies for hydroulectric
 
generation. The National Electrical Utility (CDE) tariff structire Is
 
designed to put the utility on a solid financial basis.
 
Currently, only COE can sell electricity. Q)E has a barter arrangement
 
with some large autogenerators of electricilty to transfer energy back 
and forth at appropriate times. 
 Legal situation on the development of 
hydroelectric resources Is very unclear and has lead io tart attles 
between MDE and ItRIII (National Ilydraulics Development Institute). A 
-'L.prehensive study of structure of
the legal the electricity sector is
 
planned to get under way shortly that will 
eventually lead to the
 
drafting and promulgation of 
a nodern and efficient electricity sector
 
law. Tie law may mandate Iha operation of an electrical utility 
Le 9 uIatory commission. 
At present this Is a moot point. since only CDE may sell olectricity. 
The country has an act Ive comunrclal tianklog system and more than 15 
development lending Institutions with ties to the central bank. 
One development Institution (FIDE) has a policy, of nearly two years
 
standing, of special treatment of 
loans designed for energy
 
conservation In Industry or agriculture or production of allrnative
 
enerqy devices.
 
Nr
 

N/A
 

The Dominican Republic has a cadre of wull-trained professiondis who 
are famniliar with all aspects of SIVP development. CD3E has In place a 
training program In O&l4 for SliPP operators. 
Field trips by MItECA personnel and discussions at all levels of sociely 
attest to a widespread community Interest In small energy projects and 
an active record of participation In previous watur supply projects.
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Summary: A technique of rural distribution with
 

rural electrification being redefined is
 

discussed in the light of rural development
 
relating to small power sources.
 

The system, employing a current limiter,
 

battery charger and a battery limits the
 

demand of the consumer from the point of view
 

of the source. The consumer's supply of
 
electricity is taken in terms of energy
 
rather than electrical power. The
 

advantages of the system is tabled and
 

its -ign4 ficanceon rural electrification
 
programme in relation to micro hydro stations,
 

small diesel stations and excessive long
 

lines extended from the grid is elaborated.
 



RADICAL APPROACH TO RURAL ELECTRIFICAT[ON
 

FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
 

by Hoesni Nasaruddin Bsc. lion. Msc. Eng. P.Eng.
 
Rosli Alias Bsc. Eng.
 

Introduction
 

In developing countries, utilities woulJ definitely face problems
 

in the implementation of rural electrification programmes especially to
 

very remote areas. Even then there are areas not far from the local grids
 

which do not receive supply. This is because the technical standards and
 
philosophy of rural supply adherrd to by utilities become the stumbling
 
block to the potential rural consumer. In order that electricity can be
 

introduced to the rural areas in a more dynamic and economical method,
 
a radical approach to rural electrification is presented here. The approach
 

requires a re-definition of rural electrification in its basic aspects.
 
The acceptance of this then depends greatly on attitudes of implementors,
 
social scientists and politicians to a new concept. In this area one has
 
also to define limits of electrical energy that can be supplied to the
 
rural consumer rather than the limits of electrical power that could be
 
made available tp him. Growth in the use of electricity may be limited
 
but the socio-economic impact that will prevail has got to be taken
 
into account.
 

Present Concepts
 

One of the present methods of rural electrification as seen in many
 
countries are just mere extentions of lines from local grids. Systems of
 
transmission may vary depending upon the ingenuity of the implementor.
 
Technical constraints to the supplyutilities are high due to system losses,
 
voltage variations, loading condition, cable capacitances etc. In cases
 
where the area is isolated supply mey be given through dieselsmall
 
thermo-dendro or mini hydro stations, but these are again limited in capacity
 
due to standards that have been adhered to. Innovative methods are thus
 
abandoned and supply cannot be given unless total rehabilitation of the
 
distribution systems takes place. This results in very expensive rural
 
electrification programme.
 

There is little advantagc in terms of time and money in the existing
 

methods of supply. The following are true when seen in proper perspective:
 

(i) 	 In terms of cost benefit rura.. electrification programme
 
is usually a loss programme;
 

(ii) 	In terms of operation, the small load does not ,justify the
 
revenue collection procedures service, and maintenance of systems;
 

(iii) 	It is normal that the rate of growth in energy consumption in
 
rural areas 4s higher than expected for the initial period of
 

supply. This will increase system rehabilitation cost unless
 
controlled growth is allowed for.
 



1hu normal te'hnique or" supplying the coihu-ne" also crv.'aL, 
stations, mini hydro and small chermo-dendroprublemL- in areas where diesel 

zations are the sources of supply. Uncertainty arise in sizing the capacity 

rural of power stations and more so when it is known that load factors are 

low. The time spent by these stations operating at low utilisation factors 

are expensive.
 

Redefinition 

In an approach to supply rural consumers one has to look into the
 

requirements and the needs of the consumers in terms of consumption of
 

electrical energy. In many instances, the consumption of electrical energy
 

is rather low and it is normal chat the maximum demand per consumer in rural
 

in the order of
electricity supply systems in developing countries to be 

area is perhaps
200 watts or less. The growth of the system in the rural 


10% per annum in the first few years, after which, the whole system growth
 

system takes a longer period because ofstagnates. Further growth of the 

consumer. This being
constraints on the financial ability of the rural 


the case, the philosophy to be adopted, whereby, limiting the demand of
 

electricity as well as a new form of system of supply has got to be put
 

is then necessary to redefine rural electrification.
into practice. It 

The definition one ought to give is as follows:-


Rural electrification in developing countries is a
 

means of supply of electricity whereby the rural
 

consumer is supplied in terms of quantities of
 

electrical energy rather than electrical power.
 

With this definition limitationsarise but the supply utility
 

concerned will reap definite advantages and the growth of rural
 

electrification in countries adopting such a definitionand also
 

adopting a new system of supply will definitely increase.
 

Birth of a Svstem 

In this system of rural supply called the 'limited charger, system'
 

the followi-Ig is provided for each household consumer.
 

(a) 	A current limiter of approximately 60 to 100 watts;
 

(b) 	A battery charger capable of maintaining RMS voltage for
 

a variation of 50% inputt This battery charger,
 

charges a batteryi The consumer can demand as much a.-,200 Watts
 

for a 60-Watt limiter connected in the systLm';
 

* Refer t.o %ppendix 'C' 

RleCer to -,ppendix 'A' 



(c) 	 DC wiring for an equivaient of 8 x .j Watt load. 

The vottage of the sytcm is 12 Volts; 

(d) Lighting is by ineans of flourescent lamps with
 
a long life
individual invertors (lamps will have 


span as heater elements are not used);
 

(e) TV and other accessories for household requirements are
 

to be of direct current types;
 

(f) Batteries of the system are normally automobil'
 
A-hour or greater. The battery
batteries each of 105 


size depends upon household requirements.
 

The circuit diagram of the supply system to the rural consumer
 

is as shown below:-
 Consumer Lamps 
' power point 

SLimiter"
0 Current(A 	 ----- r 
I 	 I 

+J 	 _ FBater 	 _ _I 

I i I I 
-II !

24U to 120.IVVoltsBatr 	 (S) C 

Fig I limited charger system
 

The system to be employed is analogous to the concept of the
 

present system of water supply where the water tank provides excess
 

Thus, 	the'limited charger system'consstsdemand requirements fr)the day. 	 t )
s

A after which is connected a battery chargerof a 	current limiter 


The 	12V charger charges a battery 
C which becomes
of 60-100 Watts. 


the reservoir for electrical energy. The development of this idea was
 

to meet the need to store electrical energy in mini hydro schemes, to
 

minimise its costs and to reduce plant capacity. The system can also
 

be used for-consumers in:

(a) 	rural diesel stations;
 

(b) 	wind energy systems and
 

(c) 	solar energy systems.
 

= di_ 



After further analysis it was found that this limited charger
 

system would be considerably useful for rural areas supplied from
 

local grids.
 

grids
Application to rural systems extended from local 


When a 'limited charger system'is provided to the rural consumer
 

(where the main supply comes from a local grid) the following can be seen:

(a) 	The household is fed constantly (say) at 6OWatts.
 

This is the maximum value and it is governed by the
 

current limiter. Available energy on demand is 200 Volts.
 

(b) 	It can be seen that the battery is charged at most times
 

during the 24 hour period the grid supplies the consumer.
 

During operation of the system where the consumer requires
 

larger outputsthe energy is available from both the battery
 

and the charger.
 

The current limiter has the function of preventing over-loading
(c) 

of the mains. The system load factor is almost unity.
 

as the diagram
The concept of use of this system is shown in 


below:-


A 

KW
 

C
 
I24 hr.
 

12hr.
 

Fig 2 Demand diagram 	 time
 

In a normal system, the maximum demand is as indicated at level A.
 

'limited charger system' where the battery compensates
In the case of the 

for the extra requirements of electrical energy, the new demand for the
 

The area shaded A, the extra energy required,
system would be at level B. 


is actually retrieved from areasC where energy storage has taken place.
 

The capacity of the battery determines the level of demand 3f the new system.
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(See Appendix B for table)
Adva lta cS of ai'Limited Charger System' 


the charger converts alternating current to direct currunt
As 

it is obvious that this system is independent of frequency. 

With each
 

household taking approximately 60 Watts through the limiter, 
the number
 

a system can be rather large. As an example,
of consumers for such 

a 100 kW source of supply can cater for approximately 

500 consumers in
 

the conventional manner but in this new system the number 
of consumers
 

1,800 consumers.
that can benefit from the system ranges from 1,000 to 

can
 

It should be noted that the charger is specific in its duty 
that it 


be made to maintain RMS voltage for a variation of 50% input. The extension
 

of long low voltage distribution lines becomes possible i.e. many 
times the
 

This also means that the high voltage system
present length at full load. 

(say 11 kV) can be extended to an isolated village where the 

secondary
 

winding of the low voltage transformer registers a new operational 
minimum
 

of 50% of,(say) 240 V i.e. 120 V.
 

Single phase and long distribution lines in the system become
 
no more a problem. In the
 

possible since load balancing is easier and is 


'limited charger system' the sizing of wires can be more economical 
as
 

One can see that although the
 
voltage drops of 50% can be allowed for. 


current limited is used the energy capacity per consumer is increased 
with
 

the number of batteries. Any over-loading on the supply system will cut
 

off the battery-charger from the mains.
 

From the operational point of view, the feeding end from grid
 

the load factor of the rural scheme as towards unity. The 'limited
 sees 

charger system' is independent of frequency. The diversity of the system
 

The voltage
is minimised and the power factor will be greatly improved. 


a major problem in normal and off-line rural system
fluctuations which is 

In other words, the voltage difference between day and
will be limited. 


All this

night due to any Ferranti effect will be controlled by the system. 


means that from the point of view of operation, the energy fed to the
 

Ttis also means that there can be optimum
consumer is under control. 

usage of energy and better stability of supply. The stability of supply
 

can be seen from the fact that faults occuring on the feeder 
lines will
 

not prevent the use of the batteries as standby supply units.
 

From the implementors point of view, the 'limited charger system'
 

of distribution can be cheap and there will be a reduction in 
the wastage
 

House wiring is at low voltage and therefore a
of electrical energy. 

safety aspect.
 

system
The 'limited charger system' can be changed to a normal 


when there is adequate demand. The 'limited charger system' can be retaine(.
 

even after voltage level have been raised to normal. This system then
 

becomes a standard system which supplies lighting, TV, radio 
etc. whilst
 

system provides for larger machinery, refrigerators,
the direct 240 V ac 

irons and othe: high energy-consuming electrical appliances.
 



An added advantage of such a system is that optimum use can be 

made of diesel stations and other generating stations of limited capacities. 
intruductionIn the "ase of diesel stations which run for, 12 hours only, the 

of this system can extend the time electricity is available to the consumer 

to 24 hours although the battery is charged within the 12 hour period. 

The limited charger system plays a major role when use with micro
 

hydro stations where the energy output of the micro hydro stations can be
 

stored in batteries at the consumer end. This cuts down the need for water
 

storage demands and also the need for extensive governing of turbine speeds.
 

The consumers form a constant load to the generating system thereby cutting
 

excessive speed variations. A properly balanced system may even eliminiate
 

the use of governors in micro hydro schemes. It should be noted that thte
 

system is independent of frequency and voltage.
 

Economics at'thesystem
 

In the evaluation of the system one finds that the cost of the
 

system is relatively low. The single phase long distance wiring can be
 

economical and the operational cost can be minimal. The spending of
 

money at a later date to improve the system will show better cost benefit.
 

The evaluation of the 'limited charger system, together with that of a normal
 

system is as shown in Appendix A.
 

The economics of the system does not merely concern the cost but
 

also the social benefits offered. The consideration given to the systea
 

is to provide electrical ammenities to the community which otherwise would
 

be without any~due to technical and development constraintsto the area.
 

In most cases of rural electrification, the load demand consist
 

mainly of domestic and lighting load thereby economically, any rural
 
Seeing
electrification project can be proved to be financially uneconomic. 

it from point of system development, the capital cost incurred to supply 

this rural demand is not feasible, especially when the load factor of the 

requirements is low.
 

The normal alternative is to supply the demand through a LL hour
 

diesel electric generating system. Even this systen is limited in its
 

distribution distance capability.
 

The aim of the 'limited charge system' is to provide the mnlinula 

electrical ammenities such as lighting, television and radio as well as to 

The normal grid system will be extendedcontrol the load in the area served. 


once the system has established a better load demand.
 

I)
 



Discribution design
 

The systex proposed will extend the distribution distaliu 

consumer end would not be subjectedconsiderably. Aptly the to low
 

ensure a good voltage
voltage since the 'limited charge system' will 


Thus a single phase line will extend much further than the

level. 


This is more appropriate for rural electrification since
 normal system. 

The cost incurred in developing the
 

consumer distribution is scattered. 

the normal
a basis for rehabilitation to
serve as
distribution system will 


to reduce the capital cost in
 
system in the future. Hence it will help 


future system improvement.
 

The extension of distribution system also reduce the number of
 
The likelihood


distribution substatien since voltage regulation is not rigid. 


of using more low voltage line boosters is great. Their location will
 

later be an appropriate location of substations for future system improvement.
 

single phase 11 kV system can also be applied as means of transmission
 

Hence cost wise it will be much lower than a three phase
in this system. 

system. Of course limitation of distribution is governed by the ingenuity
 

of the design engineer.
 

Consumer connection
 

The individual consumer has to bear the responsibility of taking
 

care of the batteries. This responsibility will give them a better
 
They have to maintain the


understanding of electrical supply facilities. 


battery for good supply. Instructions for keeping a good battery condition
 

have to be provided.
 

Metering is not done and practically no man hour will be spent by
 

the supply authority in reading meters for billing purposes. Billing will
 

be done on a fixed rate basis.
 

Conclusion
 

The advantages of the 'limited charger system' is ubviuus.
 

The main criteria whereby this system can be used in the context of rural
 

electrification has got to be in line with the appropriate definitiun of
 

of the implementors, socialrural electrification. The attitude 
to of great importance. The impactscientists and politicians the systemis 

of such a rural electrification system will be tremendous if the
 

the rural consumer and to the electric:icy
limitation is acceptable to 

With such a system being implemented one finds chat
supply authority. 


have the benefit of electri-al
consumer ca
a greater number of rural 

eleztrienergy and this means a faster development programme for rural 


It is also obvious that the programme of system imprt)veincit .an
fication. 

far out-weigh existing
be controlled. Operations wise the advantages seen 


In the context of rural electrification for developing :ouintries
 systems. 




this bybcem would bring benefit to the rural people.o..:.:, :,Ce That 
use of electriza[ energy ac the sameThe .'sze.m in no way limits the 

from wastage and unnecessary
tim' it re.traints the rural consumer 
To a utility, the system isburden on his financial standing. 


as the cost of distribution, the stability of
finanzially viable 

supo i,, the control of the system and the revenue zollection procedures
 

are greatly reduced as this system encourages a fixed monthly payment
 

on use of the electrical energy. 

fN,' ZR/Nil 



AILj'I~hL) A 

EvaluaCion of Limited Charger System
 

In calculating the individual consumer's consumption the utilisation
 

time is important. Utilisation time is the duration the consumer uses the
 

The relationship
load. This load referred to as connected load demand. 


between the connected load demand with utilisation time can be 
shown as:
 

Connected load demand = energy available 
per day
 

Utilisation time
 

as shown below:-
Consider the proposed system is 


240/12
 

Limiter 	 

*-,Load
 
(demand)
 

= rated size of current limiter x 	24 x 365 xj
Energy available/annum 
 100
 

Connected load demand/day = rated 	size current limiter x 24 x17
 
x 100utilisation time 


= 24 x rated current limiter x
 

utilisation time 
x LU0
 

The range of utilisation time is between 0 - 24 hr.
 

consumer never reaches utilisation of
 In general the maximum demand of the 


more than 6 hr. per day.
 

= 24 x rated size'of current limiter x
Hence connected load demand 

100
6 


= 4 xrated size of current limiter x A
 
100 

% of the

* 	 Assuming that the battery is able only to absorb 


inefficiencies etc.
electrical energy input due to 




The current limiter connected load relationship with consumption can be
 

drawn graphically as below

12hr system. / 24hr system
 

Connected
 

load.
 

Connected load /consumption
 

of current limiter.
 

Consumption Units (KW hr) 

for y units the size of the consumption current limiter for a 24 hr. system
 

is half that of 12 hr. system.
 

Also relationship of connected load demand against utilisation time can
 

be taken as:-


Connected 
load 

demand. 

4 x X x rated size oF current limiter. 

Connected load 
time of system. 

demand/utilisation 

x rated s;ize of current 

limiter. 

utilisation time. 

The minimum value of connected load demand is at the rated limiter 

current value. 
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The definition of utilisation tiate as againsL load factor' L

taken because the system in consideration limits the consumer cunsumption 

to a fixed amount of energy per month.
 

Similarly we can visualise the connected load demand as the maximum 

consumer connected for any particular utilisation time.demand of the 

source of
However, in the context of maximum demand, as seen from the 


supply fur this system, it is limited to the rated value of the current 

limiter. ilence, for a consumption of 30 kWhr/month~limiter rating is about
 

41 W or a current equivalent of 0.167 A for a 24 hr. system.
 

Electrical energy consumption per month 30 units
 

i unit i.e. lou watt-hr.
Consumption per day 


for a 240 V, 24 hr. supply system, the current limicer is rated as:
 

Size of limiter = watt-hour
 
24 hrs.
 

say = 1000
 
24
 

= 41.7 watts (say 50 watts due to efficiency of 
charging) 

Hence the supply authority sees the consumers consumption as 50 watts only.
 

rhe rated voltage is at 240 Volts. However, the system supply
 

voltage can be very much lower as earlier described.
 

Examples of economic evaluation
 

The following are the assumptions taken in the economic omparisons
 
supply system for power
between the limit charger system and the normal 


distribution in rural electrification:

(a) Assumptions
 

For the limited charger system:
 

(I) Diversity factor =
 

(2) Load factor - 0.8 

(3) Individual consumption = 30 units per munh 

(4) Capital cost per consumer = 300 M IRinggit
 
1,500 NtRinggit
(5) T-iedistributioncostper cusumer 

(6) Fixed rate tariff per consumer= 7.50 M Ringgit
 

(7) Cost of battery (12V, 05AH) 150 M Itinggit
 

(8) incremental cost of battery 5%
 



(b) 	 Assumptions 

The normal grid system: 

(I) 	 The diversity factor = 0.6 

(2) 	Load factor = 0.15
 

(3) 	Tariff rate = 0.25 per unit 

(4) 	Capital cost including = $1,800 M Ringgit
 

contribution per consumer.
 

(c) 	 Common data 

(1) 	Capacity of the source = 25 kW per firm output
 

(2) 	Life span of output = 15 years
 

(3) 	Reliability factor = 0.9
 

The rate of interest is varied from 1% to 51% and the bene'it
 

to cost ratio comparing the ability of the source to supply different
 

number of consumers is as shownin the diagram below:

(1
 

Benefi t
 
cost l'imittd .-ir,'e t
 

Benefit / cost ratio for diti'tc.t % rates. 

Cross over at 	 rmal cxten.itun Crum 
2% rate 	 grid system.
 

25 	 50 rLe. 

From the above graph, an imaginery system indicates tht , :amall 

source (25 kW firm) is able to supply a large number of cunusumer- who would 

be able to benefit more than the normal system of supply. The bcnefit to 

cost ratio of the system intersect at as low as 2% but for real oast the 

only 	be seen frum thc .oialmerits and de-merits of both the 	system can 

This social benefit cannot be qu& t'ified.
benefit that arises in reality. 


If the benefits are quantified the advantages of the limited zharg,.v
 

system in rural electrification will over-shadow the normal bystem of .upply.
 

,! I 



AiIPENDIX 'C' 

1latte'-y Charper Types 

the 


Each type of design is dependent upon requirement,
 
Two types of battery chargers can be designed for 'limited
 

charger system'. 
the type of source of supply, the reliability needed etc. The simplest 

shown below:of the two designs consist of a circuit as 


C 

0__ 
A 

T T 0
 

The above is a simple system where a transformer with tapped
 

secondary winding A is connected to a rectifying unit B followed by an
 

RC filter C. D is a zener diode for surge protection at the output of the
 

charger. E at the primary winding of the transformer is a metal oxide
 

varistor for lightning surge protection. I is a voltage indicator made
 

up of light emitting diodes and zener diodes combinations which will
 

indicate voltage levels for proper operation of thL charger. A simple
 

charger can be made by ommittin; C and I.
 

The above charger is connected up the mains in series with the
 

current limiter and its output is connected to the battery. in its
 

charging operation, the switch at A is moved to a suitable tap position
 

where indicator I indicates the most suitable tap position. Slight 

adjustments may be made by the consumer for his system requirements 
Once this has been set,depending upon the voltage level of the mains. 


necessity for frequent future adjustment.
there is no 


In the second type of design the battery charger is capable
 

of automatic voltage regulation by maintaining an RMS output for a
 

50% mains voltage variations. This system is more complicated aid
 

utilises thyristor controlled circuitry for its operation. rhe baaii
 



as shown below:
the system is
circuit oI" 


EA
 

N 

As in the first type, the circuit 
consist of the normal
 

charger system but thyristors 
are incorporated in the bridge
 

a circuit which ensures the 
charging voltag
 

Vs is
rectifier unit. 

of the charger and maintain 

this output for a 50% variation 
in the
 

mains input voltage.
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A VIEWPOINT ABOUT SMALL WATER POWER DEVELOPMENTS
 

by Jaime Lobo Guerrero
 

I, INTRODUCTION
 

The present paper expresses views and recommendations re

lated to small water power based on the author's experience in 

Colombia and the Caribbean area during the past 8 years.The in

tention of the paper is to promote discussion about the subject
 

by presenting some alternatives and untried ideas.
 

It should be realized that in small w ater power one is
 

talking about hydroelectric plants starting at 0.2 KW installed 

capacity for single rural homes and up to say 500 KW supplying 

villages and or local industrial activities.Plants within the 

previous range~although similar in principle to the minihydro 

range (order of 10 MW) and the large 100 MW plants~demand a 

different approach in their design,deuelopment and operation. 

The main reason for this difference in approach stems from their 

small scale and in consequence comparatively small investment 

per plant leaving no room for costly engineering studies and 

skilled technical expertise for operation and maintenance. 

Engineers and planners in hydropower are normally trained
 

and geared to think big,that is huge plants;in this case thought
 

is around many widespread tiny plants,all different and subject
 

to the particular whims of nature.The problem is the:refore
 

larger and complicated.In large power projects one tends to
 

ignore the end user "whoappears in reports as a nameless sta

tistic.With medttm and small plants you will probably meet 

* - Mech.Eng.Ph.D.,Lecturer:Universidad de Los Andes 

A.Ao 4976 .Bogota D.E.,Colombia 

Partner:C.CH.L.G. Ltda. 

A.A. 316 ,Bogota D.E. ,Colombia 
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the end users,talk to them and most surely they will be invol

ved in the project right from the start.In the very smallest
 

plants the power package has to be sold as piece of agricul

tural equipment leaving the end user to instal on a do it your

self basis.
 

II. WHAT KIND OF PROJECTS ARE THERE ?
 

The variety of projects is great and any attempt to classi

fy microhydro projects is extremely difficult.One can always
 

adopt technical criteria like high head,meditm and low head
 

type projects but perhaps it is more important to look at what
 

is needed and what is available.In general there are two broad
 

types of projects:those to suit scarce water resources with 

scarce money and those to suit abundant water resources and
 

scarce mone:r.Microhydro for developing countries will lie in be.
 

tween these cases and technology offers various alternatives for
 

-ach nase.Considering only the domestic type of power demand in
 

thp first .ype of project there is no choice but to store energy
 

and in the second kind a run of the river type project might be
 

appropriate but storage of energy should also be considered.
 

Energy can be stored in va rious ways but in practical terms
 

only re3ervoirs and storage batteries are attractive possibilities. 

Before discussing various alternatives it is worth noting
 

that in the past two decades there have seen important technical
 

developments that have opened the way for very small water
 

power plants.New developments in materials,solid state electronics,
 

home appliances and lighting have now pushed up the efficient
 

use of electricity and reduced the power demand.Thus old crIeria
 

ruling out small developments of water power hare changed and
 

more important still is the scope to enlarge the number of people
 

served per installed KW capacity in a hydroelectric plant.
 

Comparing home appliances of the 50's with the equivalent of
 

today the efficiencies for the same service has doubled,in the
 

case of electronics the factor is tenfold and in the case of
 

lighting very recent developments promise a sixfold bettering.
 

Although electric storage batteries have not changed much in
 

20 years efforts are now being made for something lighter, 

http:available.In
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more reliable and with more capacity per volume.
 

Unfortunately the nature of domestic type of power demand
 

poses an important difficulty in small water power plants.Its
 

non uniform and peaky character means that control is required
 

and that one must either waste or store energy and install
 

in equipment a sufficient capacity to cope with peaks.Under
 

these circumstances most of the investment in a plant will
 

remain idle and unproductive.
 

Various ideas have been tried to avoid this difficulty and
 

it is felt that with very scarce resources some electricity
 

for all is better than ample provision for a few.It often
 

happens that through lack of .knowledge electricity is misSused
 

and lies beyond the capabilities of poor communities.A case
 

related to this problem is the idea-that standards for elec

trical equipment and for distribution should be enforced by
 

law when perhaps freeing the standards ,ill probably generate
 

can reduce the overall costs of electricityThere
ideas that 


is no point in adopting,by enforcement,standards that do not
 

correspond to local conditions;it is like trying to live with
 

mar
U.S. star.dards in my country where the yearly income of 


families is around one thousand dollars,there must be an approp.
 

riate standard for each situation.
 

Th end user of electricity will rapidly learn about its
 

efficient use if the price on energy is right.While a lot
 

can be done with the education of the end user,the design can
 

use is promoted.Take
also incorporate ways inwhich efficient 


for instance the typical public utility system for towns with a
 

high voltage grid for distribution,transformers and homewiring
 

whoever's standard has been adopted.Add a meter
according to 


and the innefficient incandescent bulbs and we have a system
 

appropriate for some people who have to buy e,!erything for 

their home taking into account the voltage and frequeny com

same public utility
patibility.On the other hand consider the 


delivering say every three days or so a storage battery to
 

be hooked en to your home wiring to supply efficient D.C.
 

lighting and appliances.Each alternative has its advantages
 

and disadvantages but it is possible to discern whidh is the
 

http:patibility.On
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most appropriate.There must be other sound possibilities which
 

will probably be explored in the future according to techno

logical developments.The previous discussion shows that when 

small water power developments are to be planned non conventional 

solutions should be examined all the way from the water resource 

to the end user.
 

III. SOME OPTIONS
 

In the included table some options for projects are shown 

depending on the amount of power to be eploited.These are just
 

a few of the possible combinations for small water power projects.
 

Of these only option 6 has not been tried to my knowledge.
 

Purposefully the cases adopted exclude productive end use because
 

more often these activities are a result of entr!preneurs and lo

cal effort in free dynamic societies.In other societies with a
 

communal organization due consideration to the productive side
 

of the plant is indispensable during the design stage.I believe
 

that initially the domestic load should be given priority because
 

generally speaking the industrial load will promote itself once
 

knowhow is available.
 

Referring to the first option, the development of such ins

talled power can only be done by the interested end user in order 

to keep costs down. A cheap reliable and flexible hydrogeneratiag 

unit that anybody can install is the main problem here; only 

recently have some efforts been made to put such devices on the 

market. The initial approach is to use standard automotive alter

nators and locally made turbines. Voltage regulation in order to. 

charge the batteries without ruining them has been done with re

liable electronic regulatovs!; In short the approach is to make
 

available on the market a simple agricultural implement that 

can be bought and used by farmers to provide lighting, communi

cations and a few appliances for their homes. Electronic inver

ters at reasonable costs allow for transmission of power to the 

end user, however losses and reduced capacity limit somewhat the
 

possibilities here.
 

The second, third and fourth options develop the same resource 

but differ widely in the number of people attended and the custs 
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involved, The load factors on the plants of options three and
 

four show that they will be more expensive per potentiall user. 

Option four can only be a good solution when funds are scarce if 

something productive is done with the energy in order to increa

se the load factor. Option 3 is an atempt to adapt large water
power technology to small waterpower developments and although 

the real plant load factor might be high the extra investments
 

will remain idle part of the time because the design is focused
 

on attending peak power demands. Option 2 is focused on energy
 

dem-Lnd and is economic but relies on some form of convenient
 

transport for the batteries and the control of theircharging.
 

Options 5 and 6 are presented to show the advantages of 

t.'ying nn conventional approaches to provide electricity to 

sall "villages.The greatest benefit of option 6 is the increased 

number of people that can be attended for a given dependable 

res)urce.As in option 2 there will be some difficulties with 

theh p.'=ious cases can not a fford costly engineering
 

studles.Different ways in which the developments ca n take place 

throu.,n self aid,asing local knowhowlocal technologies etc. 

should be promoted. 

Option 7 is a typical microhydro plant for conditions of
 

ample water power resources.The only difference between this
 

plant and an equivalent turn of the century plant is the type
 

of control.The recent electronic load.control developed specifi

cally for microhydro receives the power from the generator and
 

switches the power either to suit demand or to a ballast load 

in order to make the turbine feel a continuous full load The 

costs are less than the conventional electromechanical controls
 

and the reliability is much higher.The most interesting advantage 

of the electronic load control is that the reliability of the 

plant improves dramatically and some cost savings are attained:
 

no moving parts except turbine and generatorflow required is
 

constant,no control valves or gates are required,no surge pro

tection is needed and only overspeed safety devices can be put
 

in case of an accident.The turbines car therefore have fixed
 

geometry with incorporated flexibility to cope with a range of
 

http:res)urce.As
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heads and flows.The generators can also be simplified somewhat
 

in the sense that automatic regulating features within the
 

machine are not required.
 

I hope that the ideas expressed in this paper will trigger
 

questions and new ideas.I expect that conditions in Africa will
 

be different to those in Latin America and therefore African
 

thought will have to come with its own approach for such a large
 

continent.
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The rapidly increasing cost of generating our own electrical 

power by engine driven generators and the increasing demand and 

need to up-grade our service has caused us to seek other sources
 

of electrical supply.
 

We are presently developing a small hydro-electric potential 

located in the northwestern Equatorial province of Zaire. T.is 

project is sponsored by the Eglise du Christ au Zaire/CEUM, a 

PVO in collaboration with the G.O.Z. and funded mostly by US/AID. 

There is very little rural electrification in this area. Some of 

the larger cities are ,,-viced with diesel generators but it was 

felt that it would be necessary to develop aur own power source 

so as to provide 24 hour service to the hospital and educatiorl

facilities. Because cost and availability of fuel is a constant 

problem, an active effort was launched to invest in this hydro plant. 

Although the initial installation cost is rather high, the low 

cost of operation and maintenance is very attractive. It is regretable 

that this was not installed several years ago, as all costs have gone 

up drastically in the past five years since the oil crisis. 
 Now, it
 

is questionable whether we could ever obtain sufficient quantities 

of fuel to operate diesel plants on a full 24 hour basis even if we 

could afford to purchase it. At present, it is rationed as is L.P.
 

gas and gasoline. 
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2. SELECTION OF SITE: 

The main factors in selecting a suitable site are flow, head, 

pondage and the cost of development.
 

We are fortunate 
 to have two rivers and three possible sites 

near Karawa, each with its own pros and cons, which eventually led 

us to settle on Zulu. The Bagbau River is located 2 km. east of 

Karawa with a good flow (6 to 8 m
3/sec), but no natural falls. The 

valley narrows somewhat between two large hills but it would require 

a dam 600 meters long and 7 highmeters to develop about 300 kw of 

power. The earth-fill, spillway and flood control problems are where 

the expense would be. 

The Libala, 2.5 km. south of Karawa is a larger river with an 

even greater potential, but involving a greater cost in preparation 

of an earth filled dam requiring enormous quantities of fill with 

similar spillway and flood control problems. Both of these sites 

have the advantage of being close to the population and load centers. 

Zulu, with an average flow of 5 m3 /sec., is located 11.2 km. west
 

of Karawa in a heavily forested area. Although farther away, its
 

advantage is in the natural falls and rapids totaling 7 meters head.
 

Our problems are the rather long dam (350 m long by 3.5 m. high), and 

the length of power line to load center. 
Also the 11.5 km. distance 

involved in trucking back and forth during construction is a disadvan

tage in time and fuel. 

3. ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY AD END-USE:
 

It is very important to get a clear idea of the relative cost as 
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soon as possible. These will be estimates at best, with inflation 

and short supply causing some very high spiking at times. Major 

areas of expense should be isolated with emphasis on quantities 

(cubic metc-'s, tons, barrels of fuel, man hours, etc.) to facili

tate computing actual dollar cost as price and conditions change. 

In our case, for example, cement was Z2,89 when we originally 

arote the project in 1977. 
We budgeted Z6,00 to allow for inflation. 

By 1979, when we purchased our first sack, cement was Z16,00. It 

then proceeded to jump in price to Z24,00 and Z32,00 and Z60,00 

during 1980 and 1981. Now, in 1982, we are purchasing cement for
 

Z75,00 with our next 1000 sacks slated for Z100,00 each. Handling
 

and transportation costs are increasing right along with the purchase 

costs. 

There are costs of supportive activities which also must be 

rsalized. Building access roads to reach the aggregate and fill 

areas, possibly an airstrip to receive supplies, and sometimes the 

main roads and bridges need repairs. Should these become a part of 

your hydro project or will they be developed by other sources? Will 

they be useful to the area during and after the project? Will you 

be able to consider them as a long-range benefit to the area? 

Equally important is a listing of end-use and benefits. There 

are many changes that affect a community when a source of power is 

developed. It is important to estimate and give a dollar value where 

possible to the various benefits to and from your project directly 

and the ripple effect to the area. Fortunately in many cases, the 
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value of the output also increases as the cost of development increases.
 

Therefore, your end products remain competitive, particularly as you 

project these values over a long life and when you consider the 

increasing fuel costs.
 

The benefits list is moot noticeably led by the decreased dependance 

on fossel fuels. Availability and cost have been a big problem to most 

of us. A more dependable source of power helps all departments know 

better how to plan, and will greatly reduce operating cost which is 

passed on to those we serve as a P.V.O.
 

In the Medical Service, we are planning on better lighting in 

wards and work areas, lab equipment that need a constant source of 

power such as incubators and refrigerators, air conditioning (offer

ing a cleaner and increased sterile work situation in the operating 

rooms as well as more comfort in the hot climate), as well as cold 

storage for film and pharmaceuticals. Auto-claving requires a 

significant load on the power source (7 to 10 kw each) and is a 

very necessary and often used piece of equipment. Laundry and water 

heating are also essential expenditures of energy if the hospital is 

to be efficient and proper.
 

The Educational department will have better lighting for
 

studying and power for lab equipment and audio-visual equipment.
 

Staff dwellings will need power for lighting and house-hold needs.
 

Technical Services will have a greater flexability to use power 

tools, and lights in their task of keeping the community functioning. 

A hammermill will produce corn and manioc flour for the community and 

village near-by.
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Hopefully, these time-saving benefits will result in some of the 

many secondary benefits as the ripple effect moves out to touch more 

people. If this stimulates more food production, better nutrition 

and health care and improved education opportunities at a reduced 

unit cost, then our goal will be achieved. We would like to think 

that more leisure time would mean more time with the family, more 

time for self-improvement, and hopefully advancement from the 

subsistance level to a more rewarding life style. 

Li. SCHEDULE OF ACTION: 

It is important to plan movements, supply lines, labor pools,
 

as well as construction steps to the fullest. One needs to consider
 

the weather conditions, dry season durations, river levels for coffer 

dams and river transport. When delays occur, you must be raady with 

alternate solutions which may often tax your ingenuity. 

Because machinery is not readily available, we depend on manual 

labor to carry out much of the civil works. Delays may occur due to 

shortage of manpower during prime dry season time as work in the 

garden keeps people home. Due to lack of semi-skill ed help, it may 

be necessary to do "on the job" training which takes time and personnel 

capable of training. 

.hen possible, plan so as to complete a given portion of the 

project which when ready will yield a benefit to the area or facilitate 

the completion of the construction.
 

In our case, we hope to operate the smaller turbine at 1/3 

capacity mainly on the flow of the river while completing the dam
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to full height. 
 It will not necessarily cut construction cost,
 
but it will feed three times the power to our community that we 
presently have with diesel generator sets.
 

5. SOURC OF 

There are many suppliers of small hydro equipment on the World 
Market. In our case, we are using Leffel and Ossberger Turbine 
units. Both have many years of experience and have been very help
ful in planning and working out needed information. Their units 
are complete and are supplied with plans to bolt into place.
 

We have also used the US/AID/E.p.D. as a source of very good
 
equipment including dump trucks, compressors and fuel and water
 

tanks.
 

Almost all commodities in our project have come from out of the
 
count*with the exception of a Penstock that was fabricated in
 
linshasa,"the capit-.I city of Zaire. We have been able to adapt 
used equipment in some cases to keep things going. 
Our Technical
 
Servicec has had many years experience in trying to keep equipment
 
in service. 
'Ue deal mainly with small trucks, pumps, and generator
 
sets in the 2 to 15 kw. range.
 

6. TIhL TATION: 

Briefly, these are some of our problems and obervations as 
to the effect of the Zulu hydro-electric project.
 

Funds: Delays in permissions for transfer. 
Delays in the Bank up to 7 months.
Short supply of currency during exchange

of new Zaire bills.
Short supply of currency during coffee 
season.
 



Technica.Assistance: 

Procurement: 

Rzuipment: 

Labor: 

Compensation:. 

Public Relations: 


Secure good consultants in several
 
areas of expertise.
 

Need more time to find supplies than expected.
Need to keep more stock on hand than anticipated
Need good communication system between site
 

and home base.
 
Need alternate transportation facilities.
 

Need two of any key unit on hand, or the
 
ability to rent 
a similar unit.Example: Our loader was down for 11 months
waiting for parts and repair. 

Skilled and semi-skilled work force is not

always available. You may 
 need to train 
local people in even the lasic skills. 

Professional training delays of ly years,when technical courses offered in
 
schools were cancelled.
 

Unskilled Labor Pool 
- how large a pool

is available during the 
crucial times ofthe project as well as during the duration
of the project. (We needed our pool during
the local garden cutting time when many
wanted to be excused from work.)

Need good supervision from within local culture. 

If the payscale is too low to attract labor, 
try Bonus Systems for attendance and good
performance. 

Incentives: food rations on the job, PX
 
sale of common goods at favorable prices

to work force (machettes, shoes, soap,

salt, meat, lumber, etc.).


Provision of uniforms and caps.
Med!.,l.care in the form of first-aid on

the Sob site as well as near-by hospital 
care., 

Insurance for accidents.
 

Invite local government officials to visit
 
and take tours of project site.


Credit and recognizd all who have had a part

in the project including those responsible

for land permissions, project permissions, 
funding and donors, technical assistance,
 
and contribution in kind of supplies and labor. 
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Energie Hydroelectrique i Petite Echelle 
en Afrique 

Lundi 1er mars 

PREMIERE SESSION GENERALE: 
Discours de Bienvenue et d'Introduction 

8 h Inscription 

8 h 30 Appel a l'Ordre 

President de Conference: 

G. Dossou 
Directeur de la Division Infrastructure et Industrie 
Banque Africaine de Developpement 

8 h 40 Discours de Bienvenue 

Sera annonce ul'erieurement 
Banque Africaine de Developpement 

Kana Mutombo 
Secretaire Gen~raI 
de l'Union des Producteurs, Transporteurs et Distributeurs de 
l'Energie Electrique des Pays Africains 

Gordon W. Evans
Directeur du Bureau Regional des Services du Developpement 
Economique pour l'Afrique Occidentale 
USAID 

David Zoeliner 
Directeur du Programme des Petites Centrales 
Hydrauliques Decentralisees (SDH) 
NRECA 

9 h 30 Expose Principal 
Konan Lambert 
Directeur General de l'Energie Electrique de la C6te d'Ivoire 

10 h Pause-Cafe 

10 h 30 Presentation de Diapositives 
10 h45 Expose: Introduction A la Technologie et au Developpe-

ment des Petites Centrales Hydroelectriques 
Maurice Albertson 
Professeur au Departement du Genie CivilUniversite de l'Etat du Colorado 

11 h 30 Dejeuner 

DEUXIEME SESSION GENERALE: 
Etude de Certaines Petites Centrales Hydroelectriques 

ASmall14 fr-- Ct-'lor 

Small-Scale Hydropower 
in Africa 

Monday, 	March 1 

FIRST GENERAL SESSION:
 
Welcome and Introduction
 

8:00 a.m. Registration 

8:30 a.m. 	 Call to Order 

Workshop Moderator: 

G. Dossou 
Director, Infrastructure and Industry Division 
African Development Bank 

8:40 a.m. Welcome Speeches 

To Be Announced 
African Development Bank 

Kana Mutombo 
Secretary General 
Union of Producers, Conveyors, and Distributors of 
Electrical Energy to African Nations 

Gordon W. 	EvansDirector, Regional Economic Development 
Services Office/West Africa 
SeicUSAID 

David Zoellner
Program Manager 
Small Decentralized Hydropower Program
S leceNRECA 

9:30 a.m. 	 Keynote Address 

Director General 

Energie Electrique de la C6te d'Ivoire 

10:00 a.m. 	 Coffee Break 
10:30 a.m. 	 End-Use Slide Presentation 
10:45 	a.m. Paper: Introduction to Small Hydro Technology 

and Development 
ad D e tson

MauriceProfessor,Albertson 
Civil Engineering Department 

Colorado State University 
11:30 a.m. 	 Lunch 

SECOND GENERAL SESSION: 
Small HdpERAs StS 

Hydropower Case Studies 
2:00 p.m. Africa: Ivory Coast 



Energie Hydroelectrique APetite Echelte 
en Afrique 

Diby Kroko 
Directeur des Etudes et de la Recherche Technologique 
Energie Electrique de la C6te-d'Ivoire 

14 h 30 Amerique Latine: Equateur 

Eduardo Moran 
Conseiller 
Institut Equatorien de 'Energie 

15 h Asie: Pakistan 

Mohammad Abdullah 
Professeur et Chef du Departement d'Electrotechnique 
Universitd NWFP d'Engineering et de Technologie 

15 h 30 Afrique: Zaire 

Mulamba Wa Kabasele 
Departement d'Engineering 
Universite du Zaire 

16 h Pause-Cafe 

16h30 	 Discussions: Systemes de Petites Centrales Hydro-
electriques Rurales 

President: 

Clarence Kooi 
Conseiller en matiere d'Energie 
Bureau R6gional des Services du Ddveloppement Economique 
pour l'Afrique Occidentale USAID 

18 h Levee de Session 

18 10 Reception: Presentation des Participants 

Mardi 2 mars 

TROISIEME SESSION GENERALE: 

Selection du Site 

8 h 30 Appel a l'Ordre 

8 h 30 Presentation de Diapositives: Projets de Petites Centrales 
Hydroelectriques 


Allen Inversin 

Ingenieur en Micro-Centrales Hydrauliques 

Programme des Petites Centrales 

Hydroelectriques Decentralisees 

NRECA 


9 h 15 Expose: Methodologies Concernant l'Estimation
 
Hydrologique
 

Paul Kirshen 
Expert-Conseil en Ressources Hydrauliques 

Small-Scale Hydropower 
in Africa 

Diby Kroko 
Director of Studies and Technological Research 
Energie Electrique de la C6te d'Ivoire 

2:30 p.m. 	 Latin America: Ecuador 

Eduardo Moran
 
Advisor
 
Ecuadorian Energy Institute
 

3:00 p.m. 	 Asia: Pakistan 

Mohammad Abdullah 
Professor and Head, Electrical Engineering Department 
NWFP University of Engineering and Technology 

3:30 p.m. Africa: Zaire 

Mulamba Wa Kabasele 
Department of Engineering
 
University of Zaire
 

4:00 p.m. 	 Coffee Break 

4:30 p.m. Panel: Rural Small Hydro Systems 

Moderator: 

Clarence Kooi 
Energy Advisor, Regional Economic Development 
Services Office/West Africa 
USAID 

6:00 p.m. 	 Adjournment 

6:10 p.m. Get-Acquainted Reception 

Tuesday, March 2 

THIRD GENERAL SESSION: 
Site Selection 

8:30 a.m. 	 Call to Order 

8:30 a.m. 	 Slide Presentation: Small Hydropower Schemes 

Allen Inversin 
Micro-Hydro Engineer 
Small Decentralized Hydropower Program 
NRECA 

9:15 	a.m. Paper: Hydrologic Assessment Methodologies
 
Paul Kirshen
 
Water Resources Consultant
 



Energie Hydroelectrique A Petite Echeile 
en Afrique 

10 h Pause-Cafe 
10 h 30 Discussions en Commissions: Evaluation des Ressources 

et Selection du Site 
12 h Dejeuner 

QUATRIE.ME z-E!'SION GENERALE: 
Developpement du Site et Sources D'Equipement 
14 h 30 	 Expose: Developpement du Site et Emplacement de la 

Turbine 

Sera announc6 ult6rieurement 
15 h 15 	 Expose: Conception de l'Equipement et Possibilites

de Fabrication Locale 

Reinhold Metzler 
Assistant de Recherches et Ingenieur-Conseil 
Universite Technique de Furtwangen 

6 h Pause-Cafe 

16 h30 	 Discussions en Commissions: Developpement du Site et 
Sources d'Equipement 

18 h Levee de Session 

Mercredi 3 mars 
8 h Depart pour une Sortie d'Etude sur le Terrain (Aboisso) 

19 h Reception 

19h45 Banquet 

Orateur d'Honneur: 

Gordon W. Evans 
Directeur du Bureau Regional des Services du Developpe-
ment Economique pour 'Afrique Occidentale 
USAID 

Small-Scale Hydropower 
in Africa 

10:00 a.m. Coffee Break 
10:30 a.m. Workshop Discussion Groups: Resource Assessment 

and Site Selection 
12:00 p.m. Lunch 
FOURTH GENERAL SESSION:
 
Site Dewelopment and Sources of Equipment
 
2:30 p.m. Paper: Site Development and Turbine Setting


To Be Announced
 

3:15 p.m. Paper: Equipment Design and Local Manufacturing
Opportunities
Reinhold Metzler 

Research Assistant and Consulting Engineer
Technical University of Furtwangen 

4:00 p.m. Coffee Break 
4:30 p.m. Workshop Discussion Groups: Site Development and 

Sources of Equipment 
6:00 p.m. Adjournment 
Wednesday, March 3 

Departure for Field Trip (Aboisso) 
Reception 

Banquet 

Guest Speaker: 
Gordon W. Evans 

Director, Regional Economic Development Services 
Office/West Africa 
USAID 

8:00 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. 

7:45 p.m. 

http:QUATRIE.ME


Energie Hydroelectrique A Petite Echelle 
en Afrique 

Jeudi 4 mars 
CINQUIEME SESSION GENERALE: 
Faisabilite Economique et Applications 

8 h 30 Appel a l'Ordre 
8 h 30 Expose: Faisabilite Economique et Rendement 

Economique 

Tobie Lanou 
CH 2 M Hill 

9 h 15 Expose: Planification des Applications 

Daniel Boyle 
Specialiste des Mini-Centrales Hydroelectriques
Programme des Petites Centrales Hydrauliques Decentralisees 
NRECA 

10 h Pause-Cafe 
10 h 30 Discussions en Commission: Faisabilite Economique et 

ApplicationsandApplicatone 

12 SESShO G.. L 
SIXIEME SESSION GENERALE: 
Couits et Financement 
14 h 30 Expose: Couits Relatifs Aux Petites Centrales 

Hydroelectriques 

Paul Clark 
Specialiste de la Formation et de l'Information 
Programme des Petites Centrales Hydrauliques Decentralisees 
NRECA 

15 h 15 Expose: Strategies et Planification du Financement 

Douglas Gardner 
Directeur de I'Applic-tion sur le Terrain pour 1a Haute-
Volta, le Niger et le Mali 
Fonds des Nations Unies Pour le Developpement des Capitaux 

16 h Pause-Cafe 

16h30 Discussions en Commissions: Couts et Financement 

18 h Levee de Session 

Small-Scale Hydropower 
in Africa 

Thursday, March 4 
FIFTH GENERAL SESSION: 
Economic Feasibility and End-Uses 

8:30 a.m. Call to Order 
8:30 a.m. Paper: Economic Feasibility and Economic Returns 

Tobie Lanou 
I 2M Hill 

9:15 a.m. Paper: End-Use Planning 

Daniel Boyle 
Mini-Hydro Development Specialist
Small Decentralized Hydropower Program 
NRECA 

10:00 a.m. Coffee Break 

10:30 a.m. Workshop Discussion Groups: Economic Feasibility 
End-Uses 

12:00p.m. Lunch 
SIXTH GENERAL SESSION: 
Costs and Financing 

2:30 p.m. Paper: Cost Implications of Sm-all Hyd:opowerSystems 
Paul Clark 
Training and Information SpecialistSmall Decentralized Hydropower Program 
NRECA 

p.m. Paper: Financial Strategies and Planning 

Douglas,Gardner
 
Field Implementation Manager for Upper Volta, Niger,
and Mali 
U.N. Capital Development Fund 

4:00 p.m. Coffee Break 
4:30 p.m. Workshop Discussion Groups: Costs and Financing 
6:00 p.m. Adjournment 
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in Africa 

Friday, March 5
 
SEVENTH GENERAL SESSION:
 
Management Issues 

Energie Hydroelectrique & Petite Echelle 
en Afrique 

Vendredi 5 mars 

SEPTIEME SESSION GENERALE: 

Questions Relatives Ala Gestion 


8 h 30 Appel a l'Ordre 


8 h 36 Expose: Developpement Institutionnel pour Ia Gestion de 

Petites Centrales Hydroelectriques 

Richard Brown 
Prdsident 
Institut de Recherches Sociales de Washington 

9 h 15 	 Expose: Formation, Fonctionnement et Entretien dans 

la Gestion des Petites Centrales Hydroeldctriques 


Sera annonce ulterieurement 


10 h Pause-Cafe 


10 h 30 	 Discussion: Gestion-Approches Locales Contre 
Approches Centralisees 

President: 

David Zoellner 
Directeur de Programme 
Programme des Petites Centrales Hydroeiectriques 
Decentralisees 
NRECA 

12 h Dejeuner 

HUITIEME SESSION GENERALE: 
Cloture de la Conference 

14 h 30 Sera announc6 ult~rieurement 

15 h 15 Discussions en Commissions: Gestion et Etude des Impacts 

16 h 45 Pause-Cafe 

17 h 15 Resume et Cloture de la Conference 
David Zoellner 
Directeur de Programme 
P; gramme des Petites Centrales Hydro6lectriques 
Ddcentralisees 
NRECA
 

18 h Levee de Session
 

8:30 a.m. 

8:30 a.m. 

9:15 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

12:00 p.m. 

Call to Order 

Paper: Institutional Development for Managing Small 
Decentralized Hydropower Systems 

Richard Brown 
President 
Washington Institute for Social Research 

Paper: Training, Operation, and Maintenance in the 
Management of Small Hydropower Systems 

To Be Announced 

Coffee Break 

Panel: Local vs. Centralized Management Approaches 
Moderator: 

David Zoellner 
Program Manager 
Small Decentralized Hydropower Program 
NRECA 
Lunch 

EIGHTH GENERAL SESSION: 
Workshop Conclusion 

2:30 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

4:45 p.m. 

5:15 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 

To Be Announced 

Workshop Discussion Groups: Management and 
Impact Evaluation 

Coffee Break 

Summary and Conclusion 

David Zoellner 
Program Manager 
Small Decentralized Hydropower Program 
NRECA 

Adjournment 




